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ABSTRACT
Evaluating the Effects of International Criminal Court Prosecutions on Atrocities During
Ongoing Armed Conflict
Michael Patrick Broache

This dissertation examines the impact of International Criminal Court (ICC) prosecutions
initiated during ongoing conflict on atrocities, with the goal of developing a typological theory
specifying the conditions under which ICC prosecutions alternately prevent, exacerbate, or have
no impact on wartime atrocities. This dissertation employs an inductive approach to theory
building, using in-depth case studies of the impact of ICC action vis-à-vis two armed groups in
the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) whose leaders were targeted for prosecution by the
ICC, the CNDP/M23 and FDLR, to generate a set of testable hypotheses concerning the effects
of ICC action. These case studies draw from over 100 original interviews with current and
former members of these groups and other relevant actors in DRC, as well as statistical analysis
of patterns of atrocities attributable to each group over time using data sourced from the Armed
Conflict Location and Event Database. These case studies suggest variation in the impact of ICC
action across stages of the legal process. In the CNDP/M23 case, I find that the issuance of an
ICC arrest warrant for senior CNDP commander Bosco Ntaganda in April 2008 initially had
negligible effects but subsequently contributed to an escalation in atrocities when Ntaganda,
apparently fearing arrest after the conviction of his former commander, Thomas Lubanga, by the
ICC and calls for his arrest by international donors and human rights organizations, reneged on a
peace deal and instigated a new rebellion, the M23, in April 2013; however, Ntaganda’s
surrender to the Court approximately one year later amidst internal tensions within M23
contributed to the prevention of atrocities by reducing M23’s capacity to perpetrate violence and
contributing to its eventual military defeat. I find similar though not identical results in the case
of the FDLR. First, I find that situation-level ICC action, encompassing preliminary phases
before the issuance of indictments for individual leaders, had negligible effects vis-à-vis the
FDLR. However, the execution of an indictment for senior FDLR political leader Callixte
Mbarushimana initially exacerbated atrocities by further empowering radical leaders within the
organization and provoking backlash against the ICC; in the long run, however, Mbarushimana’s
arrest generated incapacitative effects that contributed to prevention. Finally, the issuance of an
outstanding indictment for FDLR military commander Sylvestre Mudacumura had perverse
effects, as it generated incentives for Mudacumura to spoil peace initiatives. I test the
generalizability of these findings using statistical analysis of time-series cross-section data
covering armed groups active in Africa from 2002 through 2010; this analysis yields three major
findings, which are generally consistent with hypotheses derived from my case studies
concerning the long-term effects of ICC action. First, this analysis indicates that situation-level
action has negligible average effects on atrocities. Second, I find that outstanding indictments
tend to exacerbate atrocities, and third, that the execution of ICC indictments contributes to the
prevention of atrocities.
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Chapter I
Introduction
The past three decades have witnessed a massive increase in prosecutions of individual
political and military leaders for atrocity crimes, including genocide, crimes against humanity,
war crimes, and gross violations of human rights. This development, variously termed the
“justice cascade”1 and the “revolution in accountability,”2 has occurred at both the domestic and
international levels. According to the Human Rights Prosecutions Database compiled by
Hunjoon Kim and Kathryn Sikkink, 38 states initiated domestic human rights prosecutions from
1980 through 2004, either through standing courts or specially constituted tribunals.3 Domestic
courts have also made increasing use of the doctrine of universal jurisdiction, which allows
national courts to prosecute perpetrators of certain atrocity crimes regardless of the location of
the crime or nationality of the perpetrator.4 At the international level, the United Nations Security
Council established ad hoc criminal tribunals for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) in 1993 and
Rwanda (ICTR) in 1994, and “hybrid” tribunals combining international and domestic
mechanisms were subsequently constituted in Sierra Leone, Cambodia, East Timor, Kosovo, and
Lebanon. This development culminated with the establishment of the International Criminal

Ellen Lutz and Kathryn Sikkink, “The Justice Cascade: The Evolution and Impact of Human
Rights Trials in Latin America,” Chicago Journal of International Law 2, no. 1 (2001), 633-659; Kathryn
Sikkink, The Justice Cascade: How Human Rights Prosecutions are Changing World Politics (New York,
USA and London, UK: W.W. Norton, 2011).
1

Chandra Lekha Sriram, Globalizing Justice for Mass Atrocities: A Revolution in Accountability
(London and New York, USA: Routledge, 2005).
2

Hunjoon Kim and Kathryn Sikkink, “Explaining the Deterrence Effect of Human Rights
Prosecutions for Transitional Countries,” International Studies Quarterly 19, no. 2 (2010), 939-963.
3

Maximo Langer, “The Diplomacy of Universal Jurisdiction: The Political Branches and the
Transnational Prosecution of International Crimes,” American Journal of International Law 105, no. 1
(2011), 1-49; Sikkink, Justice Cascade, 108-115.
4
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Court (ICC), the world’s first permanent international criminal tribunal. The ICC (alternately the
Court in this dissertation) was established by a multilateral treaty, the Rome Statute, which was
adopted by diplomatic conference on July 17, 1998, and entered into force on July 1, 2002. The
ICC is seated in The Hague, Netherlands,5 although Article 62 of the Statute implies the Court
may conduct trials elsewhere.6
Prosecuting perpetrators of atrocity crimes has been justified on many grounds, including
considerations of retributive justice and just deserts,7 positive duties under international law,8
documenting crimes for the historical record,9 providing closure to victims and their families or
on the past more generally,10 and promoting communal or national reconciliation,11 inter alia.12
In recent years, however, prosecutions have been increasingly justified on instrumental grounds,

5

Following metonymic convention, I occasionally refer to the ICC as “The Hague.”

Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, adopted at Rome, Italy July 17, 1998, entered
into force July 1, 2002, United Nations Treaty Series 2187 (2004), 3-158; Art 62. This article provides
that “Unless otherwise decided, the place of the trial shall be the seat of the Court”; this implies a trial
may be held elsewhere if it is “otherwise decided.”
6

Martha Minow, Between Vengeance and Forgiveness: Facing History After Genocide and Mass
Violence (Boston, USA: Beacon, 1998).
7

M. Cherif Bassiouni and Edward M. Wise, Aut Dedere Aut Judicare: The Duty to Extradite or
Prosecute in International Law (Dordrecht, Netherlands: Martinus Nijhoff, 1995); Diane F. Orentlicher,
“Settling Accounts: The Duty to Prosecute Human Rights Violations of a Prior Regime,” The Yale Law
Journal 100, no. 8 (1991), 2537-2615.
8

Miriam J. Aukerman, “Extraordinary Evil, Ordinary Crime: A Framework for Understanding
Transitional Justice,” Harvard Human Rights Journal 15 (2002), 72; Stephan Landsman, “Alternative
Responses to Serious Human Rights Violations: Of Prosecution and Truth Commissions,” Law and
Contemporary Problems 59, no. 4 (1996), 83.
9

Bronywyn Anne Leebaw, “The Irreconcilable Goals of Transitional Justice,” Human Rights
Quarterly 30, no. 1 (2008), 113.
10

11

Susan Dwyer, “Reconciliation for Realists,” Ethics & International Affairs 13, no. 1 (1999), 95.

For an overview of justifications for prosecutions, see Aukerman, “Extraordinary Evil,
Ordinary Crime,” 39-98; Antonio Cassese, “Reflections on International Criminal Justice,” The Modern
Law Review 61, no. 1 (2003), 1-10.
12
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focusing principally on their capacity to prevent future atrocities.13 This is reflected perhaps most
prominently in the Preamble to the Rome Statute, which highlights the “prevention…of the most
serious crimes of concern to the international community” as a central purpose of the Court.14
This rationale has also been reflected in the public rhetoric of the ICC's current Prosecutor, Fatou
Bensouda;15 her predecessor, Luis Moreno-Ocampo;16 statements issued by governments at the
Assembly of States Parties of the ICC;17 and statements by advocacy organizations calling for
prosecutions for alleged human rights violations in various countries.18

Leslie Vinjamuri, “Deterrence, Democracy, and the Pursuit of International Justice,” Ethics &
International Affairs 24, no. 2 (2010), 191-211. Prevention is not, however, the sole instrumental
justification articulated for prosecutions. For instance, commentators have also emphasized establishing
the rule of law as a justification for prosecutions; see Landsman, “Alternative Responses,” 83, cited in
Aukerman, “Extraordinary Evil, Ordinary Crimes,” 72.
13

14

Rome Statute, Preamble, paragraph 5.

Bensouda assumed the office of Prosecutor on June 15, 2012; unless otherwise noted, “current”
or “as of this writing” in this dissertation means as of December 31, 2014.
15

For example, in a speech in August 2012, two months after assuming office as Prosecutor,
Bensouda cited the positive role of the ICC in “put[ing] an end to abuses.” See Fatou Bensouda,
“Reflections from the International Criminal Court Prosecutor,” Case Western Reserve Law Journal of
International Law 45, no. 1 (2012), 509. Similarly, in a speech shortly after his election as the ICC’s first
Prosecutor in April 2003, Moreno-Ocampo stated, “I deeply hope that the horrors humanity has suffered
during the twentieth century will serve us as a painful lesson, and that the creation of the International
Criminal Court will help us to prevent those atrocities from being repeated in the future.” See
International Criminal Court, “ICC-Election of the Prosecutor, Statement by Mr. Moreno-Ocampo,” Press
Release ICC-OTP-20030502-10, May 2, 2002.
16

For example, at the 2013 Assembly of States Parties meeting, the representative of The
Netherlands cited prevention as a primary function of the Court during the general debate: “I think we
need to keep in mind why the ICC was established. Its existence is a strong prevention measure. It has
become an internationally acclaimed expression. ‘Watch out what you do, otherwise you might end up in
The Hague.’ That has a huge preventive effect.” See Kingdom of the Netherlands, “Statement by minister
of Foreign Affairs Mr. Frans Timmermans at the general debate of the 12th Session of the Assembly of
States Parties to the Rome Statute,” November 2003.
17

For example, in statements calling for the UN Security Council to refer the situation in Syria to
the ICC, international human rights organizations have repeatedly stressed, either explicitly or implicitly,
the role of prosecutions in preventing future atrocities. For instance, a March 2013 Amnesty International
statement argued that “If left unaddressed [widespread human rights violations] risk becoming more and
more entrenched—it is imperative that all those concerned know they will be held accountable.” See
18

3

The increasing emphasis on instrumental justifications for prosecutions, particularly in
terms of preventing future atrocities, has coincided with an increase in prosecutions targeting
leaders of belligerent groups involved in ongoing armed conflict. During the early stages of the
“justice cascade,” which occurred primarily in southern Europe and Latin America, most
prosecutions targeted leaders no longer engaged in ongoing hostilities.19 However, since the mid1990s, prosecutions have been increasingly initiated during conflict.20 This trend has greatly
accelerated with the establishment of the ICC, which from July 2002 through December 2014
initiated prosecutions—defined broadly to include any stage of the legal process outlined in the
Rome Statute, including preliminary phases before the issuance of indictments for specific
individuals—in at least 18 situations of active armed conflict.21
Paralleling the increased focus on instrumental justifications for prosecutions, many
human rights activists, international lawyers, and a growing number of political scientists have
argued that legal action during ongoing conflict can prevent atrocities by increasing the expected
costs to perpetrators, incapacitating radical leaders, and/or socializing belligerents to respect antiatrocity norms. However, other commentators have countered that prosecutions initiated during

Amnesty International, “Snapshot of Syria – UN must take urgent action to ensure justice for victims of
gross abuses,” March 14, 2013, www.amnesty.org/en/news/snapshot-syria-un-must-take-urgent-actionensure-justice-victims-gross-abuses-2013-03-14, last accessed February 5, 2015. Similarly, in September
2013, a Human Rights Watch statement on Syria argued that “[a]n ICC referral would send a strong
message to all parties to the conflict in Syria that grave crimes in violation of international law—
including war crimes and crimes against humanity—will not be tolerated and will carry serious
consequences.” See Human Rights Watch, “UN Security Council: Seize Chance for Justice in Syria,”
September 17, 2013, www.hrw.org/news/2013/09/17/un-security-council-seize-chance-justice-syria, last
accessed February 5, 2015.
Sikkink, Justice Cascade, 31-86; Kathryn Sikkink and Carrie Booth Walling, “The Impact of
Human Rights Trials in Latin America,” Journal of Peace Research 44, no. 4 (2007), 427-445.
19

International Center for Transitional Justice, Pursuing Justice in Ongoing Conflict: A
Discussion of Current Practice (New York, USA: 2007), 1-2.
20

21

These situations are listed in Table 1.1, pp. 23-24.
4

ongoing conflict, or the mere possibility of future prosecution, may exacerbate atrocities by
generating perverse incentives for leaders to escalate violence, empowering or emboldening
targeted leaders, and/or provoking a backlash against anti-atrocity norms.22
Despite a growing body of literature on the impact of prosecutions and transitional justice
more generally, the competing claims concerning the effects of prosecutions initiated during
ongoing conflict remain largely untested and unresolved. As such, decisions regarding the
initiation of prosecutions during ongoing conflict are being made without a solid empirical basis.
This dissertation aims to provide a stronger empirical foundation for debates over the impact of
prosecutions initiated during ongoing conflict, focusing on the following research question: How,
and under what conditions, do ICC prosecutions initiated during ongoing conflict affect atrocity
crimes? For practical reasons relating to the selection of cases for in-depth analysis, this
dissertation will focus mostly on the effects of prosecutions targeting members of non-state
armed groups; however, the conclusions drawn from this analysis are potentially applicable to
state actors as well.
I define “ICC prosecutions” to encompass all stages of the legal process delineated in the
Rome Statute, although I will differentiate between these stages in analyzing the ICC’s impact. I
use the term “ICC action” to refer to the initiation of specific stages of the legal process. I define
“atrocities” or “atrocity crimes” as the substantive crimes over which the ICC may exercise
jurisdiction according to the Rome Statute; these currently include three broad categories:
genocide, crimes against humanity, and war crimes.23

22

These arguments are presented in greater detail in Section 2 below.

Article 5.1 of the Rome Statute lists the crimes under the Court’s jurisdiction, and Articles 6
through 8 provide detailed definitions of these crimes. Article 5 also provides the Court with jurisdiction
over the crime of aggression. However, the diplomatic conference that adopted the Statute was unable to
reach agreement on a definition of aggression. Article 5.2 therefore provides that the Court shall exercise
23

5

This chapter introduces my research project, proceeding as follows. In the first section, I
introduce the debate concerning the impact of prosecutions initiated during ongoing conflict and
discuss its historical background. The following section presents two competing hypotheses
derived from this debate: the legal optimist hypothesis, which predicts that prosecutions will
prevent atrocities, and the legal pessimist hypothesis, which predicts that prosecutions will
exacerbate atrocities. For each hypothesis, I identify a set of mechanisms by which prosecutions
may produce the posited effect. The following section discusses what we already know and,
more importantly, what we do not know, about this topic by reviewing empirical work on the
impact of prosecutions during and after conflict. I conclude by reviewing this dissertation's main
goals and outlining its basic structure.
1

Debates over Prosecutions: Introduction and Background
Do prosecutions initiated during ongoing conflict prevent or exacerbate atrocities?

Controversy over this question is linked to the broader “peace and justice” debate, which
concerns the compatibility of peacemaking with efforts to prosecute and punish perpetrators of
past atrocities.24 Societies throughout history have grappled with the question of how to address
past atrocities in the context of transitions from war to peace and/or changes in regime, and so

jurisdiction over the crime of aggression only after a definition is adopted and accepted in accordance
with Articles 121 and 123, which outline mechanisms for amendment and review of the Statute. In
accordance with these provisions, a review conference was convened in Kampala in 2010, and this
conference adopted amendments to the Statute defining aggression and establishing conditions for the
exercise of jurisdiction over aggression. These amendments will enter into force until 30 States Parties
have ratified or accepted the amendments, and at least two-thirds of States Parties decide to activate the
Court’s jurisdiction with respect to aggression at any time after July 1, 2017.
For an overview of this debate, see Rachel Kerr and Eirin Mobekk, Peace & Justice: Seeking
Accountability After War (Cambridge, UK: Polity, 2007).
24

6

the “peace and justice” debate is by no means new.25 However, this debate—and the specific
controversy over the impact of prosecutions initiated during ongoing conflict—has gained
greater salience with three relatively recent developments: the development and diffusion of the
international legal doctrine of individual criminal responsibility, the establishment of the ICC as
a standing court with potentially global jurisdiction to enforce individual criminal responsibility,
and the Court’s readiness to pursue prosecutions in situations of ongoing conflict.
The international legal doctrine of individual criminal responsibility provides that
individual persons, including heads of state, other senior government officials, and military
commanders, are liable for prosecution and punishment for atrocity crimes. This principle is
expressed clearly in Article 27.1 of the Rome Statute, which provides as follows:
The Statute shall apply equally to all persons without any distinction based on official
capacity. In particular, official capacity as a Head of State or Government, a member of
Government, an elected representative, or a government official shall in no case exempt a
person from criminal responsibility under this Statute, nor shall it, in and of itself, be
grounds for reduction of sentence.26
The modern concept of individual criminal responsibility was established with the postWorld War II Nuremberg and Tokyo trials of senior German and Japanese leaders for crimes that
would later be incorporated into the Rome Statute, including war crimes, crimes against
humanity, and aggression.27 Subsequent multilateral treaties built on the precedents established at
Nuremberg and Tokyo by including language pertaining to individual criminal responsibility; a

Jon Elster, Closing the Books: Transitional Justice in Historical Perspective (Cambridge, UK:
Cambridge University Press, 2004); William A. Schabas, An Introduction to the International Criminal
Court, 4th edition (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 1.
25

26

Rome Statute, Art. 27.1.

Christian Tomuschat, “The Legacy of Nuremberg,” Journal of International Criminal Justice 4,
no. 4 (2006), 830-844.
27
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2010 International Law Commission report indicated at least 61 multilateral conventions include
provisions requiring or allowing for prosecutions for specified crimes.28 These include, inter alia,
the Genocide Convention of 1948,29 the Geneva Conventions of 1949,30 the Apartheid
Convention of 1973,31 the 1989 Convention against Torture,32 and the Convention on Enforced

International Law Commission, The obligation to extradite or prosecute (aut dedere aut
judicare), Study by the Secretariat, UN Doc.A/CN.4/630 (June 18, 2010).
28

Article 6 of the Genocide Convention provides that “persons charged with genocide or any of
the other acts enumerated in article III shall be tried by a competent tribunal of the State in the territory of
which the act was committed, or by such international penal tribunal as may have jurisdiction with respect
to those Contracting Parties which shall have accepted its jurisdiction; Convention on the Prevention and
Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, adopted at New York, USA, December 9, 1948, entered into force
January 12, 1951, UN Treaty Series 277 (1951), 277-322.
29

Article 49 of the 1949 Geneva Convention (I) for the Amelioration of the Condition of the
Wounded and Sick in Armed Forces in the Field, Article 50 of the 1949 Geneva Convention (II) for the
Amelioration of the Condition of Wounded, Sick and Shipwrecked Members of Armed Forces at Sea,
Article 129 of the 1949 Geneva Convention (III) relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War, and Article
146 of the 1949 Geneva Convention (IV) relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War
provide that “the High Contracting Parties undertake to enact any legislation necessary to provide
effective penal sanctions for persons committing, or ordering to be committed, any of the grave breaches
of the present Convention.” See Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the
Wounded and Sick in Armed Forces in the Field, adopted at Geneva, Switzerland, August 12, 1949,
entered into force October 21, 1950 UN Treaty Series 75 (1950), 31-77; Geneva Convention for the
Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded, Sick and Shipwrecked Members of Armed Forces at Sea,
adopted at Geneva, Switzerland, August 12, 1949, entered into force October 21, 1950, UN Treaty Series
75 (1950), 85-134; Geneva Convention Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War, adopted at Geneva,
Switzerland, August 12, 1949, entered into force October 21, 1950, UN Treaty Series 75 (1950), 135-286;
Geneva Convention Relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War, adopted at Geneva,
Switzerland, August 12, 1949, entered into force October 21, 1950, UN Treaty Series 75 (1950), 287-468.
30

Article 4.b of the International Convention for the Suppression and Punishment of the Crime of
Apartheid provides that States Parties shall undertake “to adopt legislative, judicial, and administrative
measures to prosecute, bring to trial and punish in accordance with their jurisdiction persons responsible
for, or accused of, the acts defined in article II of the present Convention, whether or not such persons
reside in the territory of the State in which the acts are committed or are nationals of that State or of some
other State or are stateless persons.” See International Convention for the Suppression and Punishment of
the Crime of Apartheid, adopted at New York, USA, November 30, 1973, entered into force July 18,
1976, UN Treaty Series 1015 (1984), 243-297.
31

Article 7.1 of the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment provides that “The State Party in the territory under whose jurisdiction a person
alleged to have committed any offence referred to in article 4 is found shall…, if it does not extradite him,
submit the case to its competent authorities for the purpose of prosecution.” See Convention against
Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, adopted at New York, USA,
32

8

Disappearances of 2006.33
Despite these developments, there were few systematic efforts to enforce individual
criminal responsibility during the three decades after Nuremberg and Tokyo, largely because of
Cold War-era political tensions.34 As previously noted, however, there has been a massive
increase in prosecutions to enforce individual criminal responsibility over the past thirty years
through domestic, ad hoc international, and hybrid tribunals, and currently the ICC. The
development of the doctrine of individual criminal responsibility and the recent increase in
prosecutions represented significant developments in international and domestic law, under
which impunity was historically the dominant approach to “addressing” past atrocities.
Under the impunity approach, individuals are not prosecuted or otherwise held
accountable for atrocity crimes.35 Before the development of the doctrine of individual criminal
responsibility, this approach was embodied in public international law, which provided strong
protections from prosecution for heads of state and government officials under the doctrines of

December 10, 1984, entered into force June 26, 1987, UN Treaty Series 1465 (1996), 113-209.
Article 6.1 of the Convention for the Protection of all Persons from Enforced Disappearances is
addressed entirely to the subject of individual criminal responsibility. This article provides that “[e]ach
State Party shall take the necessary measures to hold criminally responsible at least: a) Any person who
commits, orders, solicits or induces the commission of, attempts to commit, is an accomplice to or
participates in an enforced disappearance; b) A superior who: i) Knew, or consciously disregarded
information which clearly indicated, that subordinates under his or her effective authority and control
were committing or about to commit a crime of enforced disappearance; ii) Exercised effective
responsibility for and control over activities which were concerned with the crime of enforced
disappearance; and iii) Failed to take all necessary and reasonable measures within his or her power to
prevent or repress the commission of an enforced disappearance or to submit the matter to the competent
authorities for investigation and prosecution.” See International Convention for the Protection of All
Persons from Enforced Disappearance, adopted at New York, USA, December 20, 2006, entered into
force December 23, 2010, UN Treaty Series 2716 (2010), 3-136.
33

M. Cherif Bassiouni, “International Crimes: The Ratione Materiae of International Criminal
Law,” in M. Cherif Bassiouni, ed., International Criminal Law, 3rd edition, vol. 1: Sources, Subjects, and
Contents (Boston, USA: Martin Nijhoff Publishers, 2008), 131.
34

35

Sikkink, Justice Cascade, 14.
9

functional and personal immunity.36 Impunity was also reflected in the practice of states at the
domestic level, where prosecutions of individuals for atrocity crimes were rare and generally
limited to defeated opponents.37 There were, nonetheless, sporadic efforts to hold individuals
accountable for atrocities before Nuremberg and Tokyo and the subsequent “justice cascade.”
For example, Jon Elster has documented domestic attempts to hold individuals accountable for
atrocities in ancient Greece and revolutionary France,38 and the earliest recorded international
“war crimes” tribunal was convened in 1474, when an ad hoc court of the Holy Roman Empire
tried and convicted Peter von Hagenbach, a condottiere in the army of Charles the Bold of
Burgundy, for crimes “against the laws of God and the laws of men” committed during the
occupation of the town of Breisach.39 Furthermore, Gary Bass has documented multiple
international and domestic attempts to prosecute war criminals before Nuremberg and Tokyo,
including abortive efforts to prosecute high-ranking German and Ottoman officials after World

The doctrine of functional immunity (ratione materiae) provides that state officials (normally
including heads of state and government and senior members of the government) are immune from
prosecution by foreign courts for crimes committed in the performance of “acts of state.” Functional
immunity attaches to the act and covers the individual who performed the act even after the individual
leaves office. Conversely, the doctrine of personal immunity (ratione personae) provides that certain state
officials (generally including heads of state and government, senior government officials, and diplomats)
are immune from prosecution by foreign courts during their terms in office. With the diffusion of the
doctrine of individual criminal responsibility, both functional and personal immunity have been
challenged with respect to atrocity crimes, although debate about the scope of functional and personal
immunity remains ongoing. On immunity in international law, see Malcolm N. Shaw, International Law,
4th edition (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 491-540; on the ongoing debate about
immunity, see Dapo Akande and Sangeeta Shah, “Immunities of State Officials, International Crimes, and
Foreign Domestic Courts,” European Journal of International Law 21, no. 4 (2011), 815-852; Langer,
“The Diplomacy of Universal Jurisdiction,” 1-49.
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International Criminal Court, 1-2.
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Gregory S. Gordon, “The Trial of Peter von Hagenbach: Reconciling History, Historiography,
and International Criminal Law,” in Kevin Jon Heller and Gerry Simpson, eds., The Hidden Histories of
War Crimes Trials (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 2013), 13-49.
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War I.40 However, these efforts generally failed to establish the necessary institutions to conduct
effective prosecutions.41 Therefore, notwithstanding occasional efforts to prosecute individuals
for atrocity crimes, “a culture of virtually complete immunity” prevailed with respect to these
crimes (to the extent they were even viewed as crimes) throughout much of modern history.42
With the recent increase in prosecutions, impunity has been joined (though not entirely
replaced) by individual criminal responsibility as the dominant approach to addressing past
atrocities. At the same time, paralleling the increase in prosecutions, a variety of (sometimes)
novel non-judicial accountability mechanisms, including truth commissions, reparations, and
lustration, inter alia, have also been increasingly pursued, often in conjunction with
prosecutions.43 Several factors have contributed to the increased emphasis on accountability,
whether via prosecutions or other mechanisms. Perhaps most important were the concerted
efforts of human rights activists, lawyers, and jurists who contributed to the elaboration of the
doctrine of individual criminal responsibility and pressured governments to enforce
accountability for past atrocities.44 Cross-national diffusion dynamics related to the activities of

Gary J. Bass, Stay the Hand of Vengeance: The Politics of War Crimes Tribunals (Princeton,
USA: Princeton University Press, 2000).
40
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Sikkink, Justice Cascade, 280.

Payam Akhavan, “Can International Criminal Justice Prevent Future Atrocities?” American
Journal of International Law 95, no. 1 (2001), 13.
42

For an overview of this development and the emergence of transitional justice as a distinct field
of scholarship and practice), see Ruti G. Teitel, “Transitional Justice Genealogy,” Harvard Human Rights
Journal 16 (2003), 69-94; for a discussion of truth commissions, see Priscilla B. Hayner, Unspeakable
Truths: Transitional Justice and the Challenge of Truth Commissions (New York, USA: Routledge, 2011)
and Eric Wiebelhaus-Brahm, Truth Commissions and Transitional Societies: The Impact on Human
Rights and Democracy (New York, USA: Routledge, 2010); on reparations, see Christine Evans, The
Right to Reparation in International Law for Victims of Armed Conflict (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge
University Press, 2012); on lustration, see Roman David, Lustration and Transitional Justice
(Philadelphia, USA: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2011).
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Sikkink, Justice Cascade, 1-30.
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these “norm entrepreneurs” also played an important role in the increased emphasis on
accountability, as activists engaged across borders through transnational advocacy networks and
states emulated prosecutions and other accountability mechanisms in other states.45 More
generally, principled activists played a critical role in advancing the post-World War II “rights
revolution” that provided a supportive context for the advancement of the norm of individual
criminal responsibility and the increased focus on accountability.46
Broader structural trends, including democratization, the end of the Cold War, and the
“legalization” of international politics, also contributed to the increased adoption of prosecutions
and other accountability mechanisms. Democratization was particularly important insofar as it
contributed to the broader acceptance of human rights norms and opened political space for
activists to pressure governments to enforce accountability.47 The end of the Cold War
contributed to the recent increase in prosecutions by removing competition between the
superpowers as a political obstacle to the enforcement of individual criminal responsibility.48 The
end of the Cold War also set up as the dominant power in international politics the United States,
which has been strongly supportive—at least in principle, though certainly not always in
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Ibid., 87-125.

Ibid., 16, citing Charles R. Epp, The Rights Revolution: Lawyers, Activists, and Supreme Courts
in Comparative Perspective (Chicago, USA: University of Chicago Press, 1998). For further discussions
of the “rights revolution,” see Margaret Keck and Kathryn Sikkink, Activists Beyond Borders: Advocacy
Networks in International Politics (Ithaca, USA: Cornell University Press, 1998) and Beth A. Simmons,
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University Press, 2009), inter alia.
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Efficacy (Washington, USA: United States Institute of Peace Press, 2010), 103.
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practice—of efforts to enforce individual criminal responsibility.49 Democratization and the end
of the Cold War were, of course, closely related, and these developments jointly contributed to
the advance of the doctrine of individual criminal responsibility and other accountability
mechanisms by providing opportunities for their application and diffusion in transitional
countries in the early 1990s.50 Finally, the broader “legalization” or “move to law” in
international politics over the past three decades has provided a context conducive to efforts to
expand enforcement of individual criminal responsibility.51
Notwithstanding the recent proliferation of prosecutions and other accountability
mechanisms, forms of impunity are still widely employed to address past atrocities. Louise
Mallinder’s Amnesty Law Database, which documents formal amnesties adopted in all countries
from 1945 through 2010, indicates that amnesty has been extensively employed even during the
period of the “justice cascade,” including for atrocity crimes.52 Similarly, Tricia D. Olsen, Leigh
A. Payne, and Andrew G. Reiter's Transitional Justice Database, which lists transitional justice
mechanisms employed in all countries of the world from 1979 to 2006, indicates that both
amnesties and trials increased during this period; based on these data, Olsen, Payne, and Reiter
conclude there has been no “justice cascade” in the sense of an increased emphasis on enforcing
individual criminal responsibility; rather, these authors argue the increase in prosecutions is

William A. Schabas, “United States Hostility to the International Criminal Court: It’s All About
the Security Council,” European Journal of International Law 15, no. 4 (2004), 702.
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“Introduction: Legalization and World Politics,” International Organization 54, no. 3 (2000), 385-399.
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attributable to the broader increase in transitions from authoritarianism to democracy and war to
peace in the post-Cold War era.53 Similarly, Leslie Vinjamuri and Aaron Boesenecker’s database
of peace agreements between 1980 and 2006 indicates that despite an increase in prosecutions
during this period, amnesty remained the most common provision for addressing past atrocities
in peace deals, and trials were decreasingly employed from the late 1990s onward; these authors
conclude that rather than a “justice cascade,” the observed increase in prosecutions beginning in
the late 1980s was a temporary “accountability bubble.”54 Furthermore, although truth
commissions, reparations, lustration, and even amnesty, under certain conditions, may provide
for forms of accountability, these mechanisms allow perpetrators to avoid criminal prosecution
and punishment, thereby providing at least partial impunity.55
The persistence of impunity indicates that the doctrine of individual criminal
responsibility has not been universally accepted. Nonetheless, there is an emerging normative
and positive expectation that perpetrators of atrocity crimes will be prosecuted and punished.
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Indeed, some legal scholars have gone so far as to invoke an obligatory “duty to prosecute” or to
extradite (aut dedere aut judicare) perpetrators of certain atrocity crimes under international
law.56 This view is increasingly reflected in the jurisprudence of regional human rights courts,
most notably the Inter-American Court for Human Rights (IACHR). This court first cited a state
obligation to punish perpetrators of human rights violations under the American Convention on
Human Rights in the 1988 Velázquez-Rodriguez v. Honduras case and affirmed this position in
subsequent decisions in the 1989 Godinez-Cruz v. Honduras, 1995 Caballero-Delgado v.
Columbia, and 1998 Paniagua-Morales v. Guatemala cases.57 The rejection of impunity is also
reflected in the formal policy of the UN to oppose amnesty for atrocity crimes, including
genocide, war crimes, crimes against humanity, and gross violations of human rights, and to
refrain from endorsing any peace agreements providing for amnesty for these crimes.58

Bassiouni and Wise, Aut Dedere Aut Judicaire, 3-19; Orentlicher, “Settling Accounts,” 25372615; Diane F. Orentlicher, “Settling Accounts Revisited: Reconciling Global Norms with Local Agency,”
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The emergence of individual criminal responsibility as an approach to addressing past
atrocities has greatly increased the salience of the “peace and justice” debate and the related
controversy over prosecutions initiated during ongoing conflict. When impunity was the main
approach to addressing past atrocities, there was limited possibility for tension between peace
and justice, simply because justice was generally not pursued. At the same time, there were also
limited opportunities for the pursuit of justice to contribute to the prevention of atrocities or
otherwise promote peace. However, with the development and diffusion of the norm of
individual criminal responsibility, there is now significantly greater potential for both tensions
and synergies between peace and justice, and accordingly, for prosecutions to prevent or
exacerbate atrocities.
This potential is especially acute with respect to the ICC because the Court is able—and,
as indicated during the first decade of its existence, quite ready—to initiate prosecutions during
ongoing conflict. The Rome Statute established the ICC as a permanent, standing court with
temporal jurisdiction dating from the Statute's entry into force on July 1, 2002.59 This is
significant because, provided the other jurisdictional requirements outlined in the Statute are met,
the Court may initiate prosecutions for any crimes occurring after this date, including in
situations of active armed conflict. In this respect, the ICC is similar to the International Criminal
Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY), which was established on May 25, 1993, in the midst
of ongoing conflict in the former Yugoslavia, and empowered to initiate prosecutions with

Article 11.1 of the Rome Statute limits the ICC’s jurisdiction ratione temporis to “crimes
committed after the entry into force of the Statute,” except for States Parties that join the Court after the
Statute’s entry into force, in which case the Court’s temporal jurisdiction is limited to “crimes committed
after the entry into force of [the] Statute for that State.” However, Article 11.2 provides that if a non-State
Party issues an Article 12.3 declaration accepting the Court’s jurisdiction and then subsequently becomes
a State Party, the Court’s temporal jurisdiction is active from the date indicated in the declaration.
59
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respect to any crimes under its jurisdiction committed after January 1, 1991.60 However, the ICC
and the ICTY are unique among the international and hybrid tribunals involved in the “justice
cascade” in their ability to intervene in situations of ongoing conflict. Although the International
Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda's (ICTR) jurisdiction was retroactively dated to January 1, 1994,
and therefore covered the main period of the Rwandan genocide and civil war, the Tribunal was
not established until November 8, 1994, when mass killings had already ended.61 Likewise, thr
special tribunals for East Timor, Lebanon, and Kosovo each began operations after the effective
cessation of hostilities in their respective territories.62

The ICTY (formally the International Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons Responsible for
Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law Committed in the Territory of the Former
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In theory, of course, standing domestic courts and specially constituted domestic tribunals
established before the end of conflict are also able to initiate prosecutions situations of ongoing
conflict. However, domestic courts are often unwilling or unable to initiate prosecutions during
conflict (or after conflict has ended, for that matter). For example, courts in authoritarian states
are normally unwilling to conduct genuine prosecutions of crimes committed by state officials,
and even in democracies, courts may face pressure from the political branches to refrain from
targeting certain persons or initiating prosecutions altogether.63 Alternately, for practical reasons
including financial costs and/or fear that prosecutions might undermine tenuous transitions from
war to peace, domestic authorities might be reluctant or in some cases prohibited by an amnesty
law to initiate prosecutions.64 Finally, even if willing, domestic courts—particularly during
ongoing conflict—might be unable to initiate prosecutions due to lack of trained judicial
personnel or other resources.65
The ICC, however, was specifically established to prosecute crimes where domestic
courts are unable or unwilling. This is embodied in the principle of complementarity, which has
been described as the “cornerstone” of the Rome Statute.66 Under this principle, states retain
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primary responsibility for investigating and prosecuting perpetrators of crimes included in the
Statute, but the ICC is empowered to take action when domestic courts are unable or unwilling to
initiate prosecutions, including during ongoing conflict.67
Significantly, the Court's territorial and personal jurisdiction are theoretically global,
meaning the ICC may take action in any situation where domestic authorities are unable or
unwilling. Article 12.2 of the Rome Statute provides the Court with jurisdiction over crimes
committed on the territory of a State Party or in cases where the accused person is a national of a
State Party.68 However, Article 12.3 also provides that non-States Parties may accept the ICC's
jurisdiction by lodging a declaration with the Court,69 and Article 13.b provides the ICC with
jurisdiction in situations referred by the UN Security Council, irrespective of whether the crimes
occurred on the territory of a State Party or the alleged perpetrator is a State Party national. 70 The
latter two provisions are particularly important, as they provide mechanisms for Court action
even in situations involving non-States Parties. This means the ICC's territorial and personal
jurisdiction is potentially global in that there are no absolute prohibitions on ICC action based on
the location of the crime or the nationality of the perpetrator.
There are, of course, important practical limitations to the Court's jurisdiction. As with all
multilateral treaties, ratification of the Rome Statute is a voluntary political decision, and states
with records of extensive government atrocities have been understandably reluctant to join the

Paragraph 10 of the Preamble to the Rome Statute “emphasiz[es] that the International
Criminal Court established under this Statute shall be complementary to national criminal jurisdictions,”
and Article 1 reiterates this provision. The principle of complementarity is specified in Article 17 of the
Statute pertaining to “Issues of admissibility.”
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Court.71 Consequently, the only mechanisms by which the ICC may prosecute crimes occurring
on the territories or involving the nationals of non-States Parties (unless a non-State Party
national is involved in a Rome Statute crime occurring on the territory of a State Party) are for
the relevant non-State Party to lodge an Article 12.3 declaration or for the Security Council to
refer the situation to the ICC.
Unsurprisingly, non-States Parties with poor human rights records have been reluctant to
voluntarily accept the Court's jurisdiction, and as of December 31, 2014, only three non-State
Parties (Côte d'Ivoire, Palestine, and Ukraine) had lodged Article 12.3 declarations.72 Therefore,
the only mechanism by which the ICC may exercise jurisdiction in most situations involving
non-States Parties is a Security Council referral. However, three of the five Permanent Members
of the Security Council (China, Russia, and the United States) are currently not States Parties to
the Statute. Because these states retain veto power over Security Council referrals, the ICC is
highly unlikely to take action in situations involving these states or their allies which are also not
States Parties. For example, despite reports of crimes that would fall under the Court’s mandate
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in Syria, the ICC had not taken action in this situation as of December 31, 2014.73 Syria is not a
State Party to the Statute, and its government has shown no inclination toward lodging an Article
12.3 declaration.74 Moreover, the current Syrian regime maintains strong ties with Russia and
China, which on May 22, 2014 vetoed a resolution to refer the situation in Syria to the Court.
The ICC has therefore been powerless to act in Syria.75
These limitations notwithstanding, the ICC initiated prosecutions—defined as the
opening of a preliminary examination, the first stage in the legal process at the Court, in 18
situations of active armed conflict from the entry into force of the Statute on July 1, 2002,
through December 31, 2014. I consider an armed conflict ongoing as of the date of ICC action if
state-based conflict, non-state conflict, or one-sided violence is recorded on the territory of the
relevant state in the most recent versions of the Uppsala Conflict Data Program/Peace Research
Institute of Oslo’s (UCDP/PRIO) Armed Conflict Dataset (version 4-2014a),76 Non-State

See, for example, United Nations General Assembly: 68th year, Report of the independent
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It is conceivable, however, that the ICC might take action with respect to the situation in Syria
at some point in the future. For example, if a new government (or, probably implausibly, the current
government) ratifies the Rome Statute, the ICC could exercise jurisdiction over crimes committed after
the effective date of ratification; alternately, a new government (or, likewise implausibly, the current
government) could issue an Article 12.3 declaration, which would could provide the Court with
retroactive jurisdiction covering previous periods of the conflict, depending on the date specified in the
declaration. Finally, though it currently seems unlikely, the Russian government might be persuaded to
acquiesce to a Security Council referral, in much the same way that the government of China somewhat
unexpectedly allowed a Security Council referral of the situation in Darfur, Sudan—a close trading
partner and energy supplier—in March 2005.
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Conflict Dataset,77 and/or One-sided Violence Dataset (version 1.4-2014),78 in the calendar year
of the ICC action or, for ICC actions that occurred after the publication of the most recent
versions of these datasets (i.e. 2014), if the conflict prima facie meets the criteria for inclusion in
these datasets. The Armed Conflict Dataset includes state-based conflicts involving two
government actors or a government actor and non-state actor, while the Non-State Conflict
dataset includes intrastate conflicts involving non-state actors only, and the One-sided Violence
dataset includes direct, deliberate violence against civilians. A conflict is defined as active in
Armed Conflict and Non-State Conflict datasets if there are at least 25 battle-related deaths in
one of the conflict’s dyads in the calendar year; similarly, a conflict is recorded in the One-Sided
Violence dataset if an actor inflicted at least 25 civilian fatalities. Situations meeting these
criteria are listed in Table 1.1.79 This table also reports the date of the public announcement of
the initiation of ICC action, the outcome of the preliminary examination as of December 31,
2014 (i.e. whether and when the ICC proceeded to the next stage of the legal process, a formal
investigation), and the type(s) of conflict (state-based, non-state, and/or one-sided).
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Table 1.1: ICC Situations Initiated During Active Conflict, July 2002-December 2014
Situation
Opened
Outcome
Conflict
State-based
Investigation:
Côte d’Ivoire
October 1, 200380
Non-state
October 3, 2011
One-sided
Investigation:
State-based
Uganda
January 9, 2004
July 29, 2004
One-sided
Democratic Republic of
Investigation:
Non-state
April 19, 2004
Congo
June 23, 2004
One-sided
State-based
Investigation:
Darfur
March 31, 2005
Non-state
June 6, 2005
One-sided
“in the course of
Preliminary
State-based
Colombia
2006”81
examination ongoing
One-sided
Announced as
State-based
Iraq 1
February 9, 2006
terminated
One-sided
“in the course of
Preliminary
Armed conflict
Afghanistan
2007”82
examination ongoing
One-sided
December 7, 2007 or
Investigation:
Non-state
Kenya
February 5, 200883
March 31, 2010
One-sided
Côte d’Ivoire, a non-State Party at the time, voluntarily accepted the Court’s jurisdiction from
September 19, 2002, onward, via a letter signed by the Minster of Foreign Affairs dated April 18, 2003;
see Republic of Côte d’Ivoire: Declaration Accepting the Jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court
(Abidjan, Côte d’Ivoire: April 18, 2003); however, this declaration was not formally transmitted to the
ICC until October 1, 2003, when the Ivorian government deposited a note verbale including the Article
12.3 declaration with the Court via its embassy in Brussels; see Republic of Côte d’Ivoire: Embassy in
Belgium, Note Verbale No. 481/ACI/BNL/CE-2/dd (October 1, 2003). The ICC Prosecutor subsequently
confirmed that the situation in Côte d’Ivoire had been under preliminary examination since receipt of this
note on October 1, 2003; see International Criminal Court: Pre-Trial Chamber III, Situation in the
Republic of Côte d’Ivoire: Decision Pursuant to Article 15 of the Rome Statute on the Authorisation of an
Investigation into the Situation in the Republic of Côte d’Ivoire, International Criminal Court Document
ICC-02/11 (October 3, 2011), paragraph 174.
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International Criminal Court: Office of the Prosecutor, Report on Preliminary Examination
Activities 2011 (The Hague, Netherlands: December 13, 2011), paragraph 61.
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Ibid., paragraph 20.

The precise date of the initiation of ICC action in Kenya is somewhat unclear. Per Pre-Trial
Chamber II’s decision to authorize the opening of an investigation on March 31, 2010, the Office of the
Prosecutor reported the situation in Kenya had been “under preliminary examination since the violence
erupted in the context of national elections held on 27 December 2007.” See International Criminal Court:
Pre-Trial Chamber II, Situation in the Republic of Kenya: Decision Pursuant to Article 15 of the Rome
statute on the Authorization of an Investigation into the Situation in the Republic of Kenya, International
Criminal Court Document ICC-01/09-19 (March 31, 2010), paragraph 13. Other sources, however,
indicate that the preliminary examination was not made public until February 5, 2008; see, for instance,
International Justice Monitor, “Kenya Cases at the International Criminal Court: Timeline” (n.d.),
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Table 1.1 (continued): ICC Situations Initiated During Active Conflict, July 2002-December 2014
Terminated:
Palestine 1
January 22, 2009
State-based
April 3, 2012
Preliminary
Georgia
August 14, 2008
State-based
examination ongoing
Preliminary
Guinea
October 14, 2009
Non-state
examination ongoing
Preliminary
Honduras
November 18, 2010
Non-state
examination ongoing
Preliminary
State-based
Nigeria
November 18, 2010
examination ongoing
One-sided
Investigation:
State-based
Libya
February 26, 2011
March 3, 2011
One-sided
Investigation:
State-based
Mali
July 13, 2012
January 16, 2013
Non-state
State-based
Investigation:
Central African Republic 2
February 14, 2014
Non-state
September 24, 2014
One-sided
State-based
Preliminary
Iraq 284
May 13, 2014
Non-state
examination ongoing
One-sided
Preliminary
State-based
Ukraine
April 25, 2014
examination ongoing
One-sided

Of course, the growing expectation that individual criminal responsibility will be
enforced at some point in the future, whether through the ICC or another court, may prevent or
exacerbate atrocities even where prosecutions are not initiated during ongoing conflict. However,
prosecutions initiated during conflict should, all things equal, generate more immediate impacts
on atrocities, as belligerents are confronted with the certainty—rather than mere possibility—of
prosecution, and the ICC is (nearly) unique in its ability and demonstrated willingness to initiate
prosecutions during ongoing conflict. The ICC has therefore emerged as the focal point for

www.ijmonitor.org/kenya-cases-timeline/, last accessed February 5, 2015. Conflict was recorded as active
in both 2007 and 2008, so the exact timing of the opening of the preliminary examination does not affect
the “Ongoing Conflict” column.
Iraq (2) is not technically a new situation, but rather represents the re-opening of the
preliminary examination announced as terminated on February 9, 2006; see International Criminal Court:
Office of the Prosecutor, Report on Preliminary Activities 2014 (The Hague, Netherlands: December 2,
2014), paragraph 43.
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debates over the effects of prosecutions initiated during ongoing conflict, and it is likely to
remain so, for several reasons.85
First, with the establishment of the ICC, the international community has become much
less willing to fund or support additional ad hoc tribunals, and the ICTY and ICTR are both
under increasing pressure to complete their activities.86 Therefore, the ICC is likely to be the
primary international forum for prosecuting perpetrators of atrocity crimes for the foreseeable
future. Second, although international donors and other institutions are increasingly supporting
domestic justice mechanisms, and the ICC has taken an active role in encouraging domestic
prosecutions through its policy of “positive complementarity,” domestic courts have remained
reluctant to initiate prosecutions during ongoing conflict.87 Third, the Office of the Prosecutor
(OTP) at the ICC has adopted a formal policy of pursuing prosecutions without regard for the
potential effects on short-term conflict dynamics. Article 53 of the Rome Statute provides the
OTP with substantial discretion in pursuing prosecutions in situations that otherwise meet the
Statute’s jurisdictional requirements. Specifically, this article allows the Prosecutor to decline to
pursue an investigation or indictment if s/he determines that such actions would not serve the
“interests of justice.”88 However, the “interests of justice” are not explicitly defined in the

See, for example, Nick Grono and Adam O’Brien, “Justice in Conflict? The ICC and Peace
Processes,” in Nicholas Waddell and Phil Clark, eds., Courting Conflict? Justice, Peace and the ICC in
Africa (London, UK: Royal African Society, 2008), 13-20, and Janine Natalya Clark, “Peace Justice and
the International Criminal Court: Limitations and Possibilities,” Journal of International Criminal Justice
9, no. 3 (2011), 521-545.
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Laura Bingham, “Strategy or Process – Closing the International Criminal Tribunals for the
Former Yugoslavia and Rwanda,” Berkeley Journal of International Law 24, no. 2 (2006), 687-717.
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For a discussion of positive or “proactive” complementarity, see Bensouda, “Reflections,” 505511 and Burke-White, “Proactive Complementarity,” 53-108; on the ongoing reluctance of domestic
courts to initiate prosecutions during (and after) conflict, cf. Schabas, Introduction to the International
Criminal Court, 1.
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Rome Statute, Art. 53.
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Statute, and the interpretation of this phrase was subject to considerable debate in the first years
after the Statute's entry into force. Some commentators argued that the “interests of justice”
allow or require the Prosecutor to defer to national amnesties, pardons, or non-penal justice and
reconciliation mechanisms in order to facilitate peace negotiations;89 one commentator went so
far as to argue that Article 53 creates an “amnesty exception” to the ICC’s jurisdiction.90
However, other authors and advocates argued that the Statute implies a strong presumption
against deferring to amnesties or other non-judicial mechanisms; for instance, a 2005 Human
Rights Watch policy brief argued:
[T]he prosecutor may not fail to initiate an investigation or decide not to go from
investigation to trial because of developments at the national level such as truth
commissions, national amnesties, or the implementation of traditional reconciliation
methods, or because of concerns regarding an ongoing peace process.91
The ICC's first Prosecutor, Luis Moreno-Ocampo, explicitly addressed the controversy
over the interpretation of Article 53 in a September 2007 policy paper.92 This paper
acknowledged the potential tensions between justice and peace but held that it was the
responsibility of “other institutions”—presumably referencing the UN Security Council, which is

Darryl Robinson, “Serving the Interests of Justice: Amnesties, Truth Commissions, and the
International Criminal Court,” European Journal of International Law 14, no. 3(2003), 481-505; Kenenth
A. Rodman, “Is Peace in the Interests of Justice? The Case for Broad Prosecutorial Discretion at the
International Criminal Court,” Leiden Journal of International Law 22, no. 1 (2009), 99-126.
89

Michael P. Scharf, “The Amnesty Exception to the Jurisdiction of the International Criminal
Court,” Cornell International Law Journal 32, no. 3 (1999), 507-528.
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Human Rights Watch, “The Meaning of the ‘Interests of Justice’ in Article 53 of the Rome
Statute” (New York, USA, June 2005), 2. For a somewhat more nuanced position, arguing that the Court
may defer to amnesties or pardons under Article 53 “only in exceptional cases, namely where they are
conditional or accompanied by alternative forms of justice,” see Carsten Stahn, “Complementarity,
Amnesties and Alternative Forms of Justice: Some Interpretative Guidelines for the International Criminal
Court,” Journal of International Criminal Justice 3, no. 3 (2005), 695-720.
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International Criminal Court: Office of the Prosecutor, Policy Paper on the Interests of Justice
(The Hague, Netherlands: September 1, 2007).
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empowered to defer ICC prosecutions for a renewable period of one year under Article 16 of the
Statute—to manage these tensions.93 This implied the OTP would not be dissuaded from
pursuing prosecutions during ongoing conflict by concerns that legal action might exacerbate
atrocities or otherwise undermine peace initiatives. The 2007 policy paper is not binding, and
former OTP staff have indicated that the Prosecutor does take into account the potential political
effects of investigations and indictments when deciding when to take action and whom to
target.94 However, Moreno-Ocampo's successor, Fatou Bensouda, has not revised the position
taken in this paper, and the Court has continued to pursue prosecutions during situations of
ongoing conflict. As such, potential tensions and synergies between ICC prosecutions and efforts
to prevent atrocities in the context of ongoing conflict are likely to persist into the future,
especially as the Court's caseload expands.
2

The Effects of Prosecutions on Atrocities: Hypotheses and Mechanisms
The previous section introduced the debate over the impact of prosecutions initiated

during ongoing conflict and explained why this debate has become more salient with the
development and diffusion of the international legal doctrine of individual criminal responsibility
and the establishment of the ICC. This section further develops the two main hypotheses implied
by this debate—legal optimism, which predicts that ICC action will prevent atrocities, and legal
pessimism, which predicts that ICC action will exacerbate atrocities—by introducing a set of
mechanisms by which ICC action may produce the posited effect.95 The purpose of this section is
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Ibid., 9; see Rome Statute, Article 16.

For example, the ICC Prosecutor waited until a lull in violence before moving to have the arrest
warrants for five senior Lord’s Resistance Army commanders unsealed in 2005; see Matthew Brubacher,
“The ICC investigation of the Lord’s Resistance Army: an insider’s view,” in Tim Allen and Koen
Vlassenroot, eds., The Lord’s Resistance Army: Myth and Reality (London, UK: Zed Books), 262-267.
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I borrow the terms “legal optimist” and “legal pessimist” from Beth A. Simmons and Allison
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not to argue for either hypothesis or any of the underlying mechanisms, but rather to present their
basic logic by drawing upon arguments that have been advanced in the political science,
criminological, and sociological literatures and in debates over the impact of prosecutions. The
following discussion is framed mostly in terms of the effects of ICC action; however, these
mechanisms are also applicable to other tribunals, and I draw upon arguments about the effects
of other tribunals when presenting the logic of these mechanisms.
The mechanisms discussed in this section apply to belligerents, whom I define as
individual participants in intra- or inter-state armed conflict. In the following discussion, I also
refer to belligerent groups, which are organizations of individual belligerents under a common
command structure; these organizations include government security forces, e.g. military, police,
and gendarmerie; or non-state armed groups, e.g. rebel groups, terrorist organizations,
paramilitary organizations, local ethnic or “self-defense” militia, and/or private military or
security firms. I refer to the individual commanders or high-level officials of these groups as
belligerent leaders; because of the ICC’s stated policy is to focus on prosecuting persons who
“bear the greatest responsibility” for atrocity crimes, belligerent leaders are, in most cases, the
main targets of ICC action.96
Each of the legal optimist and legal pessimist mechanisms closely parallels a mechanism
on the other side of the debate, following a similar logic but producing the opposite effect on
atrocities. In turn, the mechanisms can be grouped into three categories based on their underlying
logic. The first category comprises mechanisms that alter the relative costs or benefits of

Danner, “Credible Commitments and the International Criminal Court,” International Organization 64,
no. 2 (2010), 226.
96
International Criminal Court: Office of the Prosecutor, Paper on some policy issues before the
Office of the Prosecutor (The Hague, Netherlands, September 2003), 3.
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committing atrocities for belligerents.97 The second category includes mechanisms that affect the
capacity of belligerents to perpetrate atrocities, while the third category comprises mechanisms
that alter social understandings of the appropriateness of atrocities. In the following discussion, I
introduce legal optimist and legal pessimist mechanisms grouped by these categories.
Cost-Benefit Mechanisms
The first category includes two mechanisms, deterrence and escalation, that operate by
altering the relative costs or benefits of committing atrocities for belligerents. These mechanisms
are based on the assumption that belligerents are rational actors and that atrocities generally
follow some strategic logic. Deterrence operates by increasing the expected costs of committing
atrocities and generating incentives for belligerents to refrain from future atrocities, while
escalation operates by increasing the expected benefits of atrocities, thereby generating perverse
incentives for belligerents to commit further atrocities. Importantly, these mechanisms are not
operative if ICC action prevents atrocities by incapacitating belligerents or altering underlying
understandings about the criminality, morality, or broader appropriateness of atrocities. This is an
important distinction because the term “deterrence,” in particular, is frequently used
interchangeably with “prevention” in discourse about the effects of prosecutions.98 This, of
course, does not rule out the possibility that mechanisms affecting the cost-benefit calculus of
committing atrocities may operate simultaneously with mechanisms that affect capacity or

I define “committing” or “perpetrating” atrocities (or similar grammatical forms) as not only
the physical act of committing atrocities (which normally involves subordinate members of belligerent
organizations) but also, consistent with Article 28 of the Rome Statute, commanders ordering
subordinates to commit atrocities and/or failing to prevent subordinates from committing atrocities when
the commander “either knew, or owing to circumstances at the time, should have known that the forces
were committing or about to commit such crimes.”
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Aukerman, “Extraordinary Evil, Ordinary Crimes,” 63; Vinjamuri, “Deterrence, Democracy,
and the Pursuit of International Justice,” 191-211, for example, uses “deterrence” as an omnibus term for
prevention.
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understandings of appropriateness. However, mechanisms that operate by altering the expected
costs or benefits of atrocities follow a distinct logic and should therefore be distinguished from
other mechanisms.
Deterrence
Deterrence operates by increasing the expected costs or, equivalently, reducing the
expected benefits of committing atrocities. The logic of deterrence draws from classical theories
of crime developed by Cesare Beccaria and Jeremy Bentham,99 economic models of crime and
punishment,100 and rational choice approaches to criminology.101 These approaches treat
potential offenders as rational actors who will choose crime if its expected benefits exceed its
expected costs; deterrence therefore assumes that actors will commit crime in the absence of the
potential for adverse consequences.102 Accordingly, judicial or other policy interventions that
increase the costs of crime should have preventive effects.
Classical formulations of this approach are generally framed in terms of the expected
costs of crime, which are normally modeled as a function of three factors: the certainty, severity,
and celerity of formal legal sanctions.103 Formal legal sanctions most obviously include arrest

Cesare Beccaria, On Crimes and Punishments, trans. David Young (Indianapolis, USA:
Hackett, 1986 [1764]); Jeremy Bentham, An Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation
(London, UK: Anthlone, 1970 [1789]).
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Economy 72, no. 2 (1968), 169-217.
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For an overview of rational choice approaches to criminology, see Derek B. Cornish and
Ronald B. Clarke, eds., The Reasoning Criminal: Rational Choice Perspectives on Offending (New York,
USA: Routledge, 1986), and more recently, Alex R. Piquero and Stephen G. Tibbetts, eds., Rational
Choice and Criminal Behavior: Recent Research and Future Challenges, 2nd edition (New York, USA:
Routledge, 2012).
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and punishment after conviction, but the entire process of prosecution, including stages before
arrest and conviction, may also impose costs on offenders and therefore constitute a sanction.104
This is particularly significant for the ICC, which lacks an independent police force and has a
weak record of securing arrests and convictions, but might still generate deterrence through the
threat of action at preliminary stages of the legal process.105 Certainty refers to the probability
that criminal behavior will be detected and offenders will face legal sanctions, while severity
refers to the harshness of sanctions, and celerity refers to the swiftness of sanctions following
criminal behavior.106 Accordingly, to the extent that a judicial or other policy intervention
increases the certainty of sanctions, e.g. through enhanced detection and/or enforcement efforts
and capabilities; their severity, e.g. via harsher punishments; and/or their celerity, e.g. through
swifter imposition, the intervention should contribute to prevention.
Recent theoretical and empirical work in criminology suggests several important
modifications to classical approaches, which provide insight into the conditions under which
deterrence may operate. First, recent studies suggest the certainty of legal sanctions is
substantially more important than either their severity or celerity in preventing crime; this
implies that increases in the probability of sanctions should prevent future crime, while the
imposition of harsher sentences and/or quicker apprehension and punishment of perpetrators

For example, Robert Apel, “Sanctions, Perceptions, and Crime: Implications for Criminal
Deterrence,” Journal of Quantitative Criminology 29, no. 1 (2013), 67-101, includes prosecution, in
addition to arrest and incarceration, as legal sanctions.
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Michael J. Gilligan, “Is Enforcement Necessary for Effectiveness?” International
Organization 60, no. 4 (2006), 935-967, for example, develops a formal model suggesting that the threat
of ICC indictment may generate deterrence even if it is unlikely that the indictee will be arrested, as an
indictment limits the possibilities for securing a “soft landing” (foreign exile or domestic amnesty) if the
indictee eventually loses power.
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should have weak or negligible effects.107 Second, criminological deterrence theory increasingly
emphasizes that the efficacy of legal sanctions in preventing crime depends not on their actual
certainty, but rather the potential offender’s subjective assessment of the probability of
sanctions.108 This, in turn, implies deterrence will be inoperative if potential offenders are
unaware of the potential for legal sanctions or they do not view the threat of prosecution as
credible.109 Third, criminological deterrence theory emphasizes that deterrence will operate only
if the perceived certainty of sanctions reaches a “tipping point” where the expected costs of
crime exceed its expected benefits; accordingly, marginal increases in the perceived certainty of
sanctions may be insufficient to generate deterrence if the “tipping point” is not reached.110 In
this respect, criminological deterrence theory differs from approaches to deterrence taken by
certain political scientists studying the impact of prosecutions; Kim and Sikkink, for instance,
imply that even marginal increases in the probability of sanctions will generate deterrence. 111
Finally, recent work in criminology also suggests that fear of extralegal sanctions, e.g. social
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stigmatization and marginalization, embarrassment, and peer disapproval, inter alia, may be
equally or more effective than fear of formal legal sanctions in preventing crime.112 This implies
that judicial or other interventions which increase the certainty of detecting criminal behavior
and exposing offenders may also generate deterrence; in this respect, formal legal sanctions may
indirectly prevent future crimes by serving as a catalyst for extralegal sanctions.113
The criminological literature differentiates between two types of deterrence: general and
specific (or individual). General deterrence operates when the example of sanctions applied to
other actors increases the perceived certainty of sanctions for criminal behavior, causing
potential offenders to refrain from crime. Conversely, specific deterrence operates when the
direct experience of sanctions increases the perceived certainty of sanctions for future crime,
causing actors to refrain from future criminal behavior.114 General deterrence is applicable to
both non-offenders and prior offenders who have not experienced sanctions, while specific
deterrence normally focuses on prior offenders who have experienced sanctions. However,
general deterrence may also operate vis-à-vis actors contemplating crime who have experienced
sanctions if the example of sanctions applied to other actors causes the persons contemplating
crime to refrain from crime independently of their direct experience of sanctions. Similarly,
specific deterrence may also operate vis-à-vis actors who have not previously committed crimes
but experience legal sanctions, e.g. at preliminary stages of the legal process. This is particularly
relevant for the ICC, which may launch preliminary action that could increase the perceived
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costs of committing future atrocities for both prior offenders and actors who have not previously
committed crimes.
With the recent expansion in the enforcement of individual criminal responsibility and
the establishment of the ICC, there has been a significant increase in the probability of sanctions
for atrocity crimes.115 This, in turn, has provided greater scope for the operation of both general
and specific deterrence. With respect to general deterrence, the expanded enforcement of
individual criminal responsibility and the establishment of the ICC have provided an increasing
number of examples of other belligerents subjected to sanctions for atrocity crimes. Similarly,
with respect to specific deterrence, a greater number of belligerents have directly experienced
sanctions as a result of these developments.
However, as discussed previously, the diffusion of the norm and practice of enforcing
individual criminal responsibility remains incomplete, and there are significant political
obstacles to ICC action. Consequently, notwithstanding the general increase in opportunities for
deterrence, uncertainty remains about whether the ICC (or another tribunal) will take action in a
situation, or which belligerent leaders the Court will target once it has intervened in a situation.
The actual initiation of ICC action and any subsequent ICC actions in a conflict situation should
reduce this uncertainty and, in doing so, provide further opportunities for the operation of
deterrence. Specifically, the initiation of ICC action in a situation directly allows for the
operation of specific deterrence vis-à-vis belligerents involved in the situation by subjecting
them to “sanctions,” broadly defined to include the preliminary stages of the ICC legal process;
indeed, the initiation of ICC action is a necessary condition for the operation of specific
deterrence. ICC action also provides greater scope for the operation of general deterrence in a
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conflict situation by creating examples of other belligerents in the same situation subjected to
ICC action; these examples are arguably more powerful and effective in generating deterrence
than examples of belligerents in other situations because they provide a more immediate
indication of the certainty of ICC action. It therefore follows from the logic of deterrence that the
initiation of ICC action and subsequent ICC actions in a situation should contribute to the
prevention of future atrocities by belligerents in the situation.
Escalation
Like deterrence, its legal optimist parallel, escalation is rooted in rational choice
approaches to criminology. However, whereas deterrence is based on the assumption that actors
will respond to increases in the certainty of legal sanctions by refraining from atrocity crimes,
escalation is based on the assumption that increases in the probability of sanctions will generate
perverse incentives for belligerents to commit further atrocities.
The logic of escalation is based on two observations. First, winners of conflict are
significantly less likely to be arrested and brought to trial than losers.116 More generally, leaders
with greater bargaining power, whether as a result of outright victory, political position, or

This point underlies the widespread criticism of international criminal prosecutions as
“victor’s justice.” See William A. Schabas, “Victor’s Justice: Selecting ‘Situations’ at the International
Criminal Court,” John Marshall Law Review 43, no. 3 (2009-2010), 535-542, and Alana Tiemessen, “The
International Criminal Court and the Politics of Prosecutions,” International Journal of Human Rights 18,
no. 4-5 (2014), 444-461. At the extreme, securing a position as a sitting head of state or government
provides near absolute protection from prosecution, at least while the leader remains in office. While
Ellen L. Lutz and Caitlin Reiger, eds., Prosecuting Heads of State (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge
University Press, 2009) note an increase in prosecutions targeting heads of state, as of December 31,
2014, no sitting head of state had been arrested and brought to trial before an international or hybrid court.
Several sitting heads of state have been indicted but not arrested, e.g. Omar al-Bashir of Sudan by the
ICC, and several former heads of state have been indicted and arrested, e.g. Charles Taylor of Liberia,
Slobodan Milosevic of Serbia, and Laurent Gbagbo of Cote d’Ivoire. However, Taylor, Milosevic, and
Gbagbo were apprehended and brought to trial only after being forced from office. The current president
and head of state of Kenya, Jomo Kenyatta, was indicted by the ICC (although this indictment was issued
when he was serving as Deputy Prime Minister) but appeared voluntarily before the Court; the charges
against him were eventually dismissed. Crucially, however, Kenyatta was not apprehended by the Court,
and he remained at liberty throughout the duration of the proceedings against him.
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demonstrated capacity and resolve to inflict significant harm upon their opponents, should be
better able to negotiate or dictate domestic amnesty or secure a protected exile abroad; relatively
more powerful leaders should also be better able to evade arrest and capture or survive any loss
of international and domestic support resulting from being targeted for legal sanctions, either by
the ICC or another court. As such, increases in the certainty of sanctions should generate
incentives for leaders to secure victory or otherwise improve their bargaining position.
Second, atrocities may be a useful strategy for belligerent leaders aiming to secure
victory or improve their bargaining position, for several reasons. First, atrocities may be a useful
strategy to eliminate political opponents and consolidate power.117 Second, atrocities may deter
collaboration with the enemy, particularly in zones of contested control, thereby improving the
belligerent's prospects for victory. 118 Relatedly, atrocities targeting civilians may be particularly
effective in combating guerilla insurgencies that rely on the support of the civilian population.119
More broadly, atrocities may serve as a powerful signal of the belligerent’s capacity and resolve
to actual or potential opponents.120 Atrocities may also produce significant economic benefits
that can enhance the belligerent group's material capacity and/or internal cohesion, especially if
perpetrators can seize the assets of dead or displaced civilians;121 relatedly, for belligerent groups
that rely on selective incentives, rather than ideology, for recruitment, allowing members to
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commit atrocities and confiscate victims’ assets can be an effective strategy for recruiting new
members and/or maintaining membership.122
Atrocities, moreover, are likely to be particularly attractive for belligerent leaders in
“desperate times” or when other strategies have failed to produce desired outcomes.123 This
logic, which closely parallels the strategy of “gambling for resurrection” whereby leaders facing
imminent military or political defeat pursue risky strategies, such as initiating or escalating
conflict, as a last-ditch effort to maintain power, easily extends to ICC action.124 Specifically,
ICC action may provoke “desperation” if leaders believe they can maintain their personal liberty
and/or ensure their political survival only by securing military victory or otherwise improving
their bargaining position. In this sense, ICC action may create or exacerbate spoiler problems in
by increasing the expected benefits of committing atrocities or violence more generally. 125
In theory, spoiler problems arising from ICC action could be mitigated if the threat of
prosecution was made conditional on refraining from future atrocities and credible protection
from prosecution was offered to perpetrators who refrain from future atrocities. However, this
type of bargaining with perpetrators of past atrocities is at odds with the fundamental mission of
the ICC to end impunity for atrocity crimes, and the OTP and other relevant actors at the Court
have shown no inclination to bargain with perpetrators in this manner; indeed, the OTP’s current
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policy and practice with respect to Article 53 of the Statute suggest the Court will pursue
prosecutions regardless of the future behavior of perpetrators.
In theory, even if the ICC is unwilling to bargain with perpetrators, state authorities could
still offer protection from prosecution conditional on refraining from future atrocities, e.g. by
offering domestic amnesty or protected exile. However, with the growing acceptance of the
“duty to prosecute,” it is increasingly difficult for states to offer credible guarantees of protection
from prosecution for atrocity crimes, particularly for States Parties to the Rome Statute that are
legally obligated to cooperate with the Court in executing arrest warrants.126 Furthermore, it may
be politically beneficial for governments to revoke an amnesty or protected exile, especially
when pressured by international human rights advocates or domestic constituents demanding
justice for past atrocities.127
These considerations suggest that both the ICC and states face a commitment problem in
interactions with past perpetrators.128 The ICC cannot credibly commit to any bargain with
perpetrators that promotes impunity because this would undermine the basic purpose of the
Court, while state authorities cannot credibly commit to protect perpetrators from ICC
prosecution because of their own normative commitments and legal obligations under the Rome
Statute and the potential political benefits of revoking an amnesty or exile.129 Knowing this,
Article 86 of the Rome Statute provides that “States Parties shall, in accordance with the
provisions of this Statute, cooperate fully with the Court in its investigation and prosecution of crimes
within the jurisdiction of the Court,” and Articles 87-99 discuss specific provisions concerning the arrest
and surrender of persons subject to ICC arrest warrants.
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leaders facing or fearing ICC action should have strong incentives to escalate violence in order to
secure victory or otherwise improve their bargaining position so as to avoid prosecution.130
Capacity Mechanisms
In contrast to deterrence and escalation, which operate by altering the relative costs and
benefits of committing atrocities, the second set of mechanisms—incapacitation and
empowerment—affect the capacity or opportunity for belligerents to perpetrate atrocities.
Incapacitation operates to prevent atrocities by depriving actors of the capacity or opportunity to
commit atrocities, while empowerment operates to exacerbate atrocities by strengthening or
emboldening relevant actors, thereby enhancing their capacity to commit atrocities.
Incapacitation
Incapacitation operates by depriving individual belligerents or belligerent groups of the
opportunity or ability to commit atrocities. The criminological literature on incapacitation
focuses mostly on the effects of arresting and incarcerating individual perpetrators, which is
predicted to prevent crime by removing criminals from society and depriving them of the
opportunity to commit further crimes.131 Applying this logic to the prevention of atrocities during
armed conflict, the arrest and incarceration of radical leaders should prevent future atrocities by
depriving them of the opportunity to perpetrate atrocities.
Beyond depriving perpetrators of the opportunity to perpetrate atrocities, arrests of key
leaders may also reduce belligerent group capacity to commit atrocities. In this sense, the
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criminological logic of incapacitation closely resembles the “decapitation” hypothesis in the
terrorism literature, which predicts that the removal of leaders of terrorist organizations, whether
by killing or capture, will deprive the group of the ability to carry out further attacks.
At the extreme, the removal of a key leader might cause the collapse of the entire organization,
thereby preventing future atrocities by the group.132 However, even if the belligerent group
remains intact, the arrest of a key leader could reduce group capacity by depriving the group of
capable leaders or undermining internal command and control structures. Alternately, the
removal of individuals involved in fundraising activities might reduce group capacity by
depriving the organization of the financial resources necessary to sustain operations. Finally, the
arrest of a belligerent leader might undermine morale among group members and/or catalyze
defections from the group, reducing its ability to commit atrocities.
Although the criminological literature focuses principally on the effects of arresting and
incarcerating perpetrators, incapacitation may plausibly operate through several other pathways,
even if perpetrators are not apprehended. This is particularly significant for the prevention of
atrocity crimes because the ICC and other courts involved in the prosecution of these crimes
have had limited success in securing arrests of leaders actively involved in ongoing conflict.
First, belligerents facing or fearing ICC action may flee or retreat into hiding in order to avoid
apprehension; this effectively removes perpetrators from the battlefield and should generate a
similar preventive effect as apprehension. Second, belligerents targeted for ICC action may find
it more difficult to secure or maintain external and/or in-group support, as allies, constituents, or

On the decapitation hypothesis, see Patrick B. Johnston, “Does Decapitation Work? Assessing
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group members attempt to avoid the stigma of association with an accused war criminal.133 In
this sense, ICC action functions as a form of “naming and shaming” that attaches the stigma of
identification as an alleged war criminal—a proverbial “mark of Cain”—to belligerents facing
prosecution.134 This, in turn, may generate strategic incentives for sponsors, allies, constituents,
and subordinates to discontinue or reduce support, or for potential supporters to refrain from
initiating support, in order to avoid possible sanctions (including potential prosecution
themselves) for supporting an alleged war criminal. Beyond these strategic incentives, actual or
potential supporters may wish to disassociate themselves from belligerents facing prosecution for
social or psychological reasons, e.g. to avoid potential embarrassment or shame of associating
with an accused war criminal. Whatever the motive, reduced support may generate preventive
effects by decreasing the capacity of individual belligerents or groups to perpetrate atrocities.
Empowerment
Empowerment, the legal pessimist counterpart of incapacitation, operates when ICC
action enhances the capacity of radical belligerents or belligerent organizations to perpetrate
atrocities. Like incapacitation, empowerment may operate through multiple pathways. First, in
cases where ICC action results in the removal of a belligerent leader, whether by arrest or flight,
the belligerent may be replaced by a more radical leader who is more willing to order or condone
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atrocities.135 In fact, more radical leaders may be particularly strong candidates to replace leaders
removed because of ICC action, for at least two reasons. First, more radical candidates for group
leadership may benefit from a nationalist backlash against the ICC resulting from ICC action
targeting the group's previous leader. Second, more radical leaders, i.e. those who are willing to
commit or condone international crimes and incur possible legal consequences, may be
perceived as more committed to the group's cause and/or capable of achieving group goals than
less radical leaders.
While belligerent leaders removed because of ICC action may be replaced by more
radical or moderate leaders, a leadership vacuum following the apprehension or flight of a leader
may also exacerbate atrocities by catalyzing an in-group competition for the vacant leadership
position. In turn, this might generate incentives for competing in-group elites to employ
atrocities against out-groups as a form of “outbidding” in order to build in-group support, or as a
strategy to eliminate in-group political opponents.136
While the removal of belligerents may trigger the empowerment mechanism, ICC action
may also enhance the capacity of belligerents who remain at large or active by generating
rallying dynamics. Rallying occurs when members of a belligerent’s group and/or third party
actors initiate or increase support for a belligerent, or for the belligerent group, in anticipation of
or response to ICC action. Group members and/or third party actors may rally behind
belligerents potentially or actually facing ICC action for several reasons. First, because the Court
is an international body, ICC action may be perceived as foreign interference and/or an
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infringement on sovereignty.137 ICC action may therefore prompt rallying among in-country
supporters and constituents on nationalist grounds. This may occur spontaneously, but leaders
may also actively cultivate these perceptions by appealing to nationalist sentiments and
presenting themselves as the victims of illegitimate foreign interference.138 This strategy is likely
to be particularly effective in former colonial states, where leaders can portray the ICC as a neoimperial institution seeking to reassert foreign control and undermine national sovereignty; such
portrayals may be especially appealing in African contexts, as the ICC has only opened formal
investigations and issued indictments in situations in Africa, leading to widespread accusations
of bias and perceptions that the ICC is a “court for Africa.”139 Insofar as ICC action is perceived
as foreign interference, it may also prompt leaders of similarly positioned states or organizations
to rally behind potential or actual targets of ICC action in a demonstration of solidarity.140
Relatedly, belligerents may actively manipulate public perceptions by scapegoating the
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ICC and blaming the Court for domestic problems; to this end, belligerents may single out the
ICC, or they may use the ICC in a broader campaign to blame international actors for domestic
problems. By blaming the ICC for domestic problems, belligerents may distract attention from
their own responsibility and potentially build greater support among domestic constituents,
thereby enhancing their capacity to commit atrocities.141
Social Mechanisms
The final set of mechanisms, which includes socialization and backlash, operates by
changing social understandings of the appropriateness of atrocities and/or the legitimacy of
international anti-atrocity norms. Accordingly, these mechanisms function by altering underlying
“logics of appropriateness” with respect to atrocities, rather than “logics of consequences” and/or
the opportunity or capacity of belligerents to perpetrate atrocities.142 Socialization operates to
prevent atrocities by demonstrating their inappropriateness and reinforcing anti-atrocity norms,
while backlash exacerbates atrocities by undermining respect for these norms.
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Socialization
According to the logic of socialization, ICC action prevents atrocities by altering social
understandings of the appropriateness of atrocities and improving respect for international legal
norms prohibiting atrocities. In this sense, the logic of socialization follows from the
criminological theory of rehabilitation, which predicts that the imposition of legal sanctions will
prevent recidivism by reforming criminals and changing their conceptions of appropriate
behavior.143 Criminological rehabilitation theory generally focuses on the reform of persons who
directly experience legal sanctions, normally through imprisonment. Applying this logic to
atrocity crimes, perpetrators who are incarcerated and return to their countries or groups should
be less likely to order or commit further atrocities because they no longer view atrocities as
appropriate or justified behavior. In the ICC’s brief history, no belligerents have returned to their
countries or groups after being convicted, sentenced, and imprisoned; however, two persons have
been arrested and jailed but later released after (in one case) his acquittal or (in the other case)
charges against him were dropped, and 10 persons have returned to their countries after they
voluntarily appeared before the Court and were not detained pending further proceedings.144 This
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suggests possible scope for the ICC to generate rehabilitative effects at the individual level
through the direct experience of legal sanctions, though not—at least at this point in the Court’s
history—through reform following conviction and incarceration.
Beyond the effects of directly experiencing legal sanctions, ICC action may plausibly
generate “rehabilitative” effects vis-à-vis belligerent groups, persuading their members that
atrocities are inappropriate and unjustified. Specifically, ICC prosecutions may function as a
“high-profile symbolic event that communicate and dramatize” legal norms against atrocities and
demonstrate to belligerents, in a highly public visible way, that atrocities are inappropriate,
whether or not belligerents directly experience legal sanctions.145 Critically important in this
respect is the public identification of atrocities as crimes. This is important because, under the
impunity approach, atrocities were generally not viewed as crimes, particularly when perpetrated
by state agents against internal opponents.146 However, by identifying atrocities as crimes, ICC
action delegitimizes these acts and demonstrates their inappropriateness. Over time, it is
expected that belligerents will internalize the understanding that atrocities are inappropriate and
refrain from future atrocities because they believe such acts are wrong, rather than because of
possible adverse consequences or incapacity. In this respect, ICC action functions as a
component of the broader “transnational legal process” by which international legal norms are
disseminated and internalized.147 At the extreme, once belligerents have fully internalized the
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view that atrocities are inappropriate, they may no longer even consider employing atrocities
during armed conflict.148 While full socialization and internalization of norms is generally a long
term process, ICC action may initiate or further this process among belligerents engaged in
ongoing conflict and therefore contribute to prevention even over relatively short time periods.149
Backlash
Backlash, the inverse of socialization, also operates by altering social understandings
regarding the appropriateness of atrocities and the legitimacy of anti-atrocity norms. However, in
contrast to socialization, backlash exacerbates atrocities by undermining respect for legal norms
prohibiting atrocities and, in doing so, reinforcing the view that atrocities are appropriate.
The logic of backlash draws directly from the defiance and neutralization hypotheses in
the criminological literature. The defiance hypothesis predicts that criminal sanctions will
undermine respect for legal norms and cause increased crime if the legal process and/or sanctions
are perceived as unfair, inappropriate, or otherwise illegitimate by targeted offenders,150 while
the neutralization hypothesis posits that criminals must find a way of overcoming or neutralizing
moral, psychological, and social inhibitions to crime before committing a criminal act.151
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Defiance and neutralization are directly linked insofar as beliefs that the legal process and/or
underlying norms are unfair may enable persons contemplating crime to neutralize internal
inhibitions more easily.152 This is particularly problematic in the case of the ICC because, as
noted previously, the Court is widely perceived as biased in its selection of situations and cases.
Accordingly, potential or actual targets of ICC action may view the legal process and any
sanctions imposed by the ICC as illegitimate, thereby undermining respect for the legal norms
against atrocities enforced by the Court and enabling perpetrators to neutralize inhibitions against
committing atrocities.
Insofar as it focuses on perceptions of the ICC as illegitimate, backlash closely resembles
rallying. However, rallying operates by increasing support for leaders potentially or actually
targeted by the ICC, while backlash operates by undermining respect for the norms against
atrocities enforced by the ICC. Rallying and backlash are potentially compatible; for example,
views of ICC action as illegitimate may undermine respect for legal norms prohibiting atrocities,
prompting supporters to rally behind leaders challenging these norms. However, backlash may
also operate independently of rallying, and ICC action may undermine respect for anti-atrocity
norms among targeted leaders without necessarily enhancing their popular support.
4

The Impact of ICC Prosecutions: What do We Know?
Having elaborated the mechanisms by which ICC action may either prevent or exacerbate

atrocities in the previous section, this section will consider what we already know—and more
importantly, what we do not know—about the impact of ICC action during ongoing conflict.
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The answer, in short, is very little, especially given the confidence with which proponents and
critics of ICC action have presented their claims; while scholars have begun to examine the
effects of prosecutions more systematically in recent years, the impact of the ICC remains
understudied, and there is little evidence concerning the impact of ICC action—or prosecutions
more generally—during ongoing conflict. Furthermore, while we now have a better idea of the
average effects of prosecutions, our knowledge of the conditions under which prosecutions
produce different effects remains underdeveloped.
A recent review of the empirical literature on transitional justice, including the impact of
prosecutions during armed conflict, characterized the state of knowledge in this field as “more
based on faith than fact.”153 Indeed, with some notable exceptions, scholars and practitioners
have relied mainly on anecdotal evidence and/or single case studies to assess the impact of
prosecutions and other transitional justice mechanisms.154 This is problematic in two respects.
First, reliance on anecdotal evidence undermines the internal validity of these studies’ findings,
calling into question their conclusions about the impact of prosecutions. Second, while rigorous
single case studies provide valuable insight into the impact of prosecutions in particular contexts,
these studies have limited external validity and are therefore of limited utility for policy-makers.
Notwithstanding pessimistic characterizations of the transitional justice field, there have
been several systematic studies of the impact of prosecutions in recent years. For example, in a
quantitative analysis of the impact of ICTY actions in post-conflict Bosnia, James D. Meernik
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finds no relationship between trials or verdicts and societal peace,155 and in a broader, crossnational study, Meernik, Angela Nichols, and Kimi L. King arrive at similar conclusions.156
Likewise, Sikkink and Carrie Booth Walling find that human rights trials in Latin America did
not prolong or exacerbate conflict, mainly because all such trials were not initiated until after the
conclusion of hostilities.157 Building upon this work, Hunjoon Kim and Sikkink find significantly
lower levels of repression in transitional countries with human rights prosecutions, including
states experiencing civil war.158 Using a different dataset, Olsen, Payne, and Reiter dispute this
conclusion, finding that trials alone have no impact on respect for human rights, the duration of
post-conflict peace, or democracy; however, these authors also find that trials combined with
amnesties tend to improve respect for human rights and reduce the likelihood that conflict will
resume.159 More recent, as-yet-unpublished research by Hyeran Jo and Beth A. Simmons,
focusing specifically on the ICC, reaches a different conclusion, finding that ratification of the
Rome Statute and ICC actions are associated with lower levels of violence against civilians
during armed conflict by belligerent organizations that seek legitimacy.160
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While providing insight into the relationship between prosecutions and conflict, these and
other studies do not directly or sufficiently address the impact of prosecutions during ongoing
conflict or the effects of the ICC. First, most of these studies (except one test conducted by Kim
and Sikkink and the unpublished paper by Jo and Simmons) focus on the effects of prosecutions
initiated after major fighting concluded or on post-conflict outcomes such as the duration of
peace and democratization; as such, it is not possible to determine whether or how prosecutions
affected outcomes during conflict, including atrocities.
Second, studies of the impact of prosecutions generally focus narrowly on one stage of
the legal process (normally trials) or fail to differentiate between stages of the legal process. For
example, Olsen, Payne, and Reiter examine only the impact of trials, neglecting all previous and
subsequent stages of the legal process,161 while Kim and Sikkink lump together all stages of the
legal process, including investigations, indictments, and trials.162 Olsen, Payne, and Reiter’s
approach is problematic because it effectively assumes that only trials will generate impacts.
However, trials are only one—though admittedly the most visible—stage in the legal process,
which at the ICC begins with a preliminary examination and then proceeds to an investigation,
indictments, arrests, and confirmation of charges before a trial begins.163 Moreover, many cases
never reach the trial stage; for example, nine of the 18 situations where the ICC took action
during ongoing conflict as of December 31, 2014 had not proceeded beyond preliminary
examination, the first stage of the legal process. Olsen, Payne, and Reiter’s approach therefore
ignores the potential impact of legal action at earlier stages of the legal process and in cases that
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never reach the trial stage.
Kim and Sikkink’s approach—lumping together all stages of the legal process—is
equally problematic because it ignores the possibility of heterogeneous effects at different stages
of the legal process. For example, in the same ICC situation, an arrest warrant might generate
perverse incentives for belligerents to escalate atrocities via the escalation mechanism, but the
execution of this arrest warrant might prevent further atrocities by removing a perpetrator from
the battlefield. Kim and Sikkink’s approach would be unable to identify these differences in
impact; furthermore, if the magnitude of the increase in atrocities resulting from escalation is
roughly equal to the reduction in atrocities resulting from removal, Kim and Sikkink’s approach
would indicate that ICC action produced no significant effect. Jo and Simmons’s unpublished
work also fails to distinguish between the stages of the legal process at the ICC, lumping
together all ICC actions in any country into a continuous indicator, without differentiating
between, for example, investigations and indictments.
Relatedly, most recent quantitative studies (with the exception of Jo and Simmons) report
only the average effects of prosecutions across the universe of cases included in their respective
datasets. There is some value in identifying the average effects of prosecutions, but focusing
solely on average effects is problematic because it ignores the possibility of heterogeneous
effects across units of analysis. In theory, of course, it is possible that the relationship between
ICC action and atrocities (or any other outcome) is perfectly monotonic, i.e. positive, negative,
or null for all units of analysis, with no heterogeneous effects.164 However, in the absence of
deterministic, law-like phenomena in the social sciences, some measure of heterogeneity is
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almost always present in any causal relationship.165 Furthermore, theoretical and empirical work
in criminology suggests there is substantial variation in the effects of legal sanctions on crime;
specifically, an overview of the criminological literature suggests that “legal punishment either
reduces, increases, or has no effect on future crimes, depending on the type of offenders,
offenses, social settings, and levels of analysis.”166 This suggests the possibility, if not the
likelihood, of variation in the impact of ICC action and suggests that the more relevant question
for understanding the effects of prosecutions initiated during ongoing conflict is not, “Do
prosecutions prevent or exacerbate atrocities?” but rather “Under what conditions do
prosecutions produce different effects on atrocities?” Addressing the latter question, which
focuses on the causes of heterogeneity in the impact of prosecutions, is also more useful for
policy-makers, as it can provide specific guidance as to when prosecutions may prevent,
exacerbate, or have no effect on atrocities. In contrast, focusing solely on the average effects may
produce misguided and potentially harmful policies. For example, policies based on Kim and
Sikkink’s finding that prosecutions improve respect for human rights on average might actually
undermine respect for human rights if applied in contexts where prosecutions have counterproductive effects.
5

Goals and Organization of this Study
The overarching goal of this dissertation is to identify whether, how, and under what

conditions ICC prosecutions initiated during ongoing conflict affect atrocities. Beyond adding to
the emerging body of knowledge concerning the effects of prosecutions and transitional justice
more generally, I also aim to generate policy-relevant insights that can be used to maximize the
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preventive effects of ICC action or, at the very least, ensure that ICC action does no harm. In this
respect, I am motivated by an explicitly normative agenda focused on preventing future
atrocities. However, unlike many proponents of prosecutions who are motivated by similar
normative concerns, I do not make any ex ante assumptions about the effects of ICC action;
instead, I aim to subject the legal optimist and legal pessimist hypotheses to rigorous empirical
examination. To this end, I will build upon the nascent empirical literature on the impact of the
ICC and prosecutions discussed in the previous section; however, to the extent possible given
data, logistical, and funding constraints, I aim to address the limitations of previous research in
order to develop a more complete and nuanced understanding of the ICC's impact. Specifically,
my goal in this dissertation is to develop a typological theory specifying the conditions under
which ICC action initiated during ongoing conflict alternately prevents, exacerbates, or has no
impact on atrocities.
Typological theories provide “contingent generalizations on how and under what
conditions [independent variables] behave in specified conjunctions or configurations to produce
effects on specified dependent variables.”167 The typological theory I develop in this dissertation
attempts to explain variation in the impact of ICC action by identifying specific configurations of
ICC action that produce different effects. In developing this theory, I aim to generate policyrelevant knowledge that can be applied, as Alexander L. George and Andrew Bennett suggest in
their overview of typological theories, to “make more discriminating diagnoses” of the likely
consequences of ICC action in future situations and, in doing so, provide a stronger empirical
foundation for decisions concerning the timing and targeting of ICC action.168

Alexander L. George and Andrew Bennett, Case Studies and Theory Development
(Cambridge, USA: MIT Press, 2005), 235.
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Ibid., 235.
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Typological theories may be constructed either inductively or deductively, and in this
dissertation, I follow a mostly, though not entirely, inductive approach. I begin by developing indepth case studies of the impact of ICC action vis-à-vis two rebel groups active in the ongoing
conflict in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC),169 where the ICC initiated action in April
2004 and subsequently secured its first arrests and convictions. The two rebel groups I examine
are the Congrès national pour la défense du people/Mouvement du 23-Mars (CNDP/M23),
which was active under multiple names from 2004 until its defeat in 2013, and the Forces
démocratiques de libération du Rwanda (FDLR), a Rwandan rebel group based in eastern Congo
that was officially formed in 2000 and remains active as of this writing.170 As elaborated in
Chapter II, I selected these groups because they allow for a test of the impact of ICC action
directly targeting commanders of armed groups involved in ongoing conflict, as the ICC issued
and executed indictments for leaders of both CNDP/M23 and FDLR during the period covered in
this study; this period encompasses July 1, 2002, when the Rome Statute entered into force,
through December 31, 2014, the last date for which reliable data on atrocities are available.
In each case study, I employ interrupted time series and qualitative process tracing
techniques to analyze the impact of relevant ICC actions on atrocities perpetrated by the group.
My primary data source for these case studies is interviews with over 100 current and former
members of these and other armed groups active in DRC, government and UN officials, civil
society activists, and local media conducted during fieldwork in eastern DRC in 2013 and 2014.
In the case of CNDP/M23, I find that ICC action produced mixed effects over time. The issuance

I occasionally refer to DRC as simply “Congo.” This should not be confused with the Republic
of Congo, DRC’s neighbor to the northwest; when referring to the Republic of Congo, I follow
convention and use the term “Congo-Brazzaville” with reference to its capital.
169

When referring to CNDP/M23 or other groups whose name changed over time, I use the name
of the group as of the date of the action or event which I am discussing.
170
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of an indictment for Bosco Ntaganda, a senior leader of this group, initially had negligible
effects, as he remained at large and continued to enjoy effective impunity, even securing
integration into the Congolese army under the terms of a peace deal. However, after the ICC
secured its first conviction (in March 2012 for Thomas Lubanga, the leader of another armed
group in DRC), the Congolese government came under increasing pressure to arrest Ntaganda; in
response, Ntaganda and his senior associates defected from the Congolese army and instigated
the M23 rebellion, leading to an escalation in atrocities. Finally, Ntaganda’s surrender to the ICC
in March 2013 severely weakened M23 and contributed to its eventual military defeat,
substantially reducing its capacity to perpetrate atrocities.
I find similar, though not identical, results with respect to the FDLR. While initial ICC
action had negligible effects, the January 2011 execution of an ICC indictment for Callixte
Mbarushimana, a senior FDLR political leader based in Europe, had mixed effects over time;
initially, Mbarushimana’s arrest empowered radical leaders and provoked backlash against the
ICC; over the long term, however, Mbarushimana’s removal had preventive effects by
contributing to the degradation of FDLR’s military capacity. Finally, the issuance of an ICC
arrest warrant for FDLR’s supreme military commander, Sylvestre Mudacumura, in July 2012
had perverse effects through the escalation mechanism.
Based on these case studies, I develop a set of hypotheses specifying the conditions under
which ICC prosecutions alternately prevent, exacerbate, or have no impact on atrocities. I test the
generalizability of these hypotheses using statistical analysis of a monthly time-series crosssection of violence against civilians (which I use to proxy atrocities) covering over 100
belligerent groups involved in conflicts in Africa from 2002 through 2010. This analysis yields
three main findings, which are generally consistent with the hypotheses derived from my case
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studies concerning the long-term effects of ICC action. First, initial ICC action before the
issuance of indictments for individual leaders exacerbates atrocities, which I term “situationlevel action,” has negligible effects on atrocities. Second, I find that indictments where leaders
remain at large, which I term “outstanding indictments,” tend to exacerbate atrocities, consistent
with legal pessimist arguments. Finally, the execution of indictments for leaders of groups
involved in ongoing conflict contributes to prevention, consistent with legal optimist arguments.
The remainder of this dissertation is organized follows. Chapter II describes the research
design for the exploratory component of my project. Chapters III and IV present in-depth case
studies of the impact of ICC action with respect to the two aforementioned armed groups in
DRC; each chapter concludes by specifying a set of hypotheses derived from the case study
concerning the conditions under which ICC action alternately prevents, exacerbates, or has no
impact on atrocities. Chapter V subjects these hypotheses to a series of statistical tests using
monthly time-series cross-section from the UCDP Georeferenced Event Dataset, version 1.0,
covering 36 armed groups in Africa from 2002 through 2010. Chapter VI reviews my main
findings and discusses their implications for policy, with particular emphasis on prosecutorial
strategy at the ICC.
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Chapter II
Exploratory Research Design
In the previous chapter, I introduced two hypotheses, legal optimism and legal
pessimism, concerning the impact of ICC action initiated during ongoing conflict on atrocities,
and I outlined the principal goal of this project: to a typological theory specifying the conditions
under which these hypotheses apply. To review, the legal optimist hypothesis predicts that ICC
action initiated during ongoing conflict will prevent atrocities, while legal pessimism predicts
that such action will exacerbate atrocities. Because I am concerned with both constructing and
testing a theory of the effects of ICC action, my basic “strategy of research,” in the terminology
introduced by John Gerring, is both exploratory and confirmatory.1 Exploratory research is
principally concerned with the generation of new theories and hypotheses, while confirmatory
research focuses on testing theories in order to draw more definitive and generalizable
conclusions about the relationship between independent and dependent variables This chapter
will introduce my research design for the exploratory component of this project.
The exploratory component of this project involves development of in-depth case studies
of the impact of ICC action vis-à-vis two rebel groups involved in the ongoing conflict in the
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC): the Congrès national pour la défense du people
(CNDP)/Mouvement du 23-Mars (M23), a rebel group active under various names from 2004
through 2013, and the Forces démocratiques de libération du Rwanda (FDLR), a Rwandan rebel
group based in eastern DRC. I use these case studies to develop a set of hypotheses specifying
the conditions under which ICC prosecutions during ongoing conflict alternately prevent,

1

John Gerring, “What is a Case Study and What Is It Good for?” American Political Science
Review 98, no. 2 (2004), 349.
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exacerbate, or have no impact on atrocities, focusing primarily on the staging of the legal process
and characteristics of belligerent groups. I test the generalizability of these hypotheses in the
confirmatory component of this study, which is described in Chapter VI.
To determine whether and how ICC actions affected atrocities by these groups, I follow
an informal Bayesian approach to inference.2 I employ statistical analysis to preliminarily
identify the direction of the relationship between specific ICC actions and atrocities for each
group and form priors concerning the validity of the legal optimist and legal pessimist
hypotheses with respect to each legal action. Based on these priors, I identify potentially relevant
legal optimist or legal pessimist mechanisms for each ICC action. I then employ qualitative
process tracing methods to test for evidence of the operation of these mechanisms and evaluate
the priors derived from my statistical analysis.
This chapter describes my exploratory research design in greater detail. The first section
will briefly describe the conflict in DRC, while the second section will outline the stages of the
legal process at the ICC, with specific reference to ICC action in DRC. The third section will
explain my rationale for selecting DRC, and specifically CNDP/M23 and FDLR, for in-depth
analysis; the final two sections will describe my quantitative and qualitative methodologies,
respectively.

2

In doing so, I follow the basic approach to informal Bayesian inference introduced by Andrew
Bennett, “Process Tracing: A Bayesian Perspective,” in Janet M. Box-Steffensmeier et al., eds., The
Oxford Handbook of Political Methodology (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 2008), 702-721.
However, in contrast to Bennett’s approach, which focuses principally on qualitative process tracing
analysis, I incorporate a quantitative component to update my initially diffuse priors concerning the
direction and significance of the impact of ICC action.
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1

Conflict in DRC
The ICC intervened in DRC during the latter stages of the so-called Second Congo War.3

This conflict began in August 1998 when an armed movement backed by the Rwandan and
Ugandan governments, the Rassemblement Congolais pour la Démocratie (RCD), launched a
rebellion with the aim of overthrowing the incumbent government of Laurent-Désiré Kabila.
(Kabila himself had seized power in May 1997, initially with Rwandan and Ugandan support,
after ousting the longtime dictator, Mobutu Sésé Seko, in the First Congo War, which had begun
in October 1996. Kabila, however, subsequently alienated his Rwandan and Ugandan supporters,
who responded by backing RCD). From its base at Goma in eastern Congo, RCD enjoyed quick
success against the Congolese army, the Forces armées congolaises (FAC), advancing rapidly
across the country and threatening to take the capital, Kinshasa. However, RCD’s advance was
checked by foreign troops that intervened in support of Kabila, including contingents from
Angola, Chad, Namibia, and Zimbabwe. The result was an effective stalemate, with the country
divided between government-controlled territory in the west and the rebel-held east. As fighting
continued, Laurent-Désiré Kabila was assassinated in January 2001 and succeeded by his son
Joseph Kabila, who remains president at this writing after winning elections in 2006 and 2011.

3

This overview draws from the following conflict histories: Gérard Prunier, Africa’s World War:
Congo, the Rwandan Genocide, and the Making of a Continental Catastrophe (Oxford, UK: Oxford
University Press, 2009); Filip Reyntjens, The Great African War: Congo and Regional Geopolitics, 19962006 (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2009); Jason Stearns, North Kivu: The Background
to Conflict in North Kivu Province of Eastern Congo (London, UK and Nairobi, Kenya: Rift Valley
Institute – Usalama Project, 2012); Jason Stearns, From CNDP to M23: The Evolution of an Armed
Movement in Eastern Congo (London, UK and Nairobi, Kenya: Rift Valley Institute – Usalama Project,
2013); Thomas Turner, The Congo Wars: Conflict, Myth and Reality (New York, USA: Zed, 2007); Koen
Vlassenroot, South Kivu: Identity, Territory, and Power in the Eastern Congo (London, UK and Nairobi,
Kenya: Rift Valley Institute – Usalama Project, 2013).
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After a series of abortive ceasefires and peace initiatives, the Second Congo War
formally ended on June 30, 2003, with the inauguration of a transitional government as specified
in the Global and Inclusive Agreement on Transition signed by the main Congolese parties to the
conflict on December 16, 2002. In addition to a transitional government, this agreement also
provided for the termination of hostilities, the organization of national elections, and the
integration of signatory armed groups into a new national army, eventually designated the Forces
armées de la république démocratique du Congo (FARDC).4 The signatories included the
Congolese government and three factions of the RCD: RCD-Goma (RCD-G) and RCDKisangani-Mouvement de Libération (RCD-K-ML), which had split in May 1999 amidst fissures
between the organization’s Rwandan and Ugandan supporters, with RCD-G backed by Kigali
and RCD-K-ML receiving support from Kampala, and RCD-National (RCD-N), a further
splinter from RCD-K-ML. Other signatories to the agreement included the Mouvement pour
Libération du Congo (MLC), which was founded in February 1999, also with support from
Kampala, and eventually seized control of most of the north of the country, and representatives
of the Maï Maï, a disparate collection of local self-defense militia that frequently, though not
exclusively, had allied with the government during the conflict.
Although the Global and All-Inclusive Agreement formally ended the conflict, violence
has continued in DRC from 2003 to the present, particularly in the eastern region comprising the
provinces of North and South Kivu, Katanga, and Ituri district of Orientale province. Ongoing
violence resulted in at least 5,500 battle-related deaths in DRC from 2003 through 2013,

4

United Nations Peacemaker: Peace Agreements Database, Global and Inclusive Agreement on
Transition in the Democratic Republic of Congo (Pretoria Agreement), adopted at Pretoria, South Africa,.
December 16, 2002. http://peacemaker.un.org/drc-agreementon-transition2002, last accessed April 8,
2015.
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according to the most recent versions of the Uppsala Conflict Data Program (UCDP) BattleRelated Deaths (version 5.0-2014, covering 1989-2013) and Non-State Conflict (version 2.52014, covering 1989-2013) datasets.5
The continuing violence in eastern DRC after the signing of the Global and All-Inclusive
Agreement has included two large-scale rebellions concentrated in the Kivus. The first involved
CNDP, a faction of RCD-G initially led by Laurent Nkunda that refused integration into the
national army and was active from May 2004 through January 2009 before integrating into
FARDC. The second major rebellion involved M23, which was formed in April 2012 when a
coterie of ex-CNDP officers, including Bosco Ntaganda, defected from FARDC; this
organization remained militarily active until November 2013, when it was defeated on the
battlefield and its high command and many members fled to Rwanda and Uganda. CNDP, and
later M23, engaged in hostilities with the Congolese national army, but these organizations were
also involved in fighting against FDLR, a Rwandan Hutu rebel group based in eastern DRC; this
group has roots in the former Rwandan government, military, and militia organizations that
perpetrated the 1994 genocide in Rwanda. At various points, FDLR allied with elements of the
Congolese government and army, but it was also the target of a series of government offensives
throughout the period covered in this study.
In addition to these organizations, there have been numerous smaller armed groups active
in the Kivus at various points since the signing of the Global and All Inclusive Agreement,

5

See Ralph Sundberg, “Collective Violence 2002-2007: Global and Regional Trends,” in Lotta
Harbom and Ralph Sundberg, eds., States in Armed Conflict 2007 (Uppsala, Sweden:
Universitetstryckeriet, 2008), 165-190, for the original presentation of the UCDP Battle-Related Deaths
dataset; this dataset covers conflicts included in the UCDP Armed Conflict Dataset, which requires that at
least one party be a state actor. The UCDP Non-State Conflict Dataset includes estimates of battle deaths
for conflicts involving only non-state actors; on this dataset, see Ralph Sundberg et al., “Introducing the
UCDP Non-State Conflict Dataset,” Journal of Peace Research 49, no. 2 (2012), pp. 351-362, for the
original presentation of these data.
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including multiple Maï Maï militias, two Ugandan rebel movements, the Allied Democratic
Front (ADF) and the National Army for the Liberation of Uganda (NALU), and various
organizations claiming to represent different ethnic constituencies. At the same time, multiple
ethnically-based militia groups also engaged in intense conflict in Ituri district of Orientale
province during and after the formal end of the Second Congo War; many of these militias
received support from foreign actors or were otherwise loosely allied with the main belligerents.
Militias active in Ituri included the Hema-dominated Union des Patriotes des Congolais (UPC);
the primarily Lendu Front des Nationalistes et Intégrationnistes (FNI); and the Ngiti-dominated
Forces de Résistance Patriotique d’Ituri (FRPI).6
In addition to these organizations, the United Nations has maintained a peacekeeping
presence in DRC since 1999. The UN peacekeeping operation was initially established as an
observer mission, the Mission de l’Organisation de Nations Unies en République Démocratique
du Congo (MONUC), under Security Council Resolution 1279 of November 30, 1999, with an
authorized strength of 500 military observers and a mandate to plan for observation of a ceasefire
agreement signed at Lusaka, Zambia in July 1999.7 MONUC subsequently evolved into the
largest peacekeeping mission in UN history, with a Chapter VII mandate, including authorization
to employ “all necessary means” to protect civilians, and an authorized deployment of 19,185
troops, 760 military observers, 391 police personnel, and 1,050 formed police when it was

6

For a useful chart summarizing the main armed groups in Ituri (and their links to groups in other
regions), see Henning Tamm, UPC in Ituri: The External Militarization of Local Politics in North-eastern
Congo (London, UK and Nairobi, Kenya: Rift Valley Institute – Usalama Project, 2013), 51.
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United Nations Security Council: 4076th meeting, Resolution 1279, United Nations Document
S/RES/1279 (November 30, 1999). For the text of the Lusaka ceasefire agreement, see United Nations
Peacemaker: Peace Agreements Database, Ceasefire Agreement (Lusaka Agreement), adopted at Lusaka,
Zambia, July 10, 1999, http://peacemaker.un.org/drc-lusaka-agreement99, last accessed April 8, 2015.
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renamed MONUSCO, for Mission de l’Organisation des Nations Unies pour la stabilisation en
République Démocratique du Congo, under Security Council Resolution 1925 of July 1, 2010.8
Then, during the M23 rebellion in March 2012, the Council adopted Resolution 2098, which
approved the deployment of the Force Intervention Brigade (FIB), an approximately 3,000strong unit authorized to undertake “targeted offensive operations” to “neutralize” non-state
armed groups active in eastern DRC.9 This brigade, comprised of South African, Tanzanian, and
Malawian contingents, began deploying in May 2013 and played a critical role in the subsequent
defeat of M23 through joint operations with FARDC.10 However, even before the deployment of
the intervention brigade, UN peacekeepers had actively taken sides in the conflict on several
occasions, most notably by providing logistical and operational support to Congolese
government forces during operations against FDLR from 2009 through 2012.11
Both during and after the Second Congo War, parties to the conflict perpetrated largescale atrocities. These atrocities included direct, deliberate attacks against civilians that resulted
in at least 19,997 non-combatant fatalities from 1998 through 2013, including over 8,000 after
the signing of the Global and All-Inclusive Peace Agreement, according to the UPCD One-Sided
Violence dataset, version 1.4-2014 (because this dataset employs relatively conservative coding
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United Nations Security Council: 6324th meeting. Resolution 1925, United Nations Document
S/RES/1925 (July 1, 2010).
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United Nations Security Council: 6943rd meeting. Resolution 2098, United Nations Document
S/RES/2098 (March 28, 2013), paragraph 12(b).
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Janet McKnight, “Surrendering to the Big Picture: Historical and Legal Perspectives on
Accountability in the Democratic Republic of Congo Following the Defeat of the March 23 Movement,”
Stability 3, no. 1 (2014), Art. 7, 11.
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criteria, the actual number of civilian fatalities is likely significantly greater).12 Rape and other
forms of sexual violence were also widespread during and after the Second Congo War, with one
epidemiological survey conducted in 2007 finding that 6.7 percent of women of reproductive age
in North Kivu, and 4.4 percent in South Kivu, reported having been raped in the previous 12
months.13 Belligerents also engaged in large-scale looting, and multiple belligerent organizations
were involved in the forcible conscription of child soldiers during and after the formal end of the
Second Congo War.14
2

The ICC in DRC: Stages of the Legal Process
Having introduced the conflict in Congo in the previous section, this section will review

ICC action in DRC from July 1, 2002 through December 31, 2014, which constitutes the
temporal scope of my exploratory analysis. I selected these dates because they cover the period
from the entry into force of the ICC’s constitutive treaty, the Rome Statute, through the last date
for which reasonably reliable data on atrocity crimes are available. This section will provide a
general outline of the actors involved in the legal process at the ICC and its respective stages.
The role of these actors is specified in Part IV of the Rome Statute (Articles 34 through 52), and
the legal process at the ICC is delineated in Parts VI through VIII (Articles 53 through 85); this
process comprises five stages: preliminary examination, investigation, indictment, trial, and
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verdict. As discussed in the previous chapter, I refer to the initiation of any of these stages
generically as “ICC action.” Before discussing these actions in detail, I first briefly review the
main actors involved in the legal process at the ICC.
Actors at the ICC
The stages of the legal process described in this section primarily involve two organs of
the Court: the Office of the Prosecutor (OTP) and the judicial divisions.15As outlined in the
Statute, the OTP is responsible for receiving and examining information about crimes under the
Court’s jurisdiction and conducting investigations and prosecutions before the Court.16 The OTP
is headed by the Prosecutor,17 who is elected for a non-renewable nine-year term by the
Assembly of States Parties (ASP), a body comprising all States Parties to the Statute and
responsible for the governance of the Court;18 the first Prosecutor was Luis Moreno-Ocampo of
Argentina, who served from 2003 through 2012, and the current Prosecutor is Fatou Bensouda of
The Gambia. The Prosecutor is assisted by Deputy Prosecutors who are elected separately by the
ASP.19 Although the Assembly elects the Prosecutor and the Deputy Prosecutors, the Statute
provides the OTP “shall act independently,” and the Office is explicitly prohibited from

15

The Statute provides for four organs of the Court: the Presidency; the Appeals, Trial, and PreTrial divisions; the OTP; and the Registry. As detailed below, the Presidency and Appeals, Trial, and PreTrial divisions are composed of judges and therefore constitute the judicial divisions of the Court; see
Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, adopted at Rome July 17, 1998, entered into force July
1, 2002, United Nations Treaty Series 2187 (2004), 3-158, Art. 62.
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“seek[ing] or act[ing] on instructions from any external source.”20 I use the terms “OTP” and
“Prosecutor” interchangeably in this dissertation.
The judicial divisions of the Court include the Pre-Trial Division, Trial Division, and
Appeals Division. The Pre-Trial Division is responsible for hearing and deciding on all matters
before the beginning of the trial phase, including decisions on jurisdiction, admissibility, issuing
indictments, confirmation of charges, and applications for provisional release pending trial.21 The
Trial Division is responsible for conducting all aspects of the trial, including issuing verdicts and
passing sentences,22 while the Appeals Division is responsible for hearing and deciding on all
post-trial appeals of verdicts or sentences.23 The Statute provides for 18 judges seated across the
three judicial divisions,24 with at least six judges required to sit on the Pre-Trial Division and
Trial Division and five on the Appeals Division.25 The divisions are further divided into
chambers,26 which are assigned to specific situations and/or cases; chambers of the Pre-Trial
Division may be composed of either one or three judges,27 while chambers of the Trial Division
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must be composed of three judges.28 The Appeals Division is not divided into chambers and
instead sits in its entirety as the Appeals Chamber29
Judges are elected by the ASP to non-renewable terms of nine years;30 all judges must be
nationals of States Parties,31 and no two judges may be nationals of the same State Party.32 One
judge is elected by a majority of the judges to serve as the President of the Court, and two
additional judges are elected as Vice-Presidents; these judges collectively comprise the
Presidency, which is responsible for constituting chambers of the Pre-Trial and Trial divisions
and assigning situations and cases to chambers.33 Additionally, the President automatically sits in
the Appeals Chamber.34
Stages of the Legal Process #1: Preliminary Examination
The first stage of the legal process at the ICC is the preliminary examination. In this
stage, the Prosecutor conducts an initial assessment to determine whether there is sufficient
evidence of crimes under the ICC’s jurisdiction to proceed further.35 The preliminary
examination stage generally involves collection and analysis of information received and/or
requested by the OTP from external sources, including states, UN organs, intergovernmental and
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non-governmental organizations, and any “other sources that he or she deems appropriate.”36 In
several cases of long-running preliminary examinations, this stage has also involved field visits
by OTP staff to consult with stakeholders and collect further information,37 and the Prosecutor
may also receive written or oral testimony at this stage.38
The Prosecutor analyzes information collected during this stage to determine 1) whether
alleged crimes fall under the Court's material, temporal, and territorial jurisdiction;39 2) the
gravity of alleged crimes, as the ICC is mandated to prosecute only the “most serious” crimes
under its jurisdiction;40 3) the status of national proceedings, as the ICC is authorized to proceed
only when states are unable or unwilling to conduct genuine prosecutions;41 and 4) the “interests
of justice”, a vaguely-defined set of considerations that may include the interests of victims and
the age and/or physical infirmity of the alleged perpetrator.42 At this stage, the President may
also assign the situation to a designated pre-trial chamber, though the President did not take this
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step in DRC until after the OTP announced the opening of a formal investigation, the next stage
in the legal process.43
A preliminary examination may be triggered through three mechanisms: State Party
referral, Security Council referral, or at the discretion of the Prosecutor proprio motu. First,
Article 14.1 of the Rome Statute provides that a State Party may refer any “situation in which
one or more such crimes [under the Court’s subject matter and temporal jurisdiction] appears to
have been committed”; this includes “situations” on its own territory or involving its own
nationals and situations on the territory of or involving the nationals of other States Parties.44 The
ICC opened a preliminary examination in DRC—a State Party from the entry into force of the
Statute on July 1, 2002, having ratified on April 11, 2012—on this basis, as the Congolese
government referred the situation on its territory to the ICC in a letter dated March 3, 2004 and
formally announced by the Court on April 19, 2004. The Congolese government’s referral
provided the Court with jurisdiction over atrocity crimes included in the Rome Statute that
occurred anywhere on Congolese territory from the Statute’s entry into force onward.45
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The second mechanism by which a preliminary examination may be initiated is referral
by the United Nations Security Council. Article 13. 1(b) of the Statute provides that the Council
may refer any situation, including those not involving States Parties; however, a Security
Council referral requires the acquiescence (approval or abstention) of the five Permanent
Members.46 Finally, Article 15.1 empowers the Prosecutor to initiate a preliminary examination
at her or his discretion proprio motu “on the basis of information on crimes within the
jurisdiction of the Court,” though only in situations involving States Parties or non-States Parties
that have filed an Article 12.3 declaration voluntarily accepting the Court’s jurisdiction.47
Stages of the Legal Process #2: Investigation
The situation in DRC remained under preliminary examination until June 23, 2014, when
the Prosecutor announced the opening of a formal investigation, the second stage in the legal
process at the Court.48 During this stage, the OTP collects further information about alleged
crimes, including witness statements and documentary or forensic evidence, in order to identify
individual perpetrators.49 As such, this stage normally (though not always) involves the
deployment of investigation teams to the relevant country and,50 in certain cases, the
establishment of ICC field offices. For example, an investigative team was deployed to DRC in
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July 2004 and, by June 2006, the OTP had conducted more than 70 missions and 200 interviews
both inside and outside Congo; the ICC also established field offices in Bunia, the capital of Ituri
district, and Kinshasa, the national capital.51 Shortly after the opening of the investigation, on
July 5, 2004, the Presidency of the Court also assigned the situation in DRC to Pre-Trial
Chamber I, which then consisted of Judges Claude Jorda of France, Akua Kuenyehia of Ghana,
and Sylvia Steiner of Brazil;52 in March 2012, the Presidency reassigned the situation in DRC to
Pre-Trial Chamber II, which currently consists of Judges Cuno Tarfusser of Italy, Chriristine van
Wyngart, and Ekaterina Trendafilova of Bulgaria.53
In DRC, an investigation was automatically opened when decided by the Prosecutor
because the preliminary examination had been triggered by State Party referral; the Prosecutor
may also automatically open a formal investigation in situations referred by the Security Council.
However, in preliminary examinations initiated proprio motu without a subsequent referral, the
Prosecutor must obtain approval to open an investigation from the Pre-Trial Chamber assigned to
the situation by the Presidency.54
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Stages of the Legal Process #3: Indictment
After an investigation is opened, the Prosecutor may move at any time to initiate the next
stage in the legal process: indictment.55 At this stage, which requires approval from an assigned
pre-trial chamber of three judges, an individual is required to appear before the Court for
proceedings relating to the specific crimes cited in the indictment.56 This marks an important
transition in the stages of the legal process from action focused at the situation-level to action
targeting specific individuals. I therefore refer to the preliminary examination and investigation
phases as situation-level actions and all subsequent stages in the legal process as individual-level
actions. However, the issuance of an indictment does not necessarily mark the end of an
investigation in a situation, as the OTP may continue to gather and analyze evidence for
additional indictments; the ICC may therefore be engaged in situation-level and individual-level
action simultaneously in the same situation, as it has been in DRC since the issuance of its first

Review (Farnham, UK: Ashgate, 2013), 204. However, in the case of either State Party or Security
Council referrals, states may challenge the admissibility of the situation or a specific case before the
Court pursuant to Articles 18-19 of the Statute.
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indictment in 2006. For the purpose of this dissertation, I consider situation-level action ongoing
vis-à-vis a specific armed group from the beginning of the preliminary examination through the
issuance of the first indictment targeting a member of that group; situation-level action may
therefore be ongoing with respect to the group even if the ICC issues indictments for members of
other groups.
The Prosecutor may apply for and the Pre-Trial Chamber may issue indictments either
publicly or under seal, and a sealed indictment may be unsealed at any time after an application
by the Prosecutor and approval by the Pre-Trial Chamber.57 In this study, I focus on unsealed
indictments because sealed indictments are not known to the suspect and are only revealed to a
limited set of other actors, normally state authorities who would be in a position to execute the
indictment. Consequently, it seems highly unlikely that a sealed indictment would produce any
effects on atrocities, and any effects arising because an individual believes there might be a
sealed indictment active for her/him would be subsumed under the investigation stage.
Whether public or sealed, indictments may be issued as either arrest warrants or
summonses. Arrest warrants mandate the arrest and transfer to the Court of the named person by
state authorities and are issued when it is deemed unlikely the accused will surrender voluntarily
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to ensure that the individual will not obstruct Court proceedings, or to prevent further crimes.58
States Parties are required to assist in the execution of all ICC arrest warrants;59 non-States
Parties may also assist in the execution of arrest warrants, but because they are not subject to the
Statute, they are under no general legal obligation to do so.60 (Of course, an individual named in
an arrest warrant may also voluntarily surrender to the Court at any time). Summonses,
conversely, require the suspect to appear at the Court but do not mandate her/his arrest; as such,
summonses are typically issued when it seems likely the targeted individual will appear
voluntarily before the Court, often as a result of behind-the-scenes discussions between the
Prosecutor and suspect.61 At any time, the Prosecutor may apply to the assigned Pre-Trial
Chamber, or the Pre-Trial Chamber may independently take action to convert a summons to an
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arrest warrant if the suspect fails to appear voluntarily, or if there is reason to believe the suspect
will not appear before the Court.62
Indictments remain in effect until executed by the suspect’s arrest and transfer to the
Court or her/his voluntary surrender. Indictments may therefore be classified into two types:
outstanding indictments, where the suspect remains at large, and executed indictments, where
the suspect has been arrested by state authorities and transferred to the ICC or has voluntarily
surrendered to the Court. Because this study focuses on indictments known to suspects, I do not
classify an indictment as outstanding if it is sealed, even if the suspect remains at large;
consequently, in cases where an indictment is made public only after it is executed, there is no
period in which the indictment is considered outstanding. Furthermore, I do not consider an
indictment to be executed if the individual is in domestic custody but has not been transferred to
the ICC. Because the ICC has no independent police force to arrest suspects, the timing of this
stage is dependent almost entirely on the ability and willingness of states to make arrests and
transfer subjects to the Court or the willingness of individual suspects to appear voluntarily.
In the situation in DRC, the ICC has issued public indictments for six individuals as of
this writing.63 The ICC issued its first indictment in DRC on February 10, 2006, initially as a
sealed arrest warrant, for Thomas Lubanga Dyilo, leader of the Ituri-based UPC. Lubanga was
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indicted on charges of war crimes relating to the conscription of child soldiers.64 At the time of
his indictment, Lubanga was already in domestic custody in DRC,65 having been arrested by
government authorities in March 2005 while in the capital city of Kinshasa. Lubanga was
transferred by DRC authorities to the ICC on March 16, 2006, and the indictment was made
public the following day.
The ICC issued its second indictment in DRC on August 22, 2006, for Bosco Ntaganda,
at the time chief of staff of CNDP and formerly a senior commander in Thomas Lubanga’s
UPC.66 The indictment against Ntaganda was initially issued as a sealed arrest warrant on
charges identical to those against Lubanga. The arrest warrant was unsealed on April 28, 2008,
and on July 13, 2012, a second indictment for Ntaganda was issued on charges of war crimes and
crimes against humanity, including murder, attacks against the civilian population, rape, sexual
slavery, and pillaging. 67 The indictment remained outstanding until March 22, 2013, when
Ntaganda, then a senior commander in CNDP’s successor organization, M23, was transferred to
The Hague, four days after he voluntarily surrendered at the US Embassy in Kigali, Rwanda, and
asked to be sent to the ICC to stand trial.
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The third ICC indictment in DRC targeted Germain Katanga, a former leader of the Ituribased FRPI. The indictment was issued as a sealed arrest warrant on July 2, 2007. Katanga was
charged with crimes against humanity and war crimes, including murder, attacking a civilian
population, rape, sexual slavery, and use of child soldiers, relating to an attack on the village of
Bogoro in February 2003 in which over 200 civilians were killed.68 Like Lubanga, Katanga had
been arrested by Congolese government authorities in March 2005 and was in domestic custody
when the ICC issued its indictment. Katanga was transferred to the ICC on October 17, 2007,
and the indictment was unsealed the next day.
Mathieu Ngudjolo Chui, a commander of the Ituri-based FNI, was the fourth target of an
ICC indictment in DRC. The FNI had participated in the attack on Bogoro alongside the FRPI,
and Ngudjolo was charged with identical crimes as Katanga.69 The ICC issued the indictment for
Ngudjolo as a sealed arrest warrant on July 6, 2007, at which time Ngudjolo was at large.70 He
was arrested by DRC authorities on February 6, 2008 and transferred to the ICC the following
day, after which the indictment was made public.
The final two persons indicted by the ICC on charges relating to the situation in DRC at
this writing are FDLR leaders. The ICC issued a sealed arrest warrant for Callixte
Mbarushimana, an FDLR political leader based in Paris, on September 28, 2010. Mbarushimana
was charged with crimes against humanity and war crimes relating to FDLR operations in the
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Kivus in 2009 and 2010.71 French authorities arrested Mbarushimana on October 11, 2010, and
the indictment was made public the same day. Mbarushimana remained in French custody until
January 25, 2011, when he was transferred to the ICC. The Court later issued an unsealed arrest
warrant for Sylvestre Mudacumura, the supreme military commander of the FDLR based in
eastern DRC, on July 13, 2012, on charges of war crimes including attacking civilians, murder,
mutilation, rape, pillaging, and destruction of property, inter alia, in the Kivus.72 As of December
31, 2014, this indictment remains outstanding.
In addition to the six persons indicted by the ICC on charges relating to the situation in
DRC, the Court has also indicted Jean-Pierre Bemba Gombo, former leader of the MLC rebel
group and subsequently one of the four vice-presidents of DRC from 2003 through 2006 under
the transitional government.73 Bemba was indicted on two counts of crimes against humanity and
three counts of war crimes allegedly committed by MLC forces during an intervention in the
Central African Republic in 2002 and 2003 at the request of its president, Ange-Félix Patassé, to
combat a rebellion. The Court issued a sealed arrest warrant for Bemba on May 23, 2008, who
had finished as runner-up in the 2006 Congolese presidential elections to the incumbent, Joseph
Kabila, and was then serving in the Congolese Senate and traveling in Belgium; he was arrested
by Belgian authorities on the following day and, after the issuance of a revised warrant on June
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10, 2008, following a procedural dispute, he was transferred to The Hague on July 3, 2008.74
Although the indictment for Bemba related to the situation in the Central African Republic, I
consider his a DRC case because of his high-ranking position in the Congolese government at
the time of his indictment.
Stages of the Legal Process #4: Trial
After an indictment is executed, the next major stage in the legal process at the ICC is the
trial, which begins on a date specified by the Trial Chamber assigned to the case by the President
of the Court; trials follow the provisions outlined in Part VI (Articles 62 through 76) of the Rome
Statute and the ICC's Rules of Procedure and Evidence and involve the presentation of evidence
and witnesses by the Prosecutor and defense counsel.75
The ICC has convened trials for three of the four persons for whom an indictment
relevant to the situation in DRC has been executed: Thomas Lubanga of the UPC, Germain
Katanga of the FRPI, and Mathieu Ngudjolo Chui of the FNI. Lubanga’s trial, the first in the
ICC’s history, opened on January 26, 2009 before Trial Chamber I, including Judges Adrian
Fulford of the United Kingdom, Eilzabeth Odio Benito of Costa Rica, and René Blattmann of
Bolivia.76 The cases against Katanga and Chui were initially joined, and a single trial opened on
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November 24, 2009 before Trial Chamber II, which comprised Judges Fatoumata Dembele
Diarra of Mali, Fumiko Saiga of Japan, and Bruno Cotte of France.77 As of December 31, 2014,
the trial of Bosco Ntaganda of the UPC and subsequently CNDP/M23 is scheduled to begin on
June 2, 2015 before Trial Chamber VI; this chamber is composed of Judge Kuniko Ozaki of
Japan, Robert Fremr of the Czech Republic, and Geoffrey Henderson of Trinidad and Tobago.78
However, the case against Callixte Mbarushimana, executive secretary of the FDLR, was
dismissed after a preliminary hearing on December 16, 2011, due to lack of evidence, and
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Mbarushimana was released from ICC custody seven days later.79 In addition to the cases
relating to DRC, the Court has also opened a trial for Jean-Pierre Bemba relating to the situation
in the Central African Republic. Bemba’s trial opened on November 22, 2010.
Stages of the Legal Process #5: Verdict
The final major stage in the legal process at the ICC is the issuance of a guilty or not
guilty verdict with respect to each of the charges outlined in the respective indictment. A guilty
verdict requires proof beyond a reasonable doubt as decided by an absolute majority of the
judges in the assigned trial chamber,80 although the Rome Statute provides that the judges “shall
attempt to achieve unanimity.”81 In the event of a guilty verdict, the Trial Chamber reconvenes
on a designated date for sentencing; ordinarily, the Trial Chamber may not impose a sentence of
greater than 30 years imprisonment,82 but the Statute provides that a life imprisonment may be
imposed “when justified by the extreme gravity of the crime and the individual circumstances of
the convicted person.”83 The Court may also impose fines or require forfeiture of property or
proceeds acquired in the commission of the crimes.84 Both the Prosecutor and defense are
entitled to appeal either the verdict or, if applicable, the sentence before the Appeals Chamber.
The decision of this chamber with respect to the verdict and/or sentence is final.
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DRC is the only situation in which the ICC has rendered verdicts. The Court issued the
first verdict in its history on March 14, 2012, finding Thomas Lubanga guilty on all counts;85 two
months later, Lubanga was sentenced to 14 years imprisonment, including time previously
served in domestic and ICC custody.86 Lubanga subsequently appealed, but the verdict and his
sentence was confirmed on December 1, 2014.87 The ICC returned its second verdict on
December 18, 2012, acquitting Mathieu Ngudjolu on all charges after his case had been
separated from Germain Katanga’s on November 21, 2012.88 An appeal by the Prosecutor is
pending in this case.89 Then, on March 7, 2014, the ICC returned a mixed verdict for Katanga,
finding him guilty on charges of murder, attacking a civilian population, destruction of property,
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and pillaging, but acquitting him on charges of rape and sexual enslavement.90 On May 23, 2014,
Katanga was sentenced to 12 years imprisonment, including nearly seven years already spent in
custody. Katanga’s defense team initially announced it would appeal the verdict and sentence,
and the OTP announced it would appeal the sentence;91 however, on June 25, 2014, Katanga and
the OTP formally dropped their appeals.92
Table 2.1 summarizes the ICC actions relevant to DRC discussed in this section as of
December 31, 2014.
Table 2.1: ICC Actions Relevant to DRC, July 2002-December 2014
State Party referral/preliminary examination: March 3, 2004 (made public April 19, 2004)
Formal Investigation: June 23, 2004
Indictments and Outcomes:
Individual (Affiliation)
Indictment
Executed
Trial
Indictment
Thomas Lubanga (UPC)

Feb 10, 2006
(sealed)

Mar 16, 2006*

Jan 26, 2009

Verdict
Mar 14, 2012
(guilty)

Aug 22, 2006
To begin
(sealed)
Mar 22, 2012
N/A
April 28, 2006
June 2, 2015
(unsealed)
Mar 7, 2014
Jul 2, 2007
Germain Katanga (FRPI)
Oct 17, 2007*
Nov 24, 2009
(sealed)
(mixed)
Dec 18, 2012
Jul 6, 2007
Mathieu Ngudjolo (FNI)
Feb 6, 2007
Nov 24, 2009
(sealed)
(not guilty)
May 23, 2008
Jean-Pierre Bemba (MLC)
May 24, 2008
Nov 22, 2010 Trial ongoing
(sealed)
Charges dismissed Dec 16,
Sept 28, 2010
January 25,
Callixte Mbarushimana (FDLR)
(sealed)
2011
2011
Sylvestre Muducumura (FDLR)
Jul 12, 2012
At large
*Lubanga and Katanga were already in domestic custody when indicted by the ICC. The “executed indictment”
date indicates the date they were transferred to the ICC’s custody.
Bosco Ntaganda
(UPC, CNDP/M23)
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International Criminal Court: Trial Chamber II, Situation en République Démocratique du
Congo: Affaire Le Procureur c. Germain Katanga : Jugement rendu en application de l’article 74 du
Statut, International Criminal Court Document ICC_01/04-01/07-3436 (March 7, 2014).
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International Criminal Court, “Defence and Prosecution discontinue respective appeals against
judgment in Katanga case,” Press Release ICC-CPI-20140625-PR1021. June 25, 2014.
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3

Situation and Case Selection
The previous section outlined the stages of the legal process at the ICC and reviewed ICC

actions in DRC. In the next two chapters of this dissertation, I will analyze the impact of these
actions with respect to two rebel groups active in DRC from July 2002 through December 2014:
the CNDP/M23 and FDLR. This time period covers from the entry into force of the Rome
Statute through the last month for which reasonably reliable data on atrocities are available. In
this section, I will explain my rationale for selecting the conflict in DRC and these two rebel
groups for in-depth analysis.
Situation Selection
As noted in Table 1.1, the ICC initiated action in 18 country or regional “situations” of
ongoing armed conflict from the entry into force of the Rome Statute through December 31,
2014;93 of these, why focus on only one situation for the exploratory component of my project,
and why specifically DRC? I chose to focus on one conflict situation, in part, because of
financial and logistical constraints which limited my ability to conduct the research necessary to
develop in-depth case studies of belligerent groups in multiple conflict situations. More
importantly, however, I decided to focus on one conflict situation to develop a more thorough
understanding of the complex factors driving the conflict and atrocities in a single situation than
would be possible if I examined multiple conflict situations. Furthermore, focusing on a single
situation of ongoing conflict enables me to better recognize and account for alternate
explanations for within-case variation in atrocities that I might otherwise overlook if I focused on
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Following the terminology employed by the ICC, I refer to a “situation” as a country or
territory (generally experiencing ongoing conflict, for the purpose of this dissertation), where the ICC
may take action, e.g. as used by the Court, the “situation in the Democratic Republic of Congo” or the
“situation in Darfur.” As used by the Court, the term “case” refers to charges against specific individuals.
I extend this definition to cover belligerent groups, so when I am discussing “case selection,” I am
discussing selection of specific belligerent groups for in-depth analysis.
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multiple situations, and it provides a crude method to control for time-variant situation-level
factors.
Even so, why focus on DRC, rather than other situations? I chose DRC by process of
elimination following several methodological considerations relating to the overall goals of this
study. I began from the universe of 14 ICC situations initiated before January 2012 when I
started research for this project, as follows: Côte d’Ivoire, Uganda, DRC, Darfur, Colombia, Iraq
1, Afghanistan, Kenya, Palestine 1, Georgia, Guinea, Honduras, Nigeria, and Libya. Then,
because I am interested in identifying and explaining variation in the impact of ICC action across
stages of the legal process, I eliminated conflict situations where ICC action had not proceeded
beyond the preliminary examination stage when I started my research. This eliminated eight
situations: Colombia, Iraq 1, Afghanistan, Palestine, Georgia, Guinea, Honduras, and Nigeria
(none of which had proceeded to a full investigation as of this writing).
This left six situations initiated during ongoing conflict where the ICC had subsequently
opened formal investigations as of January 2012: Côte d'Ivoire, DRC, Uganda, Darfur, Kenya,
and Libya. I then eliminated three situations where the ICC had targeted members of only one
belligerent group involved in the conflict for individual-level action as of January 2012: Côte
d'Ivoire, where the ICC had indicted only officials of the former regime of Laurent Gbagbo;94
Uganda, where the ICC had targeted only members of the Lord's Resistance Army (LRA) rebel
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The ICC issued indictments in Côte d’Ivoire for three former members of the Gbagbo regime,
including Gbagbo himself (transferred to the Court), his wife Simone Gbagbo (in domestic custody), and
Charles Blé Goudé (transferred to the Court), but no members of other organizations involved in either
the 2002-2004 civil war or the post-election violence in 2010-2011; see International Criminal Court,
“Situations and Cases” (n.d.), www.icc-cpi.int/en_menus/icc/situations%20and%20cases/
Pages/situations/situations$20and%20cases.aspx, last accessed February 5, 2015.
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group;95 and Libya, where the Court had indicted only ex-Qaddafi regime officials.96 (As of this
writing, the ICC has not indicted members of any other belligerent groups in these situations
since January 2012). I eliminated these situations because my goal is to identify and explain
variation in the impact of ICC action not only at different stages of the legal process, but also
between different belligerent groups, and focusing on a situation where the ICC has targeted
leaders of only one group would limit the range of observable variation in the effects of ICC
action across different groups.
This process of elimination left three possible conflict situations: DRC, Darfur, and
Kenya. I first eliminated Kenya because, while the ICC has opened trials for two leaders in
Kenya, William Samoei Ruto and Joseph Arap Sang, it has not yet returned any verdicts in this
situation, precluding analysis of the impact of verdicts in Kenya.97 Analysis of verdicts is also
not possible in Darfur because, while the ICC has executed indictments (all by voluntary
surrender) for three rebel leaders in this situation—Bahar Idriss Abu Garda, Saleh Mohammed
Jerbo, and Abdallah Banda Abakaer Nourain—it has not yet opened any trials or returned any
verdicts; the case against Garda was dismissed before trial, Mohammed Jerbo was apparently
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Ibid.; in the situation in Uganda, the ICC has indicted only LRA leaders, as follows: Joseph
Kony (at large), Raska Lukwiya (since deceased), Dominic Ongwen (surrendered to the Court in January
2015), Okot Odhiambo (deceased), Vincent Otti (deceased).
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Ibid.; in Libya, the ICC has indicted Moammar Qaddafi (since deceased), Saif al-Islam Qaddafi
(in domestic custody), and Abdullah al-Senussi (in domestic custody), but no officials from any other
organizations involved in the 2011 civil war and subsequent violence.
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Ibid.; in the situation in Kenya, the ICC issued summonses for Ruto, Sang, and four other
officials—Uhuru Kenyatta (currently president of Kenya), Francis Muthaura, Henry Kiprono Kosgey, and
Mohammed Hussein Ali—on March 8, 2011. All six defendants voluntarily appeared before the Court. In
an announcement on January 23, 2012, Pre-Trial Chamber II declined to confirm charges against Kosgey
and Ali but committed the remaining defendants to trial. The OTP subsequently dropped the charges
against Muthaura on March 18, 2013 and Kenyatta on December 5, 2014; the joint trial of Ruto and Sang
opened on September 10, 2012.
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killed in combat in April 2013 (after being released pending trial), and Abakaer Nourain’s trial,
which was scheduled to open on November 18, 2014, was postponed because he refused to
appear at the Court following his release pending trial, prompting the ICC to issue an arrest
warrant; he currently remains at large.98 In contrast, as outlined in the previous section, the ICC
has issued indictments, secured arrests, and returned verdicts for leaders of multiple belligerent
groups in DRC, allowing for comparison of the effects of ICC action at different stages of the
legal process across multiple belligerent organizations.
Case (Belligerent Group) Selection
Having explained my rationale for selecting DRC, why focus on the two specific nonstate rebel groups I selected, CNDP/23 and FDLR? The most recent versions of the UPCD/PRIO
Armed Conflict and UCDP Non-State Conflict and One-Sided Violence datasets indicate there
were 41 armed groups active in conflict in DRC which incurred and/or inflicted at least 25 battlerelated or civilian fatalities in any year from 2002, when the Rome Statute entered into force,
through 2013, the last year covered in these datasets. Other sources, which do not follow
Uppsala’s minimum requirement of 25 annual battle-related or civilian deaths, suggest a
substantially greater number of armed groups; for example, the Landscape of Armed Groups in
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Ibid.; the Court issued summonses for Abu Garda on May 18, 2009 and for Saleh Jerbo and
Abdallah Banda on August 27, 2009; all three voluntarily appeared before the Court. Pre-Trial Chamber I
declined to confirm the charges against Abu Garda in a decision released on April 23, 2010, but
confirmed the charges against Saleh Jerbo and Abdallah Banda (whose cases were joined) on March 7,
2011. Trial Chamber IV terminated proceedings against Saleh Jerbo on October 4, 2013, following
receipt of evidence indicating his death in April 2013; the Chamber subsequently set November 18, 2014,
as the trial date for Abdallah Banda, but he failed to appear before the Court, and an arrest warrant was
issued on September 11, 2014. In addition to these rebel leaders, the ICC has also issued arrest warrants
for three Sudanese government leaders, including President Omar al-Bashir on March 4, 2009; former
Minister of State for the Interior and current Minister of State for Humanitarian Affairs Ahmad
Muhammad Harun, on April 27, 2007; and current Minister of Defence Abdel Raheel Muhammad
Hussein, on March 1, 2012; none of these warrants have been executed.
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Eastern Congo project indicates there were 63 named non-state armed groups active in eastern
DRC (including North and South Kivu, Orientale, Katanga, and Maniema provinces) at various
points from October 2013 through October 2014 alone,99 and the PRIO Armed Conflict Location
and Event Database (ACLED), version 5.0, indicates that over 250 armed groups (including
factions of various groups) were active in DRC from 2002 through 2014.100
Among these groups, the ICC took individual-level action with respect to five, all nonstate actors: CNDP/M23, FDLR, FNI, UPC, and FRPI. Because the goal of this study is to
identify and explain variation in the effects of ICC action across stages of the legal process,
including both situation-level and individual-level action, these groups formed my initial
“sampling frame.” I then selected CNDP/M23 and FDLR for in-depth analysis based on four
considerations. First, these groups were active throughout most of the period covered during this
study. This is important because it provides a greater number of within-case observations and
allows for analysis of the effects of ICC action, including not only actions directly targeting
group members but also individual-level actions targeting leaders of other belligerent groups,
over a broader span of time than for groups active over shorter periods. The ACLED events data
indicates the FDLR was active from 2002 through 2014, while CNDP/M23 and its predecessor,
Laurent Nkunda’s faction of RCD-Goma, were active from 2004 through 2013.101 To be clear,
these groups were not continuously engaged in combat throughout the entire period covered in
this study; indeed, the UCDP/PRIO Armed Conflict and UCDP Non-State Conflict and One-
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Christoph Vogel, “The evolving Landscape of Armed Groups in the Democratic Republic of
Congo” (last updated January 2015), http://christophvogel.net/mapping/, last accessed February 5, 2015.
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Clionadh Raleigh et al., “Introducing ACLED-Armed Conflict Location and Event Data,”
Journal of Peace Research 47, no. 5 (2010), 1-10.
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Sided datasets indicate these groups did not incur or inflict the minimum 25 battle-related or
civilian fatalities required for inclusion in these datasets in all years: FDLR met this threshold
only from 2004-2012, and CNDP/M23 met this threshold in 2004 (as the RCD-G Nkunda
faction), 2007-2008 (as CNDP), and 2012-2013 (as M23).102 Nonetheless, these groups were
effectively operational throughout all or most of the period covered in this study. In contrast,
UPC was last recorded as active in the UPCD/PRIO and UPCD datasets in 2003, FRPI in 2004,
and FNI in 2005.
Second, the ICC took multiple actions while CNDP/M23 and FDLR were operational,
including both situation-level and individual-level action. The FDLR was operational in April
2004 when the preliminary examination was initiated, and CNDP/M23 undertook its first
operations one month later as the Laurent Nkunda faction of RCD-G; both groups were
consequently operational in June 2004 when the OTP announced the opening of a formal
investigation. In terms of individual-level action, the ICC unsealed an outstanding indictment for
Bosco Ntaganda, at the time chief of staff of CNDP, while the group was operational in April
2008, and the indictment for Ntaganda was executed in March 2013 while M23 was actively
engaged in hostilities. Similarly, FDLR members were targeted for individual-level action while
the group was operational: the ICC executed a sealed indictment for executive secretary Callixte
Mbarushimana in January 2011, and it issued an outstanding indictment for supreme military
commander Sylvestre Mudacumura in July 2012. In contrast, while the ICC issued and executed
indictments, opened trials, and returned verdicts for Thomas Lubanga of the UPC, Germain
Katanga of the FPRI, and Mathieu Ngudjolo of the FNI during the period covered in this study,
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Themnér and Wallensteen, “Armed Conflicts, 1946-2013,” 541-554; Sundberg et al.,
“Introducing the UCDP Non-State Conflict Dataset,” 351-362; and Eck and Hultman, “One-Sided
Violence against Civilians in War,” 233-246.
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none of these groups was recorded as active in the UPCD/PRIO or UPCD datasets when these
individual-level actions were taken. It is therefore not possible to analyze the effects of
individual-level ICC actions during ongoing conflict with respect to these groups.
Third (although not unique to CNDP/M23 and FDLR), there is evidence indicating these
groups perpetrated atrocities plausibly under the ICC’s jurisdiction, including killings of
civilians, sexual violence, pillaging, and conscription of child soldiers,103 and of temporal
variation in the incidence and magnitude of these atrocities. For instance, CNDP/M23 was
included in the UCDP One-Sided Violence dataset (meeting the threshold of 25 intentional
civilian fatalities) in 2004, 2007-2008, and 2012-2013, and FDLR was included in this dataset in
2004-2005 and 2008-2012.104 (The case study chapters provide a more thorough discussion of
patterns of atrocities attributable to each group). This temporal variation is important for the
exploratory component of this study because it provides scope for linking ICC action to changes
in patterns of atrocities over time and the inductive development of hypotheses specifying the
conditions under which ICC action prevents, exacerbates, or has no impact on atrocities.
Finally, while there were numerous belligerent groups active in DRC from 2002 through
2013, CNDP/M23 and FLDR constituted the primary non-state actors involved in conflict in
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See, for example, Human Rights Watch, “You Will Be Punished’: Attacks on Civilians in
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eastern DRC (particularly in the Kivus) after the signing of the Global and All Inclusive Peace
Agreement.105 Furthermore, many of the other armed groups active in DRC during this period
(particularly community and ethnic militias) were formed, at least in part, in response to the
conflict involving these groups.106 As such, understanding whether and how ICC action affected
atrocities by CNDP/M23 and FDLR is substantively important for understanding the dynamics
of the conflict in DRC, independent of any generalizable hypotheses concerning the impact of
the ICC that can be derived from examining these groups.
Although studying CNDP/M23 and FDLR provides several important advantages for
developing a typological theory of ICC action and understanding conflict dynamics in DRC,
there are several possible disadvantages to focusing only on these groups, and the situation in
DRC more generally, which suggest limitations to the scope of my analysis. Most obviously,
both CNDP/M23 and FDLR are non-state rebel actors, although FDLR is also classified as a
“pro-government militia” allied with the Congolese government in the recently released ProGovernment Militias Database.107 As such, these case studies do not provide direct insight into
the effects of ICC action on government actors. I did not purposefully choose only non-state
actors for in-depth case studies, but I excluded the Congolese government (including the various
state security forces) from my initial “sampling frame” because the ICC has not targeted
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Steven Spittaels and Filip Hilgert, Mapping Conflict Motives: Eastern DRC (Antwerp,
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For example, the Raia Mutomboki militia originated as a “spontaneous self-defence force
against abuses carried out by FDLR rebels.” See Jason Stearns et al., Raia Mutomboki: The flawed peace
process in the DRC and the birth of an armed franchise (London, UK and Nairobi, Kenya: Rift Valley
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members of the government or state security forces for individual-level action; as such, I would
have only been able to analyze the effects of situation-level ICC action and individual-level
actions targeting leaders of other groups in the case of the government. An obvious solution to
this problem would have been to develop in-depth case studies of government actors who have
been targeted for individual-level ICC action in other ICC situations during ongoing conflict,
such as the Al Bashir government in Darfur, Sudan, and the Qaddafi government (while it was in
power) in Libya; indeed, I initially intended to develop an in-depth case study of the Qaddafi
government and had secured funding for fieldwork in Libya, but the rapid deterioration of the
security situation from 2013 onward prevented me from traveling to Libya, and fieldwork in
Sudan was not possible due to restrictions on Western researchers. I therefore refocused my
efforts on non-state belligerent groups targeted for individual-level action in Congo, but
consequently, the hypotheses derived from my case studies are likely more applicable to nonstate actors, though I also test their applicability to government actors in the confirmatory
component of this dissertation.
Second, while CNDP/M23 and FDLR allow for the analysis of both outstanding and
executed indictments targeting members of groups engaged in ongoing armed conflict, these
groups do not allow for analysis of the direct effects of subsequent stages of the legal process,
including trials and verdicts, with respect to these groups because the cases with respect to the
three indictees from these groups—Ntaganda, Mbarushimana, and Mudacumura—have not yet
proceeded to trial (as noted in Table 1, Ntaganda’s trial is slated to open June 2, 2015, while the
charges against Mbarushimana were dismissed before his trial was even scheduled, and
Mudacumura remains at large). While this is an important limitation, there are no other possible
groups to examine to identify the impact of trials and verdicts involving members of groups
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actively involved in armed conflict; as noted above, the only three verdicts in the ICC’s history,
for Lubanga, Chui, and Katanga, were issued after their respective armed groups were no longer
involved in armed conflict, and the group affiliations of the accused in the ICC’s other trials,
Jean-Pierre Bemba (MLC) in the situation in the Central African Republic and William Samoei
Ruto and Joseph Arap Sang (both government of Kenya) in the situation in Kenya, were also not
involved in active hostilities when the trials began.108
Third, while this dissertation focuses on ICC prosecutions, members of both the FDLR
and CNDP/M23 were targeted for prosecutions by other international and domestic courts during
the period covered in this study. For instance, seven high-ranking FDLR leaders, including one
of the organization’s founders, Tharcisse Renzaho, have been indicted, arrested, and tried by the
International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) for crimes relating to the 1994 genocide, and
an eighth was indicted but remains at large.109 Furthermore, multiple FDLR leaders based in
Europe, including Ignace Murwanashyaka, the group’s president from 2001 until 2009, have
been indicted by domestic courts and brought to trial, and high-ranking FDLR commanders are
reportedly included on a list of presumed génocidaires compiled by Kigali and likely to be tried
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in Rwanda if they return.110 Finally, the Congolese government has also initiated legal
proceedings against a small number of mid-ranking FDLR officers captured during military
operations.111
Members of the CNDP/M23 were also targeted for prosecution during the period covered
in this study; for instance, the Congolese government issued an arrest warrant for CNDP
commander Laurent Nkunda in September 2005,112 which was never executed, although Nkunda
was placed under house arrest by Rwandan authorities in January 2009 after he was deposed as
leader of the CNDP.113 Several CNDP members were also tried for war crimes or crimes against
humanity while the group was ostensibly integrated into the Congolese army from 2009 through
2012, most notably Kibibi Mutware, an ex-CNDP colonel who was convicted for an episode of
mass rape and sentenced to 20 years imprisonment in 2011.114
These prosecutions of FDLR and CNDP/M23 leaders in other international and domestic
tribunals complicate the task of identifying the impact of ICC action. Ideally, it would be
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possible to isolate any effects of ICC action independent of other legal interventions by
examining groups only targeted for individual-level ICC action. Unfortunately, it was not
possible to both isolate the effects of ICC action and to examine individual-level ICC actions, at
least in DRC, as CNDP/M23 and FDLR were the only two groups with active leaders targeted
for individual-level ICC action while still engaged in conflict. The inferences concerning the
effects of ICC actions with respect to these groups may therefore be confounded by other legal
actions in DRC and elsewhere.
Finally, beyond the disadvantages of focusing only on two non-state groups that have
also been targeted for legal action by other tribunals are the broader disadvantages of focusing on
groups active in one conflict situation. This raises obvious concerns about the generalizability of
my case study findings, especially given some unique characteristics of ICC action in DRC; for
example, the investigation in DRC was the first in the ICC’s history, and unlike situations such
as Kenya, Libya, and Darfur, the Court has maintained a generally cooperative relationship with
the Congolese government throughout the course of the investigation.115 Moreover, some of the
advantages of selecting DRC for in-depth analysis, e.g. it is the only situation where the Court
has secured convictions and the ICC has targeted members of multiple groups for individuallevel action (though not, as noted previously, government actors), also make this situation sui
generis in some respects and raise further questions about generalizability. While acknowledging
these issues, I am somewhat less concerned about them in light of this dissertation’s overall goal
of developing and testing a theory specifying the conditions under which ICC action during
ongoing conflict generates differential effects; in this respect, the case studies are not meant to
offer a definitive test of any theory, but rather a first step toward generating hypotheses, and even
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if these hypotheses prove not generalizable, these case studies may still provide insight into
factors conditioning the effects of ICC action.
4

Empirical Approach
Having explained my rationale for selecting the conflict in DRC and the CNDP/M23 and

FDLR for in-depth analysis, the remainder of this chapter will detail my empirical approach to
identifying the effects of ICC action vis-à-vis these groups. I follow an informal Bayesian
approach to inference, which involves forming and explicitly articulating prior expectations
concerning the validity of competing hypotheses and updating these beliefs based on available
evidence.116 Prior beliefs may be based on existing empirical evidence, analogous cases, and/or
deductive theory, and evidence is accorded different weight depending on its probative value for
assessing the validity of the hypothesis. In formal approaches to Bayesian inference, priors are
expressed as subjective numerical probabilities.117 Because of the limitations of the data available
for assessing the legal optimist and legal pessimist hypotheses (discussed in greater detail below),
I do not assign numerical probabilities to my priors or conclusions, but I do adopt the general
approach of evaluating evidence in terms of explicitly articulated prior beliefs.
I begin by forming and articulating priors concerning the validity the legal optimist and
legal pessimist hypotheses with respect to specific ICC actions for the two belligerent groups
selected for in-depth analysis. As discussed in the previous chapter, there is limited empirical
evidence concerning the conditions under which these hypotheses apply, as most analyses of the
impact of ICC action have focused on its average effects aggregated across stages of the legal
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process and/or belligerent groups. Consequently, my initial priors are vague or diffuse. I therefore
begin by employing statistical analysis to preliminarily identify the direction and significance of
the relationship between specific ICC actions and atrocities perpetrated by each group; based on
this analysis, I specify priors concerning the validity of the legal optimist and legal pessimist
hypotheses with respect to each action. Then, based on these priors, I identify potentially relevant
legal optimist or legal pessimist mechanisms for closer examination. I then employ qualitative
process tracing methods to test for the operation of these mechanisms and update the priors
derived from my statistical analysis. The next two sections will describe the statistical and process
tracing components of my exploratory research design in greater detail.
5

Statistical Analysis
The statistical component of my exploratory research design involves interrupted time

series analysis of the relationship between specific ICC actions and atrocities perpetrated by each
of the two selected for in-depth study. Interrupted time series analysis, alternately referred to as
intervention or quasi-experimental analysis, has been employed in a wide range of fields,
including medicine,118 public health,119 economics,120 public policy,121 and international
relations,122 to identify the impact of discrete interventions and events. Of particular relevance to
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the study of the impact of international prosecutions, interrupted time series analysis has been
used extensively in the criminological literature to test deterrence arguments.123
The basic logic of interrupted time series analysis is to compare values of an outcome
variable for observations before and after an identifiable “interruption” that divides a time series
into pre-intervention and post-intervention segments.124 Most often, the interruption is a policy
intervention or change (e.g. the implementation of a new law or regulation) or a major event (e.g.
a natural disaster, election, war, revolution, terrorist attack, etc.) over which the researcher has no
control or random allocation of the treatment is impossible for practical or ethical reasons;
however, interrupted time series can also be applied to study the effects of experimental
manipulations. Identifying the impact of the intervention involves estimating statistical models
comparing the outcome variable across the pre-intervention and post-intervention series;
significant differences in the level and/or slope of the outcome variable between the pre- and
post-intervention series provide preliminary, though not confirmatory, evidence that the
intervention affected the outcome of interest in the indicated direction.125
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There are several approaches to conducting interrupted time series analysis. The simplest
method is to compare mean outcome values before and after the intervention using a t-test,
analysis of variance (ANOVA), or by estimating a simple ordinary least squares (OLS)
regression with a dichotomous intervention indicator on the right-hand side. Though
straightforward to implement and easy to interpret, this approach has several important
limitations. First, it allows only for a test of the interruption’s immediate impact on the level of
the outcome series and ignores any effects on its slope; practically, this means it is impossible to
determine if there are continuing effects of the intervention over the long run. Second, this
approach fails to account for sources of “noise” common in time series data that may bias
estimates of the interruption’s effects.126 For these reasons, this simple approach is not frequently
employed in interrupted time series studies.
A second, more rigorous approach involves estimation of autoregressive integrated
moving average (ARIMA) models. In this approach, the first step is to specify a univariate
stochastic or “noise” ARIMA model for the outcome variable using the pre-intervention series;
the purpose of this step is to identify and account for systematic variation in the dependent
variable unrelated to the intervention, such as seasonal fluctuations, pre-intervention trends,
and/or temporal dependence. The next step is to identify a transfer function to model the impact
of the intervention on the outcome variable; the transfer function can incorporate terms to model
gradual, permanent, temporary, delayed, and decaying effects of the intervention in various
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permutations. Finally, a multivariate ARIMA model incorporating the noise model and transfer
function is estimated for the entire series to identify the impact of the intervention.127
In contrast to simple comparisons of means or OLS, this approach allows for a test of the
intervention’s impact on both the level and slope of the outcome series through the incorporation
of the transfer function. Furthermore, assuming that the initial ARIMA model is appropriately
specified, this approach effectively corrects for noise in the time series. Notwithstanding these
advantages, however, ARIMA interrupted time series analysis has several important drawbacks.
First, selection of the appropriate transfer function should ideally be rooted in ex ante theory or
knowledge specifying the direction and functional form of the intervention’s effect.128 As such,
this approach is less suited to inductive theory-building and testing competing hypotheses, as in
this dissertation. Second, in order to identify the appropriate noise model, the pre-intervention
component must be sufficiently long, typically at least 50 to 100 observations and preferably
more.129 Unfortunately, the series analyzed in this dissertation generally do not meet this
threshold, so it is necessary to employ another approach.
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As an alternative to these approaches to interrupted time series analysis, I employ
segmented regression techniques. This approach involves estimation of a regression model of the
following form:
Yt = bo+ b1X1t + b2X2t + b3X3t + et,
where Yt is the outcome variable; X1t is a counter of time units indexed 1 to N, the total number
of observations in the series; X2t is a dichotomous indicator coded 0 for observations before the
intervention and 1 for observations where the intervention is active; and X3t is a counter variable
coded 0 for all pre-intervention observations and indexed 1,2,3...N for observations where the
intervention is active. Control variables may also be added to the model to account for other
interventions or structural factors influencing the outcome. The parameter bo specifies the
intercept, which indicates the level of the outcome series before the intervention; b1 indicates the
slope of the outcome series before the interruption; b2 specifies any change in level associated
with the intervention; b3 indicates changes in the slope of the outcome series associated with the
intervention; and et indicates the error term. Substantively, b2 indicates immediate or short-term
changes in the outcome series, while b3 indicates long-term changes in the series resulting from
trend shifts.130
This approach was first applied in the political science literature in a series of studies in
the late 1970s and early 1980s including Donald J. McCrone and Richard Hardy’s analysis of the
effects US civil rights legislation,131 Michael Lewis-Beck’s analysis of economic effects of the
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Cuban Revolution,132 Robert B. Albritton’s study of the effects of the Supplemental Social
Security Income Program in the United States,133 and Lewis-Beck and John R. Alford’s analysis
of the impact of US mining safety laws.134 More recent examples include Katherine Barbieri and
Jack S. Levy’s and C.H. Anderton and Carter’s studies of the impact of interstate war on trade
and Stephen M. Shellman and Brandon M. Stewart’s analysis of the effects of Hurricane Georges
and the 2004 military coup on migration from Haiti, inter alia.135
Like ARIMA techniques, this approach allows for estimation of the effects of the
intervention on both the level and slope of the outcome variable. Moreover, although noise is not
directly modeled in this approach, it is possible to adjust for noise with standard time series
corrections such as the inclusion of a lagged dependent variable or autoregressive component
and/or differencing the series. Finally, while longer series are always preferable, shorter preintervention series can be used in this approach because it does not use the series itself to derive
a model of the noise component.
Measurement and Data
To estimate these models, I first construct separate monthly time series of atrocities
perpetrated by the FDLR and CNDP/M23. For the FDLR, these time series cover July 2002, the
date of the entry into force of the Rome Statute, through December 2014, the last date for which
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source data are available; for the CNDP/M23, these time series cover from May 2004, the date of
the group’s first recorded activity (as a splinter of the RCD-Goma), through December 2014.
To measure atrocities, I use the reported incidence of apparently intentional violence
against civilians, including killing, rape and other forms of sexual violence, forced conscription of
child soldiers, and looting, inter alia. Intentional attacks against civilian targets may, depending on
the circumstances, constitute any of the three atrocity crimes over which the ICC currently has
jurisdiction—genocide, crimes against humanity, and war crimes—and therefore give rise to
criminal responsibility before the ICC for individual perpetrators and/or commanders who order
or fail to prevent or stop such acts.136
For example, killing members of a “national, ethnical, racial group” with the “intent to
destroy” that group constitutes genocide under Article 6 (a) of the Rome Statute (which mirrors
Article 2 of the Genocide Convention of 1948).137 Likewise, murder and sexual violence,
including rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy, and/or enforced
sterilization, constitute crimes against humanity under Article 7.1 of the Statute when “committed
as part of a widespread or systematic attack against any civilian population, with knowledge of
the attack.”138 Under Articles 8.2 (a) and 8.2 (b) of the Statute, the following acts constitute war
crimes when committed in the context of international armed conflict: “willful killing” of persons
protected under the Geneva Conventions of 1949, including civilians;139 “intentionally directing
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attacks against the civilian population as such or against individual civilians not taking direct part
in hostilities;”140 and/or “intentionally directing attacks against civilian objects” constitute war
crimes when committed in the context of international armed conflict.141 Article 8.2 (b) also
provides that “committing rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy…,
enforced sterilization, or any other form of sexual violence also constituting a grave breach of the
Geneva Conventions,”142 and “conscripting or enlisting children under the age of fifteen years”
during international armed conflicts are war crimes under the Court’s jurisdiction.143
Similar acts in the context of internal armed conflicts (i.e. “conflicts not of an international
character”) also constitute war crimes under the Statute; for example, Article 8.2. (c) provides that
“violence to life and person, in particular murder of all kinds…” against persons “taking no active
part in the hostilities,” including civilians, in non-international armed conflicts, is a war crime,144
and Article 8.3 (e).i specifies that “intentionally directing attacks against the civilian population as
such or against individual civilians” in such conflicts is also a war crime.145 Article 8.3 (vi)
provides that rape and other forms of sexual violence constitute war crimes in non-international
armed conflicts,146 and Article 8.3 (vii) provides that the conscription or enlistment of children
under age 15 is also a war crime in such contexts.147
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It is ultimately the Court’s role to determine if particular acts of apparently intentional
violence against civilians are in fact criminal and whether specific individuals are criminally
responsible for such acts. However, because intentional attacks against civilians can constitute
various crimes under the ICC’s jurisdiction, individuals who commit, order, or (if in a position of
command authority) fail to prevent or stop such acts are potentially liable for prosecution by the
Court (assuming, of course, the other jurisdictional requirements specified in the Statute are met).
I therefore treat apparently intentional civilian deaths as atrocities in my analysis. I emphasize,
however, that the civilians deaths included in my analysis are “apparently” intentional, because
while the datasets I employ identify attacks against civilians as intentional based on media reports
and other secondary sources, there are potential biases in these sources (discussed below) which
make it difficult to determine if these deaths were, in fact, intentional.
Apparently intentional attacks against civilians is obviously an imperfect indicator of
atrocities, as it excludes torture, mistreatment of prisoners, attacks against peacekeeping forces,
and various other atrocity crimes under the ICC’s jurisdiction. However, data on violence against
civilians are more readily available and, despite the deficiencies discussed below, generally more
reliable than data on other atrocity crimes. Moreover, the OTP has focused extensively (though
not exclusively) on prosecuting intentional attacks against civilians, and all 31 individuals
publicly indicted by the ICC for substantive crimes as of December 31, 2014, were charged with
some form of intentional violence against civilians.148
To compile time series of apparently intentional civilian deaths for CNDP/M23 and
FDLR, I employ the Peace Research Institute Os(PRIO)’s Armed Conflict Location and Event
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Dataset (ACLED).149 This dataset identifies conflict events, including intentional attacks against
civilians, and provide information on the (often approximate) date, location, and belligerent
groups involved in each event. ACLED also provides an estimate of fatalities associated with
each conflict event; however, these estimates are somewhat less reliable than reports of specific
events,150 so I treat the incidence of violence against civilians, rather than the magnitude, as the
dependent variable. ACLED draws from reports by international organizations (e.g. periodic
reports of the UN Secretary-General on countries where peacekeeping operations are deployed),
non-governmental organizations, and judicial and fact-finding bodies. However, the primary
source for ACLED is media reports, in many cases from international news agencies such as the
Associated Press, Reuters, and Agence France-Presse. The version of ACLED employed in this
dissertation (version 5) covers events in Africa from January 1, 1997, through December 31,
2014.
The extensive reliance on media sources in ACLED raises some important problems, most
notably selection biases arising because media access to conflict zones is often limited and nonrandom across territories and/or time.151 Media sources may also be biased because conflicts in
certain geographic regions receive more extensive coverage than others or because of the political
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orientation of media sources.152 Furthermore, even in extensively covered conflicts, journalistic
accounts sometimes fail to distinguish between military and civilian fatalities, complicating
studies of violence against civilians.153 Most problematically, the precise extent of these and other
types of biases and the degree to which they may affect inferences regarding violence remains
unknown, such that it is difficult to correct for these biases in statistical analyses.154
Notwithstanding the potential for bias, media-based events datasets such as ACLED
remain arguably the best publicly available source for retrospective analysis of conflict events
covering the period since the entry into force of the Rome Statute in 2002.155 Furthermore, while
ACLED may underestimate the magnitude of violence, it nonetheless provides a reasonably
reliable overview of the incidence of conflict events (including violence against civilians) that is
useful for identifying overall patterns of violence and conducting interrupted time series analysis.
More specifically, ACLED offers two important advantages over alternative sources, including
data collected in situ by UN agencies, other international organizations, non-governmental
organizations, and crowdsourcing initiatives, and other publicly available conflict events datasets
such as the Uppsala Conflict Data Program’s Georeferenced Event Dataset (GED).156 First, in
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contrast to in situ data collection initiatives in DRC, which tend to focus on specific regions,
armed groups, or have limited temporal coverage, ACLED covers the entirety of Congolese
territory, over 200 armed groups and factions (including all whose leaders who were targeted for
individual-level ICC action), and the entire time period examined in this study from July 1, 2002,
through December 31, 2014; similarly, the most recent version of the GED covers only through
December 2010. ACLED therefore allows for analysis of the effects of ICC actions, including
quite significant ones such as the Court’s first verdicts, which occurred after 2010 and which are
therefore not included in the GED. Second, in contrast to the GED, ACLED includes not only
apparently intentional killings of civilians, but also other types of violence against civilians under
the ICC’s jurisdiction, specifically sexual violence and conscription of child soldiers;
consequently, ACLED allows for analysis of the impact of ICC action on a broader range of
atrocity crimes than other available data.157 I therefore employ ACLED to conduct interrupted
time series analysis of the effects of ICC action in Congo.
Notwithstanding its advantages, there remains a strong possibility of bias in ACLED due
to its extensive reliance on media sources, and there are some discrepancies between ACLED and
data collected in situ in DRC and reports by knowledgeable observers.158 This, in turn, suggests
that employing alternative data sources might yield different estimates of the effects of ICC action
than those reported in the case study chapters of this dissertation. I cannot dismiss this possibility,
but I emphasize that my interrupted time series analyses are not intended to provide a definitive
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estimate of the impact of ICC action, but rather a preliminary indicator of its possible direction,
magnitude, and significance in order to form priors—which may be confirmed or disconfirmed—
to guide my subsequent qualitative analysis.
To construct the two group time series employed in the exploratory component of this
dissertation, I first aggregated incidents of violence against civilians attributed to each group in
ACLED to the level of the month. This involved totaling the number of incidents of violence
against civilians in ACLED for each month. This produced the count variable Violence against
Civilians; this variable is overdispersed for all series analyzed in this study, so I estimate negative
binomial interrupted time series models to identify the impact of ICC actions.159 As a robustness
check, I also estimate ordinary least squares (OLS) interrupted time series models using a
continuous indicator of the log count of incidents of violence against civilians as the dependent
variable. I employ a Prais-Winsten correction for serial correlation as necessary.
The data allow for aggregation to the level of the month, year, or day. I chose to aggregate
to the month rather than year because there have been several instances where the ICC has taken
multiple actions, e.g. issuing and executing arrest warrants, in the same calendar year; in such
cases, it would be impossible to distinguish the effects of separate ICC actions using a yearly
dataset. I chose to aggregate to the month rather than day because many events occur over
multiple days, and while estimates of the timing of events in ACLED dataset are reasonably
accurate, there is likely greater error in determining the exact date versus the month when an
event occurred.
After generating monthly time series of apparently intentional civilian fatalities
attributable to each group, I constructed an indicator of battle events involving each group per
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month: Battle Events. I generated this variable by counting the number of events coded as
“Battle-No change of territory,” “Battle-Non-state actor overtakes territory,” or “BattleGovernment regains territory” in ACLED. I constructed this variable in order to control for
overall conflict intensity, a consistently positive and significant correlate of violence against
civilians in statistical studies.160 I include this variable in log form in all models.
Finally, I constructed a set of intervention variables for ICC actions relevant to each
group. I coded each variable as 1 for time units when the relevant ICC action was active with
respect to the group under analysis and 0 for units preceding the ICC action. Because ICC action
is sequential, I code all temporal units after the relevant ICC action is no longer active with
respect to the group as 9 and omit these from my analysis of that ICC action, in order to omit any
confounding effects of subsequent actions. I consider an ICC action no longer active when a
subsequent action in the legal process is taken with respect to the group; for instance, I no longer
consider situation-level action as active from the month when the first individual-level action
(indictment) targeting a member of the specific group is taken. I discuss the specific coding
schemes for ICC actions with respect to each group in the case study chapters.
This approach generates estimates of the ICC’s impact at specific stages of the legal
process by comparing the average level and trend in violence against civilians while the relevant
stage of the legal process is active to the average level and trend in violence against civilians
during the immediately previous stage of the legal process (or, in the case of initial ICC action,
across months before the initiation of ICC action). This effectively treats the average level and
trend in violence against civilians across months during the immediately previous stage of the
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legal process as the baseline for analyzing the impact of an ICC action. However, the average
level and trend in violence against civilians during the preceding stage of the legal process may
not always be the appropriate baseline, as it assumes that violence against civilians would
continue at this level or follow a similar trend absent the ICC action under analysis; in fact, the
counter-factual level of violence against civilians without ICC action is by definition unknowable
and may differ substantially from the pre-intervention level even with no intervention.
Consequently, even if interrupted time series analysis indicates a statistically significant, negative
(or positive) relationship between an ICC action and violence against civilians, it is not possible to
infer that the action prevented (or exacerbated) further violence. Relatedly, this approach—and
interrupted time series analysis more generally—cannot distinguish the effects of simultaneous
events or interventions from the intervention under analysis.161
Because of these limitations and the potential bias in the ACLED dataset discussed
previously, the probative value of interrupted time series analysis for evaluating the legal optimist
and legal pessimist hypotheses is limited. Nonetheless, the estimates of the direction, magnitude,
and significance (both substantive and statistical) of the correlation between ICC action and
violence against civilians provided by interrupted time series analysis can provide preliminary
evidence for or against these hypotheses. For example, the finding of a negative, statistically
significant relationship between an ICC action and violence against civilians would provide
preliminary, though not confirmatory, support for the legal optimist hypothesis, while the finding
of a positive, statistically significant relationship between an ICC action and violence against
civilians would provide preliminary support for the legal pessimist hypothesis. In doing so,
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interrupted time series analysis can serve as a useful tool for forming (or updating) priors
concerning the impact of specific ICC actions and, in turn, provide guidance for identifying
potentially relevant legal optimist or legal pessimist mechanisms for closer examination. I turn to
this task in the qualitative component of my exploratory research design, which is described in the
next section.
6

Qualitative Process Tracing
In the qualitative component of my exploratory research design, I employ process tracing

techniques to evaluate and update the priors concerning the validity of the legal optimist and legal
pessimist hypotheses derived from my statistical analysis. This section describes these techniques
in greater detail, beginning with an overview of my general approach and then discussing the data
employed for process tracing analysis.
General Approach
Although many variations of process tracing have been presented, I follow the general
approach developed by Stephen Van Evera and further elaborated by Alexander L. George and
Andrew Bennett (both in his co-authored book with George and in various other pieces), David
Collier, and James Mahoney.162 As Bennett describes it, this approach involves “looking for the
observable implications of hypothesized causal processes within a single case” in order “to
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document whether the sequence of events or processes within the case fits those predicted by
alternative explanations.”163
The first step in this approach to process tracing is careful elaboration of possible
sequences of events or processes linking independent variables of interest to a specified outcome.
For this study, the independent variables of interest are specific ICC actions, e.g. investigations,
indictments, verdicts, etc., while the outcome of interest is atrocities. The legal optimist and
pessimist mechanisms introduced in Chapter 1 constitute the broad “sequences of events or
processes” linking ICC action to atrocities. Accordingly, if there is sufficient evidence of the
operation of one or more of these mechanisms with respect to a specific ICC action, then a causal
relationship can be inferred in the relevant direction between the legal action and atrocities.
To determine if there is sufficient evidence of the operation of a mechanism with respect
to a specific ICC action, I first identify potentially relevant mechanisms using the interrupted time
series estimates of the direction and significance of the association between the legal action and
atrocities. If interrupted time series analysis indicates a negative, statistically significant
relationship between the legal action and atrocities, I examine legal optimist mechanisms;
conversely, if interrupted time series analysis indicates a positive, significant association between
the legal action and atrocities, I focus on legal pessimist mechanisms. If, however, interrupted
time series analysis indicates an insignificant relationship, I examine both legal optimist and legal
pessimist mechanisms to identify why there was no apparent effect and/or if optimist and
pessimist mechanisms operated simultaneously to produce a negligible net impact.
After identifying potentially relevant mechanisms for each ICC action based on
interrupted time series estimates, I test for evidence of intermediate processes linking ICC action
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to atrocities via each relevant mechanism. These processes consist of causally sequential
conditions required for the operation of the relevant mechanism. For example, for the legal action
A to prevent atrocities via deterrence with respect to group Z, the following conditions must
obtain in sequence: 1) member(s) of group Z were aware of action A; 2) member(s) of group Z
feared future legal sanctions (e.g. investigation, indictment, arrest, punishment, etc.) based on
action A; 3) member(s) of group Z believed that refraining from future atrocities would reduce the
probability of future legal sanctions; 4) member(s) of group Z refrained from atrocities.
Tables 2.2 through 2.4 list analogous sets of conditions for each of the mechanisms
introduced in Chapter 1, organized based on their underlying logic. Each row corresponds to an
individually necessary but insufficient condition for the operation of the mechanism. For
mechanisms with more than one pathway or sequence, rows are divided into columns; each
column, in turn, corresponds to a sufficient condition for the individually necessary condition
represented by the row, which I refer to as the “row condition” for brevity; in such cases, at
least one of the sufficient conditions is required for the operation of the mechanism. For
example, in Table 2.3, either “Member(s) of group Z (generally leaders) were detained as a
result of action A or fled in response to or anticipation of action Z” OR “Member(s) of group Z
and/or external supporters became aware of action A” must be fulfilled for the first individually
necessary condition to obtain and the mechanism to operate.
As illustrated in these tables, I conceptualize conditions on a continuum from
“upstream” to “downstream,” with upstream conditions (i.e. higher rows on the table)
sequentially prior to “downstream” conditions in a causal chain linking ICC action to group
behavior; in general, further “downstream” conditions require more extensive behavioral
change by armed groups and relate more directly to effects of ICC action on atrocities.
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An upstream condition may logically precede any immediately downstream condition
(i.e. one row below) where the columns between the upstream and immediately downstream
conditions overlap. For instance, in Table. 2.3, one of the two initial upstream conditions for
incapacitation, “Member(s) of group Z (generally leaders) were detained as a result of action A or
fled in response to or anticipation of action Z,” may precede EITHER “Removed leader(s) were
replaced by more moderate member(s),” OR “Member(s) of group Z…”
Each condition represented by a row in Tables 2.2 through 2.4 is individually necessary
for the operation of the respective mechanism, while these conditions are together jointly
sufficient for the mechanism’s operation. This implies that sufficient positive evidence of all row
conditions is necessary to confirm the operation of a mechanism, or equivalently, that each row
condition constitutes a “hoop test” for the mechanism; positive evidence for each condition
therefore provides a basis for increased confidence in the validity of the mechanism and the
corresponding hypothesis, but unless there is evidence for all conditions, the operation of the
mechanism cannot be confirmed.164 Furthermore, because each condition is individually
necessary for the mechanism’s operation, sufficient positive evidence that any of the conditions
did not obtain should rule out the mechanism and provide a basis for updating priors accordingly.
At the same time, because the conditions for each mechanism are jointly sufficient for its
operation, positive evidence for all conditions in sequential order confirms the operation of the
mechanism; in this respect, the final “downstream” condition necessary for the operation of each
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Table 2.2: Conditions for Operation of Cost-Benefit Mechanisms

Legal Optimism

Legal Pessimism

Mechanism

Deterrence

Escalation

Member(s) of group Z became aware of action A.

Member(s) of group Z became aware of action A.

Member(s) of group Z feared future legal sanctions
(investigation, indictment, arrest, punishment, etc.) based
on action A.

Member(s) of group Z feared future legal sanctions
(investigation, indictment, arrest, punishment, etc.) based
on action A.

Member(s) of group Z believed that refraining from
violence and atrocities would reduce the probability of
future legal sanctions.

Member(s) of group Z believed violence and/or atrocities
might reduce the probability of future legal sanctions
(e.g. by securing victory or improving their bargaining
position).

Member(s) of group Z refrained from committing or
ordering violence and atrocities and/or ordered
subordinates to cease committing atrocities.

Member(s) of group Z organized, committed, and/or
ordered subordinates to engage in violence and commit
atrocities.

Downstream

←

Upstream

Hypothesis
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Table 2.3: Conditions for Operation of Capacity Mechanisms

Hypothesis

Legal Optimism

Legal Pessimism

Mechanism

Incapacitation

Empowerment

Downstream

←

Upstream

Member(s) of group Z
(generally leaders) were
detained as a result of action
A or fled in response to or
anticipation of action Z.

Removed leader(s)
were replaced by more
moderate member(s).

Replacement leader(s)
refrained from
ordering atrocities
and/or ordered
member(s) to stop
committing atrocities.

Member(s) of group Z and/or
external supporters became
aware of action A.

Member(s) of group Z 1) exhibited
lower morale and/or commitment to
group and/or group member(s) facing
or potentially facing legal action, and/or
2) external actors reduced or refrained
from initiating material or financial
support for group Z in response to
action A.

Member(s) of group Z were unable to
organize and perpetrate atrocities.
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Member(s) of group Z (generally
leaders) were detained as a result of
action A or fled in response to or
anticipation of action Z.

Removed leader(s) were
replaced by more radical
member(s).

Replacement leader(s)
ordered member(s) to
intensify and/or initiate
atrocities.

Member(s) of group A and/or
external supporters were aware of
action Z.

Member(s) of group Z 1) exhibited higher
morale and/or commitment to group and/or
group member(s) facing or potentially
facing legal action, and/or 2) external
actors increased or initiated material or
financial support for group Z in response to
action A.

Member(s) of group Z used enhanced
individual or group power to organize,
order, and perpetrate atrocities.

Table 2.4: Conditions for Operation of Social Mechanisms

Legal Optimism

Legal Pessimism

Mechanism

Socialization

Backlash

Member(s) of group Z became aware of action A.

Member(s) of group Z became aware of action A.

Member(s) of group Z came to perceive action A and/or
the ICC and international anti-atrocity norms as
legitimate.

Members of group Z came to perceive action A and/or
the ICC and international anti-atrocity norms as
illegitimate.

Member(s) of group Z came to perceive atrocities as
criminal, immoral, unjustified, and/or otherwise
inappropriate.

Member(s) of group Z came to perceive atrocities as
justified or appropriate because of the perceived
illegitimacy of action A, the ICC, and/or international
anti-atrocity norms.

Member(s) of group Z refrained from committing or
ordering atrocities because they perceived atrocities as
wrong.

Members of group Z committed further atrocities
because they believed atrocities were justified, or in
retaliation against ICC action perceived as illegitimate.

Downstream

←

Upstream

Hypothesis
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mechanism is particularly important, as it functions simultaneously as a “hoop” test required for
the mechanism and a “smoking gun” test that definitively confirms the mechanism’s operation if
passed.
To determine if there is sufficient positive evidence to infer that a condition obtained (or
did not obtain), I follow a modified version of the triangulation approach employed by Séverine
Autesserre in Peaceland, an ethnographic study of the culture of international peacebuilding in
DRC and elsewhere; in this study, Autesserre required confirmation by at least three independent
sources, although in most cases substantially more sources provided corroboration.165 I follow a
similar protocol, requiring at least three independent sources to infer that a condition obtained or
failed to obtain; however, as in Autesserre’s study, most of my inferences are supported by more
than three sources, and in general, my confidence in inferences increases with the number of
supporting sources. However, the relationship between inferential confidence and the number of
sources is not strictly linear because certain sources have greater probative value than others,
either because they provide more direct insight into the decision-making processes of groups or
because they are more reliable. For example, an interview with an officer present during highlevel organizational meetings where issues pertaining to the ICC were discussed would likely
carry greater weight than, for instance, two interviews with other officers who were not present at
these meetings. At the extreme, certain sources—such as a documented public statement or
verified written order—may approximate a “smoking gun” that effectively confirms a
condition.166 However, such sources are rare, and in any case, I still require at least three
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“smoking gun” condition of the mechanism. In general, smoking gun evidence for a condition merely
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independent sources to infer that a condition obtained or failed to obtain. Furthermore, because of
the potential for bias in my interview data (see below), I require that at least one of the three
sources is based on non-interview data. Furthermore, to reduce the possibility of confirmation bias
and minimize the effects of possible biases in my interview data, I also require evidence from at
least one source that I did not collect or compile. For all conditions, I explicitly discuss how I
weigh different pieces of evidence and how these weightings affect my subjective estimates of
confidence in inferences (although I do not explicitly quantify these estimates).
Ideally, there would be sufficient positive evidence to confirm or disconfirm all conditions
for each relevant mechanism. Unfortunately, such evidence is frequently difficult to obtain,
particularly for “smoking gun” conditions and sequentially “downstream” conditions more
generally. Obtaining positive evidence relevant to these conditions is particularly difficult because
it requires insight into specific group decision-making processes and responses to ICC action,
which individuals and groups may have strong incentives to conceal or misrepresent for various
reasons, including fear of this evidence being used for prosecutions.167 Consequently, positive
evidence confirming or disconfirming smoking gun and downstream conditions more generally is
frequently lacking.
Because of the difficulties in obtaining evidence for smoking gun conditions (and further
downstream conditions more generally), the absence of such evidence does not constitute

confirms that the condition obtained, while evidence for a smoking gun condition of the mechanism (i.e.
the furthest downstream condition) confirms that the mechanism obtained. However, smoking gun
evidence for a smoking gun condition would also confirm the operation of the mechanism.
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definitive “evidence of absence” of the condition.168 However, the absence of evidence for
upstream conditions, particularly the initial “hoop tests” in the causal sequence, may provide
strongly suggestive (though not confirmatory) evidence of absence for the condition (and hence
the mechanism), for at least three reasons. First, upstream conditions generally require less
extensive or costly changes in perceptions or behavior by actors than downstream conditions; for
example, knowledge of the relevant ICC action—the first upstream “hoop test” for multiple
mechanisms—does not require changes in perceptions or behavior by actors, only that they have
knowledge of the ICC action. Consequently, further upstream conditions should be more likely to
obtain than downstream conditions, all else equal.
Second, positive evidence for upstream conditions should be easier to adduce than for
further downstream conditions, independent of the greater likelihood of upstream conditions
obtaining. For instance, knowledge of the relevant ICC action can be relatively easily inferred
from secondary sources without directly consulting conflict actors, while adducing evidence for
downstream conditions may require insight into individual or group decision-making processes
that can only be obtained by interviewing relevant actors or consulting secondary sources with
access to these actors (who may, as noted previously, have strong incentives to conceal or
misrepresent evidence).
Finally, actors should generally have weaker incentives to conceal or misrepresent
evidence for upstream conditions. Evidence for these conditions does not require revealing
information about actions that could implicate the respondent or other group members in crimes
under the ICC’s jurisdiction or about potentially sensitive information concerning the group’s
military strategy, internal politics and organization, and/or sources of external funding and
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support. For example, revealing knowledge of an ICC action would not give rise to individual
criminal responsibility for the respondent or other group members, nor would it require divulging
specific information about internal group dynamics.
For these reasons, absence of evidence for “upstream” conditions should more strongly
undermine confidence in the mechanism than absence of evidence for further “downstream”
conditions. Conversely, positive evidence for “downstream” conditions should generally provide
stronger support for the operation of the mechanism than positive evidence for “upstream”
conditions, to the point that sufficient positive evidence for the furthest “downstream”
condition—the “smoking gun” test—effectively confirms the mechanism. In other words, we
should be more confident in the operation of the mechanism if there is evidence for “hoop test”
conditions further “downstream” on the causal chain (and very confident if there is evidence for
the final condition, which constitutes both a “hoop” and “smoking gun” test), but less confident in
the mechanism’s operation if there is insufficient evidence for upstream “hoop” tests. At the same
time, because all conditions are individually necessary for the operation of a mechanism, positive
evidence that any of the conditions failed to obtain should rule out the mechanism.
Sources of Evidence
My primary data source to test for evidence of the conditions required for the operation
of legal optimist and legal pessimist mechanisms is semi-structured, open-ended interviews
with current and former members of the two groups selected for in-depth analysis in this study:
CNDP/M23 and FDLR.
My interview questions were designed to generate data for testing whether specific
conditions required for the operation of relevant legal optimist or pessimist mechanisms
obtained. Because a condition required for the operation of most mechanisms is knowledge of
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the Court and relevant ICC actions, I began interviews with current and former members of
armed groups by asking respondents about their basic understanding of the ICC, the crimes
under its jurisdiction, and whether and how they first learned about the ICC and specific legal
actions, including situation-level actions in DRC and elsewhere and individual-level actions
targeting members of their group and other groups in DRC. I then asked armed group members
various questions about their perceptions and reactions to specific ICC actions relevant to their
group and whether and how these actions had affected their group’s strategy, tactics, and/or
capacity. These questions were focused on specific “downstream” conditions for relevant
mechanisms. For example, because deterrence requires that legal action generate fear of future
sanctions, I asked respondents how specific ICC actions had affected their assessments of the
probability of being targeted for future legal action and/or arrested. In addition to these
questions, I also asked respondents more general questions about their perceptions of the role
and impact of the ICC in DRC (e.g. whether it had been a positive or negative force for peace)
and how these perceptions had evolved over time. Furthermore, I frequently employed a
variation of the strategy of “proxy interviewing” when addressing particularly sensitive
topics.169 To this end, I asked respondents their opinions about how other groups reacted to
ICC action or how they would react in hypothetical scenarios. For example, rather than directly
asking, “Why did your group X continue to commit atrocities even after hearing about the
arrest of leader 1?” I asked “Why do you think group Y continued to commit atrocities after
the arrest of leader 2?” In many cases, I found these types of questions elicited more detailed
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and analytically useful responses than specific questions, perhaps because respondents felt
more comfortable discussing items that did not relate directly to their organization.
In addition to members of CNDP/M23 and FDLR, I also interviewed other relevant
local and international actors, including civil society activists, humanitarian staff, media
involved in reporting on these groups and disseminating information about the ICC in DRC,
and UN officials, inter alia. My interviews with these actors focused on their interactions with
CNDP/M23 and FDLR, perceptions of the impact of international prosecutions in DRC, or
where applicable, their roles in disseminating information about prosecutions. I also interviewed
current and former members of various other armed groups, focusing extensively on members
of the Congolese national army, the FARDC, because of their combat experience against
CNDP/M23 and FDLR; by interviewing members of the FARDC, I was also able to identify
multiple former members of CNDP who had been integrated into the Congolese army in 2009
but had not defected to join M23 in 2012 or thereafter.
In total, I conducted 123 interviews, including 44 with members of the two main armed
groups I analyze. Table 2.5 reports the organizational affiliation or role of my interviewees; the
total number of subjects exceeds 123 because multiple interviewees reported affiliation with
more than one organization over time. I conducted these interviews during three rounds of
fieldwork in eastern DRC from April-May 2013, January-February 2014, and July-August
2014. I was based in Goma, the capital of North Kivu province, which has been the center of
much of the ongoing violence since the signing of the Global and All Inclusive Agreement in
2002; however, I also traveled extensively throughout North and South Kivu and briefly to
Bunia, the capital of Ituri district in Orientale province.
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All interviews followed a protocol pre-approved by the Columbia University Institutional
Review Board (IRB).170 Because of the sensitivity of the questions (and, in the case of armed
groups, the potential for responses to provide evidence for prosecution, even though I did not
ask respondents questions about their personal involvement in atrocity crimes), I guaranteed
confidentiality to all respondents. I therefore did not record the names of any interviewees (my
research was not strictly anonymous, as I learned the names of several subjects in the course of
identifying, contacting, and interviewing them, but I did not record names in my interview
notes). Accordingly, interviewees are referenced by their group affiliation and/or general role
in this dissertation and a numerical identifier (e.g. CNDP interviewee #1, FDLR interviewee
#3, etc.); in cases where it would be possible to identify a respondent by her/his group
affiliation (e.g. leader of a small civil society organization), I report only the respondent’s
general role (e.g. civil society activist #5).
I began all interviews by obtaining informed consent from subjects. This process
involved reviewing an IRB-approved script outlining my research, providing subjects with the
opportunity to ask questions about the project, and obtaining their agreement to participate. In
accordance with my IRB protocol, members of armed groups provided consent verbally, while
I offered other respondents the option of providing consent verbally or in written form. I did
not obtain written consent from members of armed groups in order to preserve confidentiality
in light of the risk of potentially severe consequences (legal, retaliatory, etc.) if signed forms
were lost, stolen, or confiscated and their identity inadvertently revealed (in practice, this
fortunately did not occur). While other interviewees might be similarly affected in such
circumstances, I judged (as approved by the IRB) that they faced significantly lower risks if
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Table 2.5: Organizational Affiliations/Roles of Interview Subjects
Organizational Affiliation/Role

N

FAC/FARDC

26

CNDP/M23

36

FDLR

8

Other armed groups

21

Government of DRC

4

Civil society (Congolese)

37

Media (Congolese)

6

International (UN/NGO/diplomat)

3

their participation was inadvertently revealed than members of armed groups. I therefore
provided other subjects with the option of providing either verbal or written consent, though in
practice all but one opted for verbal consent.171
Most interviews lasted between 30 minutes and one hour, though some were shorter or
longer. I conducted interviews in settings selected by subjects, generally as private as possible
in order to maintain confidentiality; in certain cases, a translator (who received training in
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protecting confidentiality) was also present. All interviews were organized around a basic
script of open-ended questions; following the format of a semi-structured interview, I asked
unscripted follow-up questions to probe for further details and clarifications as necessary.172 To
preserve confidentiality (which could be compromised by subjects’ voices), I took handwritten
notes of responses, rather than video or audio recording interviews. Because my interview
notes are handwritten, I incorporate only a few particularly interesting direct quotes, all of
which I asked interviewees to repeat and confirm.
When reporting interview data, I follow the basic protocol employed by Autesserre in
Peaceland, selecting general perceptions or (where possible) direct quotations by specific
respondents that are representative of the experiences or perceptions of large numbers of
interviewees, except when analyzing exceptions. In certain cases where a response was
particularly clear or illustrative (particularly when I recorded a direct quote in my interview
notes), I specifically cite the interviewee, but in other cases responses were so frequent or
common that I employ language such as “Multiple CNDP/M23 officers indicated…” or
“According to multiple current members of the FARDC.”173
To identify and locate interview subjects, I relied extensively on local media fixers and
networks of contacts developed during my time in DRC. In the case of armed groups, I
interviewed mostly company and field grade officers ranging in rank from lieutenant to colonel
(or their equivalents). Ideally, I would have interviewed senior commanders in CNDP/M23 and
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FDLR to gather data on perceptions of the ICC among persons directly targeted for individuallevel action or who, because of the Court’s policy to prosecute persons bearing the “greatest
responsibility” for crimes under its jurisdiction, are most likely to be targeted.174 However,
logistical and ethical constraints also prevented me from interviewing senior-level commanders
of the CNDP/M23 and FDLR, including the three individuals indicted by the ICC from these
groups: Bosco Ntaganda (CNDP/M23) and Callixte Mbarushimana and Sylvestre Mudacumra
(FDLR). I therefore extended the strategy of “proxy interviewing” discussed earlier by focusing
on mid-level (i.e. company and field grade) officers in these groups. I selected these mid-level
officers as proxies for senior commanders because they were presumably privy to discussions
with senior commanders concerning the ICC and/or were involved in the formulation and
implementation of group strategies and tactics relevant to this study.175
While it was possible to locate and interview current and former mid-level officers in
CNDP/M23 and FDLR, this was often a difficult task, particularly in the latter two cases. These
difficulties included, inter alia, traveling to rebel bases outside major towns and villages, often
through territory controlled by various rebel groups and factions and over severe terrain and poor
roads, the ongoing instability and insecurity in eastern DRC (including, during my first round of
fieldwork in May 2013, the renewal of open hostilities between the Congolese government and
M23 following a period of relative calm that had begun in December 2012), demands or requests
for payment or other compensation to participate in the research (which I could not grant because
of ethical and legal constraints), overcoming the suspicions of interviewees (including being
asked, on several occasions, if I was a spy or an ICC investigator), and obtaining consent from
subjects and relevant commanders and/or local (rebel or government) officials, many of whom
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were (understandably) reluctant to discuss the ICC or permit me to conduct research with their
groups or in their localities.
Adding to these difficulties was the requirement to obtain a license from the US
Department of the Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) to interview active
members of the M23 and FDLR. This was necessary because OFAC designated M23 and FDLR
as Specially Designated National entities subject to US sanctions regulations on January 3, 2013,
as I was preparing to depart for my first round of fieldwork.176 Under these regulations, US
nationals (including myself) are prohibited, under penalty of fine and/or imprisonment, from
transacting business with individual sanctioned persons or members of sanctioned groups
without a specific license from OFAC.177 Citing interpretative guidance from OFAC classifying
interviews and surveys as prohibited services with respect to the Iranian sanctions regime,178 the
Columbia University Office of Research Compliance and Training required that I obtain an
OFAC license before undertaking any interviews with active members of the M23 or FDLR.179
After an extensive application process (which was delayed, in part, by the shutdown of
the US federal government in October 2013), I eventually obtained an OFAC license on
February 26, 2014.180 By this time, however, I had already returned from my first two rounds of
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fieldwork in DRC, during which I was unable to interview active members of either the M23 or
FDLR. This was particularly problematic in the case of the FDLR, as former members of this
group (whom I could interview without a license) were not readily accessible during my first two
rounds of fieldwork; consequently, I was only able to interview FDLR members during my third
round of fieldwork from July-August 2014.
The requirement to obtain an OFAC license was somewhat less problematic for
interviewing CNDP/M23 members, as M23 had been militarily defeated in late 2013, and I was
able to locate former members of this group in and around Goma, Rutshuru, and other towns in
North Kivu during my January-February 2014 round of fieldwork. Furthermore, I was able to
interview former members of the CNDP who had not defected to join M23 (and were therefore
not subject to sanctions) during my first two rounds of fieldwork. Even so, many (probably most)
mid-ranking M23 officers (and certainly most of the high command) had fled after the group’s
defeat to Rwanda and Uganda,181 where I was unable to interview them due to restrictions
imposed by the respective governments, and those who remained in DRC were often difficult to
identify or interview because of their (understandable) fear of retaliation by local communities.
Access to M23 members improved somewhat after the Congolese government adopted an
amnesty law for insurrection, acts of war, and political infractions (but not international crimes,
thereby excluding most of M23’s senior leadership) on February 11, 2014,182 and I was able to
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interview several M23 members who publicly identified themselves in DRC to take advantage of
the amnesty during my July-August 2014 round of fieldwork. I was also able to interview several
of the approximately 320 M23 members who had left camps in Rwanda and Uganda and
returned to DRC clandestinely without receiving amnesty as of August 2014.183 However, even
as of January 2015, large numbers of combatants (probably a majority), including some who had
been approved for amnesty, remained in Rwanda and Uganda, unavailable to be interviewed for
this study.184
Because of these logistical difficulties, it was not possible to construct a random sample
of mid-level armed group officers, raising the possibility of bias in my interview data. I
attempted to ameliorate this bias by interviewing members of multiple units of each group and
using multiple local fixers and contacts to identify interview subjects (so as to avoid bias arising
from relying upon only one point of contact). Even so, I was obviously able to interview only
those members of these groups who were available and willing to speak with me. This is
potentially problematic for drawing inferences from my interview data insofar as perceptions of
ICC action may plausibly differ between current and former combatants who were available and
willing to be interviewed and those who were not. For instance, more risk averse combatants
and/or those who perceive a higher subjective probability of being targeted for ICC action might
be more reluctant to speak with a researcher studying the ICC (or perhaps vice versa, in order to
demonstrate their willingness to cooperate with foreign actors).
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More generally, my position as an obvious outsider, and particularly a white, American,
university-affiliated researcher asking questions about a highly sensitive and politically charged
subject—international criminal justice—likely created some degree of bias in my sample of
subjects and in responses from those who agreed to be interviewed. Beyond these issues of
positionality,185 I conducted all interviews in 2013 and 2014, and although I asked interviewees
to recall their perceptions and reactions to ICC actions at previous times, the passage of time and
subsequent events may have distorted their memories and generated recall bias.186
To mitigate these and other sources of bias, I employed available primary and secondary
sources to corroborate my interview findings. These sources included UN, NGO, and
government reports, published academic studies, communiques and documents issued or leaked
by the respective armed groups, court records, and media sources. In particular, I relied
extensively on the semi-annual reports of the United Nations Group of Experts for DRC, a team
of independent investigators appointed to monitor the conflict;187 the Group’s reports are based
mainly on direct observation and interviews with former and current combatants, Congolese
government officials, and other relevant actors, and the Group generally requires that all
conclusions included in its reports are supported by at least three independent sources (and
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sometimes occasionally more for particularly sensitive topics such as allegations of foreign
support).188 I also relied extensively on the profiles of armed groups in DRC published by
Usalama Project, an initiative of the Rift Valley Institute, an independent research organization
based in Nairobi, Kenya.189 To the extent possible, I also consulted documents published or
leaked by the respective armed groups, as well as relevant court records, including publicly
released ICC documents pertaining to the situation in DRC; however, I placed considerably less
weight on these sources due to their obvious potential for bias. Finally, I also employed media
sources, particularly online articles published by Radio Okapi, UN-funded radio station with
coverage across DRC and international wire service accounts. I also relied extensively on the
weekly media monitoring reports for DRC compiled by the Montreal Institute for Genocide and
Human Rights Studies (MIGS); these reports, which are available at the MIGS website, provide
summaries of news stories relevant to conflict and human rights published by local media outlets
in DRC, including newspapers and other print sources, radio, and television.190
Beyond these primary and secondary sources, I also relied on my own first-hand
observations of the situation in DRC, particularly with respect to objective criteria relating to the
conditions for the operation of legal optimist or pessimist mechanisms. For example, it was
sometimes difficult to determine from interviews and other sources if ICC action generated fear
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of arrest or other future legal action, a necessary condition for the operation of cost-benefit
mechanisms. In such cases, I analyzed criteria plausibly correlated with the objective probability
of arrest or future legal action. For example, all else equal, the objective probability of arrest
should be relatively lower for groups that control territory from which they are able exclude any
actor seeking to arrest members facing an ICC warrant. While the operation of cost-benefit
mechanisms ultimately depends on subjective estimates of the probability of arrest, it may be
expected that subjective estimates of this probability are, at least in part, shaped by objective
criteria. Consequently, even if analysis of objective criteria cannot provide definitive evidence in
support of a condition, it can add further insight when other evidence is unavailable.
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Chapter III
CNDP/M23 Case Study
Having introduced the research design for the exploratory component of my dissertation
in the previous chapter, this chapter will present the first of two case studies of armed groups in
the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) that form the core of this component. This case study
examines the Congrès national pour la défense du peuple/Mouvement du 23-Mars (CNDP/M23),
a rebel group active in eastern DRC from 2004 through 2013.1 This chapter will focus on the
impact of two ICC actions relevant to this group: the publication of an outstanding indictment in
April 2008 for Bosco Ntaganda, at the time a high-ranking officer in CNDP and later a key
figure in M23, and the execution of this indictment with Ntaganda’s voluntary surrender and
transfer to the ICC in March 2013. In brief, I find that both the publication and execution of the
indictment for Ntaganda generated substantively important effects on atrocities involving the
CNDP/M23, although these effects varied over time. Specifically, consistent with the legal
pessimist hypothesis, the publication of the indictment for Ntaganda was associated with
increased atrocities over the long run through the escalation mechanism, though the short-term
effects of the indictment were negligible. Conversely, consistent with the legal optimist
hypothesis, the execution of this indictment was associated with reduced atrocities via the
incapacitation mechanism.

As noted below, CNDP originated as a faction of the RCD-Goma led by Laurent Nkunda and
did not formally adopt the name “CNDP” until July 2006; furthermore, not all members of CNDP joined
the M23 rebellion in 2012. It is therefore technically inaccurate to term Nkunda’s faction “CNDP” before
July 2006 and potentially problematic to treat these organizations as a single group. However, as will be
discussed further in this chapter, Nkunda’s faction of RCD-Goma formed the core of CNDP, and there
was subsequently considerable continuity in the leadership of the CNDP and M23. I therefore refer to this
organization as “CNDP/M23.”
1
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This chapter will present and discuss these findings. I begin by briefly introducing
CNDP/M23 and its role in the conflict in DRC. I then describe temporal patterns of apparently
intentional violence against civilians attributable to CNDP/M23 and report interrupted time
series models of the relationship between this violence and the aforementioned ICC actions
concerning Bosco Ntaganda. The following two sections analyze the impact of each action in
turn. Each section begins with a discussion of the relevant interrupted time series results; then,
based on these results, I articulate priors concerning the validity of the legal optimist and
pessimist hypotheses with respect to the relevant ICC action. I then present my process tracing
analysis of the impact of each action. After these sections, I conclude by presenting a set of
hypotheses based on this case study concerning the conditions under which ICC action
alternately prevents, exacerbates, or has no impact on atrocities.
1

CNDP/M23: Origins and Background
The CNDP/M23 originated in 2004 as a splinter from the Rassemblement Congolais pour

la Démocratie-Goma (RCD-Goma), itself a faction of the RCD, a rebel group that was one of the
principal belligerents in the Second Congo War. The RCD rebellion began on August 2, 1998,
when units of the Congolese army (then known as the Forces armées congolaises, or FAC)
based in Goma and Bukavu, the respective capitals of North and South Kivu provinces, mutinied
at the apparent direction of Colonel James Kabarebe, who had recently been sacked by President
Laurent-Désiré Kabila as army chief of staff.2 Kabarebe was a Rwandan national and
concurrently an officer in the Rwandan national army, then known as the Rwandan Patriotic

Jason Stearns, Dancing in the Glory of Monsters: The Collapse of the Congo and the Great War
of Africa (New York, USA: Public Affairs, 2011), 188.
2
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Army (RPA).3 The predominantly Tutsi Rwandan government, which seized power after ousting
the Hutu regime that perpetrated the 1994 genocide, had played a critical role in the formation
and eventual victory of Kabila’s rebel organization, the Alliance des forces démocratiques pour
la liberation du Congo-Zaïre (AFDL), over Mobutu Sésé Seko’s regime during the First Congo
War of 1996-1997. Kabarebe, who was the effective operational commander of AFDL, was
subsequently designated chief of staff of the Congolese army.4
However, tensions quickly developed between the Rwandan government and Kabila, who
began distancing himself from Kigali to establish his nationalist bona fides; as part of this effort,
Kabila actively stoked nationalist sentiment against Congolese Tutsi in the Kivus and took steps
to marginalize Rwandans and Tutsis in the army and government.5 The last straw was apparently
Kabila’s decision on July 27, 1998, to dismiss Kabarebe as chief of staff and demand that all
Rwandan forces, which had remained in DRC after assisting Kabila during the First Congo War,
leave the country.6 While chief of staff, Kabarebe had prepositioned units loyal to him
(comprising mostly Congolese Tutsi, ex-AFDL, and Rwandans) and weapons stockpiles in
eastern DRC, and after his sacking, these units mutinied at Kabarebe’s direction.7
The RPA intervened rapidly in support of the mutinous army units, as did the Ugandan
government (which, like the Rwandan government, had supported Kabila during the First Congo
The RPA was renamed the Rwandan Defence Force (RDF) in 2002; at this writing, Kabarebe is
the Minister of Defence of Rwanda.
3

On Kabarebe’s role as AFDL operational commander, see Stearns, Dancing in the Glory of
Monsters, 120; on his appointment as chief of staff, see Gérard Prunier, Africa’s World War: Congo, the
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2009), 176.
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War). In the east, the mutineers achieved rapid successes, quickly seizing control of Goma and
Bukavu, and fighting also erupted at military bases near the capital city of Kinshasa in the west.
The mutineers also launched an ambitious aerial operation, personally led by Kabarebe, which
took control of the Kitona air base in Bas-Congo province, a possible staging ground for an
attack on the capital city of Kinshasa.8
The mutiny attracted support from elements of the Congolese army, population, and
diaspora community disaffected with Kabila’s rule, including ex-AFDL, radical leftists,
Mobutists, and Congolese Rwandophones (Congolese speakers of the Rwandan language,
Kinyarwanda, including both Hutu and Tutsi, primarily resident in the Kivus, who had been
marginalized under both Mobutu and Kabila), inter alia.9 The rebels formally constituted
themselves as the RCD on August 16, 1998, and Ernest Wamba dia Wamba, an Americaneducated Congolese academic, was announced as the organization’s political leader.10 By this
time, rebel forces had captured large chunks of territory in eastern DRC and were advancing on
Kinshasa; however, RCD was prevented from taking Kinshasa by the last-minute intervention of
Angolan, Namibian, and Zimbabwean forces in support of Kabila.11
After failing to take Kinshasa, RCD set about consolidating control of the territories it
had initially captured, establishing a state-like administration in part of the Kivus and other
eastern provinces.12 In doing so, RCD, which was widely perceived as a Rwandan invasion

8

Prunier, Africa’s World War, 181-187.
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force, faced strong opposition from non-Rwandophone communities, Rwandan Hutu rebels (who
would later form the Forces démocratiques de libération du Rwanda, or FDLR), and Maï Maï
militias, which waged an ongoing insurgency against RCD rule.13 At the same time, a new rebel
organization backed by the Ugandan government, the Mouvement pour la liberation du Congo
(MLC), seized control of much of the north and northeast of DRC, but like the RCD, was unable
to take Kinshasa and topple Kabila; the result was an effective stalemate from early 1999, with
the country effectively divided into three regions controlled by the government, RCD, and
MLC.14
Uganda’s support for MLC reflected broader fissures between Rwanda and Uganda,
which also played out within RCD. These fissures, as well as divisions between various internal
factions dating to RCD’s formation, culminated in May 1999, when Wamba dia Wamba was
ousted and replaced by Emilie Ilunga, who was more overtly pro-Rwandan; this led to the
effective split of the organization into factions led by Wamba dia Wamba and Ilunga. Wamba dia
Wamba’s faction was initially based in Kisangani in Orientale province and was effectively
sponsored by Uganda, while Ilunga’s faction was based in Goma and continued to receive
support from Rwanda.15 These factions were subsequently referred to as the RCD-Kisangani and
RCD-Goma, respectively. However, during a subsequent round of fighting between these
factions, RCD-Goma took Kisangani, forcing RCD-Kisangani to establish new headquarters in
the town of Bunia, the capital of Ituri district; RCD-Kisangani also formally adopted the name
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RCD-Mouvement pour liberation (RCD-ML), though it was also referred to as RCD-K-ML.16
Representatives of both RCD factions signed a ceasefire agreement with the government
on August 31, 1999.17 However, hostilities continued between RCD-Goma and RCD-Kisangani
(backed by their respective foreign supporters) and against government forces and their allies.
After further negotiations and rounds of fighting that failed to break the stalemate, the main
parties, including the RCD-Goma, RCD-Kisangani, MLC, Maï Maï, Congolese government, the
political opposition, and civil society, finally signed a comprehensive peace agreement, the
Global and Inclusive Agreement on Transition, on December 16, 2002. The agreement provided
for the establishment of a transitional government, which was inaugurated on June 30, 2003.
Joseph Kabila, who had assumed the presidency after his father Laurent-Désiré Kabila was
assassinated in 2001, remained as president, and the government also included four vicepresidents representing Kabila’s party, civil society, MLC, and RCD-Goma.18 The agreement
also provided for national elections, which were eventually held in July 2006, and which
reconfirmed Joseph Kabila as president.19
In addition to the transitional government and national elections, the Global and Inclusive

Henning Tamm, FNI and FRPI: Local Resistance and Regional Alliances in North-Eastern
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Agreement also provided for the integration of the signatory rebel groups into a new national
army, which would later be designated the Forces Armées de la République Démocratique du
Congo (FARDC).20 However, a faction of RCD-Goma led by Laurent Nkunda, who had been
nominated to command the integrated RCD units in North Kivu, refused integration in 2003.21 A
Congolese Tutsi born in North Kivu, Nkunda had previously served in the Rwandan Patriotic
Front (RPF), the rebel group that deposed the génocidaire regime in 1994 (and precursor to the
RPA), and later in AFDL. Nkunda had ascended rapidly through the ranks of the RCD-Goma,
eventually commanding its brigade in Kisangani, where he was allegedly implicated in the
massacre of 160 civilians in May 2002.22 In refusing to integrate into the Congolese army,
Nkunda cited concerns about the security of Rwandophone civilians in the Kivus; however, he
was reportedly also motivated by direction from Kigali, which apparently hoped to maintain
influence in eastern DRC after formally withdrawing its forces in 2002, and by personal fears
that he would be arrested for his role in the Kisangani massacre and other atrocities.23 To further
his aims, Nkunda established a formal political organization, the Synergie pour la paix et la
concorde in December 2003, recruiting mostly civilians from Rwandophone and other ethnic
minority groups in the Kivus.24
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Nkunda’s faction of RCD-Goma undertook its first significant military operations against
the Congolese government in May 2004, when it briefly seized Bukavu, amidst tensions
following the appointment of a Kabila loyalist to command the South Kivu military region and
the arrest of a senior RCD-Goma commander implicated in the assassination of Laurent-Désiré
Kabila.25 Nkunda’s forces were subsequently involved in fighting with government forces from
October through December 2004 in North Kivu, and in further sporadic fighting during 2005. In
August 2005, Nkunda created a new military organization, the Conseil Militaire pour la Défense
du Peuple (CMDP), which eventually evolved into the CNDP, and the following month, he
issued a statement effectively announcing a new rebellion, calling for “all necessary means to
force this [Kabila’s] government to step down.”26 Nkunda then called on ex-RCD commanders
to defect from the FARDC; the Congolese government responded by issuing an arrest warrant
for Nkunda, but by the end of 2005, significant elements of the 81st and 83rd brigades of the
FARDC (formerly the 5th and 12th brigades of the RCD-Goma) had rallied behind Nkunda.27 By
this time, however, the senior political leadership of RCD-Goma, including Azarias Ruberwa,
then vice-president of DRC under the All Inclusive Agreement, and Eugene Serufuli, the
governor of North Kivu province, had denounced Nkunda’s insurgency in response to overtures
from Kabila and concerns about RCD-Goma’s political future. The shift by Serufuli, a Hutu, was
particularly significant insofar as it marked the broader collapse of the Hutu-Tutsi Rwandophone
alliance within RCD; from this point onward, Nkunda’s movement took on an increasingly
Tutsi-dominated character (although Hutus and other ethnicities remained represented in the
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organization).28
In early 2006, Bosco Ntaganda, a Rwandan-born Tutsi who had previously served as
chief of staff of the Ituri-based Union des Patriotes Congolais (UPC) under Thomas Lubanga
Dyilo, joined Nkunda’s faction, which officially announced itself the CNDP in July 2006.29 The
group was involved in clashes with the FARDC in August 2006, but tensions erupted into largescale fighting three months later. The CNDP briefly threatened to take Goma, forcing the
government to the negotiating table, and in January 2007, the CNDP and government agreed to a
deal providing for the integration of the CNDP into the Congolese army and joint operations
against the FDLR.30
The integration process, known as mixage, was unsuccessful, and large-scale fighting
erupted between CNDP and government forces in September 2007. This round of fighting
climaxed in December 2007, when CNDP routed the FARDC and its allies, which included
elements of the FDLR and local militia, in heavy fighting at Mushaki in Masisi territory.31 This
prompted the government to return to the negotiating table, and on January 23, 2008, the parties
signed a ceasefire agreement at Goma; CNDP, however, maintained control over large swaths of
Rutshuru and Masisi territories in North Kivu province, where it established a parallel state
apparatus and proceeded to consolidate its strength.32 On April 28, 2008, during a lull in fighting
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after the signing of the Goma agreement, the ICC unsealed an arrest warrant for Ntaganda,
charging him with war crimes relating to the conscription of child soldiers while a member of
UPC; the warrant had initially been issued under seal on August 7, 2006.33
Violence escalated once again in August 2008, when the government launched a full
scale offensive against the CNDP, which again threatened to take Goma.34 After several months
of heavy fighting and abortive peace talks, Nkunda was deposed by Ntaganda, with the apparent
support of the Rwandan government (which was facing international pressure for its support of
CNDP) in January 2009, and on March 23, 2009, the parties signed a peace agreement providing
for the integration of the CNDP into the FARDC.35 Though not explicit, the Congolese
government apparently agreed it would not execute the ICC arrest warrant for Ntaganda, who
was appointed brigadier general in the Congolese army, as part of this deal.36 The Congolese and
Rwandan governments also agreed on joint operations against the FDLR with the CNDP, and
even before the signing of the March 23 agreement, CNDP units were heavily engaged against
the FDLR. Despite the provisions of the agreement calling for the integration of the CNDP into
the FARDC, the CNDP continued to maintain a parallel chain of command, and ex-CNDP units
were never fully integrated.37
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Conflict broke out again in April 2012, when a faction of ex-CNDP initially led by
Ntaganda mutinied, citing the failure of the government to fully implement the March 23 peace
agreement and announcing themselves as the Mouvement du 23-Mars (M23).38 Like RCD-Goma
and CNDP, M23 received extensive financial, material, and logistical support from the Rwandan
government.39 M23 initially achieved substantial success, including briefly capturing Goma in
November 2012; after the Congolese government agreed to peace talks, M23 withdrew from
Goma on December 1, 2012.40 However, these negotiations stalled, and on March 28, 2013, the
UN Security Council authorized the deployment of a 3,000-strong “Force Intervention Brigade”
(FIB) to supplement MONUSCO (Mission de l’Organisation des Nations Unies pour la
stabilisation en RD Congo), the peacekeeping operation that had been first authorized (as
MONUC, Mission de l’Organisation de Nations Unies en République Démocratique du Congo)
in 1999; unique among UN peacekeeping operations, the FIB is mandated to undertake
“offensive operations” to neutralize armed groups in eastern DRC.41 Shortly before the
authorization of the FIB, tensions between rival wings of M23 led by Ntaganda and Sultani
Emmanuel Makenga, a Nkunda loyalist who had assumed operational command of the
movement in April 2012, erupted into open violence, which prompted Ntaganda to flee to the US
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Embassy in Rwanda and request transfer to the ICC.42
The FIB began deploying in mid-May 2013 and was involved alongside the FARDC in a
series of engagements beginning in August 2013 that dislodged M23 from the northern environs
of Goma. The parties returned to the negotiating table in September, but heavy fighting resumed
in mid-October after peace talks collapsed. In this round of fighting, FARDC and FIB forces
achieved rapid success, overrunning the M23’s military headquarters at Rumangabo and
capturing Rutshuru, M23’s political “capital.” With M23 facing certain defeat by the end of
October, its senior leadership, including Makenga, fled into neighboring Rwanda and Uganda.
On November 5, 2013, M23 declared a unilateral end to hostilities, and in December, its
remaining leaders signed a formal peace declaration with the government, pledging to
reconstitute itself as a political movement.43
2

Interrupted Time Series Estimates
Throughout its history, CNDP/M23 was involved in atrocities, including killings of

civilians, rape and other forms of sexual violence, forcible conscription of child soldiers, and
widespread looting and pillaging.44 Figure 1 depicts the monthly incidence of apparently
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intentional attacks against civilians attributable to this group from May 2004, when Nkunda’s
faction undertook its first operations, through December 2014, according to the most recent
monadic version (5.0) of the Peace Research Institute of Oslo’s Armed Conflict Location and
Event Database (ACLED).45 Figure 3.1 includes all events coded as “violence against civilians”
where any of the following actors are identified as “Actor 1” (the primary actor) or “Ally of
Actor 1” in ACLED: “Mutiny of the Military Forces of Democratic Republic of Congo (2001-)
(Nkunda faction),” “CNDP: National Congress for the Defence of the People,” “CMPD/CNDP:
National Congress for the Defence of the People,” and “M23: March 23 Movement.”
As indicated in Figure 3.1, the first incidents of apparently intentional violence against
civilians attributable to CNDP/M23 occurred in May 2004 during the Nkunda faction’s first
operations against the Congolese government in South Kivu. There was subsequently a long lull
in violence against civilians attributable to CNDP before a brief spike in December 2006 and
January 2007 associated with renewed fighting against Congolese government forces; after
another period of relative calm for civilians, except for a single incident in September 2007,
there was another slight, but more extended, spike in violence in 2008, again associated with
fighting between CNDP and government forces. There was subsequently a long lull from
January 2009 through March 2012, the period during which CNDP was ostensibly integrated into
the FARDC. Then, there was a massive spike beginning in April 2012; this was associated
directly with the outbreak of the M23 rebellion; this spike peaked in November 2012 and then
declined precipitously, although violence against civilians persisted until M23’s effective
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Figure 3.1: CNDP/M23: Monthly Violence against Civilians, May 2004-December 2014
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military defeat in November 2013. After this point, however, there were no recorded incidents of
violence against civilians by CNDP/M23, which remained ostensibly active as a political
organization but was effectively denuded of its military capabilities.
As discussed above, many of the spikes in violence against civilians indicated in this
figure correspond to fighting between CNDP/M23 and Congolese government forces. While this
suggests a possibly limited role for ICC action, several spikes and troughs also coincide with
ICC actions relevant to CNDP/M23. For instance, the extended spike in 2008 corresponds to the
publication of the outstanding indictment for Bosco Ntaganda, although the initial increase began
before the indictment was announced. The massive increase in violence in April 2012 also
followed the announcement of the ICC’s first verdict, the conviction of Thomas Lubanga, in
March 2012; while this did not directly involve an active member of M23, it was potentially
relevant both as the ICC’s first conviction and because Ntaganda had previously served as
Lubanga’s deputy in UPC and was charged with identical crimes.
Using the data presented in in Figure 3.1, Table 3.1 reports interrupted time series models
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Table 3.1: CNDP/M23: Interrupted Time Series Analysis, May 2004-December 2014
Model
1
2
3
Outcome
Estimator
Sample

Violence vs.
civilians (count)

Violence vs.
civilians (log)

Negative
Praisbinomial
Winsten
May 2004-Feb. 2013

4
Violence vs.
Violence vs.
civilians
civilians (count)
(log)
Negative
Praisbinomial
Winsten
Apr. 2008-Dec. 2014

Time

-.051
(.035)

-.009
(.001)

.051
(.023)***

.016
(.007)***

Outstanding
Indictment

1.358
(1.284)

-.036
(.345)

---

---

Time_Outstanding
Indictment

.105
(.037)***

.026
(.013)**

---

---

Executed
Indictment

---

---

1.471
(1.252)

.316
(.474)

Time_Executed
Indictment

---

---

-.474
(.194)**

-.084
(.034)**

Battle Events

1.192
(.234)***

.211
(.054)***

1.285
(.291)***

.289
(.084)***

-77.114
.001
--.29

-----.000
.38

-77.147
--Log Likelihood
.000
--P(alpha=0)
--.000
P>F
.26
.28
(Pseudo) R-squared
106
N
Significance levels: *: p<.10; **: p<.05; ***: p<.01
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of the relationship between two ICC actions directly relevant to the CNDP/M23—the publication
of the outstanding indictment (arrest warrant) for Bosco Ntaganda, the chief of staff of the
CNDP, in April 2008, and the execution of this indictment with Ntaganda’s voluntary surrender
to the ICC in March 2013—on the incidence of violence against civilians attributable to this
group. Table 3.1 reports two sets of models. Models 1-2 analyze the impact of the outstanding
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indictment for Ntaganda using data covering May 2004, the beginning of the time series, through
February 2013, the month before Ntaganda’s surrender; these models therefore capture the
marginal impact of the outstanding indictment compared to situation-level ICC action (the ICC
preliminary examination, which was active in May 2004 when CNDP/M23 commenced military
operations as a faction of RCD-G, and the ICC investigation, which was active from June 2004
onward).46 Models 3-4 examine the effects of Ntaganda’s surrender using data from April 2008,
when the indictment for Ntaganda was unsealed, through the end of the time series in December
2014; these models therefore capture the marginal effect of the executed indictment compared to
the outstanding indictment.
Following the segmented regression approach outlined in Chapter 2, all models include
five sets of terms: 1) time, a count indicator of the months elapsed from the start of the series
under analysis, which controls for overall trends in the outcome; 2) dichotomous intervention
variables (Outstanding Indictment in Models 1-2 and Executed Indictment in Models 3-4) coded
0 for months before the intervention under analysis and 1 for all subsequent months; the
coefficient on this variable indicates any effects of the intervention on the average level of the
outcome variable and effectively captures the immediate or short-term impact of the
intervention; 3) counter intervention variables (Time_Outstanding Indictment in Models 1-2 and
Time_Executed Indictment in Models 3-4) coded 0 for months before the intervention and 1, 2,
3, …. for all subsequent months; this variable captures any effects of the intervention on the
slope of the outcome variable and effectively captures the long-term impact of the intervention;

I do not estimate separate models or examine the marginal effects of situation-level actions
because the preliminary examination was active for only one month during which CNDP/M23 was
militarily active (May 2004) before the opening of the formal investigation in June 2004; the formal
investigation was therefore a “constant” for all but one month from the beginning of CNDP/M23’s
operations through the first individual-level action targeting a member of this group, the publication of the
outstanding indictment for Bosco Ntaganda in April 2008.
46
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4) Battle Events, the log count of battle events involving the CNDP/M23, to control for overall
conflict intensity; and 5) monthly dummies to capture monthly variation in patterns of violence
independent of ICC action or other interventions.
As a robustness check, I estimate two models in each set. The first model in each set
(Models 1 and 3) treats the count of incidents of apparently intentional violence against
civilians attributable to CNDP/M23 as the dependent variable. Because this variable is an overdispersed count, I employ negative binomial regression. The second model in each set (Models
2 and 4) treats the log count of incidents of apparently intentional violence against civilians as
the outcome variable. I estimate these models via ordinary least squares (OLS) using a PraisWinsten correction for serial correlation.
The next two sections of this chapter discuss the results of these models, focusing
respectively on the apparent effects of the outstanding indictment for Ntaganda and the
execution of this indictment. For each action, I employ the interrupted time series results
reported in Table 3.1 to specify priors concerning the applicability of the legal optimist and
pessimist hypotheses to the respective ICC action. I then use the process tracing techniques
introduced in Chapter II to evaluate and update these priors.
3

Outstanding Indictment (Bosco Ntaganda)
On April 28, 2008, ICC Pre-Trial Chamber I unsealed an arrest warrant for Bosco

Ntaganda, at the time chief of staff and Laurent Nkunda’s deputy as commander of CNDP. This
warrant, which had originally been issued under seal on August 22, 2006, charged Ntaganda with
three counts of war crimes relating to the conscription of child soldiers as a commander in the
Ituri-based UPC. Because Ntaganda was at large at the time, I classify this action as an
outstanding indictment from the date the warrant was unsealed. The indictment remained
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outstanding until March 22, 2013, when Ntaganda was transferred to the ICC’s custody after
voluntarily surrendering four days previously at the American embassy in Kigali, Rwanda.
Models 1 and 2 both indicate a statistically insignificant relationship between the
dichotomous intervention variable, Outstanding Indictment, and violence against civilians, but
a positive, statistically significant association between the counter intervention variable,
Time_Outstanding Indictment, and violence against civilians. These findings suggest the
publication of the indictment had negligible short-term effects, but that the indictment was also
associated with increased violence against civilians over the long run through February 2013,
the last month before the indictment was executed.
The apparently differential effects of the Ntaganda indictment over time—negligible in
the short term but associated with increased violence against civilians over the long run—raise
an obvious question: when and why did the indictment begin to generate perverse effects? To
address this question, I begin by re-examining the temporal patterns of violence against civilians
illustrated in Figure 1. This figure indicates a sharp spike in violence against civilians after
March 2012, which continued through roughly March 2013 before returning to levels
approximately similar to months before the spike; this suggests March 2012 as a plausible
starting point for the long run when the indictment apparently began to have perverse effects. As
noted previously, March 2012 also marked a significant event for the ICC in DRC, as the Court
announced its first verdict in this situation (and in its brief history) on March 14, 2012: the
conviction of Thomas Lubanga of the UPC on charges of conscripting child soldiers.47 Although
this verdict did not involve a member of CNDP, it was directly relevant to Ntaganda, who was

International Criminal Court: Trial Chamber I, Situation in the Democratic Republic of the
Congo in the Case of The Prosecutor v. Thomas Lubanga Dyilo: Judgment pursuant to Article 74 of the
Statute, ICC Document ICC-01/04-01/06-2842 (March 14, 2012).
47
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formerly Lubanga’s deputy in the UPC and was facing identical charges.48 This suggests an
interaction with the Lubanga verdict in March 2012 as a possible explanation for the apparent
long run increase in violence against civilians associated with the outstanding indictment for
Ntaganda.
To evaluate this inference, I estimated a separate set of interrupted time series models
using data from April 2008, when the indictment for Ntaganda was unsealed, through February
2013, the month before he voluntarily surrendered to the ICC. This time period allows
comparison of violence against civilians before and after the issuance of the Lubanga verdict in
March 2012 without any confounding effects of situation-level action before the publication of
the indictment. If the verdict contributed to the apparent long-term increase in violence against
civilians in interaction with the outstanding indictment for Ntaganda, then it should be associated
with significantly higher levels of violence against civilians. The intervention variables in these
models are as follows: Lubanga Verdict, a dichotomous variable coded 1 for all months from
March 2012 through February 2013 and 0 otherwise, and Time_Lubanga Verdict, a count
indicator coded 0 for all months preceding March 2012 and 1, 2, 3…n from March 2012 through
February 2013. Following the approach outlined in Chapter 2, I estimate two models: Model 5,
which treats the count of incidents of violence against civilians attributable to the CNDP/M23 as
the dependent variable and employs a negative binomial estimator, and Model 6, which treats the
log count of the incidence of violence against civilians as the outcome and uses an OLS PraisWinsten estimator. As for all interrupted time series models reported in this dissertation, monthly
fixed effects are included. Table 3.2 reports the results of these models.

Ibid., Situation in the Democratic Republic of Congo in the Case of The Prosecutor v. Bosco
Ntaganda: Warrant of Arrest, ICC Document ICC-01/04-02/06 (August 7, 2006).
48
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Table 3.2: CNDP/M23: Interrupted Time Series Analysis, April 2008-February 2013
Model
5
6
Violence vs. civilians (count)
Violence vs. civilians (log)
Outcome
Negative binomial
Prais-Winsten
Estimator
Apr. 2008-Feb. 2013
Sample
Time

-.127
(.057)**

-.001
(.007)

Lubanga Verdict

6.497
(2.497)**

.297
(.537)

Time_Lubanga Verdict

.243
(.145)*

.111
(.058)*

Battle Events

.296
(.192)

.274
(.097)***

-39.067
Log Likelihood
.500
P(alpha=0)
--P>F
.49
(Pseudo) R-squared
N
Significance levels: *: p<.10; **: p<.05; ***: p<.01

----.000
.57
59

Both models reported in Table 3.2 indicate a positive, statistically significant relationship
between the dichotomous intervention indicator, Lubanga Verdict, and violence against civilians,
suggesting the Lubanga verdict was associated with a significant increase in violence against
civilians by the CNDP/M23 in the short run. Both models also indicate a positive relationship
between the count intervention indicator, Time_Lubanga Verdict, and violence against civilians;
however, this relationship is statistically insignificant in Model 4, which treats the count of
incidents of violence against civilians as the dependent variable and employs a negative binomial
estimator, but significant in Model 6.
These results suggest the Lubanga verdict was associated with increased violence against
civilians by the CNDP/M23, although the short-term and long-term effects are somewhat
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ambiguous. However, I focus principally on Model 6 because the likelihood ratio test for Model
5, reported as P(alpha=0), is statistically insignificant, suggesting that this model fails to conform
to the underlying assumptions required for consistent, reliable negative binomial estimates, likely
because of the relatively small sample; accordingly, it may be inferred from Model 5 that the
Lubanga verdict was associated with both short run and long run increases in apparently
intentional violence against civilians attributable to the CNDP/M23.
Collectively, these findings provide scope for forming two priors concerning the
applicability of the legal optimist and legal pessimist hypotheses (and corresponding
mechanisms) with respect to the outstanding indictment for Bosco Ntaganda:
Prior 1: The publication of the outstanding indictment initially failed to trigger legal optimist
or legal pessimist mechanisms.
Prior 2: The outstanding indictment for Ntaganda triggered the operation of legal pessimist
mechanisms over the long run in interaction with the conviction of Thomas Lubanga in March
2012.
To evaluate these priors, I employ qualitative process analysis as described in Chapter
II. Consistent with these priors, this analysis indicates the publication of the outstanding
indictment for Ntaganda initially failed to trigger either legal optimist or legal pessimist
mechanisms, but the interaction between the outstanding indictment and the Lubanga verdict
triggered the escalation mechanism, resulting in increased violence against civilians over the
long run following the legal pessimist hypothesis. The remainder of this section analyzes
relevant short-term and long-term mechanisms in turn; because there is sufficient evidence
indicating the operation of escalation over the long-term, I do not discuss other possible longterm mechanisms.
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Short-Term: Cost-Benefit Mechanisms
The first individually necessary condition for cost-benefit mechanisms is awareness of
the relevant ICC action among group members, and there is sufficient evidence to infer that highranking officers in CNDP, likely including Ntaganda himself, became aware of the ICC
indictment soon after (and perhaps before) it was publicized. First, the unsealing of the
indictment received extensive media coverage in DRC, including on the UN-run Radio Okapi
and by local media active in North Kivu, where the CNDP was based.49 While this does not
definitively confirm that high-ranking members of the CNDP were aware of the indictment, it
does suggest they had immediate access to information about the indictment. More definitively,
a high-ranking CNDP officer, Major Séraphin Mirindi, issued a public statement concerning the
indictment for Ntaganda to Radio Okapi on May 9, 2008,50 and former high-ranking CNDP
commanders whom I interviewed reported they had frequently discussed the ICC indictment for

The Montreal Institute for Genocide and Human Rights Studies’ Media Monitoring Project
began compiling summaries of local news reports (including radio and television broadcasts and
newspapers) in July 2008, three months after the publication of the outstanding indictment for Ntagnda;
as such it was not possible to consult this source to determine the extent of media coverage of the arrest
warrant, nor was it possible to obtain radio recordings or transcripts of broadcasts covering the arrest
warrant for Ntaganda, or to review local newspaper archives (such as they exist). However, a search of
the Radio Okapi website indicates that the arrest warrant was extensively covered by this organization
online, which suggests that it was also featured on the radio. This is significant because Radio Okapi’s
coverage is effectively national, meaning that it is highly unlikely that Ntaganda and other CNDP
commanders were not aware of the arrest warrant. For examples of Radio Okapi’s online coverage of the
arrest warrant shortly after its issuance, see Radio Okapi, “Mandat d’arrêt contre Bosco Ntaganda, le
Pareco appuie la decision de la CPI” (April 30, 2008), http://radiookapi.net/sans-categorie/2008/04/03/
mandate-d%E2$80%90arret-contre-bosco-ntaganda-le-pareco-appuie-la-decision-de-la-cpi/, last accessed
March 5, 2015, and Radio Okapi, “CPI: dossier Bosco Ntaganda, Le CNDP pose deux conditions” (May
9, 2008), www.radiookapi.net/sanscategorie/2008/05/09/cpi-dossier -bosco-ntanganda-le-cndp-posedeux-conditions/#more-13512, last accessed February 21, 2015. Local media members active in North
Kivu also indicated they had covered the Ntaganda arrest warrant, e.g. local media interviewee #1, North
Kivu, May 2013; local media interviewee #2, North Kivu, May 2013; local media interviewee #3, North
Kivu, May 2013.
49

50

Radio Okapi, “CPI: dossier Bosco Ntaganda.”
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Ntaganda among themselves after it was made public.51 Furthermore, the OTP indicated in its
submission to unseal the arrest warrant for Ntaganda in February 2008 that there were “reasons
to believe” that Ntaganda “may have become aware of the existence of the arrest warrant against
him” even before it was formally unsealed (although these “reasons” were not specified in the
Prosecutor’s submission).52 This evidence indicates that, at minimum, high-ranking officers of
the CNDP were aware of the indictment before or immediately after its publication, fulfilling the
first necessary condition for the operation of cost-benefit mechanisms.
While there is evidence indicating that high-ranking officers in the CNDP were aware of
the indictment for Ntaganda, further evidence indicates that the indictment failed to generate a
perceived increase in the probability of future legal sanctions, the second individually necessary
condition for the operation of cost-benefit mechanisms. Objectively, there was little reason for
Ntaganda or other members of the CNDP to fear arrest or other legal sanctions after the
announcement of the indictment, at least initially. By the end of 2006, well before the indictment
was unsealed, the CNDP had secured control over large swaths of territory in eastern DRC from
which it effectively excluded government military or police forces, thereby providing a safe
haven for Ntaganda.53 Furthermore, the only other force potentially strong enough to arrest
Ntaganda, the UN peacekeeping operation, repeatedly proved unwilling to conduct the type of

Ex-CNDP/M23 interviewee #6, North Kivu, January 2014; ex-CNDP/M23 interviewee #9,
North Kivu, February 2014; ex-CNDP/M23 interviewee #32, North Kivu, July 2014.
51

The Prosecutor’s application to unseal the arrest warrant for Ntaganda is not publicly available,
but it is referenced in International Criminal Court: Pre-Trial Chamber I, Situation in the Democratic
Republic of Congo in the Case of The Prosecutor v. Bosco Ntaganda: Decision to Unseal the Warrant of
Arrest Against Bosco Ntaganda, International Criminal Court Document ICC-01/04-02/06-18 (April 28,
2008), 4.
52

53

Stearns, From CNDP to M23, 4.
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robust military operations that would have been necessary to secure Ntaganda’s arrest.54 The
CNDP’s position was further strengthened when it defeated the government offensive launched
in August 2008 and achieved a series of significant victories in October and November 2008 that
left it only 13 km from Goma.55
Ntaganda’s personal position was subsequently strengthened when, with the cooperation
of the Rwandan government, he ousted Nkunda as leader of CNDP and agreed to a deal
providing for the re-integration of CNDP into the FARDC, his appointment as a general, and
joint military operations aimed at eliminating the FDLR; significantly, the Congolese
government also informally agreed it would not execute the ICC arrest warrant for Ntaganda as
part of this deal.56 Particularly after his integration into the FARDC, Ntaganda certainly acted as
if he did not fear arrest, repeatedly appearing in public and frequenting popular locations in
Goma, including Le Chalet restaurant on the shores of Lake Kivu and the tennis courts at Hotel
Karibu.57 Furthermore, former CNDP officers whom I interviewed suggested that Ntaganda was
largely unconcerned that he would be arrested and sent to the ICC, both before and after his
integration into the FARDC. One former high-ranking CNDP officer who later joined M23 was
emphatic when I asked if Ntaganda feared arrest by the ICC after the indictment was made

For a related critique of the UN peacekeeping operation in DRC, see Human Rights Watch,
Killings in Kiwanja: The UN’s Inability to Protect Civilians (New York, USA: December 2008), 22-27.
54
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International Crisis Group, Congo: Five Priorities, 3.

56

Ibid., 7-8.

Mac McClelland, “I Can Find an Indicted Warlord. So Why Isn’t He in The Hague?” Mother
Jones (September/October 2011), www.motherjones.com/politics/2011/09/bosco-ntaganda-congowarlord, last accessed March 8, 2015; David Smith, “Congo conflict: ‘The Terminator’ lives in luxury
while peacekeepers look on,” The Guardian (February 5, 2010).
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public: “No, no, no, Bosco Ntaganda did not fear the ICC; who was there to arrest him? No
one.”58 Another former CNDP officer was less emphatic but made the same point:
In his heart, of course, Bosco Ntaganda did not want to be arrested. No man wants to be
arrested, because to be arrested means you lose everything. But Bosco Ntaganda, he did
not have fear of the ICC. There was no one who could make him have fear, because there
no one had the strength to arrest him.”59
Collectively, this evidence indicates that the publication of the outstanding arrest warrant
for Ntaganda initially failed to generate an increase in the perceived probability of future legal
sanctions by Ntaganda and other group members, thereby ruling out cost-benefit mechanisms in
the short term.
Short-Term: Capacity Mechanisms
The first individually necessary condition for capacity mechanisms is either 1) the
removal (through detention or flight) of members, typically leaders, of the belligerent
organization in response to or anticipation of ICC action or 2) awareness of the ICC action
among group members. The publication of the outstanding indictment for Ntaganda did not, at
least initially, result in his detention or flight, so awareness of the ICC action among group
members is, in this case, the first individually necessary condition for the operation of capacity
mechanisms.
As noted above, there is sufficient evidence indicating that senior members of the CNDP
were aware of the indictment for Ntaganda relatively soon after it was made public. However,
there is some evidence suggesting that rank-and-file CNDP soldiers were not initially aware of
the publication of the indictment, thereby attenuating any possible effects on in-group morale or
support for Ntaganda or the organization more generally in the short term. Multiple senior-level
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Ex-CNDP/M23 interviewee #3, North Kivu, January 2014.

59

Ex-CNDP/M23 interviewee #9, North Kivu, February 2014.
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and mid-ranking former CNDP/M23 officers whom I interviewed indicated that lower-ranking
soldiers were purposefully not provided with information about the ICC, particularly the
indictment against Ntaganda, because it was feared this would undermine morale, prompt largescale defections, or that soldiers who knew about the indictment would be less willing to carry
out any orders that might give rise to criminal responsibility.60
This did not completely prevent rank-and-file members of CNDP from learning about the
ICC or the indictment against Ntaganda; several lower-ranking soldiers interviewed for this
project indicated that they joined (or were forced to join) CNDP after the publication of the
indictment for Ntaganda and were thus already aware of it, and others learned of the warrant
through media or by word-of-mouth from other sources while they were members of the
CNDP.61 Nonetheless, multiple former members of the CNDP (generally junior or noncommissioned officers) indicated they were unaware or only vaguely aware of the ICC and the
indictment for Ntaganda until after they were integrated into the Congolese army, which did not
occur until 2009.62 Insofar as lower-ranking members of the CNDP (or other potential and actual
supporters) were initially kept unaware of the indictment for Ntaganda, any effects of the
indictment on in-group morale or support for the organization would have been limited.
While some rank-and-file members of CNDP were initially unaware of the indictment
after it was unsealed, high-ranking officers, including Ntaganda, clearly had knowledge of the
indictment soon after (and probably before) it was made public, as discussed above.

For example, ex-CNDP/M23 interviewee #9, North Kivu, February 2014; ex-CNDP/M23
interviewee #27, North Kivu, February 2014; ex-CNDP/M23 interviewee #32, North Kivu, July 2014.
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Ex-CNDP/M23 interviewee #12, North Kivu, February 2014; ex-CNDP/M23 interviewee #15,
North Kivu, February 2014; ex-CNDP/M23 interviewee #31, North Kivu, July 2014; inter alia.
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Ex-CNDP/M23 interviewee #13, North Kivu, February 2014; ex-CNDP/M23 interviewee #22,
North Kivu, February 2014; ex-CNDP/M23 interviewee #29, North Kivu, July 2014.
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Furthermore, while I was unable to conduct interviews with the CNDP’s primary external
supporters (principally the government of Rwanda) to confirm when they were aware of the ICC
indictment for Ntaganda, there is strong circumstantial evidence indicating that the Rwandan
government—and other actual or possible supporters of the CNDP—had access to information
about the indictment and were likely aware of it soon after (and potentially before) the
indictment was made public.
First, the unsealing of the indictment received extensive coverage in the international and
regional press, suggesting that information about the indictment was readily available.63 Second,
the publication of the indictment was noted in the UN Group of Experts’ 2008 report, to which
the Rwandan government had access and later issued a reply.64 Furthermore, the Rwandan
government was intensively involved in the negotiations that led to the integration of CNDP into
the Congolese army in January 2009 and the DRC government’s informal agreement to refrain
from arresting Ntaganda, suggesting that Kigali was privy to information about the indictment.65
Fourth, given the close connections between the Rwandan government and CNDP documented
by the UN Group of Experts,66 it seems likely that if Ntaganda and other high-ranking CNDP

As in the case of Radio Okapi, I was not able to access original television or radio reports from
international and regional sources concerning the publication of the indictment for Ntaganda; however, a
search of the websites of several such sources indicates that the indictment received coverage, suggesting
that officials in the Rwandan government had access to information about the indictment. See, for
example, the BBC’s coverage at, BBC News “ICC seeks DR Congo’s ‘Terminator’” (April 29, 2008),
news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/7372940.stm, last accessed December 30, 2014.
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United Nations Group of Experts for DRC, Interim report of the Group of Experts on the DRC
submitted in accordance with paragraph 18(d) of Security Council resolution 1807 (2008), United
Nations Document S/2008/772 (December 12, 2008), paragraph 99.
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International Crisis Group, Congo: Five Priorities, 7-13.

United Nations Group of Experts for DRC, Final report of the Group of Experts on the DRC
submitted in accordance with paragraph 18(d) of Security Council resolution 1807 (2008), United
Nations Document S/2008/773 (December 12, 2008), paragraphs 61-68.
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officers were aware of the indictment immediately after its publication, and perhaps before, then
officials of the Rwandan government involved in providing support for the CNDP were also
aware of the indictment. This inference cannot be definitively confirmed with available evidence,
but in combination with other circumstantial evidence indicating that officials of the Rwandan
government—and likely other external supporters of the CNDP—had access to information
about the indictment, it is reasonable to conclude that external supporters were aware of the
publication of the indictment, fulfilling the first individually necessary criterion for capacity
mechanisms with respect to external supporters.
Although high-ranking CNDP officers, at least some (though not all) rank-and-file
members, and very likely the CNDP’s principal external supporter—the government of
Rwanda—were aware of the publication of the indictment for Ntaganda, there is little evidence
for the second necessary condition required for 1) incapacitation, i.e. members exhibited lower
morale and/or commitment to the group and/or external actors reduced or refrained from
initiating material or financial support; or for 2) empowerment, i.e. members of the group
demonstrated higher morale or commitment to the group and/or external actors initiated or
increased material support for the organization. When I asked former CNDP officers who were
initially aware of the indictment for Ntaganda whether it had affected morale and/or combat
effectiveness, most indicated that it had not; one officer, for instance, explicitly stated that, “It
was no problem for us to hear that they [the ICC] wanted to arrest our chief of staff
[Ntaganda].”67 Furthermore, there were no reported large-scale defections from the CNDP
following the announcement of the indictment for Ntaganda;68 while it is not possible to rule out
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Ex-CNDP/M23 interviewee #6, North Kivu, January 2014.

The United Nations Group of Experts for DRC reported CNDP’s strength as between 4,000 and
7,000 as of December 12, 2008, identical to its estimate as of February 13, 2008 before the publication of
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that some members defected in response to the indictment, it does not appear any such defections
were significant enough to substantially affect the organization’s capacity to conduct military
operations and/or perpetrate atrocities. Furthermore, with respect to external supporters, reports
of the UN Group of Experts indicate that CNDP continued to benefit from support from the
Rwandan government even after the issuance of the indictment for Ntaganda, and in any case,
Ntaganda’s control over lucrative mining operations and farms in North and South Kivu should
have provided a measure of insulation from any reductions in support by third-party actors
resulting from the ICC indictment.69 Finally, CNDP enjoyed some of its most significant
military successes from August through December 2008, several months after the issuance of the
indictment, when it defeated an offensive launched by the Congolese government and threatened
to take Goma;70 this, of course, does not definitively confirm that the indictment did not
negatively (or positively, for that matter) affect the group’s capacity, but at the very least, it
suggests that the CNDP was able to overcome any deleterious effects of the publication of the
indictment. Collectively, these factors suggest that the publication of the indictment for Ntaganda
failed to trigger the operation of capacity-based mechanisms, at least in the short term.

the indictment; see United Nations Group of Experts for DRC, S/2008/773, paragraph 20, for the
December 2008 estimate, and United Nations Group of Experts for DRC, Report of the Group of Experts
submitted pursuant to resolution 1771 (2007), United Nations Document S/2008/43 (February 13, 2008),
paragraph 53.
United Nations Group of Experts for DRC, S/2008/773, paragraphs 61-68; United Nations
Group of Experts for DRC, Final report of the Group of Experts on the DRC submitted in accordance
with paragraph 5 of Security Council resolution 1952 (2010), United Nations Document S/2001/738
(December 2, 2011), paragraphs 597-627.
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Stearns, From CNDP to M23, 32-34.
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Short-Term: Social Mechanisms
The first individually necessary condition for the operation of both legal optimist and
pessimist social mechanisms is awareness of the relevant ICC action among group members. As
discussed previously with respect to cost-benefit and capacity mechanisms, there is sufficient
evidence indicating that high-ranking officers of the CNDP, likely including Ntaganda himself,
were aware of the indictment soon after, and possibly before, it was made public. There was
consequently scope for the operation of social mechanisms with respect to high-ranking officers
in the CNDP following the publication of the Ntaganda indictment; however, as also noted
previously, at least some rank-and-file members of the CNDP were not initially aware of the
indictment, potentially limiting any social effects.
After awareness of the relevant legal action, the second individually necessary condition
for the legal optimist social mechanism, socialization, is that members of the organization
perceived the relevant ICC action, the ICC, and/or international anti-atrocity norms as legitimate;
similarly, for backlash, the legal pessimist parallel of socialization, the second individually
necessary condition is that group members perceived the ICC action, the Court, or anti-atrocity
norms as illegitimate. There is mixed evidence concerning the immediate reactions of CNDP
members who were aware of the publication of the indictment for Ntaganda. On the one hand,
CNDP Major Séraphin Mirindi’s statement to Radio Okapi on May 9, 2008 expressed
willingness to cooperate with the ICC in conducting “un enquête sérieuse (a serious
investigation)” of the accusations against Ntaganda, specifically his alleged participation in
massacres and conscription of children.71 This suggests, at least superficially, that high-ranking
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members of the CNDP did not view the indictment, the Court, and/or relevant anti-atrocity
norms as prima facie illegitimate. However, Ntaganda and the CNDP arguably had strong
incentives to feign willingness to cooperate with the ICC after the announcement of the
indictment, e.g. to stall the legal process or to convince the ICC to drop the charges against
Ntaganda. Furthermore, in the same statement expressing the CNDP’s willingness to cooperate
with the ICC, Mirindi called into question the ICC’s impartiality in targeting Ntaganda and
criticized the Court for not indicting former rebel leaders integrated into the government,
specifically naming Floribert Kisembo Bahemuka, the leader of a breakaway faction of the UPC
(Ntaganda’s former organization) who was implicated by Human Rights Watch in grave human
rights violations but subsequently integrated into the FARDC.72 Mirindi also questioned the
evidence supporting the allegations against Ntaganda and implied that the Court had rushed to
judgment without sufficient proof:
On ne doit pas prendre des allégations et les mettre sur la tête de quelqu’un et qu’on
nous dise de céder….Donc, s’il y a des allégations aussi graves, sur les massacres, ou le
ré enrôlement des enfants, nous devons avoir des preuves.73
Reflecting Mirindi’s statement, multiple former CNDP/M23 officers whom I interviewed also
questioned the ICC’s impartiality; for example, when I asked one former CNDP officer about
her/his overall opinions of the Court and its impact in DRC, s/he began by stating:
Why is it that the ICC decided Bosco Ntaganda should be arrested but they do not say
Kabila or some others in the FARDC should be arrested? It is known by many that they
have committed many very serious crimes, yet the ICC does nothing. It is because we
know that the ICC is only political.74
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Beyond the specific case of Ntaganda, other former CNDP/M23 officers reported they
had come to view the ICC as illegitimate because it had only targeted Africans for prosecution.
For instance, when I asked one former officer how her/his perceptions of the ICC had evolved
over time, s/he said:
At first, when I learned about the ICC, I thought it would be good because it would arrest
those who commit crimes. But then I see that it only arrests Africans, like some here
in Congo or the Presidents of Sudan, or Kenya, or Côte d’Ivoire, even though there are
very many from Europe and America who make crimes, like your President Bush who
made many, many crimes in Iraq—but the ICC does not say he should be arrested? Why
is that? It is because it only for those who are powerless, not for those who have the
power.75
While the perception of the ICC as biased against Africa was widespread among former
CNDP/M23 officers whom I interviewed, it was not possible to determine the precise extent to
which this perception was based on the Ntaganda indictment or other ICC actions (and inactions)
in DRC and elsewhere. In all likelihood, some combination of these ICC actions and inactions
contributed to this perception, although I suspect that other actions recently in the news, as well
as popular rhetoric about the ICC’s alleged bias against Africa, strongly influenced the responses
I received. For instance, during my third round of fieldwork from July-August 2014, several
former CNDP/M23 members referenced the ICC case against the former president of Côte
d’Ivoire, Laurent Gbagbo, as an example of the ICC’s alleged bias against Africa; this case was
likely salient for interviewees at this time because the announcement of the confirmation of
charges against Gbagbo on June 12, 2014, had received extensive international and regional
media coverage.76 Finally, notwithstanding Mirindi’s initial pledge to cooperate with the ICC in
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May 2008, there were no subsequent reports by media outlets, the UN Group of Experts, or other
reliable sources indicating that CNDP cooperated with the ICC investigation in DRC or the
Ntaganda case; while the absence of such reports does not definitively confirm that CNDP did
not follow through on its offer to cooperate with the Court, it does—along with statements
suggesting that CNDP officers viewed the Court as biased against their organization and African
leaders more generally—suggest that Mirindi’s pledge to cooperate was “cheap talk.”
While there is evidence suggesting that some members of the CNDP perceived the
indictment of Ntaganda as illegitimate (or perhaps legitimate if Mirindi’s pledge to cooperate
with the ICC is taken at face value), it does not appear these perceptions of the indictment or the
Court altered fundamental understandings of the appropriateness of atrocities among CNDP
members, the third necessary condition for social mechanisms. Multiple former CNDP/M23
officers indicated they had received training about the laws of war and the criminality of
atrocities while with various armed groups (including the FAC, RPA, and RPF) before the
establishment of the ICC and/or joining CNDP. Given the relatively poor human rights record of
these organizations,77 it is questionable whether combatants internalized this training, but this
indicates that at least some members of the CNDP were aware of the criminal status of atrocities
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before the publication of the indictment for Ntaganda; while this does not rule out the possibility
that the indictment reinforced or altered these understandings, it does suggest that the indictment
was not the initial source of these understandings for at least some members of the CNDP. More
definitively, multiple former CNDP/M23 officers suggested they understood atrocities to be
appropriate behavior when ordered by commanders. For instance, when I asked one former midranking CNDP officer why the organization had continued committing atrocities even after
learning about the ICC and the indictment for Ntaganda, s/he responded:
My job as a soldier is to do what I am ordered to do by my chief, just as the job of those
under me is to do what I order. Therefore, if I am told to kill, I kill; if I am told to rape, I
rape; if I am ordered to pillage, I pillage. If my chief orders me to kill, or to rape, or to
pillage, it must not be a crime, even if the ICC says it is, but it would be a crime for me to
not obey my chief.78
In addition to similar versions of the superior orders defense justifying atrocities if
ordered by commanders, other respondents suggested that committing atrocities was
fundamental to their identity as soldiers or rebels. For example, in response to the same question
as above—why the organization continued committing atrocities even after learning about the
ICC indictment for Ntaganda—a former junior officer in CNDP indicated: “The ICC, it does not
matter for us because we are rebels. We pillage, we loot, we rape and we kill because we are
rebels. The ICC, it cannot change that about us.”79
The repeated invocation of superior orders and apparent understanding of atrocities as a
fundamental part of individual identity as rebels by multiple respondents suggests that the
indictment of Ntaganda (and other ICC action, for that matter) failed to persuade CNDP
members that atrocities were unjustified or inappropriate. At the same time, I found no evidence
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indicating that the announcement of the indictment caused CNDP members to understand
atrocities as justified or appropriate; while the absence of such evidence cannot definitively
confirm that the indictment or other ICC action did not shape these understandings, their
sources—the logic of the military chain of command and soldierly identity—are seemingly
unrelated to the indictment. It is therefore reasonable to conclude that the third individually
necessary condition for the operation of social mechanisms—altered understandings of the
appropriateness of atrocities—failed to obtain with respect to the publication of the ICC
indictment for Ntaganda, at least in the short term.
Long-Term: Escalation
While the previous analysis indicates that the publication of the outstanding indictment
for Ntaganda did not initially trigger relevant legal optimist or pessimist mechanisms, there is
sufficient evidence that indictment triggered the escalation mechanism over the long run in
interaction with the conviction of Thomas Lubanga, leading to increased violence against
civilians consistent with the legal pessimist hypothesis.
The verdict in the Lubanga case was announced on March 14, 2012, and received
extensive coverage in DRC by international, national, and local media.80 This suggests that
Ntaganda and former CNDP commanders, who were then formally integrated into the FARDC

As with the Ntaganda arrest warrant, it was not possible to obtain radio recordings or transcripts
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under the terms of the March 23 peace agreement, had ready access to information about the
verdict. Furthermore, my interviews with former CNDP/M23 officers similarly indicate that
members of the CNDP were well aware of the verdict shortly after it was issued.81 There is
consequently sufficient evidence that members of the group were aware of the Lubanga verdict,
fulfilling the first individually necessary condition for escalation.
There is also sufficient evidence for the second condition for escalation with respect to
the Lubanga verdict in interaction with the outstanding indictment for Ntaganda: fear of future
legal sanctions resulting from the relevant legal action(s). Specifically, the Lubanga verdict
triggered a series of events that caused Ntaganda to fear the Congolese government or other
actors would attempt to execute the outstanding ICC indictment for him. First, the Lubanga
verdict focused greater international attention on the role of the ICC in DRC and led to renewed
calls for Ntaganda’s arrest.82 For example, in a public statement issued two days after the verdict
and widely reported in DRC, the Prosecutor demanded Ntaganda’s immediate arrest and transfer
to the ICC.83 Similarly, Human Rights Watch issued a statement on the day of the verdict in
which it emphasized “the need to urgently arrest Lubanga’s co-accused, Bosco Ntaganda,”84 and
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on April 6, the US Ambassador to DRC, James Entwistle, issued a similar statement calling for
Ntaganda’s immediate arrest.85
The US Ambassador’s statement was part of a broader campaign by international donors
to pressure Kabila into arresting Ntaganda; this campaign was initiated after the November 2011
presidential elections but intensified after the Lubanga verdict.86 At the same time, Kabila was
apparently making plans to arrange for Ntaganda’s removal, possibly by arresting and
transferring him to the Court,87 and rumors (in retrospect, probably unfounded) reportedly
circulated around Goma that the UN peacekeeping operation, MONUSCO, was preparing an
operation to arrest Ntaganda.88 Ntaganda therefore had strong objective reasons to perceive an
increased probability of arrest after the Lubanga verdict. Furthermore, a collection of
organizations claiming to represent “the Congolese Tutsi community” issued a statement on
March 15, 2012, calling for the Congolese government and UN to refrain from arresting
Ntaganda and specifically citing the renewed demands for his arrest after the Lubanga verdict;
while this does not definitively confirm that Ntaganda feared arrest after the Lubanga verdict, it
does suggest that members of Ntaganda’s own Tutsi community perceived an increased
probability of arrest for him.89 Finally, while I was not able to interview Ntaganda himself
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(because he was detained at the ICC) to confirm his reaction to the Lubanga verdict, I was able
to interview several former CNDP/M23 members who claimed to be his close associates;
consistent with the above evidence, these interviewees indicated that Ntaganda became
increasingly concerned that he would be arrested after the announcement of the Lubanga verdict
and the subsequent demands for his arrest.90
There is also sufficient evidence for the third and fourth individually necessary conditions
for the escalation mechanism. First, former CNDP members integrated into the FARDC, likely
including Ntaganda himself, believed violence and atrocities might reduce the probability of
facing future legal sanctions or otherwise improve their bargaining position after the
announcement of the Lubanga verdict. Second, Ntaganda and other former CNDP members
organized violence—specifically establishing a new rebel movement, M23—which led to an
increase in atrocities. Because these conditions are closely related, I consider them together in
the following discussion.
Lubanga’s conviction and the ensuing demands for Ntaganda’s arrest “triggered
mobilization in earnest” by ex-CNDP officers in the FARDC, who convened a series of secret
meetings in Goma and the neighboring Rwandan border town of Gisenyi in mid-March to
discuss these developments.91 According to three interviewees who claimed to attend these
meetings, Ntaganda actively encouraged a new revolt, appealing to pre-existing grievances
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concerning the implementation of the March 23 peace agreement, which are discussed below in
greater detail.92
After these meetings, there followed a wave of defections from the Congolese army, led
by Ntaganda, although many of the initial defectors returned to the FARDC within several days;
however, Ntaganda fled to his ranch in the Masisi highlands, and there was a further wave of
defections after Kabila visited Goma in early April and announced that the defectors would be
subjected to military justice and not reintegrated into the FARDC.93 These defectors
subsequently joined Ntaganda in Masisi and then moved to Rutshuru territory, where in midApril they proclaimed themselves as M23, formally citing the aforementioned grievances
relating to the Congolese government’s alleged failure to implement the March 23 agreement.94
These grievances, which focused mostly on the government’s plans to break up ex-CNDP
units in the FARDC and deploy former CNDP outside of the Kivus, had been simmering for
some time, and high-ranking former CNDP commanders, including Ntaganda, had apparently
been preparing contingency plans for a new rebellion since at least 2011.95 This seems to suggest
the conviction of Lubanga played a limited or negligible role in motivating Ntaganda’s defection
from the FARDC and the formation of M23. Furthermore, Ntaganda was subsequently sidelined
in the M23 rebellion, at least officially; shortly before the formal announcement of the rebellion,
Ex-CNDP/M23 interviewee #30, July 2014; ex-CNDP/M23 interviewee #32, North Kivu, July
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a group of high-ranking CNDP officers issued a public statement distancing the movement from
Ntaganda,96 and his long-time rival from the CNDP era, Sultani Emmanuel Makenga, soon
emerged as M23’s formal operational commander and “public face.”97 However, independent
reports and interviews with high-ranking ex-CNDP/M23 officers confirm that Ntaganda was a
key instigator of the M23 rebellion,98 and that he remained an important figure in the movement
even after Makenga assumed command; the November 2012 Group of Experts report indicated
that “the de facto chain of command of M23 includes Gen. Bosco Ntaganda,”99 and the July
2013 report concluded that Ntaganda had “clandestinely led the rebellion from a hideout near the
Rwandan border,” playing a central role in recruitment, financing, and managing alliances with
other armed groups.100
In turn, there is sufficient evidence indicating that Ntaganda was motivated to instigate
the M23 rebellion primarily by fear of arrest after the announcement of the Lubanga verdict. The
three aforementioned interviewees who claimed to be Ntaganda’s close associates and reported
having attended the meetings of high-level CNDP commanders after the Lubanga verdict each
indicated that, while Ntaganda strategically appealed to grievances concerning the March 23
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agreement, he was principally motivated by fear of arrest.101 Unfortunately, it was not possible to
independently verify if these sources actually attended these meetings and/or were in fact close
associates of Ntaganda. I therefore emphasize that these sources only claimed to have knowledge
of the discussions at these meetings and Ntaganda’s motives. However, because more than one
source provided similar, independent accounts, and their descriptions are not contradicted by
other published sources,102 I am reasonably confident in accepting these descriptions of the
meetings and Ntaganda’s motives.
Lending further support to these accounts of Ntaganda’s motives, other former
CNDP/M23 reported that Ntaganda was motivated principally by fear of arrest; for example, one
high-ranking ex-CNDP/M23 officer stated:
After Thomas Lubanga was judged, there were many, many people saying that Bosco
should be arrested next; even Kabila, he was saying that Bosco should be arrested. When
Bosco heard all of this, he decided that it was no longer safe for him in the FARDC or in
Goma, so he had to go out ‘into the forest’ and take up arms, so that he could be
protected from arrest.103
Another former officer made a similar point, explicitly suggesting that Ntaganda
instigated a new rebellion to pressure the Congolese government into granting him amnesty,
supporting the inference that Ntaganda perceived violence as a plausible strategy for reducing
the probability of future legal sanctions:
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Amnesty—that was what Bosco wanted when he went out and started M23. He had heard
that he was to be arrested, and so he had to go out to start a new armed group so that
Kabila would give him amnesty and protect him from the ICC.104
In addition to my interviewees, multiple other sources have reported that Ntaganda was
motivated by fears of arrest; for example, based on interviews with ex-CNDP officers, the UN
Group of Experts reported in July 2013 that “Gen. Ntaganda had instigated the mutiny out of fear
of his own arrest.”105 Similarly, the July 2013 Group of Experts report indicated that Ntaganda
had “fear[ed] arrest pursuant to a warrant issued by the International Criminal Court.”106
Echoing this point, an individual member of the Group of Experts, Nelson Alusala, was cited in a
July 2012 media interview as stating that the M23 rebellion “was partly fuelled by the trial and
conviction of Thomas Lubanga by [the] International Criminal Court, and [the] threat by
President Joseph Kabila to arrest Bosco Ntaganda.”107
Therefore, even if defections of other ex-CNDP members were partially, or even
primarily, motivated by grievances relating to the alleged non-implementation of the March 23
agreement, it seems that the conviction of Lubanga and the subsequent demands for Ntaganda’s
arrest contributed to the outbreak of the M23 rebellion. This, in turn, led to an escalation in
atrocities, as M23 was implicated in widespread attacks against civilians, sexual violence, and
looting, inter alia; the precise motives for this violence are not altogether clear, although
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subsequent reports indicate that M23 strategically employed violence against civilians in order to
deter collaboration with the Congolese government in contested areas.108
While there is strong evidence indicating that Ntaganda’s fear of arrest contributed to the
outbreak of the M23 rebellion, I was unable to locate any evidence suggesting that Ntaganda or
other members of M23 ordered subordinates to commit atrocities in direct response to the
Lubanga verdict or the subsequent calls for Ntaganda’s arrest. This suggests that the observed
increase in violence against civilians after the announcement of Lubanga’s conviction was an
indirect result of the verdict and the calls for Ntaganda’s arrest, rather than retaliation for these
actions. Nonetheless, insofar as the increase in violence against civilians was incidental to the
outbreak of the M23 rebellion, then it may be inferred that the Lubanga verdict, in interaction
with the outstanding indictment for Ntaganda and the calls for his arrest after the announcement
of the verdict, contributed indirectly to an escalation in atrocities by triggering the M23 rebellion.
It is of course impossible to assess the counterfactual of whether Ntaganda would have defected
and instigated the M23 rebellion if Lubanga had not been convicted. On the one hand, the
accumulation of grievances and/or another event might have prompted Ntaganda or others to
defect and instigate a new rebellion that resulted in increased atrocities; on the other hand, it is
also possible that without the proximate trigger provided by the Lubanga verdict and the
subsequent pressure for Ntaganda’s arrest, he and other ex-CNDP may have been able to settle
their grievances peacefully and avoid armed conflict. In any case, the evidence presented in this
section suggests that M23 emerged when and how it did—and led to an increase in atrocities—at
least in part because of the Lubanga verdict and the subsequent pressure for Ntaganda’s arrest.
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Inferences
The qualitative analysis presented in this section yields two main findings, both
consistent with the priors derived from interrupted time series estimates of the effect of the
outstanding indictment for Ntaganda. First, consistent with Prior 1, the publication of the
indictment did not initially trigger any relevant legal optimist or pessimist mechanisms,
indicating that the indictment had negligible short-term effects. Second, consistent with Prior
2, the interaction between the outstanding indictment for Ntaganda and the conviction of
Thomas Lubanga Dyilo in March 2012 triggered the escalation mechanism, resulting in
increased violence against civilians following the legal pessimist hypothesis.
4

Executed Indictment (Ntaganda)
The outstanding indictment for Bosco Ntaganda was executed on March 22, 2013, when

he was transferred to the ICC’s custody, four days after he had appeared at the US embassy in
Rwanda and requested transfer to the Court. There were no subsequent individual-level ICC
actions targeting active members of CNDP/M23 during the period covered in this study. I
therefore classify the executed indictment as “active” from March 2013 through the end of the
time series in December 2014.
Both Model 3 and Model 4 in Table 3.1 indicate a statistically insignificant association
between the dichotomous intervention variable, Executed Indictment, and CNDP/M23 violence
against civilians, but a negative, statistically significant relationship between the counter
intervention variable, Time_Executed Indictment, and violence against civilians. These
findings suggest the execution of the indictment initially had negligible effects but was
associated with lower levels of violence against civilians over the long run.
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As in the case of the outstanding indictment, the apparently differential effects of the
intervention raise an obvious question: when and why did the execution of the indictment begin
to generate preventive effects? Figure 3.1 indicates that violence against civilians attributable to
M23 was generally lower after March 2013, but that there was a substantial decrease after
November 2013, with 0 incidents in most months of 2014. Significantly, this decrease coincides
with M23’s military defeat by the FARDC and MONUSCO intervention brigade. This
observation has two implications: first, it suggests November 2013 as a plausible divider
between the “short run” and “long run” effects of the execution of the indictment and, second,
that the apparent long-term preventive effects of the executed indictment may be attributable to
M23’s military defeat. On the one hand, this suggests the statistical relationship between the
executed indictment and long-term violence against civilians is spurious. However, there is
another possibility consistent with the observed patterns of violence, i.e. if the execution of the
indictment contributed to M23’s military defeat in some way, then the executed indictment could
have had indirect preventive effects.
To preliminarily evaluate this possibility, I estimated a separate set of interrupted time
series models using data from April 2012, the month following the last relevant ICC action, the
announcement of the Lubanga verdict, through December 2014, the last month for which data
are available; this period allows for comparison of violence against civilians before and after
November 2013 to determine if the significant long-term effect of the execution of the
indictment can plausibly be attributed to the military defeat of M23. Accordingly, the following
intervention variables are included in these models: M23 Defeat, a dichotomous indicator coded
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Table 3.3: CNDP/M23: Interrupted Time Series Analysis, April 2012-December 2014
Model
7
8
Violence vs. civilians (count)
Violence vs. civilians (log)
Outcome
Negative binomial
Prais-Winsten
Estimator
Apr. 2012-Dec. 2014
Sample
Time

-.072
(.038)

0.045
(.048)

M23 Defeat

-2.858
(1.188)**

-.816
(.848)

Time_M23 Defeat

-.259
(.247)

.0003
(.089)

Battle Events

-.551
(.528)

-.07
(.285)

-50.664
Log likelihood
.044
P(alpha=0)
--P>F
.30
(Pseudo) R-squared
N
Significance levels: *: p<.10; **: p<.05; ***: p<.01

----.302
.53
33

1 for all months from November 2013 onward and 0 otherwise, and Time_M23 Defeat, a count
indicator coded 0 for all months before November 2013 and 1, 2, 3…n for all months from
November 2013 onward; as in all previously reported interrupted time series models, I include
monthly dummy indicators. These models are reported in Table 3.3.
The F-statistic for Model 8, which employs an OLS Prais-Winsten estimator, is
insignificant (as indicated by the statistic P>F). This implies that the model, including the
intervention variables, is an overall poor fit for the data. This is likely attributable to the
relatively small sample size (n=33) and the limited variation in the dependent variable from April
2012 through December 2014, which is further compressed by taking the logarithm of the count
for the OLS Prais-Winsten model. I therefore focus on the negative binomial estimates in Model
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7; this model indicates a negative, statistically significant relationship between the dichotomous
intervention indicator, M23 Defeat, and violence against civilians. This result indicates that
M23’s defeat was associated with lower levels of violence against civilians in the short run. This
model also indicates a negative relationship between the count intervention indicator, Time_M23
Defeat, and violence against civilians, although this is not statistically significant at conventional
levels; this is likely attributable, at least in part, to the relatively small sample size and the short
period (13 months) during which M23’s defeat was “active.”
These findings are consistent with the inference that the long-term preventive effects
associated with the execution of the indictment are attributable to M23’s military defeat. At the
same time, these findings are also consistent with the inference that the execution of the
indictment generated indirect preventive effects by contributing to M23’s military defeat,
although statistical analysis by itself cannot confirm this inference. Interrupted time series
estimates therefore imply two priors concerning the validity of the legal optimist and pessimist
hypotheses with respect to the execution of the indictment for Ntaganda:
Prior 3: The execution of the indictment initially failed to trigger legal optimist or legal
pessimist mechanisms.
Prior 4: The execution of the indictment triggered legal optimist mechanisms that contributed
to the military defeat of M23 and the consequent decrease in violence against civilians over the
long run.
Consistent with Prior 4, I find that Ntaganda’s surrender triggered the incapacitation
mechanism by reducing in-group morale and commitment to the organization and undermining its
military capacity; this contributed directly to M23’s eventual defeat and the consequent decrease
in atrocities. However, I also find evidence suggesting that the execution of the indictment for
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Ntaganda generated incapacitative effects even before M23’s final military defeat in November
2013; in fact, it is likely that the accumulation of the incapacitative effects of the executed
indictment, rather than any discrete event or action, contributed to M23’s defeat. This begs the
question of why interrupted time series analysis indicates that the executed indictment had
negligible short-term effects but was associated with a significant reduction in violence against
civilians over the long run.
There are several possible explanations for the apparently differential effects of the
executed indictment over time. First, as noted previously, Ntaganda had been formally sidelined
after the initial rebellion that led to the formation of M23, with Sultani Emmanuel Makenga
assuming the role of the organization’s formal military commander.109 Accordingly, even after
Ntaganda’s surrender and the subsequent defection of his supporters (discussed in detail below),
M23’s formal military leadership remained mostly intact, potentially mitigating any short-term
incapacitative effects; if anything, the removal of Ntaganda and his supporters might be expected
to have strengthened the organization’s internal cohesion and leadership structures by removing
key rivals to Makenga. This dynamic would suggest that Ntaganda’s surrender did not generate
short-term incapacitative effects because of his marginal role after the initial rebellion and the
resiliency of the group’s internal command structures.
As noted previously, however, Ntaganda remained an important figure within M23 even
after Makenga assumed formal military command, functioning as the organization’s de facto
senior commander.110 This would suggest that Ntaganda’s surrender could have plausibly
triggered incapacitation even in the short run, pointing to the need for alternative explanations
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for the apparently negligible short-term effects suggested by interrupted time series analysis.
One such explanation is the relatively low levels of violence against civilians
immediately before Ntaganda surrendered, which would reduce the scope for identifying any
significant preventive effects using an interrupted time series approach.111 Ntaganda’s surrender
occurred in the context of a lull in fighting after M23 briefly captured and withdrew from Goma
in November 2012, during which M23 and the government engaged in peace negotiations.112 As
Figure 1 illustrates, this lull in fighting was associated with a sharp decrease in violence against
civilians in December 2012, three months before Ntaganda’s surrender (there was a subsequent
spike in January 2013, but violence against civilians did not approach the levels of mid-2012);
this suggests the insignificant short-term effects of Ntaganda’s surrender implied by the
interrupted time series estimates might be attributable to the limited temporal variation in this
outcome over time due to the lull in violence before Ntaganda surrendered, rather than negligible
effects. Because of this possibility, the following discussion will not attempt to differentiate
between the short-term and long-term effects of Ntaganda’s surrender; rather, this analysis will
examine whether and how the executed indictment contributed to the eventual defeat of M23 and
the consequent decrease in violence against civilians.
Incapacitation
Because interrupted time series analysis suggests that apparent preventive effects of the
executed indictment were associated with M23’s military defeat, incapacitation is a logical first
mechanism to examine. As will be recalled, incapacitation may operate through two general
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pathways: 1) the removal of a radical leader and her/his replacement with a more moderate
leader who is less inclined to order or condone atrocities or 2) undermining the capacity of the
organization to conduct military operations and/or commit atrocities. Process tracing analysis
indicates there is sufficient evidence to infer that the executed indictment triggered incapacitation
through the second pathway, i.e. by undermining M23’s military capacity and contributing to its
eventual defeat and lower levels of violence against civilians.
Because the executed indictment removed Ntaganda from the battlefield and a position of
de facto leadership in M23, incapacitation via removal seems plausible at first glance, and there
is some preliminary evidence of this pathway. Most importantly, there were some indications
that Makenga, who emerged as the uncontested leader of M23 after Ntaganda’s surrender, was
somewhat more moderate. Makenga had engaged in peace negotiations with the Congolese
government after M23 withdrew from Goma on December 1, 2012, and he was reportedly on the
verge of accepting a deal providing for the reintegration of M23 combatants into the FARDC
before Ntaganda’s surrender.113 Accordingly, Ntaganda’s surrender briefly generated optimism
about the prospects for peace; Human Rights Watch, for instance, issued a press release
speculating that “Ntaganda’s transfer to the ICC may bring to close a chapter of particularly
horrific abuses by Ntaganda and his troops.”114
It is unclear, however, if Makenga was in fact more moderate than Ntaganda. First,
although he had not been indicted by the ICC, Makenga was reportedly involved in widespread
atrocities as a member of the CNDP and, subsequently, the FARDC; this most notably included
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the massacre of at least 15 civilians at Barumba in North Kivu province in 2007.115 Furthermore,
despite Makenga’s initial willingness to engage in peace talks, M23 representatives walked out
of these negotiations in early April 2013 after the UN Security Council passed Resolution 2098
establishing the FIB, and Makenga reportedly attempted to prepare a new assault on Goma
shortly after Ntaganda’s surrender.116 Finally, under Makenga’s leadership, M23 continued to
commit atrocities, with the apparent goal of deterring collaboration with government forces and
pro-government militia in areas under M23’s control.117 These factors suggest that any
preventive effects of Ntaganda’s surrender likely cannot be attributed to his replacement with a
more moderate leader.
There is, however, sufficient evidence that the execution of the indictment for Ntaganda
triggered the incapacitation mechanism by undermining M23’s military capacity, thereby
contributing to the organization’s eventual defeat and depriving it of the opportunity to
perpetrate atrocities. Since its formation, M23 had been internally divided between factions loyal
to Ntaganda and Makenga; the pro-Ntaganda camp included M23’s political leader, Jean-Marie
Runiga, and its deputy military commander, Baudouin Ngaurye.118 The roots of this division
dated to the CNDP era, as Makenga was closely allied with Laurent Nkunda and had opposed
Ntaganda’s seizure of power in January 2009.119 In February 2013, tensions between Ntaganda’s
supporters (the Kifuafua wing) and Makenga’s camp (the Kimbelemble) erupted into an open
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power struggle following the dismissal of Runiga amidst disagreements over the ongoing peace
negotiations, with Ntaganda’s faction opposing overtures toward the DRC government.120 In the
ensuing internal fighting around Rutshuru, Ntaganda’s supporters were resoundingly defeated,
and Ntaganda, apparently fearing for his life, fled to Kigali, Rwanda, where he appeared at the
US Embassy and asked to be transferred to the ICC to stand trial; the US Embassy promptly
agreed to this request, and on March 22, 2013, Ntaganda was transferred to The Hague, marking
the first time in the Court’s history that an unsealed arrest warrant had been executed.121
Given that Ntaganda’s surrender to the Court resulted directly from internal fighting
within M23, it is reasonable to conclude that members of M23 were aware of this development,
fulfilling the first individually necessary condition for incapacitation by undermining military
capacity. This inference is further supported by a review of international and local media sources
(including the archives of Radio Okapi, which indicate that the executed indictment received
extensive media coverage in DRC), suggesting that members of M23 had access to information
about Ntaganda’s surrender.122 Furthermore, all but one of the 32 former CNDP/M23 members
interviewed for this study claimed they had heard of Ntaganda’s surrender as of 2014, when I
conducted interviews with members of this group. This does not definitively confirm that M23
members were aware of the executed indictment immediately after Ntaganda surrendered;
however, in conjunction with the internal dynamics that led to Ntaganda’s surrender and the
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extensive media coverage, it seems reasonable to infer that awareness of the executed indictment
was widespread among M23 members.
The second sequentially necessary condition for incapacitation is that members of the
group exhibited lower morale and/or commitment to the group as a result of the legal action.
There is sufficient evidence for this condition in the case of the executed indictment. First, there
is evidence indicating that Ntaganda’s surrender led to a significant deterioration of morale
among M23 members, which was exacerbated as military defeats mounted.123 Interviews with
ex-combatants suggest that this deterioration may have stemmed, in part, from fear that
individual members of M23 might be arrested and sent to The Hague as Ntaganda was. For
example, an ex-M23 combatant stated:
When we heard about Bosco Ntaganda being taken to the ICC, many of us lost
confidence in our mission, because it made us see that even our high commanders can be
arrested. So we thought that maybe it will be us next who will be arrested, and so we lost
our confidence and morale.124
Another ex-combatant indicated (perhaps blusteringly) that s/he was not afraid of being
arrested, but learning about Ntaganda’s surrender had undermined her/his confidence in the
M23’s prospects for victory: “When I heard my chief was arrested, I started to ask if it was still
possible for our movement to defeat the FARDC, and whether it was worthwhile for me to stay
and keep on risking my life.”125
In addition to undermining morale, Ntaganda’s surrender led to the defection of three
senior commanders loyal to him—Nguarye, Innocent Zimurinda, and Eric Badege—all of whom
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fled to Rwanda.126 This deprived M23 of three highly experienced military commanders, all of
whom had served in the RPF during the Rwandan civil war and then led units in the RCD-Goma,
CNDP, and FARDC in DRC; while Makenga also had extensive military experience,127 he was
reportedly “visibly unwell during the M23 advance in 2012,”128 and there were “widespread
rumors” of his ill-health by May 2013.129 This suggests that the defection of Ntaganda and his
high-level supporters may have undermined M23’s military capacity by leaving the organization
under the effective control of a leader with declining physical abilities.
Probably more significantly, Ntaganda’s surrender also triggered the defection of large
number of rank-and-file soldiers, including at least 788 Ntaganda loyalists who fled to Rwanda
immediately after his surrender.130 A further 246 M23 combatants surrendered to the UN
peacekeeping operation’s Disarmament, Demobilization, Repatriation, Reintegration and
Resettlement section from March 20 to June 19, 2013, and “many others” reportedly deserted or
surrendered to the FARDC.131 Furthermore, after Ntaganda’s surrender, M23 lost support from
communities in northern Rwanda, Ntaganda’s birthplace, which had previously provided troops,
money, and material assistance, and it also lost access to Ntaganda’s lucrative financial and
recruiting networks in Rwanda and Masisi territory.132
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The mass defections and loss of external support after Ntaganda’s surrender to the ICC
had profound effects on M23 that contributed directly to its eventual military defeat. First, it
severely reduced the group’s overall troop strength. M23 had never been a particularly large
group, numbering around 1,250 according to a UN Group of Experts report issued on November
15, 2012,133 although it reportedly gained over 2,000 additional defectors from the FARDC when
it seized Goma roughly a week after the publication of this report.134 In comparison, the CNDP
had numbered between 4,000 and 7,000 in 2008 at its peak strength.135 The defections after
Ntaganda’s surrender reduced M23 to approximately 1,500 troops and forced Makenga to
abandon several key positions in order to consolidate his line; this allowed for incursions by the
FDLR and Nyatura, a predominantly Hutu Congolese militia group, into M23 territory.136
After the en masse defection of Ntaganda’s supporters, M23 was forced to rely
increasingly on forcibly conscripted and/or unreliable, hastily trained soldiers with minimal
experience and motivation to fill its ranks.137 This, in turn, inhibited the group’s combat
effectiveness and undermined its ability to carry out large-scale operations, as evinced by the
failure of its attempt in late May 2013 to seize the Mutaho hill, a strategic position near Goma.138
A FARDC field officer who was involved in combat operations against M23 in 2013 further
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confirmed this point when I asked her/him about whether and how Ntaganda’s surrender had
affected FARDC operations against M23: “Yes, we saw a big difference in M23 after Bosco
Ntaganda was arrested. The fighting was always hard, but the M23 lost much of its strength after
Bosco was sent to the ICC, and so it helped us defeat them.”139
Finally, the unreliability of new recruits and the deterioration of morale had important
effects on M23’s strategy, as commanders deployed their remaining troops into fixed,
concentrated positions. According to interviews with ex-M23 officers, this shift in strategy was
motivated by concerns that the conscripts and other new recruits who replaced the soldiers who
deserted when Ntaganda surrendered would desert if they were not deployed into concentrated
positions where they could be easily monitored.140 This strategy, however, deprived M23 of the
strategic initiative and played directly into the strengths of the FARDC and MONUSCO FIB,
which were well-equipped and trained for conventional operations against fixed positions.141
The above discussion suggests that the executed indictment substantially reduced M23’s
military capacity; the UN Group of Experts, moreover, explicitly cited Ntaganda’s surrender as a
major factor in weakening M23 and contributing to its eventual defeat and the associated
decrease in violence against civilians.142 Collectively, this evidence implies that Ntaganda’s
surrender fulfills the final individually necessary, or smoking gun, condition for incapacitation
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via reduced military capacity: M23 was unable to organize and perpetrate atrocities at least in
part because of Ntaganda’s surrender to the ICC. There is consequently sufficient evidence to
infer that the execution of the ICC indictment for Ntaganda had preventive effects, consistent
with the incapacitation mechanism and the legal optimist hypothesis.
To be clear, Ntaganda’s surrender was not the sole, or perhaps even the most important,
factor in contributing to M23’s defeat and the ensuing reduction in violence against civilians.
Furthermore, Ntaganda’s surrender was inextricably linked to his power struggle with Makenga,
and while this counterfactual cannot be tested, it seems highly unlikely that Ntaganda would
have surrendered if his faction had not been defeated in this power struggle; this suggests that the
outcome of the power struggle between Ntaganda and Makenga, rather than ICC action, caused
lower levels of violence against civilians. Nonetheless, multiple M23 members reported that
Makenga strategically employed the ICC indictment to undermine Ntaganda, arguing (perhaps
rightly) that the Congolese government and the international community would never agree to
the reintegration into the FARDC—M23’s stated goal—if Ntaganda remained a central figure in
the movement.143 This suggests the indictment may have exacerbated tensions within M23,
thereby contributing to Ntaganda’s surrender, the subsequent defections, and the group’s
eventual defeat. In any case, even if Ntaganda would not have surrendered if his faction had not
been defeated in the internal fighting, it does not follow that the ICC played no role in the
observed outcome. Specifically, the availability of surrender to the ICC as an “exit option”
presented Ntaganda with an alternative to other possible strategies, some of which may have
resulted in greater violence against civilians, e.g. continuing to fight against Makenga’s faction
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or defecting with his followers to start a new rebellion. It therefore seems that the effects of the
internal power struggle in M23 played out the way they did, i.e. eventually undermining the
organization’s capacity and contributing to its military defeat, at least in part because of the ICC.
Inferences
The primary finding of the qualitative analysis presented in this section is that the
execution of the ICC indictment for Bosco Ntaganda triggered the incapacitation mechanism,
which contributed to M23’s military defeat and thereby generated long-term preventive effects.
While this finding substantially increases confidence in Prior 4, qualitative analysis also
reduces confidence in Prior 3, which specified that the indictment did not initially trigger legal
optimist or pessimist mechanisms. In contrast, qualitative analysis indicates that the execution
of the indictment almost immediately contributed to incapacitation by provoking widespread
defections and undermining in-group morale; these effects, however, were not apparent or
statistically significant in the short term, likely because the execution of the indictment
occurred during a lull in fighting and violence against civilians which substantially reduced the
scope for observing any immediate changes in violence against civilians in the direction of
prevention.
5

Conclusions and Inductive Hypotheses
This chapter has presented a case study of the effects of ICC prosecutions vis-à-vis the

CNDP/M23 rebel group, focusing principally on two ICC actions: the unsealing of an
outstanding indictment in April 2008 for Bosco Ntaganda, then a high-ranking CNDP, and the
execution of this indictment with Ntaganda’s voluntary surrender to the Court in March 2013.
This case study yielded three principal findings. First, the publication of the outstanding
indictment initially had negligible effects, as Ntaganda remained at large and continued to enjoy
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effective impunity, even securing integration into the FARDC under a peace agreement with the
Congolese government. Second, after the ICC secured its first conviction (for Thomas Lubanga
in March 2012), the Congolese government came under increasing pressure to arrest Ntaganda,
in response to which he and his senior associates defected from the FARDC and instigated the
M23 rebellion, leading to an increase in atrocities through the escalation mechanism. Finally, the
execution of this indictment with Ntaganda’s voluntary surrender to the ICC in March 2013
severely weakened M23 and reduced its capacity to perpetrate atrocities through the
incapacitation mechanism
These findings suggest several hypotheses concerning the conditions under which ICC
action alternately prevents, exacerbates, or has no impact on atrocities, presented below.
Outstanding Indictment
At the most basic level, the mixed effects of the outstanding indictment for Bosco
Ntaganda in the CNDP/M23 case over time suggest two competing hypotheses concerning the
impact of outstanding indictments on atrocities across situations and cases. First, the finding that
the outstanding indictment for Ntaganda had no discernible impact on atrocities in the short run
implies the following general hypothesis:
Hypothesis 1: Outstanding indictments are unlikely to have significant effects on
atrocities.
Conversely, the finding that the outstanding indictment triggered the escalation mechanism over
the long run, resulting in increased atrocities, suggests the following competing hypothesis:
Hypothesis 2: Outstanding indictments are likely to exacerbate atrocities.
These hypotheses are relatively straightforward and essentially just restatements of the
null and legal pessimist hypotheses applied to outstanding indictments. Interestingly, however,
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there is no evidence from the CNDP/M23 case that outstanding indictments may contribute to
prevention. This suggests that outstanding indictments will generally have negligible or perverse
effects on atrocities, but not generate prevention. At the same time, the observed variation in the
impact of the outstanding indictment for Ntaganda over time suggests scope for the development
of further hypotheses specifying the conditions under which outstanding indictments are more
likely to exacerbate atrocities or have negligible effects. To begin, the finding that the
outstanding indictment had negligible short-term but perverse long-term effects the following
hypothesis:
Hypothesis 3: Outstanding indictments are likely to exacerbate atrocities over the long
term.
Beyond timing, the CNDP/M23 case suggests several additional factors that might
condition the effects of outstanding indictments. Specifically, the negligible short-term effects of
the outstanding indictment were largely attributable to three factors:
1) the low perceived probability of future legal sanctions (particularly Ntaganda’s arrest),
arising from the CNDP’s relative military strength, control over territory from which it
was able to effectively exclude other actors, and the implicit amnesty offered to Ntaganda
as part of the March 23 peace agreement, which together precluded the operation of
cost-benefit mechanisms;
2) continued external support to CNDP by the Rwandan government and access to
lucrative financial networks in eastern DRC and Rwanda, which precluded the operation
of capacity mechanisms; and
3) the failure to internalize norms concerning the (in)appropriateness of atrocities,
reflected by the continued salience of the superior orders defense and widespread
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understandings of atrocities as fundamental to soldierly identity, precluding the operation
of social mechanisms.
These factors suggest the following hypotheses concerning the conditions under which
outstanding indictments, or ICC action more generally, are more likely to have negligible
impacts on atrocities.
Hypothesis 4: Outstanding indictments are more likely to have negligible effects:
a) with respect to belligerent groups that are relatively strong militarily vis-à-vis their
opponents;
b) with respect to belligerent groups that control significant territory;
c) where belligerent leaders or group members have received informal or formal
amnesty.
Hypothesis 5: Outstanding indictments are more likely to have negligible effects:
a) with respect to belligerent groups that rely extensively on external support,
particularly from actors which are themselves effectively shielded from ICC action
(e.g. non-States Parties to the Rome Statute, allied with Permanent Five members of
the Security Council, etc.) and therefore have weak incentives to discontinue support.
b) for belligerent groups that control lootable resources or financial networks that
could sustain them if external support is terminated.
Hypothesis 6: Outstanding indictments are more likely to have negligible effects:
a) with respect to groups with hierarchical structures where superior orders are
unquestionably obeyed; this hypothesis is substantively similar to Hypothesis 1(a)
above, but the underlying logic is different insofar as Hypothesis 1(a) focuses on
awareness of ICC action, while this hypothesis focuses on superior orders as a
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neutralization mechanism by which members justify atrocities.
b) for belligerent groups with a history of extensive atrocities, where members are
more likely to understand atrocities as a fundamental part of their soldierly identity.
While the outstanding indictment for Ntaganda had negligible short-term effects, it was
associated with an increase in violence against civilians over the long run through the escalation
mechanism. As will be recalled from my qualitative analysis, escalation was triggered by the
following factors:
1) the announcement of the conviction of Thomas Lubanga at the ICC;
2) pressure from international donors on the Congolese government to execute the
indictment for Ntaganda after the Lubanga verdict;
3) pressure from international and Congolese civil society to arrest Ntaganda; and
4) rumors (unfounded in retrospect, but nonetheless salient) of an imminent operation by
MONUC, the UN peacekeeping operation, to execute the indictment for Ntaganda.
These factors suggest the following hypothesis concerning the conditions under which
outstanding indictments are more likely to trigger escalation and exacerbate atrocities:
Hypothesis 7: Outstanding indictments are more likely to exacerbate atrocities:
a) after other ICC actions, particularly convictions, are announced;
b) where governments (or other actors) in a position to execute the indictment are more
dependent on foreign assistance;
c) where there is a stronger international or domestic civil society presence in the
country or region;
d) where there is an international peacekeeping presence capable (in theory, at least)
of executing the indictment.
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Executed Indictment
While the outstanding indictment for Ntaganda had negligible short-term but perverse
long-term effects on atrocities by the CNDP/M23, the execution of this indictment in March
2013 was associated with decreased violence against civilians through the incapacitation
mechanism, contributing to the eventual military defeat of M23. At the most general level, this
finding suggests the following hypothesis concerning the effects of the execution of indictments:
Hypothesis 9: The execution of indictments will prevent atrocities.
Beyond this general insight, the CNDP/M23 case also suggests several conditions under which
executed indictments are more likely to contribute to prevention. As will be recalled from the
qualitative analysis presented in this chapter, the execution of the indictment for Ntaganda
generated incapacitative effects primarily by:
1) catalyzing defections by senior commanders and rank-and-file loyal to Ntaganda; and
2) depriving M23 of access to Ntaganda’s support base in northern Rwanda and his
lucrative financial networks in eastern DRC.
These factors point to the central importance of pre-existing internal tensions within M23
between supporters of Ntaganda and Makenga. These tensions directly caused the internal
fighting that prompted Ntaganda to surrender to the ICC in the first place. Then, after Ntaganda
surrendered, his supporters defected en masse, substantially reducing M23’s manpower, and the
organization was no longer able to access Ntaganda’s material and financial support networks.
This suggests the following hypothesis concerning the conditions under which the execution of
indictments, or ICC action more generally, are more likely to generate preventive effects through
incapacitation:
Hypothesis 10: Executed indictments are more likely to prevent atrocities:
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a) with respect to internally divided belligerent groups, and
b) where the individual indicted leader is more central to material and financial
networks.
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Chapter IV
FDLR Case Study
Having presented a case study of the Congrès national pour la défense du
peuple/Mouvement du 23-Mars (CNDP/M23) rebel group in the previous chapter, this chapter
will develop a case study of the impact of International Criminal Court (ICC) action in the
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) vis-à-vis a second rebel organization, the Forces
démocratiques de libération du Rwanda (FDLR), which was active in eastern DRC throughout
the entire period examined in this dissertation, July 2002 through December 2014. This chapter
will focus on a series of ICC actions directly or indirectly relevant to the FDLR: situation-level
ICC action in DRC, encompassing the preliminary examination announced in April 2004 and the
formal investigation opened two months later; the execution of a sealed ICC indictment in
January 2011 for Callixte Mbarushimana, a senior FDLR political leader; and the issuance of an
outstanding indictment for Sylvestre Mudacumura, the supreme commander of the FDLR’s
armed wing, the Forces Combattantes Abacunguzi (FOCA), in July 2012.
My main findings are as follows. First, notwithstanding an initial increase in violence
against civilians that coincided with situation-level ICC action, there is no indication this ICC
action triggered legal optimist or pessimist mechanisms either immediately or over the long run;
this suggests the initial increase in violence against civilians was not attributable to situationlevel action and that this action had negligible effects. Second, the execution of the indictment
for Mbarushimana possibly contributed to a short-term increase in violence against civilians
through the empowerment and backlash mechanisms; in the long run, however, the execution of
this indictment generated incapacitative effects that contributed to prevention. Finally, the
outstanding indictment for Mudacumura contributed to increased violence against civilians by
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generating perverse incentives for escalation.
This chapter is organized similarly to the previous case study chapter. The first section
introduces the FDLR and its role in the conflict in DRC. I then describe patterns of violence
against civilians attributable to the FDLR and report interrupted time series models of the
relationship between this violence and the three ICC actions discussed above. In the following
three sections I examine the effects of each action in turn. Each section begins by reviewing the
relevant interrupted time series results and deriving priors from these results concerning the
validity of the legal optimist and pessimist hypotheses with respect to the relevant ICC action. I
then present my process tracing analysis of the impact of the respective ICC action. Finally, I
conclude by presenting a set of hypotheses derived from this case specifying the conditions
under which ICC action during ongoing conflict has differential effects on atrocities.
1

FDLR: Origins and Background1
The FDLR is a Rwandan rebel group currently based in eastern DRC which characterizes

itself as “an opposition politico-military Organisation to Kigali’s Rwanda Patriotic Front (RPF)

This overview draws primarily from the following conflict histories: Gérard Prunier, Africa’s
World War: Congo, the Rwandan Genocide, and the Making of a Continental Catastrophe (Oxford, UK:
Oxford University Press, 2009); Filip Reyntjens, The Great African War: Congo and Regional
Geopolitics, 1996-2006 (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2009); Jason Stearns, North Kivu:
The Background to Conflict in North Kivu Province of Eastern Congo (London, UK and Nairobi, Kenya:
Rift Valley Institute – Usalama Project, 2012); and Thomas Turner, The Congo Wars: Conflict, Myth and
Reality (New York, USA: Zed, 2007). This section also draws upon the reports of the UN Group of
Experts on DRC and—perhaps excessively—on reports by international and regional NGOs active in
monitoring the conflict in DRC, including the International Crisis Group, the ENOUGH Project, Human
Rights Watch, and African Rights, inter alia; while useful, NGO reports suffer from potential biases
linked to their publisher’s overarching advocacy mission. However, reliance on these reports was
necessitated because there has been limited academic research on FDLR, due in part to the organization’s
intensive secretiveness and distrust of outsiders. General information about FDLR and its precursor
organizations from these sources is not footnoted in the following discussion, but footnotes are included
for specific figures, contested facts, and material drawn from other sources, including FDLR statements
and leaked internal documents.
1
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political regime.”2 The FDLR claims to represent the interests of “oppressed Rwandan people
that have been marginalized and excluded from the Rwandan citizenry” by the RPF regime,
including all three major Rwandan ethnic groups: Hutu, Tutsi, and Twa; however, the
organization consists almost exclusively of Hutus and has historically focused on protecting the
interests of the Hutu majority population in Rwanda against the predominantly Tutsi RPF.3
While officially founded in 2000, the FDLR’s origins date to the 1994 episode of mass
violence in Rwanda organized by extremist Hutus in the government, armed forces (Forces
armées rwandaises, FAR), and militia groups such as the interahamwe and impuzamugambi.
This episode of violence, which involved genocide against Rwanda’s minority Tutsi population
and large-scale killings of moderate Hutus, left at least 500,000 dead before forces of the RPF
commanded by Paul Kagame, now President of Rwanda, defeated the extremist government and
seized control of the country, in the process committing widespread atrocities against the Hutu
population.4 Appealing to fears of mass retaliation by the RPF, the génocidaires orchestrated the
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flight of over 1.5 million Hutu civilians to neighboring countries, including Zaïre (now DRC).5
Many of these refugees were housed in camps established by the United Nations near the
Rwandan border and supported by a massive international humanitarian response; the
génocidaire leaders, however, established effective control over these camps, instituting a quasistate apparatus and diverting humanitarian aid to rebuild their military capacity. In 1995, exgovernment, FAR, and interahamwe leaders in eastern Zaïre established a politico-military
organization, the Rassemblement Démocratique pour le Retour des Réfugiés et de la Démocratie
au Rwanda (RDR), to represent their interests. However, there soon emerged rifts within the
RDR leadership, and the ex-FAR high command set up a separate organization, the Peuple en
armes pour la liberation du Rwanda (PALIR), which effectively took control of military matters
while the RDR concentrated on mobilizing international support and promoting the repatriation
of Rwandan Hutu refugees.6
The Rwandan Hutu rebels in eastern Zaïre initially numbered between 50,000 and 70,000
troops, including ex-FAR and interahamwe, new recruits from the refugee camps, and Congolese

Demobilization and Reintegration Program, June 2007), 7. There is, however, little evidence of a
systematic effort to destroy the Hutu population, although there is considerable evidence that the RPF
perpetrated widespread atrocities against Hutus in both Rwanda and DRC; see Des Forges, ‘Leave None
to Tell the Story,’ 702-735; United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, Summary for UNHCR
Presentation Before Commission of Experts: Prospects for Early Repatriation of Rwandan Refugees
Currently in Burundi, Tanzania and Zaire (October 10, 1994). For a critical discussion of the various
forms of violence during the genocide and civil war, and a lower estimate of fatalities resulting from
genocidal violence, see Christian Davenport and Allan C. Stam, “What Really Happened in Rwanda?”
Miller-McCune (October 6, 2009), www.psmag.com/politics/what-really-happened-in-rwanda-3432, last
accessed April 1, 2015.
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Humanitarian Aid (Ithaca, USA: Cornell University Press, 2006), 16.
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RUD/URUNANA (Kigali, Rwanda: Rwanda Demobilisation and Reintegration Commission, 2008), 3839.
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Hutus recruited or forcibly conscripted from areas surrounding the camps.7 In addition to the
humanitarian aid diverted for military purposes, the rebels benefited from close support from the
Zaïrian government of Mobutu Sésé Seko, who had been a close ally of Juvénal Habyarimana,
the Rwandan Hutu president whose assassination was the proximate trigger for the genocide, and
an extensive Hutu diaspora network. Using these resources, the rebels launched an insurgency
aimed at removing the newly installed RPF government in Rwanda, in the process systematically
targeting Tutsi and Hutu leaders sympathetic to the new regime in violence with clear parallels to
the genocide; at the same time, abetted by state authorities and elements of the local population
in eastern Zaïre, the Hutu rebels also launched a campaign of violence against Congolese Tutsi.
In response to the ongoing threat posed by the Hutu rebellion, the new Rwandan
government launched an invasion of eastern Zaïre in October 1996, with the goals of dismantling
the refugee camps and overthrowing Mobutu. The invasion was conducted under the guise of the
Alliance des Forces Démocratiques pour la liberation du Congo-Zaire (AFDL), a coalition of
four Congolese rebel groups led by Laurent-Désiré Kabila; however, regular Rwandan troops
were also involved, and AFDL also received military support from the Ugandan and Angolan
governments, both longtime enemies of Mobutu.8 AFDL and its foreign backers achieved rapid
military success, quickly clearing the refugee camps near the Rwandan border and advancing
westward to the capital city of Kinshasa. Mobutu fled the country on May 16, 1997, and the
following day, Kabila proclaimed himself president of the country, which he renamed the
Democratic Republic of Congo.
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After the camps in eastern Congo were dismantled, the Rwandan Hutu rebels scattered in
multiple directions. Some rebel combatants joined the roughly 600,000 refugees who returned to
Rwanda from Congo between November 1996 and January 1997.9 However, most combatants
fled westward and continued to fight alongside Mobutu’s forces or remained in eastern Congo,
concentrating in North and South Kivu province along the Rwandan border. After Mobutu’s
defeat, many of the combatants who fled westward proceeded to Congo-Brazzaville, the Central
African Republic, and other neighboring countries.10 The rebels in the Kivus reorganized
themselves as a new armed movement, the Armée pour la liberation du Rwanda (ALIR). ALIR
also established a political wing, which appropriated the PALIR acronym previously adopted by
the ex-FAR command but was styled the Peuple en action pour la liberation du Rwanda
(PALIR) to reflect its primarily political purpose. Beginning in May 1997, some 20,000 ALIR
insurgents infiltrated northwestern Rwanda, with the goal of overthrowing the RPF government.
The insurgents engaged in widespread, largely indiscriminate violence against the local Tutsi
population, with the apparent goal of “completing” the genocide. ALIR also employed selective
violence against RPF functionaries and destroyed most local government offices and
infrastructure in western Rwanda. However, after achieving some initial military success, ALIR
suffered a critical blow when two senior leaders were killed in battle over a two-week span in
June and July 1998. This development, combined with more coordinated and effective pressure
from the Rwandan army, led ALIR to withdraw to eastern DRC in October 1998.11
However, even as ALIR’s military fortunes in Rwanda ebbed, the Rwandan Hutu
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rebellion gained “a new lease on life” with the outbreak of the Second Congo War in August
1998.12 Relations between the new Congolese government of Laurent-Désiré Kabila and the
Rwandan and Ugandan governments which had assisted his rise to power soured as Kabila
attempted to establish his nationalist bona fides. Tensions culminated in July 1998 when Kabila
sacked James Kabarere, a former RPF officer (and Rwandan Minister of Defense as of this
writing) who had served as his military chief of staff since October 1997, and terminated military
cooperation with Rwanda (see Chapter III for a more complete discussion of these dynamics).
The Rwandan government, initially with Ugandan support, responded by sponsoring a new
rebellion aimed at overthrowing Kabila, the Rassemblement Congolais pour la Démocratie
(RCD), which launched operations on August 2, 1998 with direct assistance from Rwandan
military units that crossed the border and occupied territories in eastern DRC. After the outbreak
of the rebellion, a group of ex-FAR who had fled abroad after the First Congo War offered to
provide Kabila with military assistance in exchange for support in future operations aimed at
overthrowing the RPF. Kabila, facing an imminent threat to his regime’s survival, accepted this
offer, and some 10,000 Rwandan Hutu combatants were mobilized from refugee camps in
neighboring countries and deployed to Equateur, Kasai, and Katanga provinces, where they
played a critical role in halting the RCD advance.13 At the same time, Kabila also provided
weapons and ammunition to the ALIR forces in the Kivus, where they waged a guerilla
campaign against the RCD and RPA, which together had seized effective control of the region.
The Rwandan Hutu forces in Equateur, Kasai, and Katanga maintained contact with the
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ALIR forces in eastern DRC and were frequently referred to as a unit of ALIR or ALIR II. 14
However, the forces in Equateur, Kasai, and Katanga were effectively integrated into the
Congolese national army and maintained a separate leadership based in Kinshasa, while the
forces in the Kivus remained operationally independent.15 A sub-set of the Kinshasa-based
group, led by Aloys Ntiwirigabo and Tharcisse Renzaho, subsequently established the FDLR to
coordinate its political and military activities.16 The precise timing of the formation of FDLR is
somewhat unclear. Ntiwirigabo and Renzaho reportedly announced the establishment of FDLR
at a meeting of ex-FAR and Rwandan Hutu politicians in Kinshasa in February 1999.17 However,
the group apparently remained “strictly clandestine” until May 2000,18 and most sources,
including the FDLR itself, cite this as the date of the organization’s formation.19
Although the FDLR initially remained separate from ALIR, the two organizations agreed
to merge in September 2000, with Ntwirigabo as president and Paul Rwarakabije, the leader of
ALIR, as military commander.20 After the merger, in an apparent effort to boost its international
standing, the FDLR formally condemned the genocide, although it has continued to espouse antiTutsi and arguably “genocidal” ideology.21 Also apparently to enhance the group’s international
legitimacy, Ntwirigabo, a known génocidaire, was replaced as president in December 2001 by
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Ignace Murwanashyaka, who was not present in Rwanda during the genocide and ran the FDLR
from Germany with his deputy, first-vice president Straton Musoni. However, Murwanashyaka
and Musoni were arrested by German authorities in November 2009 on domestic charges of war
crimes, crimes against humanity, and membership in a terrorist organization relating to their role
in allegedly ordering atrocities in DRC from Germany.22 The current president is Brigadier
General Gaston “Rumuli” Iyamuremye (also known as Victor Byiringiro), who is based in
eastern DRC. Immediately below the president and vice-presidents in the FDLR’s political chain
of command is the executive secretary, who is primarily responsible for external
communications; from July 2007 through October 2010, this position was held by Callixte
Mbarushimana, a civilian based in Paris who had worked for the UN office in Kigali during the
genocide and assumed the additional role of first vice-president after Musoni’s arrest.23
Mbarushimana, however, was himself arrested under an ICC indictment and transferred to The
Hague in January 2011; he was subsequently replaced as executive secretary by Laurent
“Rumbago” Ndagijimana, a military commander based in DRC.24 The military branch of FDLR,
which was formally designated the Forces Combattantes Abacunguzi (FOCA) in September
2003, has also experienced leadership changes since 2000. Most importantly, Rwarakabije
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defected from FDLR in November 2003 and was replaced as supreme military commander of
FOCA by Sylvestre Mudacumura, who remains in this post at this writing.25
At the time of the merger, the combined strength of the FDLR numbered approximately
20,000 soldiers.26 This included—and likely still includes to this day—some génocidaires,
although the exact number has been hotly disputed; even the highest estimates, however, suggest
that well over half of FDLR’s membership at any point in time has comprised combatants who
were not involved in the genocide, in many cases because they were too young in 1994 to have
participated.27
Shortly after the merger, in May 2001, FDLR launched a major incursion into Rwanda.
This operation, dubbed Oracle de Seigneur, involved some 5,000 combatants, mostly former
ALIR, but ended in “total defeat” for the FDLR, which lost some 2,100 soldiers before retreating
to the Kivus the following month under heavy pressure from the Rwandan army.28 However,
perhaps even more significant for the FDLR was the assassination of Laurent-Désiré Kabila, and
the succession of his son, Joseph Kabila, as president of DRC, five months earlier. Joseph
Kabila, apparently perceiving little likelihood of obtaining an outright military victory, began to
formally distance the DRC government from FDLR. The apparent goal of this policy shift was to
secure the withdrawal of Rwandan army, which cited the security threat posed by the Hutu rebels
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as its main justification for remaining in DRC. Shortly after assuming power, Joseph Kabila
initiated negotiations with Kigali, which culminated in the Pretoria agreement of July 30, 2002,
whereby the DRC government committed to pursuing the disarmament of the FDLR, by force if
necessary, and Kigali agreed to withdraw its troops from DRC.
There was initial progress in implementing this agreement, as the Congolese government
formally banned the organization and arrested several key FDLR leaders in September 2002;
furthermore, after some 5,000 FDLR troops cantoned at the Kamina military camp refused to
disarm, Congolese government forces attacked the camp, albeit unsuccessfully, in an effort to
force the cantoned fighters to repatriate.29 The Congolese army, which was formally redesignated
the Forces armées de la république démocratique du Congo (FARDC) in 2004, subsequently
undertook a series of military operations against FDLR. The first major such operation began in
April 2004 in South Kivu but was abandoned after the outbreak of fighting in Bukavu linked to
Laurent Nkunda’s rebellion the following month. The FARDC launched another operation in
November 2004 in conjunction with MONUC, the UN peacekeeping mission first deployed to
DRC in 1999, but this operation was poorly coordinated and met with limited success; during
this period, FDLR also undertook a series of small incursions into western Rwanda, never
involving more than 100 troops.30 The FARDC undertook further periodic operations against the
FDLR, including in early 2005, but much of the Congolese government’s attention was
consumed by the CNDP rebellion until January 2009.31 At various points during this period, the
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FDLR engaged in informal peace negotiations with the Congolese government, although Kigali
repeatedly refused to participate. The most promising of these negotiations produced the Rome
Declaration of March 31, 2005, in which FDLR announced it would cease military operations
and return to Rwanda.32 However, citing the Rwandan government’s unwillingness to negotiate,
FDLR reneged on these commitments and entrenched itself in the Kivus.33
Then, in January 2009, as part of an agreement with the Rwandan government that ended
the CNDP rebellion, the FARDC and the Rwanda Defence Force (RDF, the renamed Rwandan
national army) undertook a joint campaign against the FDLR, Operation Umoja Wetu. After
dislodging the FDLR from its main bases in North Kivu, the RDF withdrew from Congo in
February 2009, and the FARDC initiated a series of follow-up operations, code named Kimia II,
with the support of MONUC. These operations continued through the end of 2009, when the
FARDC and MONUC (later renamed MONUSCO) announced the start of a new operation,
Amani Leo, which continued through April 2012, when it was suspended due to the outbreak of
the M23 rebellion.
Umoja Wetu, Kimia II, and Amani Leo were successful in temporarily dislodging the
FDLR from its main bases and significantly reducing the group’s strength, through battle losses
and defections, from between 6,000 and 7,000 in December 2008 to around 3,000 by November
2011, according to UN estimates.34 From 2011 onward, the FDLR also suffered significant losses
in engagements with the Raia Mutomboki, a “self-defense” militia ostensibly formed to protect
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local populations from FDLR exactions.35 Even so, the FDLR remained “the most politically
significant and militarily powerful armed group” in eastern DRC at the end of 2011, according to
the UN Group of Experts for DRC.36 Furthermore, the outbreak of the M23 rebellion allowed the
FDLR to regroup and reestablish control over some of the bases it had lost, although it was
unsuccessful in rebuilding its numerical strength, which stood at approximately 1,500 as of June
2014.37 In April 2014, the FDLR issued a public statement announcing its intention to disarm
and transform into political movement,38 although there was only limited progress to this end in
2014.39 As of this writing, FDLR faces an ultimatum to disarm fully by January 2, 2015 or face
military action by the FARDC and the MONUSCO Force Intervention Brigade.40
Notwithstanding periodic offensives against the FDLR, elements of the Congolese
government and military have maintained close links with the FDLR. Even as he was negotiating
with the Rwandan government in 2001 and 2002, Kabila allegedly facilitated the movement of
FDLR units in western DRC and Katanga to the Kivus to join with ex-ALIR units and conduct
guerilla operations against the RCD.41 Furthermore, high-ranking officers in the Congolese
military, including former air force chief General John Numbi, subsequently maintained close
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ties with the FDLR,42 and the UN Group of Experts documented substantial “diversions” of
FARDC equipment and money to the FDLR at various points,43 as well as collaboration between
FARDC and FDLR units during operations against the CNDP.44
In addition to ongoing support from elements of the Congolese government and FARDC,
FDLR also benefited, at least until 2011, from extensive support from Hutu diaspora networks
based in Europe and North America. In addition to financing from the Hutu diaspora, FDLR also
obtained funding through exports of mineral resources, including gold, coltan, and cassiterite,
and exactions from civilian populations in areas under its control.45
2

Interrupted Time Series Estimates
The FDLR and its predecessor organizations have been involved in widespread and

systematic atrocities in eastern DRC, including mass killings of civilians, sexual violence, and
pillaging, inter alia.46 Much of this violence has indiscriminately targeted Congolese Tutsi, but
the FDLR has also employed violence to intimidate local populations from supporting Congolese
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Congo submitted in accordance with para. 4 of Security Council resolution 2021 (2011), United Nations
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government forces during anti-FDLR operations, and as a bargaining tactic to pressure the
Rwandan government to accept political negotiations.47 Evidence obtained by the UN Group of
Experts suggests that atrocities were planned and ordered by the highest levels of the FDLR
political command in Europe48 and both German domestic prosecutors and the ICC prosecutor
have alleged that these atrocities amounted to war crimes and crimes against humanity.49
Figure 4.1 depicts the monthly incidence of apparently intentional attacks against
civilians attributable to the FDLR from July 2002, when the Rome Statute of the ICC entered
into force, through December 2014; as in the CNDP/M23 case study, these data are sourced from
the most recent monadic version (5.0) of the Peace Research Institute of Oslo’s Armed Conflict
Location and Event Database (ACLED).50 Figure 1 includes all events identified as “violence
against civilians” where any of the following actors representing FDLR, its armed wing FOCA,
and various FDLR factions are identified as the primary actor (Actor 1) or an ally of the primary
actor: “FDLR,” “FDLR-FOCA,” “FDLR-Rude,” and “FDLR-Soki.” I also include events where
“Interahamwe Militia” is identified as the primary actor or an ally, as this appellation for militias
involved in the Rwandan genocide has frequently used to refer to FDLR and its predecessor
organizations.51
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Figure 4.1 indicates substantial temporal variation in violence against civilians
attributable to the FDLR during the period covered in this study. From the entry into force of
the Rome Statute in July 2002 through early 2004, violence against civilians remained at
relatively low levels, with no reported incidents from December 2002 through December 2003.
There was then a slight spike in violence in mid-2004, followed by periodic spikes from 2005
through mid-2008, including a peak in March 2006, before a short period from July through
December 2008 when there were no reported incidents. Violence spiked again from January
through March 2009 but then trended downward through the end of 2010 before sharply
increasing in early 2011, reaching its highest level in the series in May 2011. Violence then
trended downward before spiking again in August 2012, and there was a final spike beginning
in March 2014.
Many of the spikes in violence against civilians indicated in Figure 4.1 coincided with
military operations against FDLR. For instance, the spike in mid-2004 coincided with a
Figure 4.1: FDLR: Monthly Violence against Civilians, July 2002-December 2014
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FARDC offensive in South Kivu,52 and the sharp increase in early 2009 occurred during the
initial, most intense phases of Operation Umoja Weju and Kimia II. While the clear association
between violence against civilians perpetrated by the FDLR and broader conflict dynamics
suggest the ICC had limited effects, it remains possible that ICC action affected the FDLR’s
strategies or tactics at the margins, attenuating or exacerbating the effects of broader conflict
dynamics. The apparent association between violence against civilians and broader conflict
trends also does not rule out the possibility that ICC action directly influenced conflict
dynamics, thereby generating indirect effects on violence against civilians. Indeed, Figure 1
indicates that certain spikes and lulls in violence against civilians coincided with ICC actions
in DRC; for example, the mid-2004 spike in violence coincided with the initiation of situationlevel ICC action in April 2004, while the sharp increases in violence against civilians in
January 2011 and July 2012 coincided with the execution of the Mbarushimana indictment and
the publication of the Mudacumura indictment, respectively. While these and other apparent
associations between ICC action and violence against civilians suggested by Figure 1 might
indeed be spurious, they suggest the possibility that certain ICC actions had direct or indirect
effects on atrocities.
The interrupted time series models reported in Table 4.1 provide a more rigorous, though
certainly not definitive, test of this possibility. Using the data employed in Figure 1, these models
specify the statistical relationship between violence against civilians attributable to FDLR and
three ICC actions in DRC relevant to this group: 1) situation-level ICC action, which began with
the initiation of a preliminary examination following the Congolese government’s referral of the
situation on its territory to the ICC in April 2004; 2) the execution of the indictment for
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Mbarushimana in January 2011;53 and 3) the issuance of the outstanding indictment for
Mudacumura, FDLR’s senior military commander, in July 2012.
Models 1 and 2 analyze the effects of the ICC preliminary examination and investigation
using data from July 2002, when the Rome Statute entered into force, through December 2010,
the month before the initiation of individual-level action vis-à-vis the FDLR with the execution
of the Mbarushimana indictment; these models therefore capture the marginal effects of
situation-level ICC action in DRC, including the preliminary examination and formal
investigation, compared to no ICC action; this analysis focuses on situation-level ICC action
generally, rather than differentiating between the preliminary examination and investigation,
because the preliminary examination was active for only two months before the opening of the
formal investigation, an insufficiently short time to isolate any independent effects.
Models 3 and 4 analyze the impact of the execution of the Mbarushimana indictment in
January 2011 using data from April 2004, when situation-level ICC action in DRC was initiated,
through the month before the following individual-level action relevant to the FDLR, the
execution of the Mbarushimana indictment. Models 3 and 4 therefore capture the marginal
effects of individual-level ICC action targeting Mbarushimana compared to situation-level
action. Similarly, Models 5 and 6 assess the effects of the outstanding indictment for
Mudacumura issued in July 2012; these models use data from January 2011, when
Mbarushimana was transferred to the ICC, through the end of the time series in December 2014,
and therefore capture the marginal effects of the outstanding Mudacumura indictment compared
to the executed Mbarushimana indictment.
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Mbarushimana, then resident in Paris, France, was arrested by French authorities in October
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transferred to the Court’s custody in January 2011.
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Following the segmented regression approach introduced in Chapter II and employed in
the CNDP/M23 case study presented in Chapter II, all models include five terms: 1) time, a count
variable measuring months elapsed from the beginning of the series, which indicates overall
trends in the outcome; 2) dichotomous intervention variables (Situation-Level Action ICC in
Models 1 and 2, Mbarushimana Executed Indictment in Models 3 and 4, and Mudacumura
Outstanding Indictment in Models 5 and 6), which are coded 0 for months before the
intervention under analysis and 1 for all subsequent months; the coefficient on this variable
indicates any effects of the intervention on the level of the outcome variable and effectively
captures the immediate or short-term impact of the intervention; 3) counter intervention variables
(Time_Situation-Level ICC Action in Models 1 and 2, Time_Mbarushimana Executed Indictment
in Models 3 and 4, and Time_Mudacumura Outstanding Indictment in Models 5 and 6), which
are coded 0 for months before the intervention and 1, 2, 3, ….n for all subsequent months; this
variable captures any effects of the intervention on the slope of the outcome variable and
effectively captures the long-term impact of the intervention; 4) Battle Events, the log count of
total battle events involving the FDLR in the respective month, to control for overall conflict
intensity; and 5) monthly dummies to capture monthly variation in patterns of violence
independent of ICC action or other interventions.
As in Chapter III, I estimate two models for each intervention. The first model (Models 1,
3, and 5) treats the count of incidents of apparently intentional violence against civilians
attributed to FDLR as the dependent variable and accordingly employs a negative binomial
estimator. The second model in each set (Models 2, 4, and 6) treat the log count of incidents of
such violence as the outcome variable, employing an ordinary least squares (OLS) estimator with
a Prais-Winsten correction for serial correlation as necessary.
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Table 4.1: FDLR: Interrupted Time Series Analysis, July 2002-December 2014
Model
1
2
3
4
Violence vs.
Violence vs.
Violence vs.
Violence vs.
Outcome
civilians (count)
civilians (log)
civilians (count)
civilians (log)
Negative
OLS
Negative
OLS
Estimator
binomial
Prais-Winsten
binomial
Prais-Winsten
Sample
Jul. 2002-Dec. 2010
Apr. 2004-Jun. 2012
-.076
-.001
-.007
-.004
Time
(.067)
(.033)
(.005)
(.004)
Situation-Level
2.773
.740
--ICC Action
(.975)***
(.442)*
Time_ Situation-Level
.069
-.003
--ICC Action
(.067)
(.034)
Mbarushimana
2.157
1.735
----Executed Indictment
(.483)***
(.494)***
Time_Mbarushimana
-.107
-.091
----Executed Indictment
(.044)**
(.042)**
Mudacumura
--------Outstanding Indictment
Time_Mudacumura
--------Outstanding Indictment
.627
.393
.614
.421
Battle Events
(.132)***
(.086)***
(.116)***
(.093)***
Log Likelihood
-183.81
---222.98
--P(alpha=0)
.000
--.000
--P>F
--.000
--.000
(Pseudo) R-squared
.14
.38
.12
.39
N
102
99
Significance levels: *: p<.10; **: p<.05; ***: p<.01; standard errors in parentheses
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5
6
Violence vs.
Violence vs.
civilians (count)
civilians (log)
Negative
OLS
binomial
Prais-Winsten
Jan. 2011-Dec. 2014
-.110
-.099
(.028)***
(.036)***
-------

---

---

---

---

---

.682
(.372)*
.083
(.031)***
.707
(.161)***
-102.37
.16
--.23

.494
(.435)
.081
(.038)**
.484
(.160)***
----.000
.65
48

The next three sections discuss the results of these models, focusing in turn on situationlevel ICC action, the execution of the Mbarushimana indictment, and the outstanding indictment
for Mudacumra. As in the previous chapter, I use the interrupted time series estimates presented
in Table 4.1 to derive a set of priors concerning the applicability of the legal optimist and
pessimist hypotheses to each legal action, and I then employ qualitative process tracing
techniques to test and refine these priors. While the analysis presented in this chapter provides
some insight into the effects of ICC action vis-à-vis the FDLR, my findings are much more
tentative and uncertain than in the previous chapter, mainly because my qualitative data on the
FDLR are much less complete and likely less valid. In comparison to CNDP/M23 and other
armed groups, it was considerably more difficult to locate and access FDLR members, primarily
because the organization is based in highly remote, difficult-to-access areas of eastern DRC.
Furthermore, the members of FDLR whom I was able to interview generally seemed much more
suspicious of me and reticent to answer my questions than combatants from other groups; several
interviewees, moreover, seemed to offer “canned” responses reflecting organizational ideology,
rather than their genuine perceptions or opinions and/or were reluctant to participate or answer
certain questions without approval from superior officers; for instance, after our initial
introductions, one interviewee insisted that I provide a written list of all my questions and return
in five days to conduct the interview after s/he was able to “study” these questions and consult
with superiors.54 While informative as to the internal dynamics of FDLR (e.g. suggesting the
high salience of organizational ideology and rigid command and control structures), these issues
reduce my confidence in the validity of interview data.
Because of these limitations, there is often insufficient evidence to definitively confirm or
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disconfirm conditions required for the operation of relevant legal optimist or pessimist
mechanisms, and there is no “smoking gun” evidence with respect to most mechanisms; in other
cases, moreover, there is negligible or very limited evidence even for initial upstream conditions.
I therefore rely much more extensively than in the CNDP/M23 case study on objective criteria
and indirect evidence, i.e. evidence pertaining to one condition but logically applicable to other
conditions, normally sequentially upstream. Consequently, the findings presented in this chapter
are much more uncertain than in the previous chapter, but they can still offer valuable, even if
only preliminary, insight into the effects of ICC action vis-à-vis the FDLR and the broader
conditions under which the legal optimist and pessimist hypotheses apply.
3

Situation-Level ICC Action (Preliminary Examination and Investigation)
In a letter dated March 3, 2004, but not made public until April 19, 2003, the Congolese

government referred the situation on its territory to the ICC. This triggered a preliminary
examination, which culminated on June 23, 2004, when the Prosecutor, Luis Moreno-Ocampo,
announced the opening of a formal investigation, the first in the Court’s brief history at that time.
Situation-level action remained ongoing with respect to the FDLR until January 2011, when the
ICC took its first individual-level action targeting a member of the FDLR: the execution of a
sealed indictment for Callixte Mbarushimana, a senior FDLR political leader.
Models 1 and 2 both indicate a positive, statistically significant relationship between the
dichotomous intervention variable, Situation-Level ICC Action, and the dependent variable,
violence against civilians. This suggests that situation-level action was initially associated with
higher levels of violence against civilians; this is consistent with Figure 1, which indicates a brief
(though admittedly slight) spike in violence in April 2004, as well as a subsequent spike in early
2005. However, Models 1 and 2 also indicate a statistically insignificant relationship between the
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counter intervention variable, Time_Situation-Level ICC Action, and violence against civilians.
This finding indicates that, notwithstanding the initial increase, there was no significant longterm difference in the level of violence against civilians attributable to the FDLR before and after
the initiation of situation-level ICC action; this further implies that any initial effects of situationlevel ICC action decayed over time to generate a negligible long-term effect.55
One possible explanation for the apparent decay in the initial spike in violence against
civilians associated with situation-level action is ICC actions targeting leaders of other groups.
During the period while situation-level action remained ongoing vis-à-vis the FDLR before the
execution of the Mbarushimana indictment in January 2011, the Court took individual-level
action with respect to the following five leaders of other belligerent groups in DRC:


Thomas Lubanga, UPC: executed indictment in March 2006, trial January 2009;



Bosco Ntaganda, CNDP/M2, formerly UPC: outstanding indictment April 2008;



Germain Katanga, FRPI: executed indictment October 2007, trial November 2009
(initially joined with Ngudjolo);



Mathieu Ngudjolo, FNI: executed indictment February 2008, trial November 2009
(joined with Katanga);



Jean-Pierre Bemba, MLC, executed indictment May 2008, trial November 2010.
If any of these individual-level actions contributed to the apparent decay in the initial

spike in violence associated with situation-level action, they should be associated with
significantly lower levels of violence against civilians. To test this possibility, I estimated
separate interrupted time series models for each of the individual-level ICC actions noted above.
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On decaying effects in interrupted time series analysis, see Donald P. Hartmann et al.,
“Interrupted Time Series Analysis and Its Application to Behavioral Data,” Journal of Applied Behavior
Analysis 13, no. 4 (1980), 551-552.
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These models are reported in Table 4.2. This table is organized temporally from the first such
individual-level ICC action, the execution of the Lubanga indictment in March 2006, through the
last action before the execution of the Mbarushimana indictment: the opening of the Katanga and
Ngudjolo trial in November 2009. As for all previous interrupted time series results, the models
reported in Table 2 include dichotomous and counter intervention indicators, and I estimate two
sets of models for each ICC action: a negative binomial model treating the count of incidents of
violence against civilians involving FDLR as the dependent variable and an OLS model treating
the log count of incidents as the outcome, with a Prais-Winsten correction for serial correlation
as necessary. In all models, I also include the log count of battle events involving FDLR and
monthly dummies as controls.
Models 7 and 8 provide estimates of the effect of the execution of the Lubanga
indictment in March 2006; these models use data from April 2004, when situation-level ICC
action was initiated in DRC, through December 2008, the month before the opening of
Lubanga’s trial, the next stage in his legal process. These models therefore capture the marginal
effect of the execution of the Lubanga indictment compared to situation-level ICC action.
Models 9 and 10 provide estimates of the effect of the execution of the ICC indictment
for Germain Katanga in October 2007; these models use data from April 2004 through October
2009, the month before Katanga’s trial opened. Similarly, Models 11 and 12 analyze the
relationship between the execution of the Ngudjolo indictment and FDLR violence against
civilians; these models cover the same period as Models 9 and 10, as Katanga and Ngudjolo
were tried together. Models 8 and 9 capture the marginal effects of the execution of the Katanga
indictment compared to situation-level ICC action, while Models 11 and 12 capture similar
effects for the execution of the Chui indictment.
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Models 13 and 14 examine the effects of the outstanding indictment for Bosco Ntaganda,
which was unsealed in April 2008; these models use data from April 2004 through December
2010, the final month of situation-level ICC action vis-à-vis the FDLR, and capture the marginal
effect of the outstanding Ntaganda indictment compared to situation-level ICC action.
Models 15 and 16 similarly analyze the relationship between the execution of the ICC
indictment for Jean-Pierre Bemba in May 2008 and FDLR violence against civilians. This set of
models uses data covering the period April 2004 through October 2010, the month before the
opening of Bemba’s trial, and therefore captures the marginal effect of his arrest compared to
situation-level ICC action. I do not estimate a separate set of models to analyze the impact of the
trial because this intervention was “active” only for two months before the first individual-level
ICC action targeting an FDLR member in January 2011.
Models 17 and 18 analyze the effects of the Thomas Lubanga trial, which opened in
January 2009; these models employ data from March 2006, when Lubanga was transferred to the
ICC, through December 2010 and therefore capture the marginal effects of the trial compared to
his executed indictment.
Finally, Models 19 and 20 examine the relationship between the joint trial of Germain
Katanga and Mathieu Ngudjolo, which opened in November 2009, and FDLR violence against
civilians. Employing data from October 2007, when the indictment for Katanga was executed,
through December 2010, these models report the marginal effect of this trial compared to the
execution of the indictment for Katanga.
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Table 4.2: FDLR: Interrupted Time Series Analysis, April 2004-December 2010
Model
7
8
9
10
Violence vs.
Violence vs.
Violence vs.
Violence vs.
Outcome
civilians
civilians
civilians
civilians
(count)
(log)
(count)
(log)
Negative
PraisNegative
PraisEstimator
binomial
Winsten
binomial
Winsten
Sample
Apr. 2004-Dec. 2008
Apr. 2004-Oct. 2009
.087
.065
.019
.015
Time
(.025)***
(.018)***
(.012)
(.010)
Lubanga
.288
.145
---Executed Indictment
(.393)
(.301)
Time_Lubanga
-.188
-.120
----Executed Indictment
(.027)***
(.020)***
Katanga
-2.536
-1.350
----Executed Indictment
(.599)***
(.413)***
Time_Katanga
.079
.029
----Executed Indictment
(.034)***
(.026)
Chui
--------Executed Indictment
Time_Chui
--------Executed Indictment
Ntaganda
Outstanding
Indictment
Time_Ntaganda
Outstanding
Indictment
.569
.353
.555
.423
Battle Events
(.145)***
(.104)
(.146)***
(.110)
Log Likelihood
-90.607
---130.973
--P(alpha=0)
.410
--.000
--P>F
--.000
--.000
(Pseudo) R-squared
.27
.73
.17
.53
N
57
67
Standard errors in parentheses; significance levels: *: p<.10; **: p<.05; ***: p<.01
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11
12
Violence vs.
Violence vs.
civilians
civilians
(count)
(log)
Negative
Praisbinomial
Winsten
Apr. 2004-Oct. 2009
.009
.009
(.011)
(.009)

13
14
Violence vs.
Violence vs.
civilians
civilians
(count)
(log)
Negative
Praisbinomial
Winsten
Apr. 2004-Dec. 2010
-.001
-.002
(.013)
(.011)

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

-2.902
(.721)***
.147
(.045)***

-1.528
(.442)***
.073
(.032)***

---

---

--

---

-1.054
(.589)*

-.411
(.453)

.036
(.27)

.013
(.021)

.686
(.139)***
-167.14
.000
--.10

.432
(.101)***
----.01
.34

.522
(.146)***
-131.023
.000
--.17

.366
(.113)***
----.000
.54
67
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Table 4.2 (continued): FDLR: Interrupted Time Series Analysis, April 2004-December 2010
Model
15
16
17
18
Violence vs.
Violence vs.
Violence vs.
Violence vs.
Outcome
civilians (count)
civilians (log)
civilians (count)
civilians (log)
Negative
PraisNegative
PraisEstimator
binomial
Winsten
binomial
Winsten
Sample
Apr. 2004-Oct. 2010
Mar. 2006-Dec. 2010
-.005
-.003
-.107
-.061
Time
(.013)
(.011)
(.019)***
(.009)***
Bemba
-.833
-.283
----Executed Indictment
(.607)
(.473)
Time_Bemba
.040
.009
----Executed Indictment
(.031)
(.024)
2.935
1.767
Lubanga Trial
----(.513)***
(.358)***
.050
.008
Time_Lubanga Trial
----(.034)
(.021)
Katanga-Chui
--------Trial
Time_Katanga-Chui
--------Trial
.693
.433
.462
.349
Battle Events
(.144)***
(.102)***
(.142)***
(.103)***
Log Likelihood
-164.25
------P(alpha=0)
.000
--.053
--P>F
--.02
--.000
(Pseudo) R-squared
.10
.35
.22
--N
79
58
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19
20
Violence vs.
Violence vs.
civilians (count)
civilians (log)
Negative
Praisbinomial
Winsten
Oct. 2007-Dec. 2010
.079
.037
(.028)***
(.027)
---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

-.383
(.560)
-.082
(.058)
.781
(.164)***
-62.70
.500
--.24

-.154
(.639)
-.055
(.063)
.520
(.138)***
----.035
.60
39

The estimates reported in Table 2 indicate that multiple individual-level ICC actions
targeting leaders of other belligerent groups during the period of ongoing situation-level action
vis-à-vis the FDLR were associated with significantly lower levels of violence against civilians
attributable to the FDLR over either the short or long run. Specifically, both Models 7 and 8
indicate that the execution of the Lubanga indictment in March 2006 was associated with lower
levels of violence against civilians by FDLR over the long term, while Models 9 and 10 indicate
that the execution of the Katanga indictment was associated with lower levels of violence against
civilians in the short run; likewise, Models 11 and 12 indicate that the execution of the Ngudjolo
indictment was associated with lower levels of violence against civilians over the short run.
There is also some statistical evidence indicating that the publication of the Ntaganda indictment
in April 2008 was associated with lower levels of violence against civilians by FDLR, although
this evidence is not robust. Model 13, which employs a negative binomial estimator, indicates
that the outstanding indictment for Ntaganda was associated with significantly lower levels of
violence against civilians by FDLR over the short run; however, Model 14, which employs an
OLS Prais-Winsten estimator, indicates that the relationship between the outstanding Ntaganda
indictment and FDLR violence against civilians was statistically insignificant over both the short
and long runs. These findings suggest that the execution of the Lubanga, Katanga, and Chui
indictments, and possibly the outstanding Ntaganda indictment, may have contributed to the
apparently negligible long-term effects of situation-level ICC action vis-à-vis FDLR by
offsetting the short-term increase in violence against civilians.
While there is some statistical evidence suggesting that individual-level ICC action
targeting leaders of other armed groups may have offset the short-term increase in violence
against civilians by FDLR, there is also evidence indicating that certain individual-level ICC
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actions were associated with higher levels of FDLR violence against civilians. Specifically,
Model 9 indicates that the execution of the Katanga indictment, which was associated with
significantly lower levels of violence against civilians in the short term, was also associated with
significantly higher levels of violence against civilians by FDLR over the long run, although this
finding is not robust across estimators. Models 11 and 12 similarly indicate that the execution of
the Chui indictment was associated with significantly higher levels of violence against civilians
over the long run. Finally, Models 17 and 18 indicate that the Lubanga trial was associated with
significantly higher levels of FDLR violence against civilians over the long run.
Collectively, these findings suggest two priors concerning the applicability of the legal
optimist and pessimist hypotheses (and corresponding mechanisms) with respect to situationlevel ICC action vis-à-vis FDLR.
Prior 1: Situation-level action in DRC initially triggered the operation of legal pessimist
mechanisms.
Prior 2: The short-term effects of situation-level action decayed over time, resulting in
negligible long-term effects, possibly due to the operation of legal optimist mechanisms
attributable to individual-level ICC actions targeting leaders of other armed groups, including
the execution of the Lubanga, Katanga, and Chui indictments and the publication of the
outstanding Ntaganda indictment.
However, both priors—and the second prior specifically—are relatively weak,
particularly with respect to the possible effects of individual-level ICC actions targeting
leaders of other belligerent groups, as there is also evidence suggesting that certain such
actions triggered the operation of legal pessimist mechanisms either initially or in the long run.
More generally, the mixed results concerning the apparent effects of individual-level ICC
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actions targeting leaders of other armed groups imply no clear or consistent explanation for the
apparently negligible long-term effects of ICC situation-level action vis-à-vis FDLR, at least as
related to individual-level ICC actions. This, in turn, points to the possibility that the apparent
effects of other individual-level actions in conditioning the impact of situation-level action with
respect to FDLR may be attributable to other factors not included in the interrupted time series
models presented in this chapter, such as concurrent interventions and/or changes in structural
variables; this would imply the correlations between individual-level ICC actions targeting
members of other armed groups and FDLR violence against civilians during ongoing ICC
situation-level action are spurious, rather than causal. Alternately, it is also possible that the
initial finding that situation-level action was associated with higher levels of violence against
civilians is itself spurious, attributable to factors other than the ICC preliminary examination and
investigation; this possibility implies that both the short-term and long-term effects of situationlevel ICC action were negligible. Finally, leaving aside the possibility of spurious relationships,
the initial effects of situation-level ICC action may have decayed gradually over time, rather than
in response to any discrete intervention or event, as FDLR members updated their beliefs
concerning the ICC and adjusted their operations accordingly. To evaluate priors 1 and 2 and
these alternate explanations, I now turn to qualitative process tracing analysis, focusing in turn
on cost-benefit, capacity, and social mechanisms relevant to situation-level action and
subsequent individual-level actions targeting leaders of other armed groups.
Cost-Benefit Mechanisms
The positive, statistically significant relationship between the dichotomous intervention
variable Situation-Level ICC Action and FDLR violence against civilians suggests the possible
operation of the escalation mechanism in the short term, while the negative, statistically
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significant apparent effects of multiple individual-level ICC actions targeting leaders of other
armed groups suggests deterrence as a possible explanation for the decline in the initial spike
in violence and the long-term negligible effects of situation-level ICC action.
The first individually necessary condition for the operation of either escalation or
deterrence is awareness of the relevant ICC action. None of the eight current FDLR
combatants whom I interviewed recalled the preliminary examination or investigation as the
first time they had learned about the ICC; 56 instead, all interviewees cited subsequent
individual-level actions targeting leaders of other groups. I was also unable to locate any
FDLR documents or statements addressing the preliminary examination or investigation, and
there are no indications of any FDLR reaction to the initiation of situation-level action in
contemporaneous reports of the UN Group of Experts, Secretary-General (reporting on the UN
peacekeeping mission), non-governmental organizations, and other relevant entities. 57 While
this absence of evidence does not disconfirm that FDLR members were aware of situationlevel action, it does mean I cannot definitively confirm such awareness.
Even so, there is strong evidence suggesting that FDLR leaders likely had access to
information about situation-level action through media sources and contacts in DRC and
elsewhere. The UN-run Radio Okapi reported the opening of the ICC investigation on July 8,
2004, approximately two weeks after it was publicly announced by the Prosecutor, Luis
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Moreno-Ocampo,58 and the announcement of both the referral and the formal investigation, the
first in the Court’s history, received extensive international media coverage.59 This suggests
that information about situation-level action was readily available to interested observers in
DRC and elsewhere. Furthermore, while FDLR was based primarily in rural areas with limited
transportation and communications infrastructure, the July 2004 UN Group of Experts report
indicated that field units were well-equipped with radios, satellite telephones, and mobile
phones which they used to communicate regularly with contacts in urban areas in DRC and
other African states and with the organization’s political leadership and representatives of the
Rwandan Hutu diaspora abroad. 60 Furthermore, during the period from the initiation of
situation-level ICC action through the first individual-level ICC action targeting a leader of
another armed group in DRC in March 2006, senior FDLR leaders based in DRC traveled on
multiple occasions to Kinshasa, various African cities, and Europe, where they likely would
have had access to information about ICC action through news sources and/or direct contacts.61
Therefore, while I cannot definitively confirm that members of the FDLR were aware of
situation-level action, such awareness is reasonable to infer.

Radio Okapi, “La CPI lance une enquête sur les crimes commis en RDC“ (July 8, 2004),
radiookapi.net /sans-categorie/2004/07/08/la-cpi-lance-une-enquete-sur-les-crimes-commis-en-rdc/, last
accessed March 20, 2004.
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Although at least some members of FDLR were likely aware of situation-level ICC
action before subsequent individual-level actions targeting members of other armed groups,
there is suggestive, though not confirmatory, evidence indicating that FDLR members did not
fear future legal sanctions in response to situation-level ICC action, the second individually
necessary condition for cost-benefit mechanisms. To begin, there were few objective reasons
for FDLR members to perceive an increase in the probability of future legal sanctions (e.g.
indictment and arrest) after the initiation of situation-level action. First, until September 2008,
the ICC focused exclusively on crimes in Ituri district of Oriental province, where the FDLR
was not active.62 Members of FDLR should have therefore had little reason to believe that the
ICC would investigate atrocity crimes committed by the FDLR, and after he was arrested and
transferred to the Court, FDLR executive secretary Callixte Mbarushimana argued that the
Congolese government’s referral that triggered ICC action in DRC was meant to be limited to
Ituri and that the Court’s initial focus on this region gave rise to the expectation that the Kivus
were not covered in the referral or the Court’s jurisdiction. 63 Moreover, because DRC was the
ICC’s first formal investigation and it had no record of securing arrests or convictions
elsewhere, there was likely reason to believe the Court would be unable to enforce any arrest
warrants, even if FDLR members were targeted; while I could not independently confirm if
FDLR members held such views in relation to situation-level ICC action, doubts about the
ICC’s enforcement capacity was (and to a somewhat lesser extent remains) widespread among
many scholars of international law and politics during the first years of the Court’s existence,
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suggesting such skepticism is not entirely unreasonable, uninformed, or surprising. 64
Furthermore, the FDLR was (and remains) based in remote, isolated regions in the Kivus
where the primary actors with the capacity to enforce any ICC against FDLR members, the
Congolese government and the UN peacekeeping operation, had a limited or non-existent
presence in 2004.65 Finally, while FDLR periodically engaged in fighting with the Congolese
military, elements of the Congolese government and army maintained close relations with
FDLR, providing effective protection against arrest for senior officers. 66
While FDLR members had few objective reasons to fear future legal sanctions as a
result of situation-level ICC action, I could not directly ascertain whether this action caused
combatants to update their beliefs about the probability of future prosecution, as none of the
FDLR members whom I interviewed recalled learning about the ICC preliminary examination
or investigation before subsequent individual-level actions.67 As such, there is no “smoking
gun” which provides positive evidence indicating that FDLR members did not update their
beliefs about the probability of legal sanctions. Nonetheless, there are several clues suggesting
FDLR leaders did not perceive an increase in the probability of legal sanctions as a resul t of
situation-level ICC action. For example, the widespread international travels of senior FDLR
political and military leaders during the period after the initiation of situation-level ICC action
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suggest they did not believe they would be arrested or at least discounted any such fears. 68
There is also more definitive evidence indicating that subsequent individual-level ICC
actions targeting members of other belligerent groups did not alter perceptions of the
probability of future legal sanctions among FDLR members, which implies that situation-level
action—which generated objectively weaker incentives to fear future sanctions—probably did
not either. ICC actions targeting members of other groups in DRC received extensive local and
international media coverage, suggesting at least some FDLR members had access to
information about these actions. 69 Furthermore, as noted previously, all FDLR members whom
I interviewed for this study indicated the first time they had heard of ICC action in DRC was
when the Court targeted members of other belligerent organizations; this indicates at least
some members of FDLR were aware of these ICC actions. However, multiple interviewees
indicated that learning about these ICC actions had not prompted them to update their beliefs
about the probability of future legal sanctions or otherwise caused them to fear prosecution.
For instance, when I asked one interviewee about her/his reaction to the execution of the
indictment for Thomas Lubanga of the UPC in 2006, s/he said:
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I heard on the radio that Thomas Lubanga, a high commander in Ituri, was taken by the
ICC, but I did not have any concerns because I knew that the ICC could not come for us
out here in the bush.70
This statement suggests that individual-level ICC actions such as the arrest of Lubanga
failed to alter the subjective probability of future legal sanctions for at least some FDLR
members because they believed the ICC would be unable to enforce any action targeting them.
This provides further support for the inference, discussed above, that objective factors such as
FDLR’s relatively secure location in highly isolated areas in eastern DRC provided little
reason for FDLR members to fear legal sanctions even after learning about ICC action in DRC.
In addition to skepticism about the ICC’s capacity to enforce any future actions
targeting FDLR members, there is also evidence suggesting that individual-level action
targeting members of other belligerent groups did not generate fear of future legal sanctions
among members of FDLR because they were tolerant of high levels of risk and therefore less
susceptible to threats of prosecution. For example, according to one senior FDLR commander:
It did not matter for us to hear about the ICC. Some of us have lived in the forest here
in Congo since 1994, and we are all willing to die for our organization, so why would
we fear the ICC?71
Such statements are broadly consistent with FDLR’s historical origins in the groups
that perpetrated the 1994 Rwandan genocide and subsequent involvement in over two decades
of armed conflict in eastern Congo. Both the genocide and the subsequent conflict in DRC
exposed individual FDLR members to substantial personal and legal risks, suggesting that
members of FDLR were acceptant of such risks and therefore unlikely to fear ICC action.
Secondary research and media reports (some including interviews with current or former
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FDLR members) similarly indicate that members of this organization have been willing to
endure significant risks and hardships in pursuit of their perceived mission to “liberate”
Rwanda.72 This willingness is likely attributable both to the radical ideology of FDLR’s senior
leadership, which includes individuals directly involved in the genocide, and to the
organization’s effective indoctrination of new recruits and tight command and control
structures that severely punish any internal dissension. 73 In any case, the apparent willingness
of at least some combatants to accept substantial risks and hardships seems to have undermined
any deterrent incentives arising from individual-level ICC actions targeting members of other
armed groups in DRC.
This analysis of the reactions of FDLR members to individual-level ICC actions
targeting members of other groups has two important implications. First, this analysis implies
that these actions did not trigger the deterrence mechanism; this indicates the long-term
negligible effects of situation-level ICC action after the initial spike in violence against
civilians cannot be attributed to deterrence arising from subsequent individual-level actions.
Second, this analysis provides indirect evidence which strengthens the inference that the initial
increase in violence against civilians associated with situation-level action is not attributable to
the escalation mechanism. The evidence concerning individual-level ICC actions suggests that
For example, see BBC News, “Will FDLR rebels ever leave Congo and return to Rwanda?”
(February 11, 2014), http://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-26121995, last accessed April 7, 2015; Julia
Steers, “Militia accused of Rwanda genocide facing onslaught,” CBS News (October 17, 2014),
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/un-poised-to-hit-fdlr-rebels-in-congo/, last accessed April 7, 2015;
Johnson and Schlidwein, Endgame or bluff, 19.
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these actions failed to generate fear of future legal sanctions because of FDLR members’
perceived invulnerability to arrest and their apparently high risk tolerance. Unfortunately,
because I was unable to interview any FDLR members who recalled learning about the ICC
preliminary examination and investigation before subsequent individual-level actions, it was
not possible to determine whether situation-level action also failed to generate fear of
prosecution because of these factors. Nonetheless, objective factors likely contributing to
FDLR members’ perceived invulnerability to arrest and high risk tolerance, including the
organization’s relatively isolated positions, close ties with elements of the Congolese
government, and extremist ideology, were also present and relevant before the initiation of
individual-level ICC actions targeting members of other groups. It is therefore plausible, if not
likely, that these objective factors also undermined any incentives for FDLR members who
became aware of situation-level action to update their estimates of the probability of future
legal sanctions, thereby precluding the escalation mechanism.
Capacity Mechanisms
The positive, statistically significant relationship between the dichotomous intervention
indicator for situation-level ICC action and FDLR violence against civilians suggests the
possible operation of the empowerment mechanism in the short term; at the same time, the
negative, statistically significant association between FDLR violence against civilians and
various individual-level ICC actions targeting leaders of other groups suggests incapacitation
as a possible explanation for the “decay” in the initial increase in violence and, in turn, the
long-term negligible effects of situation-level action.
With respect to the short-term increase in violence against civilians associated with
situation-level ICC action, the first necessary condition for empowerment is either 1) the removal
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(through apprehension or flight) of members, typically leaders, of the organization in response to
ICC action or 2) awareness of the ICC action among group members and/or supporters.
Situation-level ICC action did not directly target members of FDLR or result in their removal
from the battlefield and/or positions of power, at least in the short term; in fact, there were no
reported changes in FDLR’s senior leadership from November 2003, five months before the
initiation of situation-level ICC action, when senior military commander Paul Rwarakabije
defected and was replaced by Sylvestre Mudacumura, until November 2009, when FDLR’s
senior political leader, president Ignace Murwanashayaka, was arrested in Germany on domestic
charges and replaced by Gaston “Rumuli” Iyamuremye, a military leader based in eastern DRC.
With the removal of group leaders in response to situation-level ICC action ruled out as a
possible pathway for empowerment, the first necessary condition for this mechanism is
awareness of the relevant ICC action among group members and/or external supporters.
As discussed above, there is suggestive but not confirmatory evidence indicating that
FDLR members were aware of situation-level action. Moreover, given the Congolese
government’s role in initiating situation-level action by referring the situation on its territory to
the Court and the extensive international media coverage of the referral and investigation
documented above, it seems likely that external supporters of FDLR in both the Congolese
government and Rwandan Hutu diaspora were also aware of this action, although I was unable to
interview relevant government officials and Hutu diaspora members to confirm this inference.
Having established that FDLR members and external supporters were likely aware of
situation-level ICC action, the next necessary condition for empowerment is evidence of
improved morale, increased commitment to the organization by group members, and/or
increased material or financial support to the group by external actors. Because none of the
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FDLR members whom I interviewed recalled learning specifically about situation-level action,
my interview data do not provide insight into the effects of situation-level action on in-group
morale. However, a May 2005 International Crisis Group report based on interviews with
MONUC demobilization, disarmament, repatriation, resettlement, and reintegration (DDRRR)
officers and former FDLR combatants in late 2004 and early 2005 indicates that morale was
“very low” among rank-and-file FDLR members at this time.74 Furthermore, while reports by the
UN Group of Experts indicate FDLR continued to receive financial and material support from
elements of the Congolese government and military in 2004 and 2005, even “cohabiting” and
conducting joint operations with certain FARDC units in North and South Kivu, there is no
indication from these reports that such support increased after or in response to the initiation of
situation-level ICC action.75 Similarly, there is no indication in subsequent Group of Experts
reports examining the role of the Rwandan Hutu diaspora in financing FDLR operations that
diaspora support increased in response to the ICC preliminary examination and investigation.76
Finally, although it conducted a series of small-scale incursions into northwestern Rwanda in
2004 after the initiation of situation-level ICC action, FDLR was unable to deploy large numbers
of personnel and these attacks had a negligible impact, suggesting that FDLR’s military capacity
was already limited at this point.77
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By themselves, none of these observations definitively confirm that situation-level action
did not enhance the FDLR’s military capacity and trigger the empowerment mechanism as
suggested by interrupted time series analysis. However, all of these observations point toward
either a null effect or in the opposite direction of empowerment, suggesting that the FDLR’s
military capacity was either unchanged or, if anything, declined after the initiation of the ICC
preliminary examination and investigation. This does not rule out the possibility that situationlevel ICC action had an indirect effect by, for example, undermining FDLR’s military capacity
and provoking increased violence against civilians out of “desperation” or retaliation; this, in
fact, would be broadly consistent with FDLR’s repeated strategy, both before and after the
initiation of situation-level ICC action, of employing violence against civilians when faced with
increased military pressure.78 However, there is no evidence suggesting that situation-level ICC
action contributed to the apparent deterioration in FDLR’s military capacity; rather, this
deterioration seems to have been the continuation of longer-term trends attributable to the failure
of a 2001 offensive in Rwanda, Operation Oracle du Seigneur, the subsequent defection of
several high-ranking commanders, increased military and political pressure from Kigali, and the
cessation of formal support by the Congolese government in response to international pressure in
2002; the latter development was particularly important because, despite continued collaboration
between elements of the Congolese government and military and FDLR, this deprived FDLR of
its primary source of weapons and other materiel and severely undermined its military capacity. 79
It therefore seems highly unlikely that the increase in violence against civilians by FDLR after
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the initiation of situation-level ICC action can be attributed to the empowerment mechanism.
Although the initial increase in violence against civilians by FDLR associated with
situation-level ICC action cannot be attributed to empowerment, several subsequent individuallevel ICC actions targeting leaders of other armed groups were associated with significantly
lower levels of violence against civilians; this suggests the possible operation of incapacitation,
the legal optimist counterpart of empowerment. As in the case of the ICC preliminary
examination and investigation, these individual-level actions did not directly target FDLR
leaders or result in their removal from the battlefield or positions of power. Consequently, the
first individually necessary condition for incapacitation with respect to these actions is awareness
of these actions among FDLR members and/or external supporters, and as noted in the above
discussions, there is sufficient evidence for this condition.
The second individually necessary condition for incapacitation is that members of the
organization exhibited lower morale and/or commitment to the organization, or external
supporters reduced or refrained from initiating material or financial support because of the
relevant ICC action.
At first glance, there is suggestive evidence for this condition. During the period from the
execution of the Lubanga indictment in March 2006 through the initiation of individual-level
action against the FDLR in January 2011, the organization’s military capacity deteriorated
precipitously. According to UN reports, the FDLR’s troop strength declined from between 7,000
and 8,000 in May 2006 to approximately 3,500 in November 2010.80 Unsurprisingly in light of
this development, the UN Group of Experts reported low levels of morale in November 2010,
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with internal cohesion maintained largely by threats of violence against defectors and their
families.81 Further analysis, however, suggests that individual-level ICC actions targeting leaders
of other groups played a negligible role in the degradation of the FDLR’s military capacity
before January 2011, at least as compared to concurrent developments. Arguably the most
important such development was the intensification of military pressure against FDLR from
January 2009 onward. On January 20, 2009, the FARDC, including newly “integrated” elements
of the CNDP, and units of the RDF (the Rwandan Defence Force, the national army) launched
Operation Umoja Wetu, a joint offensive against FDLR positions in North Kivu. The RDF
formally withdrew from DRC roughly one month later after some initial successes, and in March
2009, the FARDC launched a follow-up operation, Kimia II, in both North Kivu and South Kivu
with the support of MONUC, the UN peacekeeping operation. The FARDC then launched a third
operation against FDLR, Amani Leo, on January 1, 2010, also in conjunction with MONUC, and
by summer 2010 over 60,000 FARDC troops and ten battalions of peacekeepers were deployed
to North and South Kivu (though not all were actively engaged in operations against FDLR).82
While these operations were ultimately unsuccessful in neutralizing FDLR, 83 they did
severely undermine the organization’s fighting capacity, at least in the short term. As a result of
these operations, FDLR temporarily lost control of several of its bases in the Kivus and was
forced to retreat deeper into the surrounding forests and mountains.84 Increased military pressure
also deprived the organization of control over lucrative mines and transportation networks in
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eastern DRC,85 in doing so, these operations severely diminished FDLR’s capacity to replace lost
or broken weapons and material, some of which dated to the early 1990s, and in November 2010
the UN Group of Experts reported that “many” of the organization’s remaining weapons were in
poor condition or unusable.86
The intensification of military pressure was also directly or indirectly responsible for
much of the attrition experienced by the FDLR from 2006 through 2011.87 First, the FDLR
suffered substantial battlefield losses as a result of these operations, including 1,561 battle–
related deaths from January 2009 through December 2010 according to the Uppsala Conflict
Data Program’s (UCDP) Georeferenced Event Dataset.88 Military operations against the FDLR
also provided opportunities and incentives for large-scale defections. In response to the
intensification of military pressure in January 2009, FDLR’s military command divided divisionlevel units into smaller detachments more suited for guerilla operations; this, however, weakened
internal command and control mechanisms, which provided opportunities for escape.89
These operations also generated incentives for defection in more direct ways. One current
FDLR member interviewed for this study attributed increased attrition to the “brutal” tactics
employed by the FARDC, RDF, and MONUC/MONUSCO, which s/he claimed involved attacks
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against Rwandan Hutu refugees whom FDLR was “protecting.”90 Independent reports likewise
indicate that anti-FDLR operations involved widespread violence against civilians by both sides;
for instance, Human Rights Watch reported that elements of the FARDC and RDF attacked Hutu
refugees during Operation Umoja Wetu,91 and the UN Group of Experts subsequently reported
that the large-scale flight numbers of civilian Hutu refugees in response to the anti-FDLR
military operations had prompted “associated combatants” to defect.92 Other FDLR members
interviewed for this study implied that these operations were a breaking point for some
combatants who had endured years of deprivation in eastern Congo and/or were simply less
committed to the organization’s mission.93 MONUC also intensified its voluntary disarmament,
demobilization, repatriation, reintegration, and resettlement (DDRRR) programming targeting
FDLR combatants during the offensives, and these efforts were subsequently cited by
independent NGO efforts as key factors in the increase in defections.94
In the midst of these military operations and the concurrent DDRRR campaign, FDLR
was also deprived of two of its senior political leaders based in Europe through legal action,
though not by the ICC. On November 17, 2009, FDLR president Ignace Murwanashyaka and
first vice-president Straton Musoni were arrested in Germany on domestic charges of war crimes
and crimes against humanity for allegedly ordering atrocities in DRC.95 These arrests clearly
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deprived Murwanashayka and Musoni of the capacity and opportunity to provide leadership to
the group and organize atrocities, suggesting that international legal action, albeit not by the ICC,
may have also contributed to deterioration of FDLR’s capacity to conduct effective military
operations and perpetrated atrocities. Indeed, subsequent UN reports cited “judicial pressure”
relating to these arrests, in addition to the ongoing military operations, as a contributor to the
decline in FDLR’s military strength.96
Subsequent UN reports, however, suggest that any incapacitative effects of these arrests
were limited. Most importantly, while Murwanashayaka and Musoni were individually deprived
of their capacity to order atrocities, the organization adapted quickly to mitigate any negative
impact of their arrests. In accordance with FDLR’s organizational statutes, Murwanashayaka and
Musoni were automatically succeeded by their deputies; Gaston “Rumuli” Iyamuremye (alias
Victor Byiringiro), a military commander based in the Kivus and hitherto second vice-president,
became president, while the executive secretary, Mbarushimana, assumed the additional role of
first vice-president, while remaining based in Paris.97 According to the UN Group of Experts,
Mbarushimana stayed in close contact with units in DRC, reportedly reassuring field
commanders that Murwanashayka and Musoni would soon be released.98 Furthermore, according
to interviews with FDLR members conducted for this project, commanders actively manipulated
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or suppressed information about the arrests of Murwanashayka and Musoni in order to prevent
defections.99 The effects of these arrests on group morale and capacity were therefore “not as
significant as expected,” according to the November 2010 Group of Experts report.100
The deterioration in FDLR’s military capacity therefore seems mostly attributable to the
intensification of military pressure by the FARDC, rather than ICC actions targeting
commanders of other groups or domestic prosecutions of senior FDLR leaders in Europe. Quite
tellingly, no FDLR members interviewed for this study cited individual-level ICC action as an
explanation for the deterioration in FDLR’s military capacity; similarly, UN Group of Experts
reports drawing upon interviews with FDLR defectors do not cite ICC actions targeting other
members of other groups as a cause of defections.101 Furthermore, as discussed above with
respect to the arrests of Murwanashayaka and Musoni, both my interviews and UN Group of
Experts reports suggest that FDLR commanders actively manipulated or suppressed information
about legal actions in order to maintain internal cohesion and prevent defections;102 while none
of these interviews or reports related specifically to individual-level ICC actions targeting
members of other groups, evidence of this strategy suggests it may have also been employed to
mitigate any incapacitative effects of individual-level ICC actions. Of course, neither the absence
of evidence that individual-level ICC actions triggered defections or otherwise undermined
FDLR’s military capacity, nor positive evidence indicating that FDLR commanders manipulated
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information about legal actions definitively confirms that individual-level ICC actions did not
cause some defections or contribute to the degradation of FDLR’s military capacity at the
margins; however, in combination with strong evidence indicating that increased military
pressure against FDLR was primarily responsible for the deterioration of the group’s military
strength, these factors suggest that any effects of individual-level ICC actions targeting leaders of
other groups were limited at best.
Social Mechanisms
The positive, statistically significant relationship between the dichotomous indicator of
situation-level ICC action and FDLR violence against civilians suggests the possible operation
of the socialization mechanism in the short term, while the negative, statistically significant
relationships between indicators of certain individual-level ICC actions targeting leaders of
other armed groups and FDLR violence against civilians suggests backlash as a possible
explanation for the “decay” in the initial increase in violence correlated with situation-level
ICC action and, by extension, the long-term negligible effects of situation-level action.
The first individually necessary condition for either socialization or backlash is
awareness of the relevant ICC action among group members. As discussed previously, there is
suggestive, though not confirmatory, evidence indicating that some FDLR combatants were
aware of situation-level ICC action and more definitive evidence that FDLR members were
aware of subsequent individual-level ICC actions targeting leaders of other groups. There was
consequently possible scope for the operation of social mechanisms with respect to both
situation-level ICC action and subsequent individual-level actions.
After awareness, the second necessary condition for socialization, the legal optimist
variant of social mechanisms, is that members of the group perceived the relevant ICC action,
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the ICC, and/or international anti-atrocity norms as legitimate, while the second necessary
condition for the legal pessimist parallel of socialization, backlash, is that group members
perceived the relevant ICC action, the Court, and/or anti-atrocity norms as illegitimate.
Because none of FDLR members whom I interviewed recalled learning about situationlevel ICC action before subsequent individual-level actions, my interview data do not provide
insight into whether FDLR members perceived situation-level action as illegitimate in
accordance with the backlash mechanism. There is, however, at least circumstantial evidence
suggesting that FDLR members did not perceive situation-level action as illegitimate. First,
there is no record of any public statements, press releases, or interviews by FDLR condemning
(or, for that matter, welcoming) situation-level ICC action in DRC; this is significant because
FDLR maintained an active communications office during the period of ongoing situationlevel action, frequently issuing public statements and/or giving interviews commenting on
relevant legal and political developments, including statements specifically condemning legal
action against FDLR leaders. 103 Of course, that FDLR did not issue a public statement
condemning situation-level ICC action does not confirm that members perceived it as
legitimate; it does, however, suggest that any backlash or other reaction to situation-level
action was not significant enough to warrant a public statement.
Second, the text of FDLR’s Rome Declaration, which was issued on March 31, 2005,
less than one year after the initiation of situation-level ICC action in DRC, suggests that FDLR
leaders viewed international legal action, at least in the abstract, as legitimate. In this
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declaration, the FDLR indicated its willingness to cooperate with international justice
mechanisms, and it also committed to “fight impunity” and condemned violations of human
rights and terrorism in the Great Lakes region. 104
However, the declaration did not refer to the ICC, and negotiations were apparently
focused mostly on ICTR prosecutions for crimes relating to the genocide in Rwanda, rather
than international prosecutions for alleged crimes in DRC. 105 Moreover, while the FDLR’s
motivations in formally committing to cooperate with international justice mechanisms are
unclear, there is no indication in any relevant UN, NGO, or media reports, including those
citing interviews with FDLR leadership, that situation-level ICC action in DRC played any role
in this declaration; instead, it has been speculated that the Rome Declaration was a strategy for
the FDLR to buy time to recover from recent military defeats. 106 Finally, it is highly
questionable whether FDLR’s commitments were sincere, as they were made explicitly
conditional on “an opening of political space in Rwanda,” a demand that had been repeatedly
refused by Kigali,107 and only eleven days after the issuance of the declaration, FDLR
President Ignace Murwanashayaka publicly indicated he was not “ready” to implement its
terms.108 Unsurprisingly in light of these statements, essentially “nothing happened” with
respect to the implementation of this agreement. 109 Even so, the Rome Declaration signaled at
Forces démocratiques de liberation du Rwanda, Declaration at the Sant’Egidio talks between
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least superficial acceptance of the legitimacy of international legal action.
None of this evidence confirms that FDLR members did not perceive situation-level
action as illegitimate or trigger backlash, as suggested by the short-term interrupted time series
estimates. This evidence, however, points toward a null effect or in the opposite direction of
backlash; if anything, therefore, this analysis suggests situation-level action contributed to
socialization and prevention. However, given the lack of evidence linking the Rome Declaration
to situation-level ICC action and the seeming insincerity of FDLR’s stated commitment to
cooperation with international justice, it seems unlikely (though I cannot definitively rule out)
that situation-level action triggered socialization; at the same time, analysis of the effects of
individual-level actions targeting leaders of other armed groups, for which there is more
definitive evidence, provides further support for this interpretation.
While it was not possible to confirm if members of FDLR perceived situation-level ICC
action as legitimate, my interviews provide somewhat more definitive evidence concerning
perceptions of subsequent individual-level actions. In general, interviewees reported either
indifferent or positive attitudes toward individual-level actions targeting leaders of other
belligerent groups. For example, when asked about her/his perceptions of the execution of the
indictments for Thomas Lubanga and Germain Katanga, one FDLR officer explicitly stated:
I heard about these men being taken away by the ICC, but I had no real opinion about
this. I did not know them or whether they committed the crimes they were accused of,
so I could not say if it was legitimate or not. 110
On the other hand, another interviewee stated that s/he “welcomed” individual-level ICC
actions as “positive for peace in Congo because it meant that some criminals could no longer
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commit crimes.”111 Another interviewee specifically cited the indictment of Bosco Ntaganda of
the CNDP as a positive development, stating that “it was important for the ICC to bring to
justice the leader of our main Tutsi enemies here in Congo” 112 These statements suggest at
least some FDLR members perceived individual-level actions targeting leaders of other armed
groups as legitimate and positive, and tellingly, no interviewees reported overtly negative
attitudes toward these actions. Unfortunately, FDLR did not issue any public statements
concerning these actions, and I was unable to locate additional information to corroborate my
interview data. This evidence therefore falls short of the requirement of least one source not
based on interview data for definitively inferring that FDLR members perceived individuallevel ICC actions targeting leaders of other groups as legitimate; nonetheless, insofar as it
suggests at least some FDLR members perceived individual-level ICC actions as legitimate,
this evidence suggests possible scope for the operation of socialization.
Having established possible, though not definitive, scope for socialization with respect to
individual-level ICC actions targeting leaders of other armed groups, the next necessary
condition for socialization is that knowledge of these actions altered understandings of the
appropriateness of atrocities among combatants, causing them to understand atrocities as
criminal, immoral, unjustified, and/or otherwise inappropriate. There is, however, strong
evidence indicating that this condition failed to obtain with respect to these actions, suggesting
that socialization did not operate. Specifically, this evidence indicates strong continuities in
understandings of the appropriateness of atrocities before and after individual-level ICC actions
targeting leaders of other groups, suggesting that ICC actions failed to alter these understandings.
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As will be recalled, the FDLR originated in the Hutu extremist groups that organized the
1994 genocide of the Tutsis and related episodes of mass violence in Rwanda. These groups
included elements of various organizations, including the Rwandan government and ruling
political party, the Mouvement Révolutionaire National pour le Développement (MRND); other
radical Hutu political parties, most notably the Coalition pour la Défense de la République
(CDR); the state security forces, including the FAR (national army), the elite Garde
Présidentielle, and the national police and gendarmerie; and the interahamwe and
impuzamugambi militias, which began as the armed youth movements of the MRND and CDR,
respectively. In preparation for the genocide, extremist political and military leaders elaborated
the ideology of “Hutu Power,” which stressed Hutu solidarity and dominance; following a
modification of the “Hamitic hypothesis,” which identified Tutsis as descendants of invaders
who had displaced Hutus from dominance in Rwanda, Hutu Power ideology also denigrated
Tutsis as foreigners and outsiders.113 At the same time, Hutu Power ideology directly
dehumanized Tutsis, commonly referring to the predominantly Tutsi RPF and Tutsis more
generally as inyenzi (Kinyarwanda for cockroaches),114 while simultaneously portraying the
Tutsi population as “an overwhelming threat to Hutu—to their lives and to their very existence
as a people.”115 Recruits to the interahamwe and impuzamugambi were effectively indoctrinated
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in this ideology before the genocide; interahamwe recruits, for instance, reportedly participated
in three-week training and indoctrination programs, in which:
Extremist politicians taught them that the only way to move Rwanda forward was to
kill Tutsis. The must, they learned, kill women and children as well—because only then
could they prevent future descendants from rejoining the battle.116
The ideology of Hutu Power had important implications for understandings of the
appropriateness of atrocities among its adherents. By identifying Tutsis as sub-human and an
existential threat to the Hutu population, this ideology implied that anti-atrocity norms were not
applicable with respect to Tutsis. Accordingly, mass killings and other atrocities against Tutsis,
including civilians, were understood as entirely justified and “normal,” rather than criminal,
immoral, or otherwise inappropriate;117 in fact, not participating in killings was understood as
treasonous to the Hutu community and, during the genocide, often severely punished.118
Understandings of atrocities as appropriate were further reinforced before and during the
genocide by the “masquerade of legitimacy” provided by the well-developed, highly centralized,
and hierarchical structures of the Rwandan government, military, and other organizations that
actively promoted Hutu Power ideology and issued orders to kill in its furtherance; in this
respect, the role of the government was particularly important, as it “gave its officials and
citizens the cover of ‘legitimate’ orders to hide from themselves and others the evil they were
doing.”119 Accordingly, atrocities were widely understood as legitimate, expected, and
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appropriate, rather than criminal, by adherents of Hutu Power ideology and other participants in
the genocide.
The “hard-core elements” in the government and radical political parties, security forces,
and militias that developed or were indoctrinated in Hutu Power ideology and legitimated the
genocide through their hierarchical power structures subsequently assumed central roles in
FDLR. For example, one of the “founders” of FDLR, Aloys Ntiwirigabo, was implicated in the
genocide as a high-ranking intelligence officer in the FAR in 1994,120 while FDLR’s other main
founder, Tharcisse Renzaho, played a central role in organizing genocidal violence as prefect of
Kigali and was later convicted of genocide and crimes against humanity by the ICTR. 121 Former
executive secretary Callixte Mbarushimana was reportedly involved in training anti-Tutsi militia
and ordering killings during the genocide, even as he was working with the United Nations office
in Kigali,122 and the current political leader of FDLR, Gaston “Rumuli” Iyamuremye (alias
Victor Byringiro), was allegedly involved in the genocide as the commander of a FAR unit in
Kigali.123 By all indications, these leaders have remained “true believers” in the tenets of Hutu
Power; in an interview published in a December 2007 NGO report, former FDLR deputy
military commander Evariste Murenzi, who defected in 2004, indicated that Iyarumeyme had
“clear anti-Tutsi views” and had said “openly he will not return to a country run by Tutsis.”124
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Likewise, Murenzi reported that FDLR supreme military commander Sylvestre Mudacumura, the
commander of a FAR battalion during the genocide but whose precise role, if any, in the killings
remains unclear, “does not only hold extremist views; he publishes them. When we were in
Kamina [a military base where some FDLR units were cantoned briefly in 2002], he was writing
a book in Kinyarwanda…I read it, and it is extremist, in the true sense of the word.”125 Echoing
this characterization of Mudacumura, exiled Rwandan political opposition leader and former
RDF general Kayumba Nywamasa rejected collaborating with the FDLR on the grounds that
Mudacumura outright “hated Tutsis.” 126
Although hardline anti-Tutsi ideologues and génocidaires have been involved with FDLR
since its establishment, the organization’s membership, including some of its senior leadership at
certain points, also includes large numbers of individuals with no direct involvement in the
genocide. Most notably, neither Ignace Murwayashyaka, former president of FDLR, nor his
senior deputy, former first vice-president Straton Musoni, were present in Rwanda during the
genocide.127 More generally, notwithstanding initial reports that most—or, in extreme versions,
virtually all—of the Rwandan Hutu population was indoctrinated by the extremist regime and
participated in the genocide,128 more recent and reliable estimates indicate that only between
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175,000 and 210,000 Hutus were directly involved in the genocide;129 this suggests only a small
percentage of the population of Rwandan Hutu refugees in Congo from which the FDLR has
primarily drawn its membership were implicated in the genocide. Furthermore, while precise
estimates of the number of génocidaires in FDLR vary widely, even the highest estimates
suggest this number is quite low; for instance, at the upper end of reliable estimates, a 2007
World Bank report indicated only 200 to 300 of approximately 7,000 FDLR combatants at the
time were personally implicated in the genocide.130
While most of FDLR’s membership and some of its senior leadership were not directly
implicated in the genocide, extremists from the former government and military have retained an
outsized influence in the organization.131 Under the leadership of these hardliners, FDLR has
continued to advance an anti-Tutsi ideology, although it has tempered its public rhetoric in recent
years as it has come under increasing military pressure and certain elements within the
organization have sought to pursue peace negotiations with Kigali.132 Furthermore, in much the
same way as extremist Hutu leaders cultivated fear and hatred of Tutsis before the Rwandan
genocide, rank-and-file soldiers and Rwandan Hutu refugees in eastern DRC have been
“ideologically geared to fight Tutsis.”133 Former FDLR military commander Paul Rwarkabije
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discussed this strategy in an interview published in December 2007:
The ideology taught by the soldiers and the civilian refugees have one centre of gravity,
namely “the wickedness of the Tutsi.” It is very close to the views expressed by the CDR
[Committee for the Defence of the Republic] before and during the genocide. The courses
in ideology are essentially based on a book entitled Ten Years After Independence, a book
of the Parmehutu party [the predecessor to the MRND], and certain passages of the songs
of the choir Abanyuramatwi such as Turatsinzegaye [a pro-Hutu patriotic song]. It’s not
easy for them to think of coming back to live with the Tutsis who they have made out to
be so evil.134
Consistent with these observations, multiple members of FDLR whom I interviewed
explicitly echoed the language of Hutu Power, for example categorically referring to Tutsis as
“enemies” or “invaders.”135 The logic of Hutu Power was also disturbingly reflected in a quote
by an FDLR child soldier interviewed for a news feature on the group in 2008:
The Tutsis stole our country and they are killing the Hutus or making them slaves. We
have to kill them wherever they are. It is the only way to get our country back. When they
are defeated I can go home. It’s not hard to kill. You shoot.136
Following this logic, another officer whom I interviewed stated identified the organization’s
“sacred mission” as “to liberate Rwanda from the Tutsis.”137 Similarly, a 2014 profiled noted that
the FDLR’s ideology incorporates “a strong religious tinge, ‘a distant, final goal’ supposedly
ordained by God,”138 and an NGO officer involved in outreach with FDLR observed that
combatants “often speak in religious terms, as if they are on a mission from God to liberate
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Rwanda for the Hutu.”139
Both secondary sources and my interview evidence therefore suggest strong ideological
continuities between the extremist groups that organized the Rwandan genocide and FDLR.
These continuities have important implications for evaluating the socialization mechanism with
respect to individual-level ICC actions targeting leaders of other belligerent groups. If these
actions triggered socialization, some degree of ideological discontinuity would be expected as
members of FDLR accepted norms prohibiting atrocities and rejected an ideology closely
associated with and explicitly condoning atrocities. Instead, the observed ideological continuity
implies that individual-level ICC actions associated with lower levels of violence against
civilians did not, in fact, alter fundamental understandings of the appropriateness of atrocities
among members of FDLR. Consistent with this interpretation, FDLR interviewees repeatedly
indicated they did not view atrocities committed in furtherance of their organizational mission as
criminal or otherwise inappropriate, even after learning about individual-level ICC actions
targeting leaders of other groups; for example, one FDLR commander stated that “some in the
international community will say that we are criminals or that we are devils, but we know this to
be untrue, because we are only doing what we must do to liberate Rwanda for the Hutu
people.”140 Similarly, when I asked the FDLR officer who indicated s/he “welcome[d]” arrests
and trials of leaders of other groups whether these actions had affected the FDLR, s/he replied,
“the others who were taken to the ICC, they were all criminals who committed much violence,
but we are nothing like them; we are fighting to protect Hutus here [in DRC] and Rwanda and to
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free our country so that we may return to our homes one day.”141
Such statements provide positive evidence that individual-level ICC actions targeting
leaders of other groups failed to alter understandings about the appropriateness of atrocities
among members of FDLR, implying these actions did not trigger socialization. This evidence
also provides indirect insight into the initial effects of situation-level ICC action. Continuities in
understandings of the appropriateness of atrocities are traceable to FDLR’s origins in the
extremist groups that organized the Rwandan genocide of 1994 and therefore antedate not only
individual-level ICC actions targeting leaders of other groups, but also the initiation of situationlevel ICC action in DRC in 2004. In combination with suggestive evidence that FDLR members
did not perceive situation-level action as illegitimate, these long-term continuities dating to
before the initiation of situation-level ICC action suggest the ICC preliminary examination and
investigation did not trigger or exacerbate contempt for anti-atrocity norms; this supports the
earlier conclusion that the initial increase in FDLR violence against civilians associated with the
initiation of situation-level ICC action in DRC was not attributable to backlash.
Inferences
The qualitative analysis presented in this section yields two main findings which
suggest significant modifications to the priors derived from interrupted time series analysis
concerning the effects of situation-level action vis-à-vis the FDLR. First, directly contradicting
Prior 1, qualitative analysis indicates that the initiation of situation-level action did not trigger
any relevant legal optimist or pessimist mechanisms; this suggests that the short-term effects of
situation-level ICC action were negligible and that the initial spike in violence against civilians
associated with situation-level action was attributable to some other factor, likely broader
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conflict dynamics. Second, qualitative analysis indicates that ICC action had negligible effects
over the long run. This inference is generally consistent with the interrupted time series
estimates; however, contra Prior 2, the negligible long-term effects of situation-level action
cannot be attributed to the operation of legal optimist mechanisms triggered by individual-level
ICC actions targeting leaders of other groups while situation-level action was ongoing with
respect to the FDLR. Instead, the long-term negligible effect of situation-level action seems to
be a continuation of short-term negligible effects.
4

Executed Indictment (Mbarushimana)
Having reviewed the impact of situation-level ICC action in DRC in the previous section,

the focus of this chapter will now shift to individual-level actions targeting specific FDLR
leaders. The first individual-level ICC action targeting a member of FDLR was the execution of
an indictment for executive secretary and first vice-president Callixte Mbarushimana. The
indictment was formally executed on January 25, 2011, when Mbarushimana was transferred to
the ICC by French authorities. The Court had issued this indictment as a sealed arrest warrant on
September 28, 2010, charging Mbarushimana with five counts of crimes against humanity and
eight counts of war crimes in DRC allegedly perpetrated by FDLR between January 20, 2009
and February 25, 2009, during the initial stages of Operation Umoja Wetu and Kimia II.142
Mbarushimana, who was based in Paris where he administered FDLR’s external communications
office, was arrested by French authorities on October 11, 2010, after which the indictment was
formally unsealed. Then, following a series of hearings and appeals before French domestic
courts, Mbarushimana was transferred to The Hague roughly three months after his arrest.
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Models 3 and 4 in Table 4.1 suggest the execution of the indictment for Mbarushimana
had mixed effects over time. On the one hand, these models indicate a positive, statistically
significant relationship between the dichotomous intervention variable, Mbarushimana Executed
Indictment, and FDLR violence against civilians; this finding indicates the execution of the
Mbarushimana indictment was associated with initially higher levels of violence against civilians
by the FDLR, consistent with the legal pessimist hypothesis. On the other hand, both models also
indicate a negative, statistically significant relationship between the counter intervention
variable, Time_Mbarushimana Executed Indictment, and FDLR violence against civilians; this
suggests the execution of the indictment was associated with lower levels of violence against
civilians over the long run, consistent with the legal optimist hypothesis. These findings indicate
that, notwithstanding an initial increase in violence against civilians, the long-term level of
FDLR violence against civilians was significantly lower after the execution of the indictment for
Mbarushimana than before; this suggests that any initial, short-term effects of the executed
indictment not only decayed over time, but that the execution of the indictment also contributed
to prevention over the long run.
Figure 1 indicates that violence against civilians by FDLR increased sharply after the
execution of the Mbarushimana indictment in January 2011, eventually peaking in May 2011 at
its highest levels in the entire series (although violence against civilians had been increasing
before the execution of the indictment). Violence against civilians subsequently declined sharply
from June 2011 through July 2012, when the next major individual-level ICC action analyzed in
this chapter, the issuance of the outstanding indictment for FDLR military commander Sylvestre
Mudacumura, was announced. This suggests some discrete event in June 2011 or shortly
thereafter as a possible explanation for the apparent long run decrease in violence against
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civilians associated with this ICC action. An alternate explanation, not directly implied by Figure
1 but linked to subsequent ICC action with respect to Mbarushimana, is that his release from ICC
custody in December 2011 following Pre-Trial Chamber I’s decision to decline confirming the
charges against him may have triggered the operation of legal optimist mechanisms, resulting in
lower levels of violence against civilians over the long run.
To test these possibilities, I estimated an additional set of interrupted time series models
using data from January 2011 through July 2012; this time period allows for comparison of
violence against civilians before and after June 2011 and Mbarushimana’s release six months
later. If an event during June 2011 and/or Mbarushimana’s release drove the apparent long-term
decrease in violence against civilians associated with the execution of the Mbarushimana
indictment, then these variables should be associated with significantly lower levels of violence
against civilians. I estimated two sets of models, which are reported in Table 3. The first set,
Models 21 and 22, tests for the effect of an unknown event in June 2011 and includes the
dichotomous intervention variable June 2011, coded 1 for all months from June 2011 onward
and 0 otherwise, and the counter intervention variable Time_June 2011, coded 0 for all months
before June 2011 and 1, 2, 3….n for all subsequent months in the series through July 2012; the
second set, Models 23 and 24, tests for any effects of Mbarushimana’s release and includes the
dichotomous intervention variable Release, coded 1 for all months from December 2011 onward
and 0 otherwise, and the counter intervention variable Time_Release, coded 0 for all months
before December 2011 and 1, 2, 3…n, for all subsequent months. The first model in each set, i.e.
Models 21 and 23, treat the count of the incidence of violence against civilians attributable to
FDLR as the dependent variable and employs a negative binomial estimator, while the second
model in each set, i.e. Models 22 and 24, employs an OLS estimator with a Prais-Winsten
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correction for serial correlation and treats the log count of FDLR violence against civilians as the
outcome variable. Because of the relatively short time period covered in these models, I omit
monthly fixed effects and the continuous time indicator included in other interrupted time series
models reported in this dissertation.
Models 21 and 22 indicate a negative, statistically significant relationship between the
counter intervention variable, Time_June 2011, and FDLR violence against civilians, while
Models 23 and 24 both indicate a statistically insignificant relationship between FDLR violence
against civilians and both Release and Time_Release. The first finding suggests that some event
in June 2011 possibly triggered the operation of legal optimist mechanisms, which resulted in
lower levels of violence against civilians by FDLR through June 2012, while the second finding
suggests that Mbarushimana’s release had negligible effects. However, unlike in the case of the
CNDP/M23 where changes in violence against civilians could be directly linked to a clearly
Table 4.3: FDLR: Interrupted Time Series Analysis, January 2011-June 2012
Model
21
22
23
Violence vs.
Violence vs.
Violence vs.
Outcome
civilians (count)
civilians (log)
civilians (count)
Negative
PraisNegative
Estimator
binomial
Winsten
binomial
Jan. 2011-Jun. 2012
Sample
.401
.518
--June 2011
(.387)
(.341)
-.221
-.195
--Time_June 2011
(.057)***
(.043)***
-.572
----Release
(.636)
-.235
----Time_release
(.171)
.227
.154
.297
Battle Events
(.319)
(.269)
(.369)
-48.49
---51.06
Log Likelihood
.000
--.000
P(alpha=0)
--.000
--P>F
.18
.81
.14
(Pseudo) R-squared
18
N
Significance levels: *: p<.10; **: p<.05; ***: p<.01
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24
Violence vs.
civilians (log)
PraisWinsten
-----.424
(.618)
-.205
(.137)
.087
(.360)
----.007
.57

identifiable ICC action or other discrete event resulting from a previous ICC action (as will be
recalled, the Thomas Lubanga verdict and the military defeat of M23), no such action or event in
June 2011 prima facie presents itself as a plausible explanation for long-term negative effect of
the executed indictment. This suggests several possible interpretations. First, some other discrete
event or changes in structural variables not directly linked to the executed indictment or other
ICC action may have caused the reduction in violence against civilians from June 2011 onward;
this would imply that the observed relationship between the executed indictment and FDLR
violence against civilians over the long run is spurious. Alternately, rather than some discrete
event in June 2011 or thereafter, the apparent reversal of the initial effects of the executed
indictment may have resulted from the gradual operation of legal optimist mechanisms,
beginning in June 2011 or potentially earlier (if, for example, these mechanisms were not
sufficient to counteract the operation of legal pessimist mechanisms before June 2011).
These findings suggest two priors concerning the effects of the executed indictment,
which I will evaluate and update using qualitative process tracing analysis:
Prior 3: The executed indictment initially triggered the operation of legal pessimist mechanisms
resulting in higher levels of violence against civilians.
Prior 4: The executed indictment triggered the operation of legal optimist mechanisms from
roughly June 2011 onward, resulting in lower levels of violence against civilians in the long run.
It remains unclear, however, why violence declined from June 2011 onward, and there is
no statistical evidence that discrete ICC actions such as Mbarushimana’s release in December
2011 contributed to the apparent long-term preventive effects of the executed indictment. This
leaves open the possibility that the long-term relationship between the executed indictment and
violence against civilians is attributable to some unrelated factor and therefore spurious; as such,
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the second prior in particular is relatively weak.
Short-Term Effects: Empowerment
The positive, statistically significant relationship between the dichotomous intervention
variable, Mbarushimana Executed Indictment, and FDLR violence against civilians in Models
3 and 4 suggests the possible operation of legal pessimist mechanisms. The execution of the
indictment resulted in Mbarushimana’s immediate removal from his position as executive
secretary of FDLR. This fulfilled one of the two possible initial conditions necessary for the
capacity-based empowerment mechanism, i.e. the removal of leader(s) from positions of power
or the battlefield, thereby suggesting this mechanism as a logical starting point for testing Prior 1
concerning the initial or short-term effects of the executed indictment.
After a leader’s removal because of legal action, the second individually necessary
condition for the empowerment mechanisms is her/his replacement with a more radical leader.
There is some evidence for this condition with respect to the FDLR, as Mbarushimana’s arrest
removed the last significant civilian from the upper levels of FDLR’s political command. Before
the arrests of FDLR president Ignace Murwanashayka and first vice-president Straton Musoni
under a domestic arrest warrant in Germany in November 2009, the senior political leadership of
the FDLR was almost exclusively civilian; this included not only Murwanashayka, Musmoni,
and Mbarushimana, but also the leadership of FDLR executive committee, a cabinet-like body
that functioned as the “principal mechanism for civilian input into FDLR strategic decisionmaking.”143 However, Murwanashyaka and Musoni were replaced by two military
commanders in the Kivus, Iyamuremye and Mudacumura respectively, and Iyamuremye
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promptly appointed three senior military officers to lead the executive committee. 144 This
effectively left Mbarushimana as the last remaining civilian in a senior political leadership
position. However, after his arrest, Mbarushimana was replaced as executive secretary by
Laurent “Rumbago” Ndagijimana, a military commander based in the Kivus.145 This effectively
consolidated the power of FDLR’s military wing. This was significant because although the
FDLR’s civilian leadership was reportedly involved in ordering atrocities in DRC, these
leaders had been explicitly selected for their relatively more moderate background compared to
the military command based in the Kivus.146 Mbarushimana’s arrest therefore contributed
directly to the further empowerment of radicals within the organization.
According to interviews with ex-combatants cited by the UN Group of Experts in its
November 2011 report, the radicals of FDLR’s military wing were “relieved” by the removal
of checks on their decision-making authority imposed by the former civilian leadership.147 This
suggests the possibility that the executed indictment contributed to the short-term increase in
violence against civilians in early 2011. There is, however, no further evidence suggesting the
empowerment of radicals contributed to changes in FDLR’s behavior after the executed
indictment. There is consequently insufficient evidence for the final, smoking gun condition
for empowerment resulting from the removal of a leader: newly empowered radical leaders
intensified and/or initiated atrocities. Moreover, the execution of the Mbarushimana indictment
coincided with the opening of joint operations by the FARDC and MONUSCO targeting the
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FDLR’s headquarters at Kimua, North Kivu in January 2011. 148 Given the FDLR’s welldocumented record, discussed previously in this chapter, of escalating violence against
civilians when confronted with increased military pressure, these operations provide a
potentially powerful alternative explanation for the initial spike in violence against civilians
associated with the executed indictment. Even so, some marginal empowerment effect remains
plausible, especially insofar as the absence of evidence for a smoking gun condition cannot, in
general, definitively rule out a mechanism; at the same time, the absence of such evidence and
the availability of a plausible alternative explanation reduce confidence in the inference that
the execution of the indictment for Mbarushimana triggered the empowerment mechanism.
Short-Term Effects: Backlash
The first individually necessary condition for backlash is awareness of the relevant legal
action among group members. Both Mbarushimana’s arrest in October 2010 and his transfer to
the ICC three months later received extensive media coverage in DRC, including on UN-run
Radio Okapi and Radio Candip, a community station based in eastern DRC.149 Furthermore,
interviews with DDRRR officials from MONUSCO cited in a December 2010 International
Crisis Group report suggest FDLR members in the field were aware of Mbarushimana’s arrest.150
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Finally, all of FDLR combatants whom I interviewed indicated they were aware of
Mbarushimana’s arrest (though most did not cite him by name, instead referring to the arrest of
“our executive secretary”).151 There is consequently sufficient evidence of awareness of the
executed indictment among FDLR members.
The second individually necessary condition for backlash is perceptions of the relevant
ICC action and/or the ICC as illegitimate among group members. My interviews with current
FDLR combatants provide evidence for this condition, suggesting Mbarushimana’s arrest
provoked negative reactions and undermined the Court’s legitimacy among some group
members. For example, when I asked one FDLR officer about reactions to the arrest of
Mbarushimana among combatants, s/he replied:
When we heard about our executive secretary [being arrested], it made us angry. We
had heard that the ICC was there to provide justice, but we came to see that it was there
to serve only those who are powerful, so we started to have some doubts about it. 152
Such attitudes were not universal among FDLR members whom I interviewed; one combatant,
for instance, characterized Mbarushimana’s indictment as “normal” and said it had given him
“the chance to show his activities were not criminal.” 153 However, several other FDLR
members reported negative attitudes toward Mbarushimana’s arrest, for instance characterizing
it as “political” and criticizing the Court for pursuing selective justice by targeting
Mbarushimana but not leaders of other belligerent groups in DRC or their external supporters;
similarly, one combatant suggested that the ICC would be more legitimate if it “would focus
more on those who are ‘behind’ [funding] all the armed groups here in DRC,” specifically
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citing Rwandan President Paul Kagame and Ugandan President Yoweri Museveni.154 Echoing
this point, another combatant equated the ICC indictment of Mbarushimana to the ICTR’s
exclusive focus on officials of the former Rwandan government and military and its failure to
prosecute crimes perpetrated during the genocide by the RPF. 155
Mbarushimana and his defense team presented similar arguments both publicly and in
court, repeatedly portraying the indictment as politically motivated. For instance, in an interview
with the Associated Press reported on October 13, 2010, Mbarushimana’s counsel attributed his
client’s arrest to “political motives at the highest level of the judicial hierarchy.”156 Similarly,
after a French domestic court approved Mbarushimana’s transfer to the ICC on January 5, 2011,
his counsel cited “political elements” driving the case against his client in an interview with
Radio France International.157 Mbarushimana’s defense counsel also portrayed the ICC’s actions
against him as politicized in multiple public submissions before the Court; for example,
Mbarushimana’s counsel criticized the Prosecutor for “runn[ing] roughshod” over
Mbarushimana’s rights and “show[ing] scant regard for procedural propriety” in a public motion
concerning a press release issued by the Prosecutor announcing Mbarushimana’s transfer to the
Court.158 Such statements in support of Mbarushimana’s legal interests do not necessarily imply
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a concerted strategy by him or his legal team to undermine the ICC’s illegitimacy; however,
insofar as these statements are reflective of broader attitudes toward the Mbarushimana
indictment among some, though certainly not all, FDLR members, these statements provide
further support for the inference that the executed indictment was perceived as illegitimate.
Although there is evidence at least some combatants perceived the ICC indictment for
Mbarushimana as illegitimate, there is no direct evidence linking these perceptions to changes in
understandings of the appropriateness of atrocities among FDLR members or indicating that
FDLR retaliated against the indictment by intensifying atrocities. Therefore, as in the case of
empowerment, there is insufficient evidence to definitively confirm that backlash contributed to
the initial increase in violence against civilians associated with the execution of the ICC
indictment for Mbarushimana, especially in light of the concurrent military operations against
FDLR discussed above. Even so, the available evidence remains broadly consistent with
backlash, and the operation of this mechanism cannot be definitively dismissed.
Long-Term Effects: Incapacitation
While there is suggestive, but not confirmatory, evidence suggesting the execution of the
Mbarushimana indictment contributed to the initial increase in violence against civilians through
individual empowerment and backlash, there is somewhat more definitive evidence indicating
that Mbarushimana’s removal generated preventive effects over the long-term via incapacitation
mechanism; specifically, this evidence suggests that Mbarushimana’s arrest undermined morale
and deprived the FDLR of external support, thereby reducing its capacity to conduct military
operations and perpetrate atrocities.
Like empowerment, incapacitation may operate through two pathways. The first pathway
involves the removal of their leaders through apprehension or flight and their replacement with
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more moderate leaders less inclined to order or condone atrocities. As discussed previously,
however, Mbarushimana’s arrest empowered more radical leaders from FDLR’s military wing
and potentially contributed to the short-term increase in violence against civilians associated with
the executed indictment; this suggests that Mbarushimana’s removal did not contribute to
incapacitation by depriving (more) radical leaders of the capacity or opportunity to perpetrate
atrocities. Therefore, to the extent that the executed indictment contributed to incapacitation, it
must have been through the second pathway of undermining in-group morale, commitment to the
organization by members, and/or support from external actors.
The first necessary condition for this incapacitation pathway is awareness of the relevant
ICC action among group members and/or external supporters. As discussed above with respect to
short-term backlash, there is sufficient evidence to infer that FDLR members in the field were
aware of the execution of the indictment. With respect to external supporters, I was unable to
independently confirm awareness of the executed indictment among officials of the Congolese
government and military involved in providing material and financial support to FDLR (as none
of the officials whom I interviewed were willing to admit to this) or members of the Rwandan
Hutu diaspora who also provided external support; however, the extensive national and
international media coverage of Mbarushimana’s arrest and subsequent transfer to the ICC, also
documented in the discussion of backlash above, suggests that FDLR’s external supporters were
likely aware of the execution of the indictment.
The second necessary condition for incapacitation along the pathway under analysis is
that members of the organization exhibited lower morale and/or commitment to the organization,
and/or external supporters reduced or refrained from initiating material or financial support
because of the relevant ICC action. There is sufficient evidence for this condition with respect to
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the executed indictment, specifically that Mbarushimana’s arrest undermined morale and
contributed to a substantial reduction in financial support from the Rwandan Hutu diaspora.
First, there is evidence indicating that Mbarushimana’s arrest undermined morale among
FDLR combatants. Interviews with MONUSCO DDRRR staff cited in a November 2010
International Crisis Group report suggested a “drop in moral[e] linked to the neutralization of
Callixte,”159 and the UN Group of Experts reported in December 2011 that the executed
indictment had contributed to demoralization within FDLR as combatants increasingly “felt
that they were unrepresented internationally and lacked a viable lobby to change international
diplomatic opinion about their political demands.”160 Several members of the FDLR whom I
interviewed also suggested that the executed indictment had undermined morale; one combatant,
for example, stated:
When we heard that some of our commanders were arrested, we began to think that we
might also be arrested someday, and that we might never see our country again. 161
In addition to the effects of Mbarushimana’s arrest on morale, his removal disrupted
Hutu diaspora networks associated with the FDLR, resulting in a substantial reduction in
external financial support. Mbarushimana and other political leaders based in Europe,
including Murwanashayka and Musoni before their arrests, coordinated a far-reaching diaspora
network that provided substantial funding to the FDLR and was directly involved in managing
the organization’s finances. Based in Europe, North America, and other African states, this
network engaged in extensive fundraising activities and coordinated international sales of
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natural resources extracted from areas under the FDLR’s control in Congo.162 A portion of
funds from these activities was sent directly to intermediaries or units in DRC, generally
through bank transfer services or money transfer agencies, and was used to pay for operational
necessities, including weapons, satellite telephones, and medical treatment for FDLR
officers.163 To be clear, the diaspora was never the only, nor even the main, source of funding
for FDLR’s operations in DRC; units on the ground obtained funds from a variety of other
sources, including taxation of local populations, robbery and extortion, and local sales of
natural resources (often in collaboration with elements of the Congolese army and other
belligerent groups), inter alia.164 However, the funds obtained via the international networks
coordinated by the FDLR’s political leadership in Europe were instrumental in supporting the
organization’s military operations in DRC.165
The arrests of Murwanashyaka and Musoni, and later Mbarushimana, severely
weakened these networks. Mbarushimana’s arrest, however, was arguably more important in
this respect, as he had been a central node in FDLR’s diaspora support networks,166 and at the
time of his arrest, he was the last remaining senior FDLR political official based in Europe.167
Furthermore, while the diaspora networks remained active after Mbarushimana’s arrest, their
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leaders went underground to avoid arrest; this vastly complicated fundraising efforts, resulting
in a “dramatic” decrease in diaspora funding by June 2011. 168 Significantly, this date
corresponds with the beginning of the sharp decline in FDLR violence against civilians
indicated in Figure 1 and in the interrupted time series estimates reported in Table 4.3, which
indicated a negative, statistically significant relationship between intervention indicators for
June 2011 and FDLR violence against civilians. This suggests the collapse of FDLR’s diaspora
support networks resulting from Mbarushimana’s arrest as the hitherto unknown event in June
2011 that drove the observed decline in violence against civilians after its initial peak
following the executed indictment.
To confirm the execution of the Mbarushimana indictment and the subsequent collapse of
FDLR’s diaspora networks generated incapacitative effects, evidence for the third necessary
condition for the incapacitation mechanism is required: the organization was less capable of
organizing or perpetrating atrocities. The UN Group of Experts predicted before
Mbarushimana’s arrest that the disruption of FDLR’s diaspora support networks would severely
impede the group’s operations.169 Similarly, in an interview published shortly after
Mbarushimana’s arrest, former FDLR military commander Paul Rwarakabije speculated that
“the contacts that Mbarushimana had made outside there [in the diaspora] just won’t continue
[and] there will be an impact on their soldiers in the Congo,” while Alain Gauthier, a French
civil society activist involved in a campaign to prosecute FDLR leaders based in France,
predicted that Mbarushimana’s arrest would weaken FDLR by disrupting its links to supporters
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in Europe.170 Moving beyond predictions, several FDLR commanders interviewed for this study
confirmed that the loss of diaspora support had negatively affected the group’s finances and
operational capacity, and the UN Group of Experts reported that the loss of external support had
forced FDLR to shift to a strategy of “commerce and barter trade in remote mining areas
lacking a FARDC presence” in order to raise funds. 171 These “properly conducted commercial
activities” eventually offset the loss of diaspora funding but also required more extensive
cooperation with civilians, arguably reducing incentives for abuses. 172
In addition to disrupting diaspora support, the executed indictment further reduced the
FDLR’s capacity to conduct military operations and perpetrate atrocities by triggering
defections. MONUSCO staff interviewed by the International Crisis Group attributed a wave
of defections in early November 2010 in part to lower morale after Mbarushimana’s arrest, 173
and multiple FDLR combatants interviewed for this study also indicated that news of
Mbarushimana’s arrest had prompted defections; for instance, one combatant stated that after
learning about Mbarushimana’s arrest, “so many of my friends left the bush and surrendered so
they could live as a civilian, because they were afraid of also being arrested someday.” 174 In
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turn, these defections prompted the FDLR’s military command to redeploy units closer to the
organization’s headquarters in Walikale to prevent further desertions from more remote units;
while this possibly improved internal cohesion by strengthening command and control, this
shift in deployment arguably improved civilian protection by reducing the effective area over
which civilians were vulnerable to FDLR attacks. 175
Collectively, these observations provide sufficient evidence to infer that the execution
of the Mbarushimana indictment reduced the FDLR’s capacity to conduct military operations
and perpetrate atrocities. To be clear, this evidence does not imply that other factors, such as
the ongoing military operations against FDLR and/or MONUSCO DDRRR efforts, were
unimportant in undermining FDLR’s capacity. In fact, over the long run, these factors were
arguably more important than the arrests of FDLR leaders in reducing FDLR’s military
capacity. UN reports, however, repeatedly cite the importance of both military and judicial
action in incapacitating FDLR, and the evidence presented in this section suggests that
Mbarushimana’s arrest played a role in catalyzing defections and undermining FDLR’s
military strength, even if only at the margins.
At the same time, this evidence begs an important question: why did the incapacitative
effects of Mbarushimana’s removal apparently not materialize until roughly mid-2011, rather
than immediately after his arrest and transfer to The Hague? The evidence presented in the
previous section that the executed indictment plausibly empowered radical leaders and
triggered backlash against the ICC provides one possible explanation for the apparent delay in
incapacitation. Furthermore, in addition to focusing more intensively on commercial activities
and redeploying units closer to headquarters, FDLR adapted to the loss of diaspora support and
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desertions by intensifying recruitment efforts among Hutu refugee and Congolese civilian
populations and initiating alliances with various other armed groups.176 These strategies were
temporarily successful but ultimately proved unsustainable for maintaining FDLR’s military
capacity, as new recruits proved mostly incapable of replacing FDLR’s “increasingly depleted
officer corps,” reducing the effectiveness of military leadership in the field, 177 and as
defections from allied groups also increased. 178 This, in turn, suggests that the apparent delay
in the incapacitative effects of the executed Mbarushimana indictment might be partially
attributable to successful strategic adaptation by FDLR in the short run.
Inferences
Consistent with the priors derived via interrupted time series analysis, qualitative process
tracing suggests that the execution of the ICC indictment for Callixte Mbarushimana had mixed
effects over time. First, consistent with Prior 3, there is evidence that the execution of the
Mbarushimana indictment empowered radicals and generated backlash against the Court,
possibly contributing to an initial spike in violence against civilians consistent with the legal
pessimist hypothesis. However, there is insufficient evidence to confirm this inference, and the
concurrent intensification of military operations against the FDLR suggests a compelling
alternative explanation; therefore, while qualitative analysis generally increases confidence in
Prior 3 concerning the short-term effects of the Mbarushimana indictment, it does not confirm
the operation of legal pessimist mechanisms.
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Qualitative analysis provides much stronger and more definitive evidence concerning the
long-term effects of the executed indictment; this analysis demonstrates that Mbarushimana’s
arrest contributed to the effective collapse of the FDLR’s diaspora support networks by
approximately June 2011, which degraded the FDLR’s capacity to conduct military operations
and perpetrate atrocities. This, in turn, substantially increases confidence in Prior 4 concerning
the long-term preventive effects of the executed indictment through some action in June 2011—
identified in this analysis as the degradation of the FDLR’s diaspora support networks.
5

Outstanding Indictment (Mudacumura)
After Mbarushimana, the next (and final) FDLR leader targeted for individual-level

ICC action in DRC was Sylvestre Mudacumura, the organization’s supreme military
commander and Mbarushimana’s successor as first vice-president. Pre-Trial Chamber II
issued an unsealed arrest warrant for Mudacumura on July 13, 2012, charging him with
command responsibility for nine counts of war crimes allegedly perpetrated by the FDLR in
Congo from January 20, 2009, the start of Operation Umoja Wetu, through September 2010. 179
When the warrant was issued, Mudacumura was at large in eastern DRC, where he remains as
of this writing; as such, this indictment has been outstanding since its issuance.
Models 5 and 6 in Table 4.1 indicate the outstanding indictment was associated with
higher levels of violence against civilians, although the findings concerning the short-term and
long-term effects of the indictment are not robust across models. The negative binomial
specification, Model 5, indicates a positive, statistically significant relationship between FDLR
violence against civilians and both the dichotomous intervention variable, Mudacumura
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Outstanding Indictment, and counter intervention variable, Time_Mudacumura Outstanding
Indictment; this implies the outstanding indictment contributed to higher levels of violence
against civilians both immediately and over the long run. Model 6, which employs an OLS
estimator, also indicates a positive relationship between both the dichotomous and counter
intervention variables and FDLR violence against civilians; however, this relationship is
statistically significant only with respect to the counter intervention variable. This implies that
the outstanding indictment had negligible immediate effects but was associated with significantly
higher levels of violence against civilians over the long run.
While not robust in terms of statistical significance across estimators, the findings
concerning the immediate and long-term effects of the outstanding indictment point in the same
direction and therefore suggest essentially identical priors, although the first prior below
concerning the immediate effect of the outstanding indictment is weaker than the second prior
concerning the long-term effect because the statistical evidence for the short-term effect is less
robust.
Prior 5: The publication of outstanding indictment for Sylvestre Mudacumura triggered the
immediate operation of legal pessimist mechanisms.
Prior 6: The publication of the outstanding indictment for Sylvestre Mudacumura triggered the
operation of legal pessimist mechanisms over the long term.
As for previous ICC actions examined in this study, the remainder of this section will
employ qualitative analysis to evaluate and update these priors. Because the CNDP/M23 case
indicated that the outstanding indictment for Bosco Ntaganda triggered escalation over the long
run, this mechanism is a logical starting point for analyzing the effects of the outstanding
indictment for Mudacumura, and I find suggestive evidence for its operation.
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Escalation:
The first individually necessary condition for escalation is awareness of the relevant legal
action among group members. Like previous ICC actions in DRC, the issuance of the
outstanding indictment for Mudacumura received both domestic and international media
coverage, suggesting that FDLR members and other relevant actors had access to information
about Mudacumura’s indictment. However, domestic coverage of the Mudacumura indictment
was seemingly less extensive than the coverage of Mbarushimana’s arrest or other individuallevel ICC actions in DRC. The Mudacumura indictment was initially overshadowed by the
issuance of a second arrest warrant for CNDP/M23 leader Bosco Ntaganda, which was
announced on the same day; the Mudacumura indictment was initially reported on Radio Okapi
as essentially a footnote to a story on July 14, 2012 that focused principally on the second
Ntaganda warrant,180 and the Mudacumura indictment did not receive a full story on Radio
Okapi until August 29, 2012, over six weeks after its issuance.181 Furthermore, no domestic
radio, television, or newspaper stories on the Mudacumura indictment were cited in the domestic
media monitoring reports compiled by the Montreal Institute Media Monitoring Project during
the entire period from 2012 through 2014.182
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In addition to limited media coverage, at least in comparison to other ICC actions, I was
also unable to confirm that FDLR combatants in the field were aware of the outstanding
indictment, even two years after its issuance. Somewhat surprisingly, when I asked FDLR
combatants to name individuals had been indicted by the ICC in the DRC situation, none cited
Mudacumura; significantly, all had named Mbarushimana, suggesting interviewees were not
concealing knowledge about FDLR members indicted by the ICC.183 This does not, of course,
rule out that respondents were lying about their knowledge of Mudacumura’s indictment,
especially insofar as this outstanding indictment was likely more sensitive than the executed
indictment for Mbarushimana, who by the time I conducted my interviews in 2014 had been
released from ICC custody. However, given the relatively limited media coverage of the
Mudacumura indictment, the apparent lack of knowledge among combatants in the field may
simply reflect lack of access to information, especially given the movement of some FDLR units
to more remote areas in response to the intensification of military pressure from 2009 onward.184
It is also possible that FDLR commanders strategically concealed information about the
Mudacumura indictment from subordinates to prevent further defections, internal divisions, or
demoralization; while this would be consistent with efforts to manipulate and conceal
information about previous ICC actions by FDLR commanders, I was unable to confirm this
conjecture.
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Even so, there is strong circumstantial evidence suggesting that Mudacumura and other
high-ranking FDLR commanders had access to information about the outstanding indictment.
According to UN Group of Experts reports, Mudacumura placed regular satellite telephone calls
to contacts in Europe, who presumably had easier access to information about the ICC
indictment than FDLR officials in DRC and could have informed Mudacumura if he was
unaware.185 Likewise, Faustin Twangiramungu, a Rwandan opposition leader reportedly in
regular contact with senior FDLR leaders, told the Group of Experts in 2014 he was personally
aware Mudacumura was under ICC indictment, suggesting that Mbarushimana’s close contacts
had knowledge of the indictment.186 Finally, despite their remote location, FDLR commanders
had regular Internet access using personal laptops and wireless USB keys from at least roughly
2010 onward, suggesting that Mudacumura and other leaders likely had access to information
about his indictment.187 Consequently, although logistical, security, and legal constraints
prevented me from interviewing Mudacumura and his close associates to verify if they were
aware of the ICC indictment, there is sufficient circumstantial evidence to infer that he and other
FDLR leaders very likely had access to information about the indictment.
Having established that Mudacumura and other senior FDLR leaders were likely aware of
the indictment, the next sequentially necessary condition for escalation is fear of future legal
sanctions following from the indictment, most saliently Mudacumura’s arrest and transfer to the
ICC for trial. Without interviewing Mudacumura or his close associates, it is difficult to
determine whether he perceived an increase in the probability of arrest after the indictment or
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otherwise feared future legal sanctions. However, the objective probability of capture for FDLR
commanders in the field had increased substantially from the period of situation-level ICC action
when, as discussed previously, the FDLR and had been able to effectively exclude other armed
actors from its territory and its leaders enjoyed effective impunity. The FDLR’s military capacity
had been substantially degraded through ongoing operations by the FARDC and MONUSCO,
the loss of foreign diaspora support, and resulting attrition, and by July 2012 when the
Mudacumura indictment was issued, commanders in the field were increasingly vulnerable to
arrest or attack. This was most powerfully evinced by a series of targeted assassinations of senior
FDLR leaders by local “self-defense groups” including Nduma defense du Congo (NDC, also
known as Maï Maï Sheka) and the Front de defense du Congo (FDC) in late 2011;188 a brazen
attack by the FDC against FDLR’s previously impregnable headquarters base at Kimua, North
Kivu in December 2011;189 attacks by the Raïa Mutumboki militia against FDLR bases and
civilian dependents;190 and the arrest of FDLR’s operational commander for South Kivu,
Ferdinand Nsengiyumva, by FARDC in 2013.191 As a result of these developments, FDLR was
forced to abandon the Kimua base, as well as other previously secure bases in Shabunda, South
Kivu.192 This forced Mudacumura and other senior commanders to go constantly “on the move,”
with only limited protection provided by a reserve “brigade” and vastly degraded headquarters
protection battalion, greatly increasing their vulnerability to attack and arrest and further
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weakening the physically frail Mudacumura, who reportedly suffers from alcoholism and
advanced diabetes.193
In addition to external threats and ill health, Mudacumura had also become internally
isolated and vulnerable to threats from within the organization by the time the indictment was
issued. Although the FDLR maintains formally hierarchical power structures, it has become “rife
with internal divisions” between hardliners led by Mudacumura, and a relatively more moderate
faction.194 By December 2011, Mudacumura’s “hard-line approach to internal decision-making
and strategy” had made him “increasingly unpopular except among the members of a small hardcore group.”195
The primary source of tensions between hardliners and the relatively more moderate
faction concerns disarmament and peace overtures. The more moderate faction, consisting
mostly of younger combatants who apparently “realized a long time ago that a military campaign
to reconquer Rwanda is wishful thinking,”196 has called for political negotiations with Kigali and
indicated its willingness to disarm.197 This position was expressed in public statements issued on
December 30, 2013 (the “Lusambabo Peace Offer”) and April 18, 2014.198 Both statements were
signed by FDLR president Gaston “Rumuli” Iyamuremye (alias Victor Byiringiro), a former
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military commander who later assumed a civilian posture and has vacillated between the hardline
and moderate camps.199 Iyamuremye and Mudacumura, moreover, are reputedly “sworn enemies
who cannot stand each other.”200 Opposed to these relative moderates are hardliners led by
Mudacumura, who categorically oppose any negotiations with Kigali and remain firmly
committed to overthrowing the current Rwandan government by force.201
Mudacumura’s opposition to peace negotiations is relevant for assessing the effect of the
outstanding ICC indictment because there is evidence that this position is motivated in part by
fear of prosecution for crimes related to the genocide (over which the ICC does not have
jurisdiction) and possibly for crimes in DRC under the ICC’s jurisdiction. As noted earlier,
Mudacmura was present in Rwanda during the genocide and commanded a FAR battalion,
although his role in the killings, if any, has not been definitively established. However,
Mudacumura was among the senior FDLR commanders included on a list of presumed
génocidaires drawn up by the current Rwandan government in the mid-2000s; according to a
published interview with the bodyguard of former FDLR president Ignace Murwanashyaka, this
list was obtained online and passed around at a meeting of the FDLR’s comité directeur in 2005
to discuss implementation of the Rome Declaration, in which Murwanashyaka had committed
the FDLR to disarmament and requested political dialogue with Kigali.202 According to
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Murwanashyaka’s bodyguard, some military commanders “became frightened” of prosecution
after seeing this list, and Mudacumura then recommitted to the FDLR’s original plan to
overthrow the RPF by force.203 Opposition by Mudacumura and other military commanders
eventually scuttled the Rome Declaration before implementation (though it is unclear how
sincere Murwanashyaka and the other FDLR signers were in the first place). A similar dynamic
played out in 2011 when Mudacumura and other senior military commanders effectively vetoed
a preliminary ceasefire agreement with the Congolese government under which the FDLR would
have disarmed and relocated to Maniema province, in part because Mudacumura reportedly
“feared being exposed to judicial pursuit through the process.”204
Mudacumura’s role in spoiling previous peace proposals because of the possibility of
prosecution for crimes related to the genocide suggests he personally feared future legal
sanctions and believed that continuing to fight with the ultimate aim of securing military victory,
rather than participating in political negotiations and/or disarming, was the best strategy for
avoiding arrest and punishment for past crimes. This provides direct support for the second and
third sequentially necessary conditions for escalation, at least with respect to prosecutions for
genocide-related crimes: fear of future legal sanctions and belief that violence and/or atrocities
might reduce the probability of facing these sanctions.
Of course, that these conditions obtained for Mudacumura with respect to the threat of
prosecution for genocide-related crimes does not imply that similar conditions obtained with
respect to the ICC indictment. However, insofar as Mudacumura’s record of spoiling past peace
proposals indicates a repeated pattern of behavior driven by fear of legal sanctions, it suggests
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the ICC indictment may have generated similar incentives and escalatory effects. Moreover,
there are at least two objective reasons why ICC indictment may have generated stronger
incentives for escalation than previous threats of prosecution for genocide-related crimes. First,
as discussed previously, FDLR leaders were substantially more vulnerable to arrest in July 2012
when the ICC indictment was issued than at any time in the organization’s previous history; as a
result of military pressure and severe attrition, FDLR effectively had “its back to the wall,”
suggesting strong incentives for an escalatory gamble for resurrection.205 Second, although he
had been publicly named as a possible suspect for genocide-related crimes, Mudacumura had
never been formally charged, either by the ICTR or in Rwandan domestic courts; conversely, the
ICC indictment specifically authorized Mudacumura’s arrest, possibly providing him with
stronger incentives to escalate violence in order to avoid arrest.
Beyond these objective criteria suggesting the outstanding indictment generated
incentives for escalation, Mudacumura’s behavior since the issuance of the indictment,
particularly with respect to the FDLR’s peace overtures in 2013 and 2014, has been broadly
consistent with the escalation mechanism. Among the participants in this process, chiefly
relatively moderate FDLR leaders and the Congolese government, Mudacumura’s arrest and
transfer to the ICC has been widely understood as an essential part of any agreement.206
Consistent with previous behavior, Mudacumura and other hardliners implicated in atrocity
crimes in DRC and Rwanda have categorically rejected disarmament, the key condition for any
peace agreement.207 Moreover, these hardliners have actively undermined peace overtures by, for
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example, intimidating and marginalizing moderates within the organization and preventing
combatants from decamping to transit centers for disarmament and demobilization as publicly
pledged by more moderate elements.208 Mudacumura, furthermore, also directly ordered a series
of incursions into Rwanda in 2012 and 2013, reportedly “to show that FDLR was not a dying
force,”209 and FDLR units under Mudacumura’s ultimate command have continued to perpetrate
atrocities in eastern Congo, both in retaliation against attacks against other groups and to
intimidate civilian populations from supporting FDLR’s opponents;210 in turn, these acts suggest
a broader strategy of undermining in-group moderates, demonstrating the group’s continuing
military capacity, and consolidating territorial control in order to reduce vulnerability to attack
and/or arrest.
Collectively, this evidence suggests that Mudacumura and other hardliners have
attempted to spoil the peace process. Unfortunately, because I was unable to interview
Mudacumura or any close associates, I could not determine his precise motivations, specifically
whether he feared arrest under the ICC indictment and opposed peace overtures because of the
possibility of prosecution by the ICC. There is consequently insufficient evidence to confirm that
the second and third conditions for escalation obtained with respect to the outstanding ICC
indictment, i.e. ICC action generated fear of future legal sanctions among group members, and
combatants believed increased violence and/or atrocities would reduce the probability of arrest or
other legal sanctions. Furthermore, while there is clear evidence that Mudacumura and other
hardline members of the FDLR ordered violence in the aftermath of the outstanding indictment,
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which would fulfill the fourth necessary condition for escalation, the operation of this
mechanism cannot be confirmed because of the lack of definitive evidence concerning the
motives for this violence. Mudacumura’s behavior, however, is broadly consistent with the
escalation mechanism, and given his previous record of spoiling peace processes due to fear of
prosecution, it can be tentatively inferred that the outstanding indictment triggered the operation
of escalation, resulting in higher levels of violence against civilians.
Inferences
Qualitative analysis provides strongly suggestive, though not confirmatory, evidence
supporting the general inference implied by Priors 5 and 6 that the outstanding indictment
triggered legal pessimist mechanisms, although it does not offer conclusive insight into their
timing. Specifically, this analysis suggests the indictment generated perverse incentives for
Mudacumura to spoil peace negotiations and escalate violence. However, as in the case of
short-term empowerment and backlash with respect to the executed Mbarushimana indictment,
there are no “smoking guns” that confirm the outstanding indictment triggered escalation.
Therefore, while this analysis increases confidence in the inference suggesting that the
outstanding indictment had escalatory effects, it does not definitively confirm Priors 5 and 6.
6

Conclusions and Hypotheses
This chapter presented a case study of the impact of ICC prosecutions in DRC with

respect to the FDLR rebel group, focusing principally on three ICC actions: situation-level
action, which remained ongoing vis-à-vis the FDLR from April 2004 through December 2010
and also encompassed individual-level actions targeting leaders of other groups in DRC; the
execution of an indictment for FDLR executive secretary Callixte Mbarushimana in January
2011; and the publication of an outstanding indictment for FDLR supreme military commander
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Sylvestre Mudacumura in July 2012. This case study yielded three principal conclusions. First,
situation-level action had negligible effects, both in the short term and with respect to individuallevel actions targeting leaders of other armed groups. Second, there is tentative evidence that the
execution of the Mbarushimana indictment had mixed effects over time. There is suggestive,
though not confirmatory, evidence that this action initially exacerbated violence against civilians,
consistent with the legal pessimist hypothesis, by further empowering radical leaders and
generating social backlash against the Court; there is more definitive evidence, however, that this
action generated incapacitative effects over the long run, thereby contributing to prevention
consistent with the legal optimist hypothesis. Finally, there is suggestive but not definitive
evidence that the publication of the outstanding indictment for Mudacumura triggered the
escalation mechanism, resulting in higher levels of violence.
These findings suggest several hypotheses concerning the conditions under which ICC
action prevents, exacerbates, or has no impact on atrocities by rebel groups. In several cases,
these hypotheses are similar to the hypotheses derived from the CNDP/M23 case study presented
in the previous chapter, but in other cases these hypotheses address unique variables or point
toward different conclusions concerning the impact of certain variables. I will test the
generalizability of some of these hypotheses in the confirmatory component of this dissertation,
which is presented in the next chapter. As in the previous chapter on CNDP/M23, I derive these
hypotheses from the explanations for the operation (or non-operation) or relevant legal optimist
and legal pessimist mechanisms suggested by my qualitative analysis.
Situation-Level Action
The negligible short-term and long-term effects of situation-level ICC action in the FDLR
case suggest both a broad hypothesis concerning the effects of situation-level action across cases,
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as well as more specific hypotheses specifying the conditions under which situation-level action
might generate significant effects. First, with respect to the broader effects of situation-level
action, the FDLR case suggests the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 1: Situation-level ICC action is unlikely to generate significant effects on
atrocities.
This is a necessarily tentative hypothesis, as it is derived from only one case, and there
are multiple explanations for the failure of situation-level ICC action to generate significant
effects in the FDLR case that may not apply in other cases. Specifically, qualitative analysis
suggested that situation-level action failed to generate significant effects vis-à-vis the FDLR for
the following reasons:
1) low perceived probability of future legal sanctions arising from uncertainty about the
scope of the ICC’s jurisdiction in Congo; the Court’s negligible record of securing arrests
and convictions in other situations when ICC action in DRC was initiated; the FDLR’s
relative military strength and control over significant swaths of territory from which it
was able to exclude any forces seeking to enforce ICC action; the close cooperation
between the FDLR and elements of the Congolese government and military, which
shielded high-ranking officers from future legal sanctions; and the highly risk-acceptant
profile of FDLR combatants
2) continued foreign diaspora support, close cooperation between the FDLR and elements of
the Congolese government and military, and tight internal command and control
structures that controlled information about legal action, which limited the effects of legal
action on group capacity; and
3) the FDLR’s ideological roots in the extremist groups that perpetrated the Rwandan
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genocide and effective ideological indoctrination of combatants, which limited the scope
for social mechanisms.
These factors suggest the following hypotheses concerning the conditions under which
situation-level ICC action is more likely to have negligible effects on atrocities. These
hypotheses could alternately be expressed as conditions under which situation-level ICC action is
likely to have significant effects, although the FDLR case does not provide insight into the
direction of any such effects.
Hypothesis 2: Situation-level ICC action is more likely to have negligible effects:
a) where the ICC’s jurisdiction is contested or not clearly delineated;
b) when the Court’s reputation for securing arrests and convictions is weak, e.g. because of
the timing of situation-level action in the broader context of the Court’s history and
institutional development;
c) with respect to belligerent groups that are relatively strong militarily compared to their
opponents;
d) where belligerent groups control significant territory;
e) with respect to government actors, pro-government militias, or other non-state groups
with close links to government actors in a position to protect them from prosecution211
f) the longer the organization has been active in armed conflict and the higher military,
political, and legal costs it has previously endured, indicating its risk-acceptance profile.
Hypothesis 3: Situation-level ICC action is more likely to have negligible effects:
a) with respect to belligerent groups with access to multiple sources of funding, e.g.
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249-258.
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diaspora flows, control of resources, etc.;
b) with respect to groups with more highly developed or hierarchical command and control
structures.
Hypothesis 4: Situation-level ICC action is more likely to have negligible effects:
a) with respect to ideologically extreme belligerent groups;
b) for groups with a more extensive record of past atrocities, suggesting prior internalization
of atrocities as appropriate.

Executed Indictment (Mbarushimana)
The execution of the ICC indictment for Callixte Mbarushimana had mixed effects over
time, possibly contributing to an initial spike in violence against civilians through the
empowerment and backlash mechanisms but more definitively generating long-term
incapacitative effects consistent with the legal optimist hypothesis. At the most basic level, the
mixed effects of this executed indictment suggest the following competing hypotheses
concerning the broader impact of executed indictments, as follows:
Hypothesis 5: Executed indictments are likely to exacerbate atrocities.
Hypothesis 6: Executed indictments are likely to prevent atrocities.
At the same time, the apparently differential effects of the executed indictment over time suggest
the following hypotheses concerning temporal variation in the impact of executed indictments:
Hypothesis 7: Executed indictments are likely to exacerbate atrocities in the short run.
Hypothesis 8: Executed indictments are likely to prevent atrocities over the long run.
More interestingly, however, the apparent mixed effects of the executed indictment for
Mbarushimana provide scope for the development of hypotheses specifying the conditions under
which executed indictments have differential effects on atrocities. Specifically, the executed
indictment plausibly contributed to an initial spike in violence against civilians because:
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1) Mbarushimana, the sole remaining civilian leader in the FDLR’s political command, was
replaced by radical leaders from the FDLR’s military wing; and
2) perceptions of the ICC (and international justice more generally) as politicized because it
had not targeted leaders of the FDLR’s enemies (except, of course, CNDP/M23); and
3) FDLR commanders effectively manipulated information about the executed indictment.
These explanations for the initial spike in atrocities associated with the execution of the
Mbarushimana indictment suggest the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 7: Executed indictments are more likely to exacerbate atrocities:
a) where the ex ante internal balance of power favors radicals over moderates;
b) where a political leader is replaced by a military leader;
c) in situations where the ICC or other judicial institutions have pursued “one-sided”
justice, hitherto targeting only leaders on one side of the conflict; and
d) with respect to groups with more highly developed or hierarchical command and control
structures.

While there is evidence that the executed indictment plausibly contributed to an initial spike in
atrocities, there is more definitive evidence suggesting that it generated long-term incapacitative
effects. These effects were largely attributable to the following factors:
1) the removal of a key node in the FDLR’s diaspora networks and the consequent collapse
of this important source of FDLR funding;
2) low ex ante levels of morale and recent military defeats, which disrupted organizational
command and control structures and primed combatants to defect upon hearing further
negative information;
3) increased defections promoted and facilitated by the UN peacekeeping operation’s
DDRRRR office.
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These factors suggest the following hypotheses concerning the conditions under which executed
indictments may contribute to prevention:
Hypothesis 8: Executed indictments are more likely to prevent atrocities:
a) if the indictment targets diaspora network leaders AND the group is heavily
dependent on diaspora funding;
b) in the context of recent and/or more severe military defeats; and
c) in locations with more extensive and/or better funded DDRRRR programs.
Outstanding Indictment
While the execution of the indictment for Mbarushimana had apparently mixed effects,
there is strongly suggestive evidence that the publication of the outstanding indictment for FDLR
supreme military commander Sylvestre Mudacumura triggered the escalation mechanism,
thereby exacerbating atrocities. At the broadest level, this finding suggests the following
hypothesis concerning the general effects of outstanding indictments.
Hypothesis 9: Outstanding indictments are likely to exacerbate atrocities.
Beyond this general hypothesis, my process tracing analysis suggests several factors which
contributed to Mudacumra’s apparent fear of arrest after the issuance of the outstanding
indictment and the resulting perverse incentives for escalation, as follows:
1) recent military defeats, defections, and territorial losses that significantly diminished the
FDLR’s military capacity and increased the vulnerability of its leaders, including
Mudacumura, to attack and/or arrest;
2) internal tensions in the FDLR between hardliners led by Mudacumura and a relatively
more moderate faction more interested in pursuing disarmament;
3) tacit acceptance by moderates (shaped in large part by the Rwandan government’s
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insistence on trying Mudacumura as a genocide suspect) that any peace deal would
involve Mudacumura’s arrest and transfer to the ICC or another institution to stand trial.
These factors suggest the following hypothesis concerning the conditions under which
outstanding indictments are likely to generate perverse incentives for escalation or otherwise
exacerbate atrocities, as follows:
Hypothesis 9: Outstanding indictments are more likely to exacerbate atrocities:
a) with respect to groups experiencing declining relative military power or that are
relatively weaker to their primary opponents or other actors plausibly capable of
enforcing ICC action;
b) in the context of internal fragmentation or tension within belligerent groups;
c) where amnesty or other forms of immunity are excluded practically or legally.
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Chapter V
Confirmatory Research Design and Analysis
The previous two chapters examined the effects of International Criminal Court (ICC)
action initiated during ongoing conflict through case studies of two armed groups in the
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) whose leaders have been targeted for prosecution: the
Congrès national pour la défense du people/Mouvement du 23-Mars (CNDP/M23) and the
Forces démocratiques de libération du Rwanda (FDLR). These case studies provided an
empirical test of the legal optimist and pessimist hypotheses with respect to specific legal actions
relevant to these groups, including situation-level ICC action in DRC, the issuance and execution
of an ICC indictment for CNDP/M23 leader Bosco Ntaganda, the execution of an indictment for
FDLR political leader Callixte Mbarushimana, and the issuance of an outstanding indictment for
Sylvestre Mudacumura, the supreme military commander of the FDLR.
These case studies provided evidence of variation in the effects of ICC action across
stages of the legal process and conflict actors and suggested a set of possibly generalizable
hypotheses specifying various conditions, sometimes competing or incompatible, under which
ICC action might alternately prevent, exacerbate, or have no impact on atrocities. These
hypotheses focused principally on two sets of factors that may condition the effects of ICC
action: the stages of the legal process and characteristics of belligerent groups such as relative
strength and command and control structures. This chapter will test some of these hypotheses in
a broader set of cases, with a view toward evaluating their generalizability and the broader
applicability of the legal optimist and legal pessimist hypotheses. Therefore, while the case
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studies were essentially “exploratory” or “theory-proposing” exercises, this chapter pursues a
primarily “confirmatory” or “theory-testing” approach to research.1
To test the hypotheses derived from the CNDP/M23 and FDLR case studies, I employ
statistical analysis of a monthly time-series cross-section of 63 belligerent groups involved in
conflict situations under the ICC’s jurisdiction from July 2002, when the Rome Statute ICC
entered into force, through December 2010, the last date for which reasonably reliable,
disaggregated group-level data on violence against civilians are available. Unfortunately,
because the Court is still a relatively “young” institution, there are a limited number of cases for
testing the direct effects of ICC action initiated during ongoing conflict. The ICC is recorded as
active at any stage of the legal process (including both situation- and individual-level action) for
roughly 60 percent of the 1,785 armed group-month observations in my dataset; however,
individual-level action (outstanding and executed indictments) is recorded as active for only six
groups and approximately 10 percent of the observations across six groups.2 Because so few
groups involved in active conflict have been subjected to ICC action, especially at the individual
level, the range of variation on factors suggested by the case studies in this dissertation and as
possible conditioning variables (e.g. actor type, relative strength, organizational structures,

On the distinction between “exploratory” and “confirmatory” research, again see John Gerring,
“What is a Case Study and What Is It Good for?” American Political Science Review 98, no. 2 (2004),
349; on the distinction between “theory-proposing” and “theory-testing” research in political science
(specifically dissertations), see Stephen Van Evera, Gude to Methods for Students of Political Science
(Ithaca, USA: Cornell University Press), 89-96. While the case studies were principally “theoryproposing” exercises, as they aimed to generate hypotheses specifying the conditions under which the
legal optimist and pessimist hypotheses apply, they also employed a “confirmatory” or “theory-testing”
approach with respect to the specific ICC actions and armed groups examined.
1

2

As discussed in Section 1, the universe of ICC actions is much larger than those examined in
this study, which focuses only on ICC actions during ongoing armed conflict.
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funding sources, etc.) is extremely limited.3 For example, the ICC has targeted only two
governments engaged in active armed conflict for individual-level action, the government of
Sudan in 2007 (and later 2009 and 2012) and the Libyan government in 2011.4 There is
consequently very limited scope for identifying heterogeneity in the effects of ICC action based
on belligerent group characteristics. Consequently, while the hypotheses drawn from the
CNDP/M23 and FDLR case studies on the conditioning effects of group-level variables are
testable in theory, they cannot yet be tested in a cross-case statistical framework.
The analysis in this chapter will therefore focus primarily on the second broad set of
conditioning variables suggested by the CNDP/M23 and FDLR: the stages of the legal process,

An unpublished working paper by Hyeran Jo and Beth A. Simmons on the ICC’s effects on
violence against civilians identifies heterogeneous effects across actors, but Jo and Simmons focus
primarily on the effects of ratification of the Rome Statute (which currently has 122 States Parties,
providing substantial cross-group variation in factors that may condition the effects of ICC action) and a
generic indicator of global ICC action (essentially a count of all ICC preliminary examinations,
investigations, arrest warrants, trials, and verdicts “active” in any country at the respective point in time),
which fails to differentiate between stages of the legal process or between the ICC initiating action in a
specific situation and the example of the same ICC action in another situation. Accordingly, there is
greater scope for identifying heterogeneity in Jo and Simmons’s analysis, but not with respect to specific
ICC actions during ongoing conflict as in the study; see Hyeran Jo and Beth A. Simmons, “Can the
International Criminal Court Deter Atrocity?” Social Science Research Network Working Paper,
www.papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2552820 (December 18, 2014), last accessed
February 8, 2015.
3

44

The ICC issued outstanding indictments for four officials of the Sudanese government,
including President Omar Al Bashir, while this group was involved in ongoing armed conflict from 2007
through 2012; then, in 2011, the ICC issued outstanding indictments for Libyan head of state Muammar
Qaddafi, his son and de facto prime minister Saif Al-Islam, and another government official during the
Libyan civil war. By the formal definition of ICC action during ongoing armed conflict adopted in this
study, i.e. occurring in any country where conflict is recorded in any of the Uppsala conflict datasets in
the calendar year, the indictment of former Ivoirian president Laurent Gbagbo in November 2011 also
occurred during ongoing conflict, as conflict was recorded on the territory of Côte d’Ivoire in 2011;
however, by the time the indictment for Gbagbo was issued, conflict had effectively ended and Gbagbo
was, in fact, in domestic detention when the indictment was issued. This suggests that the Gbagbo
indictment should not be counted as having occurred during ongoing armed conflict. However, even if
this indictment is counted as occurring during ongoing armed conflict per the formal definition adopted in
this study, the broader point about the limited variation in group-level characteristics remains salient. The
ICC has targeted leaders of other government groups for individual-level action, e.g. the current president
of Kenya, but these other individual-level actions occurred after the cessation of relevant hostilities.
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specifically situation-level action, outstanding indictments, and executed indictments. In doing
so, I focus principally on the implications of these case studies for the long-term effects of ICC
action on atrocities. Table 5.1 reviews the main hypotheses derived from these case studies with
respect to the long-term effects of ICC action at different stages of the legal process, which I will
test in this chapter. (Unfortunately, due to data limitations, it is not possible to systematically
examine the effects of trials or verdicts of leaders of groups involved in active armed conflict).
Table 5.1: Hypotheses from DRC Case Studies on Stages of Legal Process
Case
ICC Action
CNDP/M23
FDLR
--Negligible
Situation-Level
Legal
pessimist
Legal
pessimist
Outstanding Indictment
Legal optimist
Legal optimist
Executed Indictment

My statistical analysis suggests that the hypotheses derived from the CNDP/M23 and
FDLR case studies concerning the effects of ICC action across stages of the legal process are
broadly generalizable. First, consistent with evidence from the FDLR case study, I find that
situation-level action has negligible average effects across cases. Second, I find that outstanding
indictments tend to exacerbate atrocities, consistent with legal pessimist claims and evidence
from both the CNDP/M23 and FDLR cases. Third, consistent with legal optimist arguments and
evidence from both case studies, I find that executed indictments contribute to prevention.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The first section reviews the
universe of ICC action beyond DRC, focusing on situations of ongoing armed conflict. I then
introduce the data employed in my analysis and explain my statistical modeling strategy, before
presenting my main results. I then conclude by discussing these findings and their implications
with reference to examples of other conflict situations where dynamics consistent with these
findings and the CNDP/M23 and FDLR case studies arguably obtained.
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1

The Universe of ICC Action
As the ICC is empowered to define its own situations and cases within the broad

parameters of the Rome Statute, the possible universe of ICC action is substantially more
extensive than any previous international criminal tribunal, all of which were statutorily
restricted to specific, predefined situations.5 Conversely, as discussed in Chapter I, the Rome
Statute provides the ICC with theoretically—though certainly not practically—universal
jurisdiction for crimes within its competence committed after the entry into force of the Statute;
in addition to its automatic jurisdiction with respect to States Parties, the provisions in the Statute
for Security Council referral and voluntary acceptance of the Court’s jurisdiction by non-States
Parties allow for the possibility of action in essentially any situation. The territorial and personal
scope of ICC action for crimes since July 1, 2002, when the Statute entered into force, is
therefore constrained only by the Statute’s generally permissive requirements, considerations of
politics, and the Court’s limited resources, rather than legal prohibitions on action beyond a
particular situation.
Leveraging this extensive jurisdiction, the Court took action—again defined as the
announcement of a preliminary examination, the first stage in the legal process enumerated in the
Statute—in 22 situations involving 22 states (including two where the ICC initiated two
preliminary examinations) from July 1, 2002, through December 31, 2014.6 By the end of 2014,

5

International Criminal Court: Office of the Prosecutor, Policy Paper on Preliminary
Examinations (The Hague, Netherlands: November 2013), paragraph 24; for example, the territorial
jurisdiction of the ad hoc tribunals for the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda were statutorily limited to the
respective territories.
6

The ICC twice took action with respect to the Central African Republic, initiating a preliminary
examination in January 2005 in response to a referral by the government, and again in February 14 when
the Prosecutor announced the opening of a new preliminary examination proprio motu; see International
Criminal Court: Office of the Prosecution, Situation in the Central African Republic II: Article 53(1)
Report (The Hague, Netherlands, September 24, 2014), para. 4. The Court also took action twice with
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the Office of the Prosecutor had also received and reviewed 10,797 “communications” from
intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations and private individuals with information
about alleged crimes under the Court’s jurisdiction,” but I do not consider receipt and review of
communications as a separate ICC action because they are generally reported in the aggregated
and not specifically and, in many cases, the communications relate to acts “manifestly outside
the Court’s jurisdiction.”7
The situations where the ICC had taken action as of December 31, 2014 include DRC and
the 17 others listed in Table 1.1, pp. 23-24, in which armed conflict was ongoing at the time the
preliminary examination was announced, as well as four others where armed conflict was not
ongoing as of the date of the initiation of ICC action.8 Of these 22 total situations where a
preliminary examination was announced, nine have proceeded to a full investigation, the next

respect to the situation in Iraq, first announcing a terminated preliminary examination in February 2006
and then announcing the reopening of this examination, focusing on alleged atrocity crimes committed by
nationals of the United Kingdom, a State Party to the Statute, during and after the Iraq War that began in
2003; see International Criminal Court: Office of the Prosecutor, Report on Preliminary Examination
Activities 2014, para. 42-56. The situation initiated by the Union of the Comoros in a State Party referral
dated May 14, 2013, concerned alleged crimes on the “registered vessels of Comoros, Greece and
Cambodia” and, as such, involved these States Parties as well; see International Criminal Court: Office of
the Prosecutor, Report on Preliminary Examination Activities 2014, para. 246-248.
7

International Criminal Court: Office of the Prosecutor, Report on Preliminary Examinations
2014, para. 18.
8

The ICC initiated an additional preliminary examination, outside the temporal scope of this
study, on January 16, 2015, with respect to the situation in Palestine II after the Government of Palestine
deposited an Article 12.3 declaration on January 1, 2015, voluntarily accepting the Court’s jurisdiction
over alleged crimes that occurred “in the occupied Palestinian territory, including East Jerusalem, since
June 13, 2014.” See International Criminal Court, “The Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court,
Fatou Bensouda, opens a preliminary examination of the situation in Palestine,” International Criminal
Court Press Release ICC-OTP-20150116-PR1083 (The Hague, Netherlands: January 16, 2015).
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stage of the legal process; five were terminated for lack of jurisdiction or evidence of crimes
within the Court’s competence; and eight were ongoing at the end of 2014.9
The ICC has initiated individual-level action in seven of the nine situations that have
proceeded to a full investigation, publicly indicting 31 individuals for substantive crimes,10
including, of course, the six indicted for crimes in DRC—Thomas Lubanga, Bosco Ntaganda,
Germain Katanga, Mathieu Ngudjolo, Callixte Mbarushimana, and Sylvestre Mudacumura—and
one Congolese leader indicted for crimes in the Central African Republic, Jean-Pierre Bemba. In
total, indictments have been executed for 17 of the 31 persons publicly indicted by the ICC. This
has included nine persons who voluntarily appeared before the Court in response to a summons
(all of whom were released pending further legal action, but one who later refused to appear for
trial and remains at large at this writing, resulting in the issuance of an arrest warrant), one for
whom an outstanding indictment was issued but later voluntarily surrendered, four who were
arrested by domestic authorities and transferred to ICC custody in response to a sealed
indictment, and three persons already in domestic custody who were transferred to ICC custody
when a sealed indictment was issued. The 14 persons for whom an outstanding indictment has
not been executed include nine who remain at large at this writing (although two are presumed
dead), two suspects confirmed deceased for whom the ICC has officially terminated proceedings,

9

This paragraph, the following discussion, and Table 5.1 are based on publicly available
information sourced from International Criminal Court, “Situations and Cases,” www.icc-cpi.int/en_
menus/icc/situations%20and%20cases/Pages/situations%20and%20cases.aspx (n.d.), last accessed
February 8, 2015
The ICC has also issued indictments for six persons for “offenses against the administration of
justice.”: Walter Osapiri Barasa in Kenya and Aimé Kilolo Musamba, Jean-Jacques Mangenda Kabongo,
Fidèle Babala Wandu, Narcisse Arido and Jean-Pierre Bemba himself, all in the Central African Republic
I situation. However, I omit further discussion of these cases because they do not involve the three
substantive crimes currently under the Court’s jurisdiction: genocide, crimes against humanity, and war
crimes.
10
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two who are currently in domestic custody but whom their respective states refuse to transfer to
the ICC, and one who will stand trial in a domestic court after national authorities successfully
challenged the admissibility of his case before the ICC.
Of the 17 persons who have appeared before the Court after an executed indictment, six
have proceeded to trial, resulting in three verdicts (as noted previously, all in the DRC situation):
one conviction that resulted in a sentence of 14 years’ imprisonment, one acquittal, and one
mixed verdict that resulted in a sentence of 12 years’ imprisonment. As of this writing, four of
the 11 remaining persons are awaiting trial (although one, as noted previously, has failed to
return to stand trial after he was provisionally released), the Court has declined to confirm or
dismissed charges against six, and the proceedings against one indictee were terminated after he
was confirmed deceased following his provisional release pending trial.
Table 5.2 lists all ICC actions discussed above from the entry into force of the Rome
Statute through December 31, 2014. This table is organized chronologically according to the date
of the announcement of the relevant preliminary examination, with Côte d’Ivoire, announced in
April 2003, listed first. Within each situation, individual-level actions are organized
chronologically according to the date of the first publication of the indictment. Situation-level
actions that occurred while conflict was ongoing in the relevant state are indicated in bold, as are
individual-level actions that occurred while the individual’s group was actively engaged in
hostilities. As discussed previously in this dissertation, I consider conflict ongoing with respect
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Table 5.2: ICC Actions, July 2002-December 2004
Actions during ongoing conflict in bold
Situation
Individual
Côte d’Ivoire
Laurent Gbabgo
Preliminary: Oct 1, 2003
Simone Gbagbo
Investigation: Oct 3, 2011
Charles Blé Goudé
Joseph Kony
Uganda
Preliminary: Jan 9, 2004
Investigation: Jul 29 2004

DRC
Preliminary: Apr 19, 2004
Investigation: Jun 23, 2004

Central African Republic 1
Preliminary: Jan 7, 2005
Investigation: May 22, 2007

Darfur
Preliminary: Mar 31, 2005
Investigation: Jun 6, 2005

Affiliation
Government of Côte d’Ivoire
Government of Côte d’Ivoire
Young Patriots
LRA

Raska Lukwiya

LRA

Okot Odhiambo
Vincent Otti
Dominic Ongwen

LRA
LRA
LRA

Thomas Lubanga

UPC

Germain Katanga

FRPI

Bosco Ntaganda

UPC, CNDP/M23

Mathieu Ngudjolo

FNI

C. Mbarushimana

FDLR

S. Mudacumura

FDLR

Jean Pierre Bemba

MLC (DRC)

Ahmed Haroun
Ali Kushayb
Omar Al Bashir

Government of Sudan
Janjaweed
Government of Sudan

Abu Garda

JEM/URF

Abdallah Banda

JEM/URF
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Date
Nov 30, 2011
Nov 22, 2012
Mar 22, 2014
Oct 13, 2005
Oct 13, 2005
Jul 11, 2007
Oct 13, 2005
Oct 13, 2005
Oct 13, 2005
Mar 16, 2006
Jan 26, 2009
Mar 14, 2012
Oct 17, 2007
Nov 24, 2009
Mar 7, 2014
Apr 28, 2008
Mar 22, 2013
Feb 7, 2008
Nov 24, 2009
Dec 18, 2012
Jan 25, 2011
Dec 23, 2011
Jul 12, 2012
May 24, 2008

Individual-Level Action
Executed indictment (from domestic custody)
Outstanding indictment (domestic custody)
Executed indictment (from domestic custody)
Outstanding indictment, at large
Outstanding indictment, at large
Proceedings terminated (deceased Aug 2006)
Outstanding indictment (deceased Oct 2013)
Outstanding indictment (deceased Oct 2007)
Outstanding indictment, at large
Executed indictment (from domestic custody)
Trial opened
Verdict: guilty
Executed indictment (from domestic custody)
Trial opened
Verdict: mixed
Outstanding indictment
Executed indictment
Executed indictment
Trial opened
Verdict: not guilty
Executed indictment
Charges declined
Outstanding indictment
Executed indictment

Nov 22, 2010

Trial opened

Apr 27, 2007
Apr 27, 2007
Mar 9, 2009
May 19, 2009
Feb 9, 2010
Jun 17, 2010
Sep 12, 2014

Outstanding indictment, at large
Outstanding indictment, at large
Outstanding indictment, at large
Executed indictment (summons)
Charges declined
Executed indictment (summons)
Outstanding indictment

Table 5.2 (continued): ICC Actions, July 2002-December 2004
Actions during ongoing conflict in bold
Situation
Individual
Affiliation
Date
Individual-Level Action
Darfur (continued)
Jun 17, 2010
Executed indictment (summons)
Saleh Jerbo
JEM
Preliminary: Mar 31, 2005
Oct 4, 2013
Proceedings terminated (deceased Apr 2013)
Investigation: Jun 6, 2005
Abdel Hussein
Government of Sudan
Mar 1, 2012
Outstanding indictment, at large
Colombia
Ongoing preliminary examination
Preliminary: 2006
Iraq 1
Preliminary examination announced as terminated Feb 9, 2006
Preliminary: Feb 9, 2006
Venezuela
Preliminary examination announced as terminated Feb 9, 2006
Preliminary: Feb 9, 2006
Afghanistan
Ongoing preliminary examination
Preliminary: 2007
Apr 7, 2011
Executed indictment (summons)
William Ruto
Government of Kenya
Sep 13, 2013
Trial opened
Apr 7, 2011
Executed indictment (summons)
Joshua Arap Sang
Kass FM, Nairobi
Sep 13, 2013
Trial opened
Apr 7, 2011
Executed indictment (summons)
Uhuru Kenyatta
Government of Kenya
Dec 5, 2014
Charges withdrawn
Kenya
Preliminary: Dec 7, 2007*
Apr 7, 2011
Executed indictment (summons)
Henry Kosgey
Government of Kenya
Investigation: Mar 31, 2010
Jan 23, 2012
Charges declined
Apr 7, 2011
Executed indictment (summons)
Francis Muthaura
Government of Kenya
Jan 23, 2012
Charges declined
Apr 7, 2011
Executed indictment (summons)
Mohammed Ali
Government of Kenya
Jan 23, 2012
Charges declined
Palestine 1
Preliminary examination terminated Apr 3, 2012
Preliminary: Jan 22, 2009
Georgia
Preliminary examination ongoing
Preliminary: Aug 14, 2008
Guinea
Preliminary examination ongoing
Preliminary: Oct 14, 2009
Honduras
Preliminary examination ongoing
Preliminary: Nov 18, 2010
Nigeria
Preliminary examination ongoing
Preliminary: Nov 18, 2010
Republic of Korea
Preliminary examination terminated Jan 23, 2014
Preliminary: Dec 6, 2010
*Alternately dated Feb 5, 2008; see Ch. 1, footnote 83, pp. 23.
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Table 5.2 (continued): ICC Actions, July 2002-December 2004
Actions during ongoing conflict in bold
Situation
Individual
Affiliation
Libya
Preliminary: Feb 26, 2011
Investigation: Mar 3, 2011
Mali
Preliminary: Jul 13, 2012
Investigation: Jan 16, 2013
Union of the Comoros
(Greece & Cambodia)
Preliminary: May 14, 2013
Central African Republic 2
Preliminary: Feb 14, 2014
Investigation: Sep 24, 2014
Iraq 2
Preliminary: May 13, 2014
Ukraine
Preliminary: April 25,
2014

Muammar Gaddafi

Government of Libya

Saif Al-Islam Gaddafi

Government of Libya

Abdullah Al-Senussi

Government of Libya

Date
Jun 27, 2011
Nov 22, 2011
Jun 27, 2011
Jun 27, 2011
Jul 24, 2014

Individual-Level Action
Outstanding indictment
Proceedings terminated (deceased Oct 2011)
Outstanding indictment, domestic custody
Outstanding indictment
Case declared inadmissible

Investigation ongoing

Preliminary examination terminated Nov 6, 2014

Investigation ongoing
Preliminary examination ongoing
Preliminary examination ongoing
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to situation-level ICC action if the Uppsala Conflict Data Program (UCDP)/Peace Research
Institute of Oslo (PRIO) and/or UPCD datasets (Armed Conflict, Non-State Conflict, and OneSided Violence) record any of the three types of conflict in the situation country in the calendar
year of the relevant situation-level action, regardless of the individual groups involved; similarly,
I consider conflict ongoing vis-à-vis individual-level actions if the individual’s organization was
recorded as active in any of these three types of conflict in the Uppsala datasets in the calendar
year of the action.11
The bold ICC actions in Table 5.2 that were initiated during ongoing conflict are the
primary independent variables for my statistical tests of the hypotheses derived from the
CNDP/M23 and FDLR case studies and, more broadly, the applicability of the legal optimist and
pessimist hypotheses (although due to the limitations of available data, I do not include all
actions listed in bold in my statistical analysis). The next section will explain how I
operationalize these variables in the context of a broader overview of my confirmatory research
design and the sources (and limitations) of my data.
2

Confirmatory Research Design
My research design for the confirmatory component of this project entails estimation of

multivariate regression models of the relationship between violence against civilians and ICC
prosecutions at different stages of the legal process, using monthly time-series cross section data

11

To review these datasets, introduced in previous chapters, see Nils Petter Gleditsch et al.,
“Armed Conflict, 1946-2001: A New Dataset,” Journal of Peace Research 39, no. 5 (2002), 615-637 for
the UCDP/PRIO Armed Conflict Dataset and, for its most recent presentation, Lotta Themnér and Peter
Wallensteen, “Armed Conflicts, 1946-2013,” Journal of Peace Research 51, no. 4 (2014), 541-554; for
the Non-State Conflict dataset, see Ralph Sundberg et al., “Introducing the UCDP Non-State Conflict
Dataset,” Journal of Peace Research 49, no. 2 (2012), 351-362, and for the One-Sided Violence data, see
Kristine Eck and Lisa Hultman, “One-Sided Violence against Civilians in War: Insights from New
Fatality Data,” Journal of Peace Research 44, no. 2 (2007), 233-246.
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covering 63 armed groups active in conflict in Africa at points from July 2002 through
December 2010. This section provides an overview of my research design, data sources, and
coding protocols, and concludes with a discussion of my statistical modeling strategy.
Overview
The research design for the confirmatory component of this project is intended to both
build upon and resolve some of the deficiencies in previous quantitative studies of the impact of
atrocity crimes prosecutions. As detailed in Chapter I, previous quantitative work has focused
mostly on prosecutions initiated after the end of major fighting or on their effects on postconflict outcomes such as respect for human rights or the duration of peace;12 consequently,
these studies offer only tangential insight into the possible effects of prosecutions initiated during
ongoing conflict, where the pursuit of criminal accountability might have very different effects
than in more stable settings.13 Furthermore, studies of the effects of prosecutions have generally
focused on one stage of the legal process, normally trials, or have aggregated all stages of the
legal process together into a generic prosecution indicator.14 Even some promising, as-yet-

For example, Tove Grete Lie et al., “Postconflict justice and sustainable peace,” World Bank
Policy Research Working Group Paper 4191 (2007); James Meernik, “Justice and Peace? How the
International Criminal Tribunal Affects Societal Peace in Bosnia,” Journal of Peace Research 42, no. 3
(2005), 271-289; James D. Meernik et al., “The Impact of International Tribunals and Domestic Trials on
Human Rights After Civil War,” International Studies Perspectives 11, no. 4 (2010), 309-334; Tricia D.
Olsen et al., Transitional Justice in Balance; Comparing Processes, Weighing Efficacy (Washington,
USA: United States Institute of Peace Press, 2010); Kathryn Sikkink and Carrie Booth Walling, “The
Impact of Human Rights Trials in Latin America,” Journal of Peace Research 44, no. 4 (2007), 427-445.
12

For examples of this argument, see Jack Snyder and Leslie Vinjamuri, “Trials and Errors:
Principle and Pragmatism in Strategies of International Justice,” International Security 28, no. 3 (2003),
5-44, and also Jack Goldsmith and Stephen D. Krasner, “The Limits of Idealism,” Daedalus 132, no. 1
(2003), 47-63.
13

14

As noted in Chapter I, Olsen et al. examine only the impact of trials, while Kim and Sikkink
lump all stages of the legal process together into a single indicator of “prosecutions” that effectively treats
diverse actions such as investigations, indictments, trials, and verdicts as equivalent; see Hunjoon Kim
and Kathryn Sikkink. “Explaining the Deterrence Effect of Human Rights Prosecutions for Transitional
Countries.” International Studies Quarterly 19, no. 2 (2010), 939-963.
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unpublished work by Hyeran Jo and Beth Simmons on the ICC that discusses different ICC
actions—preliminary examinations, investigations, arrest warrants, trials, and verdicts—treats
these actions as essentially equivalent by lumping them together into a single count indicator.15
Accordingly, while some studies examine the possibility of heterogeneity in the effects of
prosecutions across countries or other units of analysis, none explicitly test for differences in
impact across stages of the legal process.16 As the case studies of CNDP/M23 and FDLR
presented in this dissertation suggest, this is problematic because different stages of the legal
process may generate very different incentives and opportunities for actors relevant to the legal
optimist and legal pessimist hypotheses; studies that fail to account for different stages of the
legal process may therefore produce misleading conclusions about the effects of prosecutions.
Beyond these conceptual issues in quantitative work on the effects of prosecutions, there
are several practical problems with the structure and organization of the data used in most of
these studies. Most quantitative analyses of the impact of prosecutions treat the country, or the
country-year in time-series cross-section designs, as the unit of analysis.17 Treating the country
as the unit of analysis is problematic because criminal prosecutions target individual belligerents,
not countries. This may produce misleading estimates of the impact of prosecutions in cases
where belligerent leaders operate transnationally. For example, suppose the ICC issues an

Jo and Simmons, “Can the ICC Deter Atrocity?” Failure to adequately differentiate between
stages of the legal process is perhaps responsible for an abjectly wrong assertion in this paper that the
conviction of Thomas Lubanga generated deterrence with respect to M23.
15

16

Jo and Simmons, for instance, emphasize the conditional effects of prosecutions, but only as
related to specific characteristics of actors, not dependent on the staging of the legal process.
17
See, for example, Kim and SIkkink, “Explaining the Deterrence Effect,” Meernik et al. “The
Impact of International Tribunals,” and Olsen et al., Transitional Justice in Balance, all of which employ
data organized at the country-year level.
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indictment for a belligerent active in country A, but fearing arrest in country A, this belligerent
flees to country B, where the belligerent’s group escalates atrocities. In this case, a country-level
analysis would indicate the indictment prevented atrocities because of the removal of the
belligerent from country A when, in fact, the belligerent escalated atrocities in country B. This is
a non-trivial problem for studies of the ICC, as several prominent targets of individual-level
action have operated transnationally; these include the five indicted leaders of the Lord’s
Resistance Army (LRA), led by Joseph Kony, which originated in Uganda but is currently based
in the Central African Republic and eastern Congo, and the leaders of the Sudanese government
and various non-state rebel and pro-government militias in the Darfur situation who have been
charged with atrocity crimes committed on Sudanese territory but also operate in Chad and other
neighboring countries.18
Treating the year as the temporal unit of analysis in time-series cross-section designs is
likewise problematic, primarily because the ICC may take multiple actions in a single situation
or with respect to the same belligerent group in a single year. For example, the ICC opened a
preliminary examination and investigation and issued three outstanding indictments in the
situation in Libya during a period of less than four months from February 27, 2011 to June 26,
2011. Analyses using data organized at the annual level would be unable to distinguish between
the effects of these actions; of course, data organized at the monthly or even weekly level could
theoretically face similar problems, but in practice multiple ICC actions with respect to a single
situation or group are less common in the same month or week than in the same year.

On the LRA, see Tim Allen and Koen Vlassenroot, eds., The Lord’s Resistance Army: Myth
and Reality (New York, USA: Zed, 2010); on the transnational aspects of the conflict in Darfur, see Julie
Flint and Alex de Waal, Darfur: A New History of a Long War (New York, NY: Zed, 2008).
18
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Data Structure
With the goal of addressing these deficiencies in previous studies, my analysis focuses
exclusively on the impact of ICC prosecutions initiated during conflict on atrocities, which I
again proxy as violence against civilians, and I disaggregate the legal process into its constituent
stages and analyze the impact of ICC action at each stage. Furthermore, the time-series crosssection dataset I compiled for this dissertation is organized at the level of the armed group, rather
than country, and the temporal unit of analysis is the month.
I compiled this dataset from the UPCD Georeferenced Event Dataset (GED), version
1.0.19 The GED is based on the three Uppsala datasets previously referenced in this dissertation
and used to define armed conflict for the purpose of classifying ICC actions, i.e. the
UPCD/PRIO Armed Conflict, UPCD Non-State Conflict, and UPCD One-Sided Violence
datasets. The GED disaggregates these datasets, which are organized at the yearly level, into
individual events of lethal organized violence, with information on the date, geographic location,
type of violence (state-based, non-state, or one-sided violence against civilians), approximate
number of fatalities, and actors involved in each event. GED identifies conflict events from
international and local news reports using an automated events search algorithm that canvasses
print media sources for reports of individuals killed or injured in violence. The GED version used
in this paper covers conflict events in Africa from January 1, 1989 through December 31, 2010
and includes 21,860 events.
The GED is similar in structure to the PRIO Armed Conflict Location and Event Dataset
(ACLED), which I employed to construct the monthly time-series of violence against civilians

Ralph Sundberg and Erik Melander, “Introducing the UCDP Georeferenced Event Dataset,”
Journal of Peace Research 50, no. 4 (2013), 523-532.
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for the CNDP/M23 and FDLR case studies.20 As will be recalled, I considered using the GED for
these case studies but opted for ACLED for two reasons. First, the most recent version of
ACLED includes conflict events through December 31, 2014, allowing for analysis of a much
wider range of ICC actions in DRC and elsewhere than the GED, which covers only through the
end of 2010; significantly, employing ACLED rather than GED enabled me to analyze the
effects of the execution of ICC indictments for Callixte Mbarushimana of the FDLR and Bosco
Ntaganda of the CNDP/M23, the issuance of an outstanding indictment for Sylvestre
Mudacumura of the FDLR, and the ICC’s first verdict for Thomas Lubanga. Second, ACLED
employs a much more expansive definition of violence against civilians than the GED, which
follows the UCDP definition of “one-sided violence” and therefore includes only apparently
deliberate and intentional killings of civilians;21 ACLED, in contrast, includes non-fatal attacks
against civilians such as large-scale sexual violence, abductions (including of children to serve as
soldiers), and looting, inter alia.
Notwithstanding ACLED’s advantages, there are significant quality-control issues and
documented inconsistencies in the application of coding criteria across country cases in
ACLED.22 Consequently, while ACLED is useful for within-case analysis (where consistent
coding criteria were apparently applied) of the type undertaken in Chapters II and III on the
CNDP/M23 and FDLR, it is much less suitable for systematic, cross-national or cross-group
analysis of the kind attempted in this chapter. I therefore opted to sacrifice the temporal breadth

Clinoadh Raleigh et al., “Introducing ACLED: An Armed Conflict Location and Event Dataset
– Special Data Feature,” Journal of Peace Research 47, no. 5 (2010), 651-660.
21
Eck and Hultman, “One-Sided Violence,” 233-246.
20

Kristine Eck, “In Data We Trust? A Comparison of UCDP GED and ACLED Conflict Events
Datasets,” Cooperation and Conflict 47, no. 1 (2012), 130-134.
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(and ability to test for the effects of some ICC actions, including some entire classes of actions
including verdicts) offered by ACLED for the reliability of GED.
To construct the time-series cross-section employed in this chapter from the GED
dataset, I employed essentially the same approach as when compiling the CNDP/M23 and
FDLR time-series from ACLED for my case studies. However, because fatality count data in
the GED are generally more reliable than the equivalent data in ACLED (mainly due to the
GED’s overall better quality-control), I used civilian fatalities as the outcome variable, rather
than incidents of violence against civilians as in the case studies. I first constructed a
preliminary monthly time-series cross-section covering all groups included in the GED from
July 1, 2002, when the Rome Statute entered into force, through December 2010, the last month
covered by ACLED. To this end, I then aggregated individual events of one-sided violence
against civilians recorded in the GED during this period to the month and armed group levels. In
addition, in order to estimate overall conflict intensity independent of violence against civilians,
I separately aggregated all other violent events to the month and armed group levels.
Aggregation involved totaling the number of fatalities involving each armed group per month,
using the “best estimate” identified in the GED. Armed groups entered and exited this initial
version of my dataset in the first and last months, respectively, when their participation in a
conflict event of any kind was recorded in the GED.
Like ACLED, the GED data allow for aggregation to the level of the month, year, week,
or day. I chose to aggregate to the month rather than year because, as noted in my discussion of
the deficiencies of previous studies of the effects of ICC prosecutions, there have been several
instances where the Court has taken multiple actions, e.g. issuing and executing arrest warrants, in
the same calendar year; in such cases, it would be impossible to distinguish the effects of separate
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ICC actions using a yearly dataset. I chose to aggregate to the month rather than the week or day
because, although the estimates of the timing of events in the GED are relatively accurate, there is
likely greater error in determining the exact date of an event compared to its month.
This aggregation process yielded a preliminary time-series cross-section with 3,357
armed group-month observations involving 138 armed groups active in 21 African countries. I
then restricted this sample to observations involving groups involved in situations under the
ICC’s jurisdiction. In doing so, I aimed to create a sample of reasonably comparable groups in
terms of their ex ante likelihood of facing prosecution, so as to mitigate possible biases arising
from the non-random assignment of ICC action.23 I focused on groups in situations under the
ICC’s jurisdiction because the Court is legally prohibited from taking action in situations outside
its jurisdiction as outlined in the Statute, so actors in such situations are effectively immune from
prosecution (unless, of course, the Court acquires retroactive jurisdiction through a Security
Council referral or Article 12.3 declaration in the case of non-States Parties).
Groups entered this restricted version of the dataset, which I refer to as my “situationlevel sample” (for reasons explained below), in the first month during which they were subject
to the ICC’s jurisdiction as a State Party to the Statute, the subject of a UN Security Council
referral, or under an Article 12.3 declaration by voluntarily accepting the Court’s jurisdiction;
groups then remained in the dataset until the end of the series or the last month during which
they were involved in a conflict event. For example, the government of DRC—which had
ratified the Statute in April 2002—entered the dataset in July 2002 when the Rome Statute
entered into force and remained in the dataset through the end of the time series. This process
yielded a trimmed sample of 1,785 observations covering 63 belligerent groups.
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On inferential problems arising from the non-random assignment of prosecutions, see Kim and
Sikkink, “Explaining the Deterrence Effect,” 950.
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I used this version of the dataset to analyze the impact of situation-level ICC action, but
to analyze the effects of individual-level ICC action, I further trimmed the sample to include only
groups in situation under the ICC’s jurisdiction that had previously perpetrated violence against
civilians under the Court’s jurisdiction. In doing so, I aimed to further mitigate potential biases
arising from the non-random targeting of ICC prosecutions by creating a sub-sample of
belligerent groups comparable with respect to their demonstrated propensity for committing
atrocities and consequent liability for individual-level action. While the Statute provides the
Office of the Prosecutor with substantial discretion in selecting targets for individual-level
action, there are sufficient procedural safeguards in place through the judicial divisions of the
Court and the Assembly of States Parties to ensure that the Prosecutor is unlikely to target
leaders of groups with no record of involvement in atrocities.24 Conversely, groups that
committed past atrocities under the Court’s jurisdiction should, all things equal, be substantially
more likely to face prosecution, so restricting the sample to such groups ensures a reasonably
similar “treatment” (prosecution) and “control” (non-prosecution) groups in terms of their
underlying likelihood of facing individual-level action.
Groups entered this version of the dataset, which I refer to as my “individual-level
sample” in the first month during which they both perpetrated violence against civilians recorded
in the GED and were subject to the ICC’s jurisdiction; as in the situation-level dataset, groups
then remained in the dataset until the end of the series or the last month during which they were
involved in a conflict event. This yielded a sample of 1,131 observations over 36 armed groups.

On concerns about a “rogue” prosecutor, see Jack Goldsmith, “The Self-Defeating International
Criminal Court,” University of Chicago Law Review 70, no. 1 (2003), 89-104; on the procedural
safeguards against a “rogue” prosecutor negotiated into the Statute, see Michael J. Struett, The Politics of
Constructing the International Criminal Court: NGOs, Discourse, and Agency (New York, USA:
Palgrave, 2008), 157.
24
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The groups included in both my situation-level and individual-level samples are listed in
Table 5.3; groups included in the individual-level sample are highlighted in bold. This table also
notes each group’s years of activity and primary location of activity. These data cover only
armed groups active in Africa because, as noted previously, the current version of the GED
includes only conflict events in Africa. However, 11 of the 22 situations where the ICC has
intervened at this writing are African, and the Court has yet to open a formal investigation or
take individual-level action in any non-African situations. Focusing on African conflicts
therefore allows for analysis of ICC action in the geographic set of situations where the Court has
most frequently intervened.
Coding Protocols
In the process of aggregating the GED events data to the armed group-month level, I
generated two of the variables employed in my statistical analysis. The first, Civilian Deaths, is
the primary outcome variable, defined as the count of civilians killed in acts of one-sided
violence attributable to the armed group in the respective conflict month. The second variable
generated through the process of aggregation, Battle Deaths, is likewise a count, but of the total
number of conflict-related deaths incurred or inflicted by the armed group in the relevant month
independent of violence against civilians. Because conflict severity is a robust predictor of violence
against civilians, subsuming many intermediate variables, I include this variable (in logged form)
as a control in all statistical models reported in this chapter.25

See, for example, Lisa Hultman, “Battle losses and rebel violence: Raising the costs for
fighting,” Terrorism and Political Violence 19, no. 2 (2007), 205-222; and Reed M. Wood, “From Loss to
Looting? Battlefield Costs and Rebel Incentives for Violence.” International Organization 68, no. 4
(2014), 979-999.
25
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Table 5.3: Armed Group Sample for Statistical Analysis
(Individual-Level Sample in Bold)
Armed Group
Dates of Activity
ADF
2002-2010
Ahlul Sunnah Jamaa
2004
AN
2008
Arrow Boys
2003
ATNMC
2007
Bakassi Boys
2005
Bangadi Militia
2008
BDK
2007-2008
CNDD-FDD/Government of Burundi 2
2004-2008
CNDP
2007-2008
CPJP
2008-2010
FAPC
2004
FAPC/FNI
2003
FDLR
2004-2010
FN
2004-2005
FNI
2002-2005
FNI/FRPI
2003
FNI/FRPI/RCD-K-ML
2003
FRPI
2002-2003
Government of Burundi 1
2004-2005
Government of Central African Republic 1
2002
Government of Central African Republic 2
2006-2010
Government of Chad
2004-2010
Government of Djibouti
2008
Government of DRC
2002-2010
Government of Guinea 1
2007
Government of Guinea 2
2009
Government of Côte d’Ivoire
2003-2004
Government of Kenya
2007-2008
Government of Madagascar
2009
Government of Mali
2007-2009
Government of Niger
2007-2010
Government of Nigeria
2002-2009
Government of Senegal
2003
Government of Sudan
2005-2010
Government of Uganda
2008-2010
Janjaweed
2005-2010
Janjaweed-Bin Kulaib
2005
Janjaweed-Moro
2005
JEM
2005-2010
LRA
2002-2010
Mayi Mayi
2002-2007
Mayi Mayi Chinja Chinja
2004-2005
MFDC
2003
MILOCI
2005
MNJ
2007-2008
NDPVF
2004
NDV
2004
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Primary Location(s)
DRC, Uganda
Nigeria
Chad
Uganda
Chad
Uganda
DRC
DRC
Burundi
DRC
Central African Republic
DRC
DRC
DRC
Côte d’Ivoire
DRC
DRC
DRC
DRC
Burundi
Central African Republic
Central African Republic
Chad
Djibouti
DRC
Guinea
Guinea
Côte d’Ivoire
Kenya
Madagascar
Mali
Niger
Nigeria
Senegal
Sudan, Uganda
Uganda, Sudan
Sudan, Chad
Sudan
Sudan
Sudan
Uganda, DRC,CAR
DRC
DRC
Senegal
Côte d’Ivoire
Niger
Nigeria
Nigeria

Table 5.3 Armed Group Sample for Statistical Analysis
Individual-Level Sample in Bold
NRF
2006-2009
Palipehutu-FNL
2002-2008
PARECO
2008
PUSIC
2003
RAFD
2006
Rastas
2005
RCD (Goma)
2002-2003
RCD/N, MLC
2002-2003
RCD-LN (Laurent Nkunda)
2004
SLDF
2007-2008
SLM/A
2005-2010
SLM/A (MM)
2006
SLM/A Unity
2007-2008
UFDD
2006
UFR
2009
UPC
2002-2003

Sudan
Burundi
DRC
DRC
Chad
DRC
DRC
DRC
DRC
Kenya
Sudan
Sudan
Sudan
Chad
Chad
DRC

After generating my armed group-month dataset as described above, I coded all
observations on three variables measuring ICC action: Situation-Level Action, Outstanding
Indictment, and Executed Indictment. The first variable, Situation-Level Action, is a
dichotomous variable coded 0 for all months before the initiation of situation-level action in
the respective armed group’s primary country location and 1 for all subsequent months until
the initiation of individual-level action targeting a member of the group. The second variable,
Outstanding Indictment, is a count variable indicating the cumulative number of outstanding
indictments active with respect to the group as of the observation month; similarly, the third
variable, Executed Indictment, is a count variable indicating the number of indictments
executed for members of the respective group as of the given month.
In addition to the variables generated through the aggregation process and these
indicators of ICC action, I also code all observations on three additional controls: Time,
Population, and External Support. The first control, Time, is suggested by studies of civilian
victimization which indicate that groups involved in extended wars may be more likely to
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target civilians;26 this variable is coded as the log count of months from the group’s first
appearance in the dataset. The second variable, Population, indicates the log population of the
group’s primary country of operations, in most cases where it is based, as measured by the
World Bank Development indicators; 27 it is standard practice to include this as a control when
the dependent variable is a count of civilians killed, as larger populations present more targets.
Finally, building on insights in the civil war literature linking external funding or support to
civilian victimization and violence more generally, 28 I also code all observations on the
dichotomous indicator External Support; this variable is coded 1 if the group received
financial or material assistance from a foreign government or other external actor in the
relevant year and 0 otherwise, as reported in the Uppsala External Support Primary Warring
Party Dataset.29 Tables 5.4 and 5.5 report descriptive statistics for all variables described
above for the situation-level and individual-level samples employed in my statistical analysis,
respectively.

Alexander B. Downes “Desperate Times, Desperate Measures: The Causes of Civilian
Victimization in War.” International Security 30, no. 4 (2006), 152-195.
26

27

World Bank, World Development Indicators Database (2015), http://data.worldbank.org, last
accessed April 10, 2015.
Paul Collier and Anke Hoeffler, “Greed and grievance in civil war,” Oxford Economic Papers
56 (2004), 563-595; Reed M. Wood, “Opportunities to kill or incentives for restraint? Rebel capabilities,
the origins of support, and civilian victimization in war,” Conflict Management and Peace Science 31, no.
5 (2014), 461-480; Jeremy M. Weinstein, Inside Rebellion: The Politics of Insurgent Violence
(Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2007).
28

Pettersson, Therése. “Pillars of Strength – External Support to Warring Parties,” in States in
Armed Conflict 2010, edited by Therése Pettersson & Lotta Themnér. Uppsala University Research
Report 94. (Uppsala, Sweden: Universitetstryckeriet, 2011).
29
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Table 5.4: Descriptive Statistics for Situation-Level Sample
Variable

Mean

Civilian Deaths
Battle Deaths
Time
Situation-level
Population (log)
External Support

8.91
12.80
52.95
.49
17.01
.22

Standard
Deviation
41.20
52.61
27.00
.50
.994
.42

Table 5.5: Descriptive Statistics for Individual-Level Sample
Standard
Variable
Mean
Deviation
Civilian Deaths
14.05
51.06
Battle Deaths
12.34
46.79
Time
53.26
26.97
Outstanding Indictment
.33
1.01
Executed Indictment
.03
.24
Population (log)
17.27
.86
External Support
.19
.39

Minimum

Maximum

0
0
1
0
13.66
0

708
977
102
1
18.83
1

Minimum

Maximum

0
0
1
0
0
15.23
0

708
949
102
5
3
18.83
1

Statistical Modeling Strategy
The dependent variable, Civilian Deaths, is a count variable indicating the number of
civilian fatalities attributable to the respective armed group during the given month.
Accordingly, ordinary least squares (OLS) and other models requiring a normal distribution are
inappropriate and likely to produce biased results. 30 The most obvious alternate specification is
a Poisson or negative binomial model, which are explicitly designed for count data. In both the
situation-level and individual-level samples, Civilian Deaths is overdispersed; in the situationlevel sample, the mean of this variable is 8.91, with variance 1697.44, while in the individuallevel sample, the mean is 14.05 and the variance is 2,606.10; this initially suggests a negative

30

J. Scott Long. Regression Models for Categorical and Limited Dependent Variables (Princeton,
USA: Princeton University Press, 1997), 217-250, cited in Alexander B. Downes, “Restraint or
Propellant? Democracy and Civilian Fatalities in Interstate Wars,” Journal of Conflict Resolution 51, no.
6 (2007), 887.
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binomial distribution, but there is an overabundance of zero observations, totaling 78.05 percent
in the situation-level sample and 66.14 percent of the individual-level sample (even though this
sample includes only groups that previously perpetrated atrocities). This suggests that an
ordinary negative binomial model is also inappropriate, so I employ a zero-inflated negative
binomial (ZINB) estimator, which is designed to correct for the excessive zeros, as my preferred
estimator.31 Although not explicitly designed for time-series cross-section or panel data, this
estimator has been employed on panel data following a similar distribution in recent studies of
violence against civilians.32
The ZINB model is based on the assumption that at least some of the excess zeros are
produced by theoretically distinct processes from those influencing count outcomes. For
example, as applied to violence against civilians, a “zero” outcome may be the product of two
dynamics: 1) belligerents for whom violence against civilians is not a possibility because they
lack the inclination, capacity, and/or opportunity; and 2) belligerents for whom violence is a
real possibility but refrain for some other reason. 33 To account for these dynamics, the ZINB
model follows a two-step approach; the first step, or inflation stage, provides estimates of the
various independent variables on the probability of the observation taking a value of 0 via a
logit model, while the second step models the effects of the independent variables on the
outcome count using a negative binomial estimator. Accordingly, a positively-signed coefficient
in the first-step logit model means the given variable increases the probability of the

31

A. Colin Cameron and Pravin K. Trivedi, Regression Analysis of Count Data, 2nd edition
(Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2013), 139-142.
For example, in Wood, “From Loss to Looting,” 987-991. Downes, “Restraint or Propellant,”
872-904, also employs the ZINB estimator in a study on violence against civilians, though not on panel
data.
32

33

Downes, “Restraint or Propellant,” 888.
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observation taking a value of 0; therefore, in the case of violence against civilians, a positivelysigned coefficient in the first-step model indicates the variable increased the probability of the
observation having zero civilian fatalities, suggesting a preventive effect. Conversely, a
positively-signed coefficient on a variable in the second-step negative binomial model would
indicate the variable is associated with higher levels of violence against civilians, suggesting a
perverse effect.34
3

Statistical Results and Discussion
Table 5.6 reports three zero-inflated negative binomial models of the relationship

between ICC actions and violence against civilians. Model 1 analyzes the effects of situationlevel ICC action using the situation-level sample of 63 armed groups active in conflict
situations under the ICC’s jurisdiction. Models 2 and 3 examine the effects of outstanding and
executed indictments, respectively, employing the individual-level sample of 36 armed groups
described above. To avoid confounding, stages of the legal process subsequent to the legal
action under analysis are omitted; for example, all observations involving individual-level
action are omitted from Model 1, which therefore provides an estimate of the marginal effect of
situation-level ICC action compared to no ICC action. Two sets of coefficients are reported for
each model; the right-side column reports the first-step logit estimates of the effects of each
independent variable on the probability of the dependent variable, Civilian Deaths, taking the
value of zero, while the left-side column reports the negative binomial estimates of the effects
of each independent variable on the count of civilian fatalities. The coefficients for the variable
representing the respective ICC action analyzed in each model are reported in the row labeled
“ICC Action.”

34

Ibid., 884; Wood, “From Loss to Looting,” 989.
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Table 5.6: Zero-Inflated Negative Binomial Estimates of the Effects of ICC Action
Model

1

2

3

ICC
Variable

Situation-Level

Outstanding Indictment

Executed Indictment

Stage
ICC
Action
Battle
Deaths
Time
Population
External
Constant
Alpha

Negative
Binomial
.17
(.38)
.20
(.06)***
-.30
(.17)*
.49
(.14)***
-.27
(.29)
-4.76
(2.50)*

Inflation
(Logit)
-.30
(.20)
-.32
(.06)***
-.05
(.09)
-.38
(.09)***
.28
(.21)
7.90
(1.61)***

Negative
binomial
1.99
(.15)*
.21
(.06)***
.21
(.14)
.13
(.19)
-.16
(.26)
-.15
(3.41)

4.35

Inflation
(Logit)
-.32
(.10)**
-.31
(.09)***
.47
(.18)**
-.33
(.16)**
-.35
(.27)
4.55
(2.97)

Negative
binomial
-.30
(1.71)
.21
(.06)***
.31
(.13)**
.10
(.22)
-.05
(.26)
.19
(3.91)

3.34

Log-2126.38
-1562.27
likelihood
N
1607
737
Zeroes
1287
479
Standard errors in parentheses; significance levels: *: p<.10; **: p<.05; ***: p<.01

Inflation
(Logit)
2.39
(1.12)**
-.37
(.09)***
.29
(.17)*
-.37
(.16)**
-.20
(.27)
5.63
(2.94)*
3.56

-1580.97
760
501

Situation-Level Action: Model 1 examines the relationship between situation-level ICC action
and violence against civilians. Both the first and second stage coefficients are statistically
insignificant, suggesting that situation-level action has negligible effects on violence against
civilians. This finding is consistent with the case study of the FDLR presented in Chapter IV of
this dissertation, which indicated that situation-level ICC action in DRC (including the ICC
preliminary examination and investigation) had negligible effects on atrocities; this suggests
that situation-level action generally produces neither preventive nor perverse incentives and /or
opportunities for belligerent groups to commit atrocities.
Outstanding Indictments: Model 2 offers unambiguous evidence that outstanding indictments
tend to exacerbate violence against civilians. The first stage logit coefficient for the ICC action
indicator is negative and statistically significant, indicating that outstanding indictments reduce
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the probability that civilian fatalities will be 0 in any month; in other words, outstanding
indictments increase the probability that civilian fatalities will not be 0, meaning that violence
against civilians will occur. Likewise, the second stage negative binomial coefficient is positive
and statistically significant, indicating that outstanding indictments are associated with greater
numbers of civilian fatalities.
These findings are consistent with the long-term effects of the outstanding indictments
for Bosco Ntaganda of the CNDP/M23 and Sylvestre Mudacumura of the FDLR observed in the
case studies presented in Chapters III and IV, respectively; in both cases, there is evidence
indicating that the outstanding indictments triggered the escalation mechanism, resulting in
increased violence against civilians, and the statistical findings in this chapter suggest the
operation of similar dynamics in cases beyond DRC. Indeed, there is at least anecdotal evidence
of an outstanding ICC indictment generating perverse incentives for violence and atrocities in
the case of Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA) commander Joseph Kony, who was indicted in
2005. Kony, who remains at large at this writing, subsequently engaged in peace negotiations
with the Ugandan government in 2006, briefly raising hopes that the end of the LRA
insurgency, ongoing for over two decades, would finally end. However, Kony repeatedly
demanded the withdrawal of the ICC indictment and/or a guarantee that he would not be
transferred to The Hague, and when Ugandan negotiators were unable to provide a guarantee to
this effect, he refused to sign a final peace agreement and returned to the bush, where the LRA
continued to perpetrate atrocities. 35 This closely parallels both Ntaganda’s defection from the
FARDC and instigation of the M23 rebellion amid rumors of his imminent arrest after the

Joanna R. Quinn, “Getting to Peace? Negotiating with the LRA in Northern Uganda,” Human
Rights Review 10 (2009), 55-70.
35
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Lubanga verdict and Mudacumura’s efforts to undermine recent peace initiatives, suggesting a
broader pattern of escalation linked to outstanding ICC indictments.
Executed Indictments: Model 3 examines the effects of the execution of ICC indictments on
civilian fatalities. The first stage logit coefficient for the ICC action variable is positive and
statistically significant, while the second stage negative binomial coefficient is negative but
statistically insignificant. The first stage finding indicates that executed indictments increase the
probability that civilian fatalities will be 0 in any given month, suggesting a preventive effect
for some actors, although the second stage finding suggests that executed indictments have
negligible effects on the number of civilians killed. However, the negative sign of the second
stage coefficient points in the direction of a preventive effect, while the inflated standard error
(1.71) suggests that the insignificance of the second stage finding is plausibly attributable to the
relatively small number of cases of executed indictments in the sample (n=23) and the
consequently limited variation on the independent variable; in this respect, it is perhaps
surprising—and indicative of a substantively strong preventive effect—that the coefficient for
the first stage logit model achieved statistical significance at p<.05.
The statistical finding that executed indictments have a long-term preventive impact,
evidently by increasing the probability that a group will commit 0 fatalities in a given month, is
consistent with the long-term incapacitative effects of executed indictments observed in the
CNDP/M23 and FDLR cases. The CNDP/M23 case, in particular, suggests that executed
indictments may increase the probability of a group committing 0 fatalities in a month by
contributing to its defeat on the battlefield, thereby causing the group to transition from the
category of actors for whom violence is possible to the category for whom violence is not
possible because they lack the capacity or opportunity. Beyond DRC, the arrest and subsequent
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transfer to the ICC of former president Laurent Gbagbo in Côte d’Ivoire have arguably
weakened hardline elements within Gbagbo’s former political party, the FPI, depriving them of
political opportunities and generating possibly similar preventive dynamics. 36 This, in turn,
suggests a broader pattern of executed indictments triggering the operation of the incapacitation
mechanism.
4

Conclusion
Using data on belligerent groups active in Africa in conflict situations under the ICC’s

jurisdiction from 2002 through 2010, this chapter has presented a statistical test of the
generalizability of the hypotheses derived from the CNDP/M23 and FDLR case studies
concerning the effects of ICC action initiated during ongoing conflict. Consistent with the longterm effects of ICC action observed in both case studies, the statistical models reported in this
chapter yield three findings: 1) situation-level ICC action has negligible average effects on
atrocities; 2) outstanding indictments tend to exacerbate atrocities; and 3) executed indictments
contribute to the prevention of atrocities. This, in turn, suggests that the case study findings
presented in this dissertation concerning the effects of ICC action across stages of the legal
process are broadly generalizable; the next chapter will consider the implications of these
findings for policy-makers aiming to prevent atrocities, as well as for broader understandings of
the role and impact of the ICC and international law more generally.

This is suggested in Amnesty International, Côte d’Ivoire: The Victor’s Law: The Human
Rights Situation After the Post-electoral Crisis (2013), 18, although this report is also critical of the ICC
proceedings against Gbabgo, arguing that while Gbagbo’s arrest and transfer to the Court have
contributed to the marginalization of the FPI, they have not contributed to national reconciliation; even
so, this case would seem to be consistent with the operation of the incapacitation mechanism whereby
ICC action (in this case an executed indictment) deprived leaders and their organizations of the capacity
and/or opportunity to commit atrocities.
36
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Chapter VI
Conclusion
Do International Criminal Court (ICC) prosecutions initiated during ongoing conflict
prevent atrocity crimes, consistent with the claims of many human rights advocates, practitioners
of international justice, and scholars in the tradition of liberal peacebuilding who accord a central
role to law, institutions, and norms in preventing and managing violence? 1 Or do prosecutions,
notwithstanding the good intentions and noble goals of their proponents, generate perverse
incentives and opportunities for belligerents to intensify atrocities and hinder the pursuit of
peace, as proposed by self-styled political realists?
This dissertation has engaged this debate between the legal optimist proponents of
prosecutions and their legal pessimist critics and found there is no straightforward, “yes or no”
answer to the question of whether ICC prosecutions during ongoing conflict prevent or
exacerbate atrocities. Instead, the answer to the question of the ICC’s impact on atrocities during
ongoing conflict suggested by this dissertation is, “It depends.” In other words, both legal
optimists and legal pessimists are correct in their claims about the effects of ICC prosecutions
during ongoing conflict, but each only sometimes. On the one hand, this should not be
surprising, as the effects of most complex interventions or other real-world phenomena studied
by social scientists are heterogeneous in some sense.2 Furthermore, although selective references
to the criminological literature in debates about the effects of ICC prosecutions, particularly by
legal optimists, sometimes give the impression of a consensus about the preventive effects of

On the liberal peacebuilding tradition, see Roland Paris, “Saving liberal peacebuilding,” Review
of International Studies 36, no. 2 (2010), 337-365.
1

John Gerring, Social Science Methodology: A Unified Framework, 2nd edition (Cambridge, UK:
Cambridge University Press, 2012), 225-226
2
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legal sanctions on crime, there is in fact no such consensus among criminologists.3 Instead, the
criminological literature suggests considerable heterogeneity in the effects of legal sanctions
depending on the types of crime, offenders, underlying social structures, and staging of the legal
process, inter alia.4 While this very clearly suggests that the effects of ICC prosecutions during
ongoing conflict vary along multiple dimensions, debates over the impact of ICC prosecutions,
both among practitioners and scholars, have been framed largely in terms of whether ICC
prosecutions prevent or exacerbate atrocities, rather than under what conditions ICC action
produces differential effects.5
I cautioned against the unhelpful framing of the debate over the effects of prosecutions in
such simplistic terms in Chapter I, and the case studies and cross-case statistical analysis
subsequently presented in this dissertation suggest such caution is warranted, as they provide
evidence of heterogeneity in the impact of ICC action across actors. In turn, this heterogeneity
points toward the beginnings of a “typological theory” of the effects of ICC action during
ongoing conflict, comprising a set of necessarily contingent generalizations about the conditions

See, for example, Hunjoon Kim and Kathryn Sikkink, “Explaining the Deterrence Effect of
Human Rights Prosecutions,” International Studies Quarterly 54, no. 4 (2010), 943, who selectively cite
criminological studies reporting deterrent effects but ignore studies calling into question the magnitude or
existence of deterrent effects; see Raymond Paternoster, “How Much Do We Really Know About
Criminological Deterrence?” Journal of Law and Criminology 100, no. 3 (2010), who reviews the
empirical literature on deterrence and concludes that while there is evidence of a “marginal deterrent
effect for legal sanctions,” claims about the general applicability of deterrence require “a hefty dose of
caution and skepticism” and that there remains “a great asymmetry between what is expected of the legal
system through deterrence and what the system delivers,” 765.
3

Lawrence W. Sherman. “Defiance, Deterrence, and Irrelevance? A Theory of the Criminal
Sanction.” Journal of Research in Crime & Delinquency 30, no. 4 (1993), 445.
4

An exception, as-yet-unpublished, is Hyeran Jo and Beth A. Simmons, “Can the International
Criminal Court Deter Atrocity?” Social Science Research Network Working Paper,
www.papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2552820 (December 18, 2014), last accessed
February 8, 2015, but as discussed previously, this study does not adequately address possible
heterogeneity across stages of the legal process.
5
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under which ICC action alternately prevents, exacerbates, or has no impact on atrocities.6 The
remainder of this chapter will present such a theory based on this dissertation’s main findings
organized around the stages of the legal process but suggesting various other factors that may
condition the effects of ICC action suggested by the case studies. I will then discuss the policy
implications of this dissertation’s main findings, particularly with respect to the design and
implementation of prosecutorial strategy at the ICC, and I will conclude by reviewing the limits
to the scope of this dissertation and suggesting avenues for future research.
1

Typological Theory of ICC Action
This dissertation’s main finding is that the effects of ICC action on atrocities vary across

stages of the legal process. This clearly suggests legal process as an initial variable in a
typological theory of the effects of ICC action in ongoing conflict, with the “values” of this
variable corresponding to the stages of the legal process, i.e. situation-level actions (including
both preliminary examination and formal investigation), outstanding indictments, executed
indictments, trials, and verdicts. Unfortunately, because the Court has only opened six trials and
issued three verdicts in its relatively brief history, including none for leaders of groups actively
involved in armed conflict, it was not possible to analyze the direct effects of these stages of the
legal process.7 Therefore, any typological theory based on this dissertation can only incorporate
the first three stages of the legal process: situation-level actions, outstanding indictments, and
executed indictments.

6

On typological theories, see Alexander L. George and Andrew Bennett, Case Studies and
Theory Development (Cambridge, USA: MIT Press, 2005), 235.
7

However, even as the Court conducts more trial and issues more verdicts, such actions vis-à-vis
leaders of groups concurrently engaged in ongoing armed conflict might still be rare because there is
typically a substantial lag between the execution of an indictment and the opening of a trial; in many
cases, therefore, leaders are likely to no longer be involved in armed conflict by the time a trial opens or a
verdict is issued.
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Situation-Level Action
This study’s first major finding and contribution to a typological theory of ICC action
during ongoing conflict is that situation-level action has negligible effects on atrocities. In the
FDLR case examined in Chapter IV, situation-level action (including individual-level actions
targeting leaders of other armed groups in DRC) failed to generate either perverse or preventive
incentives or opportunities for the FDLR to commit atrocities. The cross-case statistical analysis
presented in Chapter V indicate this finding is generalizable to belligerent groups beyond the
FDLR, suggesting that ICC preliminary examinations and investigations neither prevent nor
exacerbate atrocities, at least on average.
Outstanding Indictments
This dissertation’s second major finding and contribution to a typological theory of ICC
action during ongoing conflict is that outstanding indictments tend to exacerbate atrocities. In
both the CNDP/M23 and FDLR cases, leaders under ICC indictment and fearing arrest employed
spoiling tactics that resulted in increased or prolonged violence: in the case of Bosco Ntaganda
of CNDP/M23, reneging on a peace deal, defecting from the FARDC, and instigating the M23
rebellion, and in the case of Sylvestre Mudacumura of the FDLR, undermining tentative peace
initiatives and (perhaps) employing violence to demonstrate his continued relevance and resolve.
The cross-case statistical analysis and anecdotal evidence from other situations indicate these
findings are generalizable to situations beyond DRC, suggesting a pattern of escalatory dynamics
linked to outstanding indictments.
These findings suggest that the logic of deterrence may backfire in ways that legal
optimist proponents of prosecutions have failed to address. Legal optimists emphasize the role of
prosecutions in increasing the expected costs of committing atrocities to perpetrators through the
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threat or imposition of legal punishment. In this sense, prosecution can be conceptualized as a
coercive threat intended to improve compliance with international law and norms prohibiting
atrocities, and legal optimists have emphasized the crucial role of increases in the marginal
probability of prosecution for atrocity crimes with the development and diffusion of the norm of
individual criminal responsibility and the so-called “justice cascade.”8 In doing so, however,
legal optimists have largely overlooked the second critical component of the effectiveness of a
coercive threat: assurance. For targets to have incentives to comply with a coercive threat, the
issuer must be able to provide credible assurance that the threat will not be carried out if the
target complies.9 In the case of prosecutions, this implies that prosecutors or other relevant actors
must be able to assure targets they will not be prosecuted if the target refrains from atrocities.
However, the CNDP/M23 and FDLR cases suggest that providing such assurance is
difficult, particularly once an outstanding indictment has been issued. For example, in the
CNDP/M23 case, Ntaganda had negotiated an informal amnesty deal with the Congolese
government in January 2009 whereby he agreed to end the CNDP rebellion and Kinshasa
pledged to not execute the outstanding ICC indictment for him. However, this deal collapsed
when the Congolese government came under increasing international pressure to arrest
Ntaganda, particularly in the aftermath of the disputed national elections in November 2011 and,
more proximately, the conviction of Thomas Lubanga and renewed calls by donors and human
rights advocates for Ntaganda’s arrest. Fearing arrest in light of these developments, Ntaganda
fled from Goma and helped instigate the M23 rebellion, leading to an escalation in atrocities.

8

Kathryn Sikkink, The Justice Cascade: How Human Rights Prosecutions are Changing World
Politics (New York, USA: W.W. Norton, 2011).
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Thomas C. Schelling. Arms and Influence (New Haven, USA: Yale University Press, 1966), 4.
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More generally, this suggests a commitment problem whereby actors offering protection
from prosecution to ICC indictees in exchange for peace or refraining from future atrocities
cannot credibly commit to follow through on such bargains.10 Most obviously, actors may not be
able to commit because of donor or other international pressure, as in the Ntaganda case, but the
commitment problem might also arise from other factors such as domestic political pressure, e.g.
from human rights organizations or victims’ groups, and/or the global diffusion of norms
specifying a “duty to prosecute” more generally.11 Whatever the source of this problem, the
CNDP/M23 case and the statistical findings presented in this study suggest it is particularly
severe for leaders under ICC indictments, which cannot easily be removed or negotiated away,
and will therefore often generate incentives for such leaders to violently “gamble for
resurrection” to avoid arrest.12
While the CNDP/M23 case illustrates the commitment problem in action, it also suggests
variation in its severity, implying a potential role for situational- or group-level characteristics in
conditioning the effects of outstanding indictments (and other legal actions where the
commitment problem is relevant). As will be recalled, the effects of the outstanding indictment
for Ntaganda were initially negligible, and the commitment problem clearly did not preclude him
from reaching the aforementioned deal with the Congolese government. Indeed, it was only after
international donors and human rights organizations intensified pressure on Kinshasa to arrest

This dynamic is suggested in Tom Ginsburg, “The Clash of Commitments at the International
Criminal Court.” Chicago Journal of International Law 9, no. 2 (2009), 499-514.
10

Diane F. Orentlicher. “Settling Accounts: The Duty to Prosecute Human Rights Violations of a
Prior Regime.” The Yale Law Journal 100, no. 8 (1991), 2537-2615.
11

On “gambling for resurrection,” see George W. Downes and David M. Rocke, “Conflict,
Agency, and Gambling for Resurrection: The Principal-Agent Problem Goes to War,” American Journal
of Political Science 38, no. 2 (1994), 362-380.
12
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Ntaganda after the Lubanga verdict that Ntaganda opted for violence. This, in turn, suggests that
the severity of the commitment problem and any consequent incentives for escalation may
depend not only on the stage of the legal process but also situation-level factors such as the
guarantor’s (i.e. the actor offering protection to the indictee) dependence on foreign assistance
and/or the extent of NGO activity in the relevant country.
Executed Indictments
This study’s third major finding and contribution to a typological theory of the effects of
ICC action is that executed indictments contribute to prevention, at least over the long run.
Although the FDLR case study suggested that the execution of an ICC indictment for a senior
political leader, Callixte Mbarushimana, initially provoked backlash and empowered radical
leaders, Mbarushimana’s arrest generated long-term incapacitative effects that undermined the
FDLR’s ability to conduct effective military operations and perpetrate atrocities. Similarly, the
execution of the ICC indictment for Bosco Ntaganda of M23 provoked widespread defections
and significantly weakened this group, directly contributing to its military defeat in November
2013. Consistent with these cases and suggesting a more general effect, the statistical findings
presented in Chapter V indicate that executed indictments are associated with an increased
probability that groups will commit zero atrocities in any month, suggesting that the arrest and
removal of leaders can contribute to depriving groups of the capacity and opportunity to
perpetrate atrocities.
These findings suggest the ICC can contribute to the prevention of atrocities in a way
largely overlooked by legal pessimist critics (and even some legal optimists): enforcement. In a
critique seemingly at odds with their claims that ICC prosecutions exacerbate atrocities by
generating perverse incentives for escalation (which require the assumption that ICC action is
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enforceable), critics of the Court have argued that it is unlikely to prevent atrocities because it
lacks any independent enforcement capability. For instance, among a litany of criticisms of the
ICC in a 2003 essay, law professor and Bush administration lawyer Jack Goldsmith claimed:
[T]he ICC is unlikely to punish the Husseins and future Milosevics of the world because
it is unlikely to get its grip on them. The ICC has no inherent enforcement powers. It
depends completely on member states to arrest and transfer defendants.13
Legal optimists have also noted the problem of enforcement, attempting to identify mechanisms
by which the ICC might generate prevention even without effective enforcement,14 and reflecting
broader skepticism about enforcement, the transitional justice literature on prevention has largely
overlooked mechanisms requiring the enforcement of international indictments for
effectiveness.15
Critiques and concerns about the ICC’s lack of enforcement capacity are seemingly
confirmed by cases such as Joseph Kony, commander of the Ugandan rebel group Lord’s
Resistance Army (LRA), who has remained at large since the ICC unsealed an arrest warrant for
him in October 2005, and Omar Al Bashir, the sitting president of Sudan who has remained at
large and traveled extensively abroad despite an ICC indictment dating to March 2009. Yet, as
noted in Chapter V, the ICC has been at least reasonably successful in executing indictments: in
total, 17 of 31 indictments issued by the Court have been executed, not including two indictees
confirmed dead and three in domestic custody. In turn, this suggests much greater scope for
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prevention through the execution of ICC indictments than acknowledged by both proponents and
critics of the Court.
At the same time, the CNDP/M23 and FDLR cases examined in this study also suggest
several conditions under which the execution of ICC indictments might be more or less effective
in preventing atrocities. Specifically, the CNDP/M23 case suggests that internally divided groups
might be more susceptible to incapacitative effects arising from the execution of an indictment
for a leader. Before the indictment for Ntaganda was executed, M23 was riven with internal
tensions between factions led by Ntaganda and his long-time rival, Sultani Emmanuel Makenga.
Ntaganda’s surrender to the ICC, in the context of these tensions, cause large numbers of his
supporters to defect, greatly reducing M23’s strength. The FDLR case suggests another variable
that might condition the impact of executed indictments: funding sources. Before
Mbarushimana’s arrest, the FDLR was heavily dependent on funding from Rwandan Hutu
diaspora networks based in Europe; however, these networks essentially collapsed after
Mbarushimana’s arrest, depriving the FDLR of a key source of funding. While the FDLR was
eventually able to adapt to this loss of funding, its loss of access to diaspora networks arguably
contributed, along with various other factors, to a substantial degradation in its military capacity.
This, in turn, suggests that groups heavily dependent on diaspora or other external sources of
funding may be particularly susceptible to incapacitative effects when key nodes in foreign
funding networks are removed as a result of ICC action.
2

Policy Implications for Preventing Atrocities
Having discussed the contributions of this study to a broader typological theory of the

effects of ICC action during ongoing conflict, I will now consider the implications of my main
findings. As I noted in Chapter I, this study was motivated by the normative goal of preventing
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future atrocities, and so this discussion will focus principally on the implications of my findings
for achieving these goals, particularly in the context of ongoing armed conflict. In doing so, I
will focus specifically on the implications of my findings for the design and implementation of
prosecutorial policy at the ICC, although these implications may also pertain to States Parties to
the Rome Statute and/or the UN Security Council when considering referrals, non-States Parties
such as the United States which have expanded engagement with the Court in recent years,16 and
human rights organizations advocating for ICC action in specific situations.
There are two principal policy implications of my findings, focused specifically on
outstanding and executed indictments, respectively. To some, this study’s finding that
outstanding indictments issued during ongoing conflict exacerbate atrocities might suggest that
the Court should not pursue action while conflict is active or, more extremely, that instruments
of international criminal justice such as the ICC are counterproductive and should be
abandoned.17 However, given that States Parties and the Security Council can initiate action of
their own accord through referrals, a policy of not pursuing action during ongoing conflict is
probably unrealistic for the Prosecutor to implement, and given the significant resources invested
into the ICC and strong commitment to the Court by many States Parties, its abandonment is
unlikely at any point in the foreseeable future. Furthermore, this study’s findings suggest that the
Court can be successful in generating prevention during ongoing conflict when indictments are
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executed, and more generally, even if the pursuit of justice is at times counterproductive for
preventing atrocities, there are normative goals beyond prevention that may be advanced by the
Court, such as retribution against offenders, validating the experiences of victims, documenting
crimes for the historical record, and facilitating restorative justice, inter alia.18
Therefore, instead of abandoning the pursuit of justice or delaying it completely until
after conflict, the Prosecutor might consider pursuing only sealed indictments as a default policy.
The Office of the Prosecutor has successfully employed sealed indictments to secure arrests in
past cases, including in DRC for Callixte Mbarushimana of the FDLR, Thomas Lubanga of the
UPC, Germain Katanga of the FRPI, and Mathieu Ngudjolo of the FNI, while Jean-Pierre Bemba
of the MLC was arrested under a sealed indictment pertaining to the situation in the Central
African Republic. This suggests a useful precedent moving forward, especially as little good
seems to come from outstanding indictments, which are issued as unsealed arrest warrants; in
addition to exacerbating atrocities as reported in this study, they can also have various other
negative effects, such as undermining the Court’s credibility if it fails to secure arrests in a
timely manner, and alerting suspects to ICC action against them, increasing the difficulty of
securing arrests in the future.
Related to the strategy of pursuing sealed indictments, the finding that executed
indictments contribute to the prevention of atrocities suggests that the Court should redouble its
diplomatic efforts to secure cooperation from States Parties (and other international actors) in
executing indictments. Of course, if indictments are issued under seal, any such strategy would
necessarily require some measure of secrecy, which might undermine its effectiveness. As
another strategy, compatible with pursuing sealed indictments, the Court might consider
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enhancing cooperation and contacts with the military and police components of UN
peacekeeping operations that might be in a position to execute indictments in situation countries.
Perhaps more extremely (and potentially more risky, given the possibility for unforeseen
consequences), in cases of sealed indictments, the Court or relevant States Parties could consider
initiating covert contacts with more moderate group members to make them aware of the
indictment and request assistance with securing arrests.
3

Moving Forward
While this study has hopefully provided insight into the effects of ICC action during

ongoing conflict, there are several important limitations which, in turn, point toward potentially
useful avenues for future research. First, this study focuses primarily on the effects of ICC action
on belligerent groups in situations where the Court intervenes and directly targets group
members for prosecution. I focus on these groups because the potential tensions and synergies
between the pursuit of justice and preventing future atrocities are more immediate in such cases,
and the debate about the effects of the ICC has focused mostly on these cases. However, this
study offers no direct insight into the effects of ICC action in situations where the Court does not
intervene and vis-à-vis actors not directly targeted for prosecution in situations where the Court
does take action; as such, this study presents an incomplete assessment of the ICC’s overall
impact on atrocities and points to the need for careful analysis of the “demonstration” or
“signaling” effects in situations where the Court does not intervene and vis-à-vis belligerent
groups not targeted for individual-level action in ICC situations.
Second, focusing only on situations where the ICC has intervened raises the possibility of
selection effects in my analysis. The ICC self-selects (or is selected by State Party or UN
Security Council referral) into conflict situations where previous efforts to prevent atrocities
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have failed, and it necessarily targets individuals for whom deterrence and other prevention
mechanisms have already failed; this suggests the ICC may be selecting into situations where
subsequent prevention efforts, perhaps including previous ICC action itself, are less likely to
succeed. I attempt to address the potential problem of selection effects through close process
tracing analysis in the qualitative component of this study and by restricting the sample for my
cross-case statistical analysis to groups under the ICC’s jurisdiction and (when examining the
effects individual-level actions) a demonstrated propensity for committing atrocities. However, I
cannot entirely rule out the possibility that the self-selection of “hard” cases for prevention has
biased my findings.
Third, although the legal optimist and pessimist hypotheses are potentially applicable to
legal action by other courts, including domestic, hybrid, and the ad hoc international tribunals,
this dissertation focuses primarily on the impact of the ICC. I focus on the ICC because this
study is principally concerned with the effects of prosecutions initiated during ongoing conflict
and, as noted in Chapter I, other courts have been mostly unable or unwilling to take action
during ongoing conflict. However, domestic courts in some countries, e.g. Colombia, have
recently initiated prosecutions during ongoing conflict, and the ICC has adopted a policy of
“positive complementarity” aimed at encouraging domestic prosecutions.19 This, in turn, points
to the need for research analyzing how the interaction between domestic and international
prosecutions during ongoing conflict might influence atrocities and other conflict dynamics.
Fourth, this study covers a unique time in the Court’s history, from its establishment with
the entry into force of the Rome Statute in July 2002 through December 2014 (and my cross-case

Fatou Bensouda, “Reflections from the International Criminal Court Prosecutor,” Case Western
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statistical analysis covers only through December 2010). During this time, the Court’s caseload
gradually increased, but by the end of this period, the Court had issued only three verdicts: one
conviction, one acquittal, and one partial conviction. This suggests that my findings may be an
artifact of a particular time in the Court’s history as a relatively “young” institution and that, as
the Court builds a more extensive record of securing arrests and convictions, the effects of ICC
action may change as actors update their beliefs about the probability and implications of legal
action. This, in turn, points to the importance of ongoing comparative analysis across both time
and cases, in order to arrive at more general conclusions about the impact of ICC action.
Finally, in focusing on the effects of ICC action on atrocities, this paper has adopted an
admittedly narrow conception of negative peace, operationalized in terms of preventing atrocity
crimes. In doing so, I have largely ignored the longer-term effects of ICC action on positive
peace outcomes such as post-conflict reconstruction, political reform, democratization, building
the rule of law, and economic growth, inter alia.20 However, any consequentialist analysis of the
effects of ICC action must also address the extent to which ICC action promotes these outcomes
in the long run. More broadly, as noted earlier in this chapter in response to arguments that the
pursuit of international justice should be abandoned as counterproductive, prosecutions may
serve a much wider and potentially more important set of purposes beyond promoting either
negative or positive peace goals. Many of these wider purposes, such as providing a sense of
justice and closure to victims and their families, documenting crimes for the historical record,
promoting communal reconciliation, or simply ensuring that perpetrators receive their just
deserts, cannot be evaluated in strictly consequentialist or utilitarian terms. This, in turn, points to
the critical importance of engaging with victims and other stakeholders to understand how
On the distinction between negative and positive peace, see Johan Galtung, “Violence, Peace,
and Peace Research,” Journal of Peace Research 6, no. 3 (1969), 167-191.
20
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prosecutions affect their experiences of conflict and its aftermath. More broadly, this discussion
suggests that, in addition to further empirical analysis of the effects of ICC action on violence
against civilians, it is necessary to consider how prosecutions serve broader social purposes
from both empirical and normative perspectives.
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